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The above-entitled matter came on for further
hearing pursuant to notice,
12

BEFORE:
13
14

SAkMUEL W. JENSCH, Esq., Chairman,
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.

j.

DR. JOHN C. GZYER, Member.

16

MR. R. B., BRIGCS

17

Member.
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LEONARD M. TROSTENT, Esq.,, IZX K. LARSON, Esq.,
1821 Jefferson Place, NoWo, Washington, D.C.,
20036; on behalf of the Applicant.

20

21

MYRON KARMAK, Esq , Office of General Counsel,
United States Atomic Energy Commission, Bethesda,
Maryland; on behalf of the Regulatory Staff.

22

BRUCE L. MARTIN, Esq,, 112 State Street, Albany,

23

New York; on behalf of the Atomic Energy Council
of the State of New York.

24
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On behalf of Intervenor, Citizens' Committee
for the Protection of the Environment, and on
behalf of the Environmental Defense Fund:

3

ANTHOMY.ROISMAN, Esq.v 1910 N Street
Washington, D.C.

4
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On behalf of Intervenor, Hudson River Fishermen's
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7

ANGUS MACBETH, Esqo, Finney Farms, Croton-on-Hdso,
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On behalf of the State of New York, of counsel,
Louis J. Leikoiitz, Attorney General's Office:
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C!&AIRBN JENSCH:

I

2

Please come to order.

This

proceeding is a further evidentiary of hearings in the
matter of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.,

4

in reference to its application for authority to operate a

5

nuclear power facility generally designated as Indian Point
Nu. 2.

7

This order providing for this further hearing

S

today at this place was given general public notice which
included the publication in the Federal Register, which is

to

the official Federal Government bulletin board, in a sense
containing all official notices of proceedings of several

12

administrative agencies.

1

this proceeding was published on March 16, 1972, as

14

reflected by Volume 37 of the Federal Register, Page 5517.*

115

Appearances have heretofore been entered in the

16

proceeding, and briefly may be stated again.

17

i

On behalf of the Applicant, Mossrs. Trosten,
Sack and Cohen.

19
20

This notice and this order for

The
by 1W.

Regulatory Staff, Atomic Energy Commission,

Myron Karman.

2

The State of New York, by Mr. Martin.

22

Intervenors, Environmental Defense Fund, and the

23

Citizens" Committee for the Protection of the Environment,

2

by 1W. Anthony Roisman.

25

The Hudson River Fishermen's Associationg by
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CHAIRMAN JENSCl:
2

Please come to order.

This

proceeding is a further evidentiary of hearings in the
matter of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.,
in reference to its application for authority to operate a
nuclear power facility generally designated as Indian Point

This order providing for this further hearing
8

today at this place was given general public notice which

9

included the publication in the Federal Register, which is
the official Federal Government bulletin board, in a sense
containing all official notices of proceedings of several

12

administrative agencies.

1J3

this proceeding was published on Harch 16, 1972, as

14

reflected by Volume 37 of the Federal Register, Page 5512.

rhis notice and this order for

Appearances have heretofore been entered in the
16
17

is

proceeding, and briefly may be stated again.
On behalf of the Applicant,

Sack and Cohen.
The

20

Messrso Trosten,

Rigulatory Staff, Atomic Energy Commission,

by Mro Myron Narman.

2

The State of New York, by Mr. Martin.

22

Intervenors, Environmental Defense Fund, and the

23

Citizens' Committee for the Protection of the Environment,

2

by Bo Anthony Roismano

25

The Hudson River Fishermen's Association, by
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I

Mr. Angus mcbeth.
1

M.

believe that constitutes all the appearances.
PROUDFIT:

For the State of New York, my name
9: John Poudfit, P-r-o-u-di-j--t,
of counsel, Louis J.
5
6

LeAkowitz, Attorney General, StAtc
of New York.
CHAMMAN JENSCH:

Yes,

7

r believe the State of New
York has heretofore entered a formal
appearance.
This is your

a

fIrst appearance.
M.R

-MOUDFIT:

Yes, sir.

to

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

11

The Board, in setting this time and place for
this

12
is

Very well.

evidentiary session of the Proceeding,
indicated that there
were several matters that the Board
vished to consider with

14

the partles to the proceedIng, and
in addition would provide

15

an opportunity for presentation of
additIonal evidence, if
desired, on behalf of any party.
The applicant had requested
or indicated that it did have some
further evidence to adduce

16
7

18

19

in support of Its application fo operating
authority.
The Board directed a communication to all
parties

20

Indicating the items that the Board
wished to consider with

21

the parties, but that list was not intended
to be all inclusive.
It was a list that the Board provided at
that time. There

22
23

were seven items set forth In the
letter which was transmitted

24 ln March 23rd, 1972, to all attorneys
for the parties.
25
Previously the applicant

had Indicated that there

4756
were certain design changes which had been proposed by the
2

Applicant which had been submitted to the Regulatory Staff

3

of the Commission.

4

have personnel from both the Applicant and the Regulatory

5

Staff to consider the presentation of evidence In that

6

regard.

7

12
13

14
is

17

20
21

221
23

25

The Board Indicated that it desired to
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In addition, the Board indicated a desire to

2•

consider further the high-head injection system with the

3

parties, and also to give consideration to views which were

4

requested from the parties as to the status of the record

5

on environmental matters.

6

And in addition we have still outstanding a

7

request by the Citizens' Committee for official notice of

a

certain documents which have been considered previously in

9

the proceeding.
If the Board had requested the Citizens'

TO
it

Committee to specify those portions of the documents that it
desired to be available for official notice.

is
i

Citizens' Committee did submit an enumeration of those portions

U

of the documents, of which additional notice was requested,

is

We
17

The Board in its letter of March 23rd made
particular reference to two specific documents designated as
ORAL 4635 and 31RUL 139,

and we would like to consider not only

18

that, but the posed findings 9 and 9a, which have been

19

submitted by the Citizens' Committee for the Protection of the

20

Environment.

21

p

And the

In connection with the motion which has been

22

made by the Applicant for a testing authority up to fifty

23

percent of capacity, that motion is still under consideration,

24

and the Board has made no decision respecting the matter.

25

The Board would also like to consider the status

B-am2
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I

of the record in view of the ruling by the Atomic Safety

2

and Licensing Appeal Board which responded to the certification

3

that had been presented by the Atomic Safety and Licensing

4

Board to the Appeals Board; and in addition to that the Board

5

desires evidence from the State of New York respecting its

6

position regarding the proposed operation of the Consolidated

7

Edison Company Indian Point Number.2 nuclear power facility.

a
to
i

With that summary, do the parties desire to speak
to those suggestions from the Board, and is the Applicant'.
ready to proceed with further evidence?
DM. TROSTEN:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

I suggest that

12

we might proceed by Applicant offering in evidence the

13

additional matters pertaining to radiological safety and

14

environmental concerns that the Chairman referred too

15

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

16

MR. TROSTEN:

Very well, will you proceed.

The first item of evidence, Mr.

17

Chairman, consists of a letter from ,r. William J. Cahill,

18

to Dr° Peter Morris, informing the staff of a change in the

19

design of Indian Point 2 concerning piping modifications to

20

the high-head safety injection system.

21

This letter is dated February 7, 1972,

22

It has been discussed with the Staff. There is a

23
24
25

response to it.

It has been discussed with the other parties.

I would no

like to offer this letter in evidence

under the sponsorship of Mr.

William J. Cahill.

Boam3
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CHAIR4AN JENSCH:
2

previously sworn need not be sworn again.

3
16

WILLIAM J.o CAHILL , JR.,
having been previously sworn, testifies as follows:

5

BY I-R. TROSTEN:

Q
7

9
t0

Mr. Cahill having been

Mr. CahillP was this letter prepared by you and

under your supervision and direction?
A

Yes.o

Q

Now, are the contents thereof true and correct,

to the best of your knowledge?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Do you desire to have this letter received in

3

14

evidence in this proceeding as your testimony?
A

is

Yes.
MR. TROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, I move that the

16

letter from Mr. Cahill to Mr. Morris dzited February 7, 1972,

17

be received in evidence in this proceeding and incorporated

i8

into the transcript as if read.

19

CHAIR14AN JENSCH:

Is

there any objection?

20

MR.

KARIAN:

21

MR.

ROISMAN:

22

MR. PROUDFIT:

23

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

No objection.o
No objection.

No objection,
Since your request has been

24

granted, Mr.

25

incorporate within the transcript the two items to which

Trosten,

the Reporter is

requested to physically

S-am4
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Applicant's counsel has just referred, namely the letter by

p

2

Mr. Cahill to Dr. Peter Morris as well as the document that

S

bears the description on the first sheet, Indian Point Unit

4

No, 2, piping modifications to the high-head safety injection

5

system.

a

Has this then served heretofore upon the parties?

7

MR. TROSTEN:

C.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

9
10

11

Yes, Mr. Chairman, it has.
Very well.

Are the parties

ready to proceed on interrogation with reference to this
offer of evidence, this presentation of evidence?
MR. TROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, I believe that there

12

is no interrogation.

is

there is a Staff response to this, which I understand Mr.

14

Karman is going to offer.

Mr. Roisman can speak for himself, but

15

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

16

First before we do that is there a cross-examinatio

17
18

19
20
a2

Very well.

in reference to this high-head injection system?
MR. KARMAN:

We have no questions other than the

exhibits which we will offer in a few moments.
CHAIPUAN JENSCH:

Does the Citizens' Committee

have any objection?

22

MR. ROISMAN:

23

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

?.4

Fishermen's Association?

25

MR., MACBETH:

No objection.
How about the Hudson River

No questions.

4761
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
2

MR.

3

MR. KARMAN:

SI

PROUDFIT:

How about the State of New York?

No questions.
Mr. Chairman, I have two items which

would like to offer into evidence at the moment.

One of

them is a letter dated February 28, 1972, signed by me to
the Board, a copy of which was served to the parties in this
7

proceeding, which is in a response to the letter of February
7th, 1972, which was just offered into evidence.
I would like to have this as has been accomplished

to

with all the other responses previously heretofore and have
this incorporated in the transcript,

12

15
16
17

20
21

22
23

25

copies for the Reporter.

I have sufficient
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1

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

2

MRIMAN:
AIR,

$

CHAMBMAN JENSCIH:

4

May we see a copy?

I am all alone today, Mr. Chairman.
The capabilities will suffer.

We will proceed on the basis that you will handle it.

5

Staff Counsel has just distributed to the Board

6

and to the parties the two documents to which he has just

7

referred, namely a response signed by

a

Assistant Director for Pressurized Water Reactors, Division

9

of Reactor Licensing, of the Atomic Energy Commission, to

10

Abo

R. C. DeYoung,

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., attention of
Mr. William J. Cahill, as well as the letter of transmittal

12

by Staff Counsel, Myron 1arman, to all members of the Board

U

and parties in this proceeding.

14

and identified, and been requested that it be incorporated in

25

the transcript as if read.

IF
17

Is there any objection to that request?

R. TROSTEN:

19

Citizens' Committee for the

Protection of the Environment.
Mo ROISMADT:.

22

No objection.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Hudson River Fishermen's

Association.
SMR.

25

No objection.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

21

28

The

Applicant.

8

20

It has just been distributed

MACBETH:

No objection.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

State of New York.

4763
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MR..

S2

MR,0 KAIR MM:
3

No objection.

No objection.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

The request is granted and the

4

reporter is directed physically to incorporate In the

5

transcript the two documents Just identified by Staff Counsel.

6
7

8
9
10

12

14
15
16
17
18
19

,20
21
22

02

PROUDFIT:

(Documents"
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UNITED STA'ES

ATOMIC ENERGYI

:K
2

COMMISSION

WASH INGTrOr4, D.C.

Samuel . Jensch, Esq ., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing
.1
-Board
U. S. Atoinic Energy Commii ssion
Washington, D. C. 20545
.r. R. B. Briggs
Molten Salt Reactor PrograiBa
Oak Ridge i-'ational Laboratory
P. 0. Box Y
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

20545

Dr. John C. Geyer, Chai rman
Department
of Geography and
Df
Environmental Engineering
The Johns Hopkins University
513 Ames Hall
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

In the Iatter of Consolidated Edison
Coimpany of Nlew York, Inc.
Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit
No. 2
Docket 6'o. 50-247
Genti e61en:
ransil,itted herewith is a letter dated
Mr. R. C. DeYoung, Assistant Director February 25, 1972 from
Division o leactor Licensing, to the for Pressurized Water Reactors,
responding to applicant's letters of applicant in this proceeding
October 8, 1971 and February 7,
1972 concerning design changes to the
Indian Point Unit 2 facility.
The staff has reviewed the item involved
and concluded that all the
proposed changes are acceptable.
Pursuant to the request of the Board
in
1972, the staff feels that no additional its letter of February 11,
duced in reference to any of such proposedevidence needs to be intro
design changes.
Respectfully,

Myra n Ka.rma n
C nsel for AEC Regulatory Staff
cc:

Leonard 1. Trosten, Esq.
Anthony Z.' Roisman, [sq.
Angus 1.acbeth, Esq.
J. Bruce MacDonald, Esq.
Honorable Paul S. Shemin
Honorable Hilliam J. Burke
Nlathaniel H. Goodrich, Esq.
Algie A. ells, Esq.
Mr. Stanley T. Robinson, Jr.

UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

I*~
Docket No.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

20545

50-247
February 25,

1972

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. William J. Cahill, Jr.
Vice President
4 Irving Place
New York, New York

10001

Gentlemen:

This is in response to your letters dated October 8, 1971 and
February 7, 1972 concerning design changes to Indian Point
Unit 2 and the corresponding changes to the Final Facility
Description and Safety Analysis Report (FFDSAR) required to
properly reflect these changes.
We have reviewed each one of the twelve items in the
October 8, 1971 letter and conclude that they are acceptable
as itemized below:

Change No. 1 involves the addition of a check valve
to each of four injection lines of the high pressure
safety injection system. This design change was
made to permit plant operation with the motor
operated stop valves in the open position and is
acceptab le.
Change No. 2 provides for additional instrumen
tation to monitor radioactivity in the contain
mnent and is acceptable.
Change No. 3 provides for the use of air piston
operators with separate accumulator air supply
in place of spring returns for the isolation
'valve operators in, the containment ventilation

supply and exhaust ducts. We consider this change
to be equivalent design and acceptable.
Change No . 4 involves actual opening and'closing
times of specifically identified valves in the
high pressure safety injection system. On the
basis that the performance of the system during
the steam line break accident or other accident
is essentially unaffected; we conclude that this
change is acceptable.

Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, Inc.

-2

Change No. 5 involves removal of the drain line
to the bottom of the spent fuel storage pool to
prevent inadvertent draining of the pool and is
acceptable.
Change No. 6 involves the removal of the accumu
lators associated with the charging pumps and is
acceptable in light of satisfactory operation of
the charging system without significant vibration
at Indian Point Unit 2 and other operating plants.
Change No. 7 involving the use of a perforated
plate in the bottom nozzle of the fuel assembly
is acceptable as equivalent design for which
experience on operating plants has been
obtained.
Change No. 8 is the substitution of a Plutonium
Beryllium neutron source in place of a Polonium
Beryllium neutron source which is considered to
be equivalent design and is acceptable.
For Change No. 9 we concur that the substitution
of a containment recirculation sump level indi
cating device in place of an audible alarm on
sump high level is an improvement and is acceptable.
For Change No. 10 we conclude that a separate
monitor train in the plant vent will satisfy the
requirement to detect gaseous radioactivity
exhausted from the residual heat removal pump
compartments in lieu of individual compartment
radiation detectors.
For Change No. 11 we agree that the sentence
referenced on page 8.2-4 of the FFSDAR changed
to read that the other diesel generator set is
connected to bus 2A and/or 3A correctly reflects
the content of drawings and text in other portions
of the FFDSAR and is acceptable.

Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, Inc.

-3

For Change No. 12 we concur
with your proposed
deletion of the statement
on page 11.2-19 of
the FFDSAR which defines a specific limit
for
tritium activity in the
reactor coolant.
Technical Specification
3.9 "Effluent Release"
adequately addresses the
limitations on tritium
in plant effluents and no
specific limit is
required for the reactor
coolant system.
We have reviewed the proposed
piping modifications to
Head Safety Injection System
the High
in the enclosure to your
letter dated
February 7, 1972.
The present system incorporates
injection at
two cold legs (loops 2 and
4) and two hot legs (loops
1 and 3).
The modification involves
a change of the two hot
leg
injection
points to the cold legs
so that operation of the
high head
safety injection system
would deliver water to
all
four cold
legs.
The modification also includes
the
addition
of
two hot
leg injection lines which
would normally be valved
closed
be used by the operator
during the long term recirculation but could
phase
of recovery from a loss-of-coolant
accident.
The modification does not
affect previously reviewed
accident
analyses for which the
high head safety injection
system performs
a significant function.
That is the analyses for
the loss-of-coolant
accident, the steam line
break accident, and the
steam generator
tube rupture accident as
presented in the FFDSAR
and the hearing
testimony are unaffected.
The modification will be
performed in accordance
with codes and
standards specified in
the FFDSAR for the Safety
Injection System.
The suggested change .to
the proposedlTechnical Specifications
stated in your enclosure
provides for normally open
valves at those
injection points in the
cold legs and normally closed
valves at
the hot leg injection points.
We conclude that all of
the proposed changes addressed
acceptable and do not present
above are
an unreviewed safety question
and

Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, Inc.

-i

that there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety
of the public will not be endangered.
Sincerely,

R. C. Deug
'is tan t Director
for Pressurized Water Reactors
Division of Reactor Licensing
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Clwts

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

The Board may have some ques

tions but we will withhold the questions until the
presenta

tion of al1 evidence at this time by applicant. at least.
A..

KAR1AN:

Ar. Chairman, I have one other item.

On'March 17th X forwarded to the Board and the parties
to this
proceeding the response of the Atomic Energy Commission,s
Regulatory Staff to certain questions of the presiding
board at the hearing session of January II, 1.072.

1 was

wondering whether this would be an appropriate time to
have
these offered in evidence and physically incorporated into.
the transcript.
CHAIRMAN. JENSCH:

Will you proceed upon that basis.

Staff Counsel has just distributed copies of
responses that he has just Identified, which were dated
March
17, 1972, and has requested that these responses be physically
incorporated.within the transctipt as if read. is there
any
objection which the Applicant might voice?

IM. TROSTEN:

No objection.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
BT.. PROUDFIT:

State of New York.

No objection.

CELIMMAN JENSCH:

Citizens' Committee for the

Protection of the Environment.
M1R. ROISDAN:

No objection.

CHAMRAN JENSCH:

Request of Staff Counsel is

granted and the reporter is directed to physically incorporate

LW t4
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Jit
2
S
4
5

7
a
9
10

11

12

174

Is
195

7

21
22
23

14

25

within the transcript at this p2ace, the responses

identified by Staff Counsel.
I.

KA

MI:

Thmnk you, Mr.

(Document follows:)

Chairman.

C

UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20545

December 13, 1971

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esq.
Berlin, Roisman & Kessler
1910 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
In the Matter of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2
Docket No. 50-247
Dear Mr. Roisman:
In response to your inquiry I am transmitting herewith a document
entitled "Methyl Iodide Conversion'! prepared by the AEC regulatory
staff.
Sincerely,

irman
for AEC Regulatory Staff
Enclosure
As stated
cc w/encl:

Samuel W. Jensch, Esq.
Mr. R. B. Briggs
Dr. John C. Geyer
J. Bruce MacDonald, Esq.
Angus Macbeth, Esq.
Honorable William J. Burke
Paul S. Shemin, Esq.
Leonard M. Trosten, Esq.
Algie A. Wells, Esq.
Mr. Stanley T. Robinson, Jr.

METHYL-IODIDE CON'ERSION

h

fraction of organic iodides must be viewed in the context of the

total available amount of iodine released.

The total mass of iodine

w1hich can theoretically be converted to organic iodides is limited
by the fractional conversion in the fuel (limited to about 0.2% by
the available-carbon inventory) and by the additional conversion in
zhe containment atmosphere and on surfaces.

The latter two are

limited by considerations of thermodynamic equilibrium and by the
availability of total organic contaminants.

Because of this, the

maximum concentration (mass per unit volume) of organic iodides should
be relatively constant regardless of the total iodine concentration.

'-he above reasoning has been shown to be in accord with experimental
results.

Large iodine releases lead to small fractional conversion

to organic iodides and, conversely, small releases lead to relatively
-arge fractional conversion.
into the latter category.

The results reported in ORNL-4635 fall

An excellent summary of many of the experimental

results is to be found in a publication by the Battelle Northwest
Laboratory, BNWL-319 entitled "Review of Methyl Iodide Behavior in
Systems Containing Airborne Radioiodine".

As noted previously, the staff analysis is concerned primarily with the
environmental impact of hypothetical accidents which could lead to
large releases of fission products from the core. The staff •evaluation
/

/1

----------

1.

-2
for the Design Basis Accident includes both improbably large values
for the total release and for the conversion to the more difficult
to remove organic iodide fraction.

The assumed organic fraction, for

the purpose of site evaluation, is 2.5% of

the entire iodine inventory.

As noted previously, this hypothetical number exceeds the entire
fractional release of all forms of iodine reported in ORNL-4635 and
is almost 200 times larger than the observed organic iodide fraction.

C1ut5

1
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

2

Does that complete the offer

into evidence by the Staff at this time?

3

M.

KARMAN:

The only other matter K have, Mr.

4

Chairman,

5

Citizens' Committee for the Protection of the Environment,

6

which we filed on March 10, 1972.

7

1 should like to read into the record, if that would be all

a

right to the Board and to the parties.

9

10

is in our response to the proposed findings on the

CHAIT AN JENSCH:

MR. KARMAN:

1 have one correction which

Peoceed.

In our response to finding Number 9,

11

which is on Page 14 of the response filed by the Regulatory

12

Staff on March 10, the first sentence should be corrected to

13

read as follows:

14

"The definition of loss of coolant accident as

is

given in 10 CFR Part 50 llmlts the size of reactor coolant

is

pressure boundary to an equivalent double-ended break of the

17

largo3t pipe of the reactor coolant system."

8
19

1That's

the only change, Mr. Chairman.

CAIRMAN,JENSCH:

Will you Incorporate that in a

20

separate filing to make It a:part of official f lIng with the

21

Secretary of the Commission as well and make distribution

22

upon the Board and all parties?

23

MR. KARMAN:

24

IM. ROISM:

25

Yes,

I would.

I wonder if

1b.

Karman would mind

reading it again sincethis 1r one we are going to discuss and

ClWt6
I

2

H
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would like to correct mine.
R. KARDAN:

"The definition of loss of coolant

3

accident as given in CFR Part 50 limits the size of reactor

4

coolant pressure boundary to an equivalent double-ended break

5

of the largest pipe o2 the reactor coolant system."

7

MR1

ROISMAN:

LBTo

KARM:

Thank you.
Thank you,

CRAIRU!AN JENSCIR:

&,. Chairman.

Very wel .. Does the Applicant

have further evidence?
3

It
12

T7

19

22

23

25

oMR.
TROSTEN:

Yes, we have further evidence to

oifer, Ur. Chairman.
CAXRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed, please.
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MR. 7ROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, we would like to

2

offer at this time the testimony in support of Applicant's

3

motion for authority to operation Indian Point 2 at up to

4

ninety percent of full pouer.

This testimony being in

relation to the environmental factors specified in Appendix D

a
7

of part 50 section D-2.
This testimony as of now has been distributed to

a

the Board and the parties.

9

identify first and then offer in evidence, VX. Chairman, is

The first document we shall

10

entitled, "Testimony of Gerald J. Lauer, Ph.D, of New York

11.

University, on effects of chemical discharges from Indian

12

Point Units I and 2 on biota and on river chemistry."

is

This and the other documents to which I will refer is dated

T4

April 5, 1972,

is

The second document is entitled, "Testimony

IS

of Gerald J. Lauer, Ph. D, New York University, on effects

17

of elevated temperature and entrainment on Hudson River Biota .'
The third document is entitled,

"Testimony of

19

William J. Cahill' Jr., Vice Presiddlt Of Consolidated

20

Edissa Company of New York, Inc. on mode of operation of

21

Indian Point Unit No. 2 under license for limited operation."

22

The next document is entitled,, "Testimony of

23

John P. Lawler, Quirk, Lawler & Matusky, Engineers, on the

FA

effect of Indian Point Units 1 & 2 cooling water discharge

25

on Hudson River temperature distribution."

C2-vm2
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INext

is, "Testimony of John P. Lawler, Ph.D,

2

Quirk., Lawler & Matusky, Engineers on the effect of

3

entrainment at Indian Point on the population of the Hudson

4

River striped bass."

5

There is also testimony of Gerald J. Lauer, Ph°D.-

8
7

This is one document.

[

It is entitled,

"Testimony of Gerald

J, Lauer, Ph. Do, New York University; James T. McFadden,

8

Ph. D., University of Michigan; and Eduard C° Raney, Ph.D.,

s

Ichtheyological Associates on impact of impingement at Indian

1o

Point Units 1 and 2 on fish populations in the Hudson River."

11

Finally there is a document entitled, "Testimony

12

of Harry G. Woodbury, Jr., Executive Vice President of

13

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., on Applicant's

14

environmental policies."

15

I would also like to offer into evidence the

16

professional qualifications-of Edward C. Raney, one of the

17

witnesses who I have just described, Director of Ichthyological

is

Associates, and I will offer, also, the professional

19

qualifications of Dr. James T. McFadden of the Unhiersity of

20

Michigan.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Has distribution been made of

22

the statement and qualifications bf these last two proposed

23

witnesses?

24
25

MR. TROSTEN:

Yes, of Dr. Raney.

Later this

morning I will make distribution of the professional
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qualifications of Dr. McFadden°
2

CHlUIRMAN JENSCH:

If

you will -i thhold your

3

offer with reference to Dr. McFadden until the statement is

4

ready for distribution of qualifications, please.
MR. TROSTEN:

5

6Mr.

Yes, this will be fine.

Chairman, in accordance with the telegram

7

that I sent to you; we do not have with us today all of the

8

witnesses who will be .sponsoring this testimony.
and Mr. Woodbury are here.

Mr. Cahill

What I propose to do is offer the

10

testimony of these two gentlemen, and thereafter, by

11

stipulation among myself and counsel for HRFA, EDF, and the

12

Staff, I will propose to offer into evidence the remaining

1s

testimony subject to the usual reservation of rights of

14

other parties at a later time to make whatever motion seems

15

appropriate and in accordance with the regulationE when the

16

-witnesses are actually here.

17

Addressing myself now to Mr. Woodbury and to

Gentlemen, was the testimony which I described

is

Mr. Cahill.

19

a moment ago prepared by you 6r under your supervision and

20

direction?

21

DR.

22

DR. WOODBURY:

23

M,

2,4
as

CAHILL:

TROSTEN:

Yes.

Yes.
Is this testimony true and correct

to the best of your knowledge?
DR. CAHILL:

Yes,,
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DR. WOODBURY:

2

MR. TROSTEN:

3

DR. CAHILL:

5

DR. WOODBURY:

6

MR. TROSTEN:

•8
9

Do you desire to have this:

testimony received in evidence in this proceeding?

4

7

Yes.

document entitled,
mode

Yes,
Yes.
Mr. Chairman, I now offer the

"Testimony of William J. Cahill on

of operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 under license

for limited operation" dated April 5, 1972,. and a document

10

entitled,

it

environmental policies" dated April 5, 1972, in evidence in

12

this proceeding.

3.

14

"Testimony of Harry G. Woodbury on Applicant's

CHAIRPMAN JENSCH:

Will you proceed with the balance

of your offer based on the stipulation you made before.

15

M. TROSTEN:

16

Mr. Chairman,: I noto offer the following

Yes.

17

documents in evidence in this proceeding:

18

Dr. Lauer bn chemical discharges dated April 5, 1972; the

19

testimony of Dr. Lauer on effects of elevated temperature

20

and entrainment on Hudson River biota dated April 5v

21

the testimony oflDr. Lawler on the effect of Indian Point

22

Units I ana 2 cooling Water discharge on Hudson River

23

temperature distribution dated April 5, 1972;

24

of Dr. Lawler on the effect of entrainment at Indian Point on

25

the population of the Hudson River striped bass, dated

The testimony of

972

the testimony
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I

April 5, 1972; the testimony of the panelconsisting of

2

Dr. Lauer, Dr. McFadden and Dr. Raney, on the impact of

3

impingement at Indian Point Units I and 2 on fish populations
in the Hudson River, dated April 5, 1972; as well as the

5

professional qualifications of Dr. Raney, Director of the
Ichthyological Associates, in evidence in the proceeding, and

7

ask that these documents be incorporated in the transcript as
if read.
CHAIP1MAN JENSCH:

to

As to all offers that have been

made and identified by Applicant's counsel, is there an
objection by the Regulatory Staff?

12

MR.

RMIAN:

No objection.

CHAIRVMAN JENSCH:
14
is

The Citizens' Committee for the

Protection of the Environment?
k1R.;ROISMAN:

No, but perhaps by the Environmental

16

Defense Fund, the usual caveat, with regard to relevancy,

27

pertinence, reliabilityo

is

now so long as it is clear that in no way are we foreclosed

is

from arguing later that this evidence and the motion it

20

relates to are irrelevant and improper and that the motion

We have no objection to it going in

should not be heard by the Board, and therefore that evidence
22
23

25

relating td it should also not be heard.
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CHAIRUAM JENSCH:

Would you use a microphone.

2

There are quite a few people in the room.

3

not able to hear you.

4

1 3m sure they are

1 had called for a response on behalf of the

5

Citizens" Committee for the Protection of the Environment.

6

You represent also the Environmental Defense Fund. You are

7

now stating the position of the Environmental Defense Fund;

8

is that correct?

91
10

M. ROSMIN:

Yes,

CHAMRHAN JENSCH:

that's correct.
As long as I quite understand

11

the procedure you envision, you preserve a right to make a

T2

motion to strike or a motion to assert irrelevancy of the

13

offer at this time; is that correct?

14

MI

ROIS AN:

Yes, that's right.

Today we are

15

filing with the Hudson River Fishermen's Association a motion

16

with regard to the Applicant's request for ninety per cent

17

of steady state operating license, which Is a code by the

18

brief that argues "the question of whether or not such a

19

license is an appropriate application by the Applicant, and

20

whethdr the Board should hear that application.

21

prbliminar'y mattdr which, If the Board should rule against us,

22

we will then subsequently argue that the particular item, and

23

we' might find in some of the testimony specific portions which

24

we will move to strike on the Orbund they were not relevant

25 1and reliable.

That is a

As an example,

I

marnny,
3the

4

I notice In Mr.

Woodbury's

testi

that ho,presents testimony which purports to summarl~te

testimiony of!Dr. Lawler.

the tim~e came,
5 summary of Dr.

Under the circumstances,

ewben

we would probably move to str~cike Ke. WJoodbtwyls
Lawler~s teztimony on the ground it was not the

6 Ibest evidence and that It

served no uveful purpose, and Rb.

7

Woodbury was not qualified with re~ardi to the materials that

a

Dr, Lawler had spoke about and that Dr, lavlor e

testim~ony

would4 speak for' itself.
We th4e
tak it

I objectioni

is better an

we done t have any

to all of this coming In the record so thtit is

12

in a certain pl~ace In the record and at subsequent times if

13

people want to argue about it,

14

used and~ we can Identify It In an easy way.

is

clear that

16

the Bo~ard will understand that we really have reservations
17 and it

transcript regereaces can be
But just to make

the usual :xeservztions prevail in this case so that

is not that wye are simply mahing a pro forma reserva-,

is

tion about It,

19

appropriate tiwae co"nes, that there will be substantial argument

20

both about the propriety of the ninety per cent and a'bout some

21

of the evidence that has bea

23

24

25

aM we anticipate in the future, whein the

submitted In support of It.

D-aml
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JENSCH:

Well, I believe in several

2

previous offers the Board has endeavored to assure the parties

3

that there is a reservation of rights as stated by the parties.

4

I believe in addition to that that any motion will lie to

5

a question of striking portions, if in the course of

6

interrogation it appears that the foundation or relevancy

7

or other matters may be of concern to tin parties.

0

arguments will be permitted at that time on such a motion,

And

The consideration of the offer by the Applicant

9

10

will be, in view of the stated reservation now expressed

11

by the Environmental Defense Fund

12

finished?

TS

MR. ROiSIAAN:

--

Excuse me..

Have you

Then let me just state, for the

14

record-, that under those circuistances we have no objection

is

to the admissibility of the material at this time subject

Is

to those subsequent reservations

17

CHAIR
i4

18

Does the Hudson River Fishermen's Association

19

20

JENSCII:

Very well.

have anything to say?

MR. MACBETH:

We make the same reservations as

21

the Environmental Defense Fund, Mr

22

today we would file an answering memorandum of law on the

23

admission for ninety percent steady state license and we will

?A

argue that legally and practically the motion should be denied

25

without the taking of evidence.

Chairman, and I would say

But wie have no objection to

Dl-am2
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the evidence coming in under these reservations.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

2

The Board appreciates the

3

courtesy extended by the parties in their endeavors to

4

negotiate., but I don't Inow if it helps the record a great

5

deal to say,

0

are going to take it out later,"

7

we should take a look at your motion now and see if there is

a

some resolution of the matter that shouldn't be undertaken

"'0
10

NWell, we'll let everything come in, but we sure
And I just wonder whether

before we add to the record when, perhaps, the motion might
be granted.

11

Do you have a copy of the motion?

12

MR. MACBETH:

13

I've served it

on the other parties and I'll serve it on the Board.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

14
15

Yes, I do have,

You have served the parties,

have you?
I have.

16

MR. MACBETH:

17

CHAIRMAN JE4SCH:

It may be that the Board will

To

desire to, at its recess, give further consideration to the

19

offer made by the Applicant at this time,

20

iERo ROISiAN:

Mr. Chairman, just for the record,

21

the Environmental Defenise Fund and the Hudson River

22

Fishermen's Association did agree privately with the Applicant

23

that we would support the submission of the evidence at this

P4

tie subject to these reservations.

25

choose to go on now and postpone the acceptance of the evidence

If the Board should

D!-am3
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1

at this time and attempt to deal with the reservations we

2

would want it made clear on the record that it would be riot

3

at our request, and that we feel that the subjects raised

4

in the motion and the basis for objecting to the evidence,

5

some of which, like, for instance, Dr, Lawler's we received

6

only this mornings would require more time than we would have

7

even if we postponed it until tomorrow, to argue fully with

8

the Board.
And we still think that the evidence should goin

io

at this time, subject to the reservation rather than be held
out at this time and have the reservations argued prior to

12
13
14
18

its acceptance.
MR. TROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to add

to what Mr. Roisman has said,
We have known for some time that HRFA and EDF

is

were going to oppose the issuance of a license to operate at

17

up to niniety percent of full, power, and we have discussed

18

generally the nature of their opposition.

19

If the Board wishes we could discuss this in

20

general terms today, but the actual

21

yet the actual memorandum of law,

22

23

24
25

We
i have not received
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I.M.

2

MR. TROTEN:

Well, we received it

4

MR. UACBETH:

Ye

5

IM. TROSITEN:

The memorandum of law opposing the

3

6

then this

motion.
We would have to have some time to look at it

We'd be prepared to respond in writing, of course, to that.

!k
10

I thought X gave you a copy.

morning.

7

a

IMICBETH:

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Well, I "ninkthe Board will,

give consideration to this matter at the first recess.

We will

withhold iraling on the Applicant's offer relating to the
testimony of Messrs. Cahill, Woodbury, Lawler, Mradden an'.
13

Raney

at this time.

14

Do you have additional evidence to present?

15

IM. TROSUN:

Mr. Chair'man, we have available now

16

the professional qualifications of Dr. McFadden, and I would

17

also like to offer those in evidence at the same time aiid ask

18

that they be incorporated iuto .the transcript.

19

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

The same ruling In reference to

20

the testimony that was just identifted of bbssrso Cahill,

21

Woodbury, Iuer, McFadden, Raney and LaWler.

22
23

MRo TROSTEN:

Do X understand, Mr.

Chalrman, that

you are temporarily deferring the rulia.?

24

CHAMMAN JENSCH:

25

Do you have additional evidence to offer?

Deferring the ruling, correct.
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MR. 7MOSTEN:

I
2

Mr. Chairman, we do not have any

additional evidence to offer at this time.
PROUDFIT:

Excuse me.

3

M.

I

Mr. Chairman, I would like to put the State of

5

New York on record as not objecting to the admission of any

6

of this evidence.

7

oppose this application for the ninety per cent testing as

8

being premature.

Rovever, the State of New York does

There is an outstanding order from the Commissioner

9
t0

of the Department of Environmental Conservation against the

19

running of these circulators, and I would at a later time go

12

Into that.

13

record that we are opposed to this application.

But at this point I would just like to be on

CRAIRMAN JENSCH:

14

Are you opposed both to the

i5

testliglicense up to fifty per cent of power, which was

16

presented earlier in this proceeding as well as the motion

17

for steady state power"up to ninety per cent of capacity?

s

Is that correct?

sLm.

PtOUDVIT:

Mr. Chairmant on the basis of this

20

order of the Conmissiobor outstanding, outstanding order, we

21

are opposed at this time.
2410.CAka~

JESCH:

to both ?

To both, that's correct.

23

MR. PROUDFIT:

24

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

25

And I hadn't reached the Atomic Energy Counsel,

Very well.

4780
do you desire to state a position in reference to these matters
at this time?

Council is

MR. MARTIN:

The position of the Atomic Energy

unchanged.

The Council takes the same posItion

that It had with respect to the fifty per cent testIng license
that it does not oppose the issuance of the license.

CHAIRVAN JENSCH:

It does not oppose the issuance

of the license up to ninety.per cent of power?

CMEI1 I N JENSCH:

Nor does it oppose the testing

license up to fifty peXr cent of power.
PV

MIARTIN:

Is that correct?

That's correct,

CHArRAN JENSCH:

And likewise you have no objec

tion to the receipt of the evidence identifled by Applicantts

counsel from witnesses identified as Lauer, DPf
Woodbury, Cahill and Lawler.
Z2. WATIN:

MR. TROSTEN:

Is that correct?

That's, correct.

CPHA XRIAN JENSEN:

dden, Raney,

No objection.

Ver~y well.

r4 Chairman, will Applicant be given

an opportunity to o'peak to the point that the Attorney

General's representative has made.,now or at a later time?
CGAIRIMN JENSCH:

Well, 1f you desire to do it

now it may be well to do it now, yes,
5M. THOSTEN:

Very rell,

Well, Applicant's position with regard to the
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Attorney General 9s position is as follows,

I2

p

ro .Chairman:

in the first place we feel that it is extremely
3

untierly for the Attorney General to take a position now with

4

regard to the fifty per cent testing license.

5

moved for authority for the fifty per cent testing licenSe

The App.licant

a long time ago, and all the evidence is in.
The Attorney General should have made his position

7

known on this long before now, and hevce we regard an opposit-iox
..
at this time as untimely, and thrt the Board should not
10

countenance it.
GCRMAN JENSCH:

1
12

I wonder If

I way understand

that statement.

that I

As X understand some of the correspondence

13

have seen, which Is all of a public record, and there Is only
is

the public record Information that the Board has or we will

18

consider, but it has been my recollection of some corres

17

Pondence that the State of 1ew York put out In the sense a

l8

stop order on the operation of the water intake pumps,

e
20
21

23
22

25

believe0o
mR.

moThm:

yes, Sir.

I
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

And I take it that that stop

2

order developed in view of some recent information that came

3

to the attention of the State of New York, namely that there

4

was a fish kill?

5

MR. TROSTEN:

6

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Yes,

Yr. Chairman,
And with a later event indicating

7

a necessity, of, if I may use the word, of a "position" by

8

the State of New York.

9

it's untimely for the State of New York to respond to

I don't understand the contention that

10

developments that have revealed a necessity for the State of

11

New York to take a position, and what legal objection do they

12

encounter in acting upon recently developed information that

13

impelled the State of New York to take a position?

14

understand the legal position of the Applicant in that regard.

5

P. TROSTEN:

I don't

Yes, Mr. Chairman, as we pointed

out in our letter to the Board following receipt of the
17

Attorney General's commu*.ation the points that were the

is

subject of the proceeding before the Department of

19

Environmental Conservation in New York State and which were

20

raised in the Attorney General's letter were fully dealt

21

with in-the testimony presented by the Applicant in October

22

and in January, and in the testimony presented by the Staff.

23

In that testimony it was indicated that it wis

24

anticipated that during the winter months there would be fish

25

collected at the intake screens at Indian Point 2 if

the

D3-am2
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pumps were operated, and as we pointed out in our letter to
2

the Board the experience was generally consistent with the

3

predictions that were made in that testimony.

And hence

we do not feel that the incidents which occurred which led
to the hearing and to the order from the Department of

Environmental Conservation were outside the scope of the
7

testimony in the record of this proceeding; that all of this

8

was presented to the Board and was bding evaluated by the

9

Board.

to

The other point I would like to make concerning

1

the proceeding for the State is that the Applicant has been

12

discussing this matter with representatives from the

13

Department of Environmental Conservation, and it is our

u

understanding the Department is considering the terms of an

Is

order under which the restriction on the operation of the

16

circulating water pumps would be lifted.

17

under consideration by the Department at the present time.

18

And the Applicant has been working with the Department at its

19

request on this matter.

0

•CHAIkANM JENSCH:

This matter is

Are you saying that because you

21

expect something is going to happen that w6 should deny their

22

assertion of their rights based on the assertion of the facts

23

that they now have before them?

24
25

DIR. TROSTEN:

Well, it is simply opposition,

Mr. Chairman, that we are hopeful that the order preventing
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I

the operation of the circulating water pumps will be lifted

2

and that conditions -ill be imposed which will allow the

3

circulating pumps to be started again.

.4

CHAIRMAN JENSCR:
is not realized?

Well, suppose your anticipation

Should we say then they can come in or

6

should ve wait until you decide whether it's your anticipation

7

that is going to be realized?
MR. TROSTEN:
M

9
10
11

Well, our basic position, Mr.

Chairman, is that the Attorney General's participation with
regard to the fifty percent testing license is untimely.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Yes, I understood that.

And I..

12

think you said that the fish were bdig collected, as I

3

understood the statement, in the communication by the State

14

of New York, the fish were killed.

15

between collecting the fish abd killing the fish that justifies

16

a different position by the State of New York?

S7

So is there a difference

MR. TROSTEN: Welli Mr, Chairman, as the record

18

in the proceeding indicates it is extremely difficult to iell

19

how many of the fish which are collected at the intake screens

20

are killed on the intake scre-ens or were dead at the time

21

that the intake screens

22

intake screens.

23

difference as far as the differences go.

24

CA!R14AN JENSCH:

25

MR. TROSTEN:

That they were impinged on the

I don't thinkl that that is a fundamental

They are still dead.

Yes, sir.

D3-am4
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I
2

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Does the State of New York

desire to speak on this matter?
MR. PROUDFIT:

3

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Your response

4

on the timeliness represented the position of the State of

s

New York,

6

submit a copy of the order in evidence, the Commission of

7

the Department of Environmental Conservation, which is dated

8

February 29th.

9

I would say at this time that we would like to

As you noted, Mr. Chairman, these fish were

10

killed subsequently to the last hearing and therefore, oxi

11

the question of timeliness, w

12

not something that was before us at the prior hearing.

feel that certainly this was

As a result of this order we sent a letter, which

1.3

14

was dated March 8th, addressed to the Chairman, and I would

is

like also to submit that into evidence.

i6

We pointed out in that letter CFR part 50,

the

17

regulation CFR part 50A-13, to the effect that the Commission

18

should give consideration to the State, the environmental

19

considerations.

20

MR. KARMAN:

kr. Proudfit, would you have a copy

21

of the latest order of the Department of Environmental

22

Conservation?

23

was reported in the New York Times as of last Friday, I

24

believe.

25

I have not seen that as yet, the one that

CHAIRN JENSCH:

The article in last Friday on

i-am 5
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the Pennsylvania engineering letter or is this another letter?

MR. KARMAN:

2

3

I believe it was in the same article,

Mr, Chairman.

4

MR. TROSTEN:

I do not have a copy of the letter,

.

of the order.

6

'hich counsel was discussing.

7

s

I believe you are talking about the order

Let me say this, Mr. Chairman, the Department of

Environmental Conservation is willing to rescind this order
if certain conditions are met by the Applicant.

10

I know, none of those conditions have been met yet, although

11

they apparently are discussing them at this time.

12

order is still in effect, and as long as this order is in'

13

effect we maintain our position that we are opposed to the

14

mot ion.

is

But this

I might say that a hearing was held by the

is

Department of Environmental Conservation on the question of

17

the fish kill on Ilarch 9th.

18

record, and I would ask that ,e be able to subiit a Xerox

19

copy. This is the only copy which I haveo

20

p

As far as

We have an original of that

As a result of that hearing the Commissioner of

21,

Environmental Conservation asked us to commence a suit against

22

the Applicant.

23

for a civil penalty in the amount of $1,600,000.

24

continue with that suit.

25

M.

We are preparing the papers on that suit nox

KARMAN:

And we vill

M.r. Proudfit, I'm talking about any

D3-am6
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I

order which was issued by the Department of Environmental

2

Conservation,

3

article of the 31st indicated, and I'm quoting,

4

Commissioner Diamond authorized the plant to resume testing,

5

but only after the utility had agreed to reduce

6

et cetera,

7
8

I have seen no order.

Obviously the Times
Yesterday,

et cetera,

Now, I assume that there was some order that.
went along with that.
MR. PROUDFIT:

9

No order has been signed because

10

as far as I know Consolidated Edison Is

i

stipulations required by the Co-issioner before such order

not agreed to the

would be issued,
m
MR. KARAN:

Then, there is a good reason for

t4

my not having received one.

s

M.

16
17

PROUDFIT:

That is correct,

CUAINAN JENSCR:

Probably there is anticipation

in the New York Times.:
Do you have 'c~piea of your order in sdifficient

18

19

number to give to the Reporter or if it

20

can be copied verbatim from the copy you have?

21

objection by the parties to that request of the State of New

22

York?

23

MR. TROSTEN:

isn't too long it

Yes , r. Chairman,

Is there any

I object to

24

the receipt into evidence of the order, and I further object

25

to what I understood to be an offer into evidence of the
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transcript of the hearing held before the State.
CHAIPD4AN JENSCH:

2

little later.
47

Well, we'll take that up a

I think that is a separate problem, but what

is your objection to the order being considered by the Board?

5

io. TROSTEN:

W011, Er. Chairman, the order is

a public document which the Board can certainly consider in
7
is8

the sense that the Board revie'ws it.

I see absolutely nb

reason why the otder should be offered in evidence in this
proceeding, and I object on the grounds of lack of foundation.

190

And it is improper for that order to be received in evidence
in this proceeding.
I see no basis for it to come in.
CHAIRYAN JENSCHi:

What is your objection of lack

of foundation, that the Commissioner is not duly appointed
or authorized or acting or his office is not duly constituted
under the State of New York, or what is the lack of foundation
objection that you have?
13

MR. TROSTEN:

Well,

r. Chairman ,for

we do not have the author of the order beze.

one thing,

This is

an

I see no basis for an

20

official document Of a State agency.

21

order issued by the head of a department of the State to be

22

received in evidence in this proceeding before this Board.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Have you not been informed that

24
15

there was an order or are you denying that there was any order
issued?
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HR. TROSTEN:

Not sir, we're not denying that was

2

an order issued or that there was a hearing hold.

3

described this, U., Chairman, in our letter to the Board

4

dated March 10th.

5

knowledge, 1r. Chafrman.

6

o:. this document that 1 object to.

7

proper.

What has happened is a matter of common

It's just the offer Into evidence

CHA.IRM. JENSCH:
9

To

.

indeed we

TrOSmxEN:

witness, for example, Ir.

I donlt think it's

And not proper because of what?

Mot proper because there Is no

Chairmn, to sponsor this order into

|

evidence, to swear to its contents.

2

order issued by the Department head of a State agency simply

13
4

It's justilmproper for an

to be received in evidence In this proceeding without a
witness.
Also, I would question whether the order is

Is

necessarily relevant or material to the Issues.

17

CHAIRMA

i

of some environmentalmattes.

9

22

Well, you have madd-some offer
I$* your thought that this Is

not an envlronment lmatter?

20 ~
2

JENSC :

matter,

~ MB
yes,

OT~:~
~
~

it doe,

e

9

ins to an .envir'onmenta-P

Mr. ChaiOmkan

CZA~MDN JSCH:

I think as X understand your

2s

statement you are making objections for lack of proper

?A

authentication, that you don't know whether the gentleman who

25

sIgned the order mas a duly constituted officer and the
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i

Secretary of state, if there Is one, of the State of New York,

2-

to authenticate that this person is the duly constituted

3

off21cer of the department for which he purported to sign the

4

order.

Is that your position?
M.

No, my objection goes beyond that,

Dro .Cairran
0

6

7

As X say, there Is a aach of foundation for this.

8
~

TRWWTN:

There has been no showing as to why It is that this particular

iorder

hO

is relevant, that the matters that are alleged in the

order are based upon facts in evidence in this proceeding.
'!here Is a Vhole host of objections to this

11

12

document being received in evIdencein this proceeding.

VSH

G

AIVA

14

exactly what It is.

15

lach of foundation.

ow

JEBNSCH:

Well, Xlm trying to find out

I take it you have no real objection to

you ar'e talking about relevancy.

And I

17

thought you stated that It did have soething to do wilth

ia

environmental matters, so jerhaps relevancy: Is somewhat

Is

resolved there.

20

found.ation and relevancy, ohat other objectlon do you have?

21

YotU say you have a host.

2

23

M.'o TROSTEN:

Well,

RD

Chairman,. I have attempted

to explain that-=

?.

25

And so assuming w eliminate'lack of

CHAMMAN JENSCH:

objections.

JAvt name one or two more

Then we can take them up one by one, if you will,
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I

2

Well, vould Mr. Proudfit hand me a

copy of the order for a moment, please.

3

CHAmMRM

JENSCH:

VWhile there is a pause let me

4

ask you, Mr. Proudfitv for the State of Aew York, can you give

5

us a representation of whether the person who signed that order

6

Is a duly constituted officer o2 the Department of Conservation
7 of the Stato of NOeW YoG'?

a
9

IMM.POUDFIT:

CMAmL.N JENSCH:

7hen there is

no question in

was signed in accordance with 'his rerformance

1

your mind it

72

of his duties.

1MR

He is the Coimi.6sioner,

duly auth r .zed Commissioner of Environmental Conservation.

10

p

Yes, I can.

Is that correct?
.

PROUDFIT:

I didn't personally see him dign:

114

it, but It Is an official oreer, to my knowledge, and It. Is.

U5

a public dociment 0
MCUAflAN JENSCH:

17

Very well.

IV. Chairmmnv there are a number of

IM. TROSTEN:

is

allegations contained in this order :which are not based upon

19

facts In evidence in this proceeding, which were not.

20

established In Applant

21

held before the Stae., An

22

of founLdation for this document being received in evidence.

23

CHAMIAN

8' ob i-on at the hearing which was

NSCH:

I reiterate my objection of lack

Very well.

We will defer that

g4

ruling along with these other :ffers that you have made and

25

take them all at the same time.
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2

Do you have something additional,. Mr. Proudfit,
for the record, on this matter?

3
4

5

M.

PROMDFIT:

N6, W. Chairman

X .did request

that we also put in as evidence the Attorney Genera~ls

letter of Rhrch 8th and also the hearing minutes of Varch 9th

6

before the Hearing Examiner of the Department of Environmental

7

Conservation.
CHAIRUM JENSCH:

a

9

matter of this mechanism,

Well, I think, first, as a

I dont think we would be In a

10

position even if the Board did so decide to receive it,

11

have it physically incorporated within this transcript, and..

12

any other presentation would have to be a formal exhibit form

I3

which would have to have twenty copies fgiled with the secretary

14

of the Atomic Energy Commission and copies to all parties here.

to

But we will give consideration to that matter

15

10

during the course of cur-consideration of the several offbrs

17

that have been made by the Applicant this morning.

t8

Does that conclude your statement In tbhat regard?

19

AM. PPIOUPFIT:

20

CHAMIMAN JENSCH:

Did you have something further?

21

Mt

Chairman,' a

TRO.ME

Yes, it does.,

Mr.

. Cairman.

I undertand te

22

objection olf the Attorney General, It Is conditional upon the

23

fact that there has been no order entered by the Department

24

of Environmental Conservation permitting applicant to start

25

the

-pumps again.

So I think it

should be made clear that
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when that order is issued the Attorney Generalts objection

2

to the issuance of a fifty per cent testing license is

3

removed, as I understand it.
The other point . would like to make is that X

s

see there is no reason for the letter from the Attorney

6

General to go into evidence in this proceeding any more than
a letter frow any other counsel has to go into evidence.

It

is before the Board and there it is.
CUAPIRMAN JENSCH:

Well, we haven't seen either one

o f these dactments, X don't belleve, yet.

So I don~t think it

is really before the Board.
12

MR. TROSTEN:
stand it,

13
14

is

r. Chalran, Is

The letter

Ef March 8th, if

X under

a letter addressed to the Board.

CHAIRMUN JENSCH:

Oh, that letter, I didn't under

stand tkat that vas the letter to which you referred to.

Very

well.
S7Wel1,

we'll give consIderation to this matter.
e ther

19
20

any other presentation before the Board

takes a recess to consider thes'e matters?
1o VACBETH:

N.

Chairvan, should the Board'

21

decide to conclude hearings on a ninety per cent state license

22

by Consolidated Edison the Hildkon River Fishermen's

23

Associatioa and the Environmenal Defense Fund have evidence.

?
2s

I from two witnesses in writing

hlch we would offer today.

don't see too much point in going into exactly

I

what they are.
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1

One briefly is

on fish and one is

on alternatives

2

to once-through cooling.

3

Edison on that motion is

4

evidence under the same stipulation which Con Edison Is'

5

offering its

And if

the evidence from Consolidated

accepted then we would offer our

undeor.
CHAM

N JENSCH:

The Sta9f

counsel referred to

7a communication or a report In the Now York~ Times last Fr Ida Y
s

The Board Waould note that there

9

coursel here a transmittal of aletter from the Pennsylvania

SjEngineering
it
12
3

14

as. recalved from Staff.

Corporat ion.
Tat transmittal wa

merely, I balleve, just a.

letter and a statement of servicea

or was there an additional

memorandum attached to that trakmittal that we didn"t receive,
that got mixed up in the mail or something?

1M.O KAR!UI:

1J5

Not that 1

now of, atr. charian.

16

We just served upon the Board and the parties the letter that

17

was received by the Atomic Endrgys Regulatory Staff from the

18

Pennsylvania Engineering Ap'soci tlono

19

"

CHA hMAN AENSCH:

Well,! the reason I asked is

20

because I thought maybe" the Staff had som

21

the

22

recommended that the Board do with tbhe letter or was there

29

some concern that the Staff w uld want to reflect about the

4

25

recomwendation to

oard or a policy statmenOt about what was suggested or

letter or consideration by th6 Board?

Mi. KACEAN:

If the Chalxn

deems this to be the

At7
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appropriate time you had indicated to the parties In a letter

2

subsequent to your March 23rd letter that you would like some

3

kind of discussion of this Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation

4

letter to the Director of Regulatlon of Atomic Energy-

5

CHAIR=!U

JENSCH:

The Board said It would receive

6

suggestions fZrom the parties as to the proposed consideration

7

and disposition of the letter.

a

on this matter I Vill permit you to do that.
I.
M

KAdMMW:

And If you would care to speak

The only thing I could say at this

11

time, Mr. Charman, Is that Ankediately upon receipt of this
letter from the Pennsylvania Eng.ineering Corporation the

12

Atomic Enrgy Commission's Regblatory ptaff and primarily Its

10

i3 DIvISIon of Compliance has an Is continuing to invastigate the
14

statements mae
din the .letter liy Mr.

is mornin

As of this

BrIllo

X called the o fice just picr to the hearing. And the

16

only report I can give to the Board Is that the investigation

17

is still underway.

is
19

CI

TA

JENSCH:

01l,

1 don't know as we can wait

too long about the matter tht 10* traash, tted'of thai tInee
20

apprdclitd, the transmittal b ,the RegUlatory Staff of this

i letter fom .the Pnnsyltrani - E~ilneering Corporation.
22
23
24
25

7he

Bard Is giving cobisderation to the letter.
"Me Board was hope-ful that there was something more
than a study going--I mean an inv tigation

going on, but we

elieve that there are certain aspects of that proceeding •or

4796
that letter that should be considered now.
2

M.

LRAN:

Well,

I be leve that under the

3

procedures which we 2ollowed In the Regulatory Staff as soon

4

as the Director of Regulation has received the report on his

5

investigating officials and there Is

6

mde I can assure the Board that you would certainly be among

7

the first

8

charges and our Investigation related thereto.

9
10

12

14

16
17
18
19

20

22
23

24
25

some statement to be

to recelve any information with respect to thbse

I4797
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ICHAIRMAN

P

2
3

JENSCH:

Do the other parties desire to

speak to this matter?
kM. ROISDA:

Yes,

Mr. Chairman, we have been

4

in touch with the Applicant regarding the letter, and we

5,

understand the Applicant, like the Staff, is undertaking for
the first time a study of the allegations contained in the

7

letter and the problems which the letter suggests existed

8

with regard to the safety of the plants.
It is our intention and the Applicant has advised

to
1
12

p3

that within limits, and we may eventually end up arguing
about it, that they intend to assist us in this.

That is.

that we will sirultaneously have made available to us the
relevant documents which are in the possession of Consolidated

U4

Edison Company, and in the possession of Westinghouse, the
Consolidated Edison Company receipts, for the purpose of

p

t6

independently investigating and determining whether or not

17

the safety problems that are raised in this letter are matters

i8

which would require us to further request the Board to

149

And by us I mean the Citizens' Committee for the Protection

2.0

of the Environment.

21

down the requests for fifty percent license and full power

22

license on this plant for additional safety reasons.

--

td further request the Board to turn

23

We believe that this is not something which simply

24

should be kept quiet while the Staff and the Applicant conduct

25

independent investigations of it

We think that it should be

Elrwim2
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in the open and that those investigations should be done as
2

quickly, but nonetheless, as thoroughly as possible.

3

believe that at this point the. only logical step that we can

We

4.

see is that Mr. Brill, and representatives of the Pennsylvania

5

Engineering Corporation, should come before this Board and
testify so that we have directly from the people fron, Ihos

7

the allegations have been

.

for those allegations, .and tht

evidence regarding the basis
if necessary, subpoenas Should

be issued for their attendance at these hearings in order to
to

get all of the facts out,

it

exclusively, with the report thbt would come from Westinghouse
and Consolidated Edison, without an opportunity to have under

13

oath the witnesses from Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation,

We wbuld not be satisfied,

so that we can get to the bottom of. the mtter and get to it
15

as quickly as possible.
... thik

that while this charge is

outstanding,

17

and until it is resolved, it

is

parmit the plant to go critical can or should be issued

is clear that no license to

.

because the tharges in this seem to zelato, to,.any. level of
power and raise serious questions about the safety of the plant

22

I don't pretend t& ,s ay that the letter gives us
enough information to know exactly uhat the problem is.
It
is.relatively cryptic.

Nonetheless,

it comes from an

engineering corporation who is deemed to be sufficiently.
responsible that it was contraited to build part of this
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1

nuclear power plant,

2

validity to the charges that are made by it, as evidenced by

3

the fact that if there is something wrong with the judgment

4

of the engineering corporation, then maybe there is something

5

wrong with what they have put into the plant, a charge which,

6

of course, they don't make themselves as to their own work,

7

but rather as to the work of other contractors.

a
9

So I think that there is a presumptive

CHAIRMN JENSCH:
the Staff forwarded.

i have a copy of a letter that

I don't know that some of the terms in
What is an "as-built

to

there are familiar to me, at least°

11

engineering drawing" in contrast to a term, I think, that

12

was used of "sketch drawings" or "sketches of facilities."

1

What is the difference between those?

M4

Committee for the Protection of the Environment know or does

is

anybody know?

6

M71

ROISHN:

Does the Citizens'

It is the first time that we had

I saw some people from the Westinghouse

T7

seen the distinction.

is

Corporation +,ho have been heir'e tod

19

witnesses, and perhaps they will be able -to answer the

20

Board's questionh

21

who have been, sworn as

We too wo1d like to know about the term

Itketth" that was hnt one that, encouraged our confidence.

22

1 would like to known whether or not that was a loose use of

23

the word or was just a sketch from which the plant was built.

?4

CHAIRAN JENSCH:

25

M.

TIROSTEN:

Applicant.

Mr. Chairman, let me say first that

.- wm4
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the Applicant is analyzing the points that were raised in the

2

PECOR letter.

a

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

4

MR. TROSTEN:

5

CHAIRIA

6

Who is PECOR?

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation.

JENSC°:

Is this the first time you were

advised of the effect of this letter of March 14, 1972?

7

MR.

TROSTEN:

The Applicant had been contacted

a

by the Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation in 1970, Hr.

9

Ciairman.

At that time there was not an allegation that there

10

vas a safety problem associated with this plant.

I1

time that we had received an allegation, so far as I am aware,

12

that there was a safety problem associated with this contractua

i3

dispute between Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation and a.

14

subcontractor of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, was in

i5

this letter which was served upon Applicant shortly after it

16

was received by the Staff on March 14, 1972.

17

The first

So we are all in more or less the same position

is

here, Pi.

19

certainly yant to analyze its cotents. We have been working

20

very hard in cooperation with the Division of Compliance,

21

in analyzing the points that ate raised in the Pennsylvania

22

Engineering Corporation letter. We hope to have the results

23

of this analysis completed, we hope, by the end of this month.

.24

We certainly regard it as something we want to have resolved

Chairman.

very, very quickly.

We have received this letter.

We

E1-vOM5
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JENSCR:

2

heard about it in 1970,

$

that, time?

4

M

TROSTEN:

Excuse me.

You say you first

Did you have several contacts since

To the beat of my knowledge, 'there

5

have been no contacts between Applicant and the Pennsylvania

G

Engineering Corporation after 1970, Mr0 Chairman.

7

that to the best of my knowledge.

S

9

10

CHAIlWAAN JENSCH:

When did you receive a copy of

this letter of March 14th directed to the Director of

'M. TROSTEN:

I believe on March 27th

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

You didn't get it until the

14

Board received it; is that Correct?

is

MR. TROSTEN:

That's correct, Mr. Chairman.

It was served on all the parties at the same time.

17
is

M0r.

Chairman,

13

16

ieactor

Licensing of the Atomic Energy Commission?

11
12

I can state

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
onthis

ietter

You had no prior information

of March 14th u'til March 27th?

19

M.

20

C.A4IRMAX JENSCH:

TROSTEN:

Tbat'b right,*
So you haven't had too much

21

time to work on it; is that correct?

22

MR. TROSTEN:

23

CRAIRMAN JENSCH:

Precisely,

r., Chairman.

They hadn't called you, or

?

nobody had called you about this letter of March 14th, nobody

2

in the company?

El-wm6
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MR. TROSTEN:

Nobody had called me about this

2

letter of March 14th.

3

contact I had about this, Mr. Chairman, -was at the time

4

Mr. Karman informed me that he was dropping the letter in

5

the mail.

Nobody in the company did.

That was the contact that we had.

0

CHAIMAN JENSCE:

7

you haven't had --

a

What are you doing about it?

9

on by the Regulatory Staff.

10

The first

The reason I ask it is this:.

Well, kt rch 27th wasn't too long ago.
There is investigation going
hat are you folks doing to

resolve the watter?

it

la

TROSTEN:

We are analyzing the records that.

12

are applicable to this, Mr. Clairman.

13

people vho te feel are in-volVed,

14

accusations that are made by the Pennsylvania Engineering

1s

Corporation, and in general te are doing all those things

16

which we think,are necessary, and ve will do all those things,

17

including those that . have just mentioned, which we thibk

18

are necessary to put to rest the charges that have been raised

19

in our own minds.

20

We are talking to the

whb would be involved in

the

We Oant to be sure of that.

CHAIRMN JENSCHIO

'Wohat is your view about the

21

statement by the Citizens' Committee forthe

22

the Environmenf,,, .that:.'maybe the witnesses from Pennsylvaiia

23

Engineering Corporation should be requested to be present at

24

the hearing?

251

Do you have any abjection?

Protection of

1
~2Wl

2
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~.T[OSTN:At

it

this time, Mfr. ChairmanU, I thiI

is premature for--.we have the matter of witne cs,
possIble

2 witnesses Including the author oz thiLs letter
under active
4
cofside-tatlokl ourselves. At tkis time z
thinr&it is entir ely
s IPremature for either we or' for anyone elso
to say that the'
author o2 this letter or other witnesnes from the
pannlsyljvani&
7 Engineering Corporation need to be calfled. X
caertzaimly think
a
that Is something that has to be ecided, r
think it is to
9
eArly? to decide tbrat quostion at this pointv
W. Chairfta,
10

11

until we 1MVe proceeded fwther with oar analysis
and tfie
Division of Compliance has proceeded further
with-its.

12

analysis.

13

CUPUMMAN JENM, : .,*
understand yowr statement to
sayT.OU want to satlsfy your mind. I Avant
to know how *6 are
goineg to satisfy the minds of other pope about
It.

14
is
26

Mi.

TROSTEN:

It Play Well be, Ur. Chairman, it

17

will be nscossary that Bar. E~L-1

i8

from that ordanizatioh to ta6 tify.

19

haraIt

Is not ~1ebe

or Someone else be called
I really believe, DN%

to make that decision right no*0

20

1 thinlk people can have opin I.dns about It'.

21

Roiisinain feels now that this is necessary.

22

CRAMMAN JENSCH:

S23
24

25

Oviously Mfr.
Maybe it will be,

There Ikwe been so many schedule

adjustments that Seem to go omwhat different than
originally
Projected, that I just wonder whether we should
try, and
resolve one if we can with-out delay.
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For Instance,, we had-understood that Indian Point
2

2 would be ready for criticality on April 1. We were pushing

a

our considerations to bear that In mind because we knew, to
4consider with21 the parties soveral aspects involved.-I unider
8 stand now you don't expect critIcality o,9 Indian~ Point 2 to be

available until the end of June 1972; is that correct?
7

RM., TRC8ThW:
8

I

214%t Is correct . sir.

I14ATT MYSCH:

I was just wondering Whether we

9 might have so,.w time betveemn now and then to wayba jist have
an investigation by everybody or inquiry.

130
1

12

Lot us call It

an

inquiry, bascause I thInk sometimes semantics do aftect
meanlugp.

I vionder If we should have an Inquiry, and. YOU.

V3 folk-s can bring -your inquiois and other people bring their
14
Inquiries and we will have an inqur
iheouhiqiis
is

M~. TROMETN:

.A I said, wve are definitely

16 striving to have 'our analysis, completed as quickly as we can,
17 -hopo we Wil
hae itcompleted by the end o2 this mouth.
18

We expect that that ana~ysiz will be made puiblic.

19
20

MAIRYA1
desire to do it,

21

ER

JENSCH:

That will be up to you. :19 you

you will be. able tD; is that correct?
1TRQSTEN

Ye,

sir, that's correct.

So I

22

woilld Certainly hope that any Inquiry that the Board. feels

23

Is necessary, any evidentiary presentation that IS deemed to

24

be necessary In connection with this could be handled very

25

quickly.

Yes, we want to have that matter resolved as
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quickly as we can.
2We
3

are pressing gorward with this to complete our

study of UUM. problem.

I'm sure that wev will be in conrtact

4 further with the Board zind the parties about that as we
8 proceed.
Mtr.

7

Roisman and I haveo been diiaeussIng this-matter.

We want to cooperate with the Q-tiens" Cmtee

fojr. the

Pr~otection of the Environment to the, extent that Its Interests
are prope~rly involved.
110

'Isimultaneous production of douments"' Is necessarilyl-'
11 way og pbrasing It.

12

I doxi t kn~ow that the term
correct

Vie ezxpect Mr.~ Rol~svan v112 be lookIng at

docurzteits.
113CMLiIA1

ANSC~H

14 consider ina this light.

Here I a~ problem I moat yrou to

I want to ask. your views and the

15 views of all parties,
fiGUr.
17

Licetan-ng

18

L. Manning Ifttzng, lDISrctor of Reacte'r
has received a letter that he has nowM~ AflMI:

1-r. Cb riiumn,

I thInk It

19 ir. DJitZing IS the Diroctor of Relations.

Iisz ai

error,

rt wasaddrerued to

20

him as Director of Reactor Libensingp but he Isp In fact, tho

21

Directdr of Iftegilatiomis.
27.

23

CHAMUN JMNSCH:

2 am glad to have that correctlon

Bk. Muntzing 1has recelved the docum~ient that h6 has
94 now daterzifted to be made public.
7RMOT

Yes, sir.

S2t4
CAMDXM JENSCH:

It has come to the attention

2

og the public that there Is a substantial matter Involved

3

concerning Indian 37bint No. 2. There Is a hearing going in

4

this proceeding that concerns the couascderat Ions of safety

S

of Indian Point IO. 2.

6

release of this letter to the public nocessarily Involves the

7

public In consideration of these matters.

The public avnouncerent mdo:. by the

I just wonder
s

'be

undortaken as soon as ou

66ther the publ.ic inquiry souldnlt
schedules permit such an inquiiy

10

to be initlated, so that tbei public miay 1ino, about it.-v

18g

may be -that an Inquiry, 1.
if

12

ceading now-1Z think the teim Is the "~ongoing reviewi by the
3 parties." too.

14

15

It

rneawrn started in this pro

We need not bold up the ongoing review by

the parties:by having an InO.uiry nov.
12 Mr, Brill sh6uld become unavailable for
reasons of absence or travel 'requiroments or business cimanids

17

of his organization,

18

ascertain his availbllity sd that we spay a1ccormmodate his

19

schedule as well as any inquirV that is 'opgolng in reference

20

to tU10 matter .

i ay be that we should~ endeavor-to

I~~~y' togitas

fchdule s were to be developed

22

In that regard, imayom the first thIng to. do Is to see who

23

would bd available for such a schedule.

Oftentimas persons

44 are not conveniently available-after InIne1s are subject
25

to some sort of scheduling.

I feel t-hat those might be

~2wt54807

matters the parties should conider and give the Board -their
2 suggestionse In that regard.
A4s 1 understand the Citizons.9 Comittee for. the

3

0

4

Protection of the Envlronment attorney malking the assartion,
that no licenaze should be granted either for testing of
Indan

oin 2,which the Bouird "Mo been having under con

7 sideration since the motion was made and the proposed -ftndiags
*have been submitted.

If his position were to be maintained

In that regard, mzybe we bettor not tUrn the teals an the
Itesting operation until we see what there Is to his contbntion about safety$ about w~h-1

we have no Ingormation, And

12 Yetthe Director Of Regulatibn has deemed that this matter

by this letter og B~!rch 14th from the Penntyl'.ania Engineering
16 Urporation.

te Suggestions from the parties in that,. i'egard.
MR

R~OIMU:

Mr. Chalrman, as long as we are

20

discussing this question of the talking 'Of. ftrther evidenc~e

21

On radil6dical s'3aletyq perhaps wte should Indleato all ot

22

the matters ThIch we thinIk are outstanding that have arisen
23 since the time oR the previous hearings are here that would
vmrrant us having an additiodtai session.

25

Perhaps most of

the matters could be handled through direct testimony tbAt
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the Interests of the parties without having

I

accommodated all

2

to have e-tensi:ve cross-examination.

3

evidence is

retuIred.

54

instance, With regard to the matters ralsed

Fr
3

But we think that' more

in the letter by W. Brill, it

seems to me that tbe letter

not only raises the substantatite questions that Mr. Brill
7

addresses himself to, but alto the underlying question of

a

the quality asuance programs

a

At least according to Mr. Brill's allegations, he had made

ith regard to this reactor

novn to Westinghouse substantially before: 1970

t

his feelings

1

with regard to problems that he thought existed In 4he

12

designs of various parts of the reactor,

Sj3

oR that was brght
S

and yet Imorledge

.to tho a'tentlon of anyone includIM

the Applicants apparently, at leastl until 1970, and then the

25

matter was dropyed until 1972 when mr.

ril,

apparently

16

frustrated i'ith other attempts to resolve the problem,

17

decided that he should Inform the Atomic Energy Uomission

is

directly.

So that there is A parallel problem that 1k.

DrBll's letter ralseg.

That is how many other types of

20

dispute

2

on the reactor believe that safety problems exist, but the

22

ezistence of the dispute had not been brought to the atten

23

t1on of the parties.

S14

mght well be in which subcontractors or contractors

In addItion, the Applicant, in a letter daited
25

April 1 and which we roceived on Monday, indicated, as.the

E2Wt7
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I

Board Indlcated a few moments ago, that due to a desig change

2

in the reactor, reactor pipfxg systems, the plant would not be

3

Jready to go critical until the end of JV~ne.

It Is~ my =jder-,

4

standlmg that that design change Is the result of the Florida

5.

Pover & Light Incident which involved a matter V41ich Wo
brought to the attention o. the Board, and our responzo to the

7

prOposed findings of that an conclusions of

W SmU~Imitted by

a the Sta22, and %lbich we poixnted ou~t was a matter directly
9

zlated to-an Issue involved In this picce dlog, nameiy, the
ToIntegrity of Class I structumes In 'the nuclear plant;tt

1

End

the Florida Power & Light Incident had not been

rothgbt to

12

the 7light of the parties in this Ipvoceeding even thourlb

i3

Applicant had received a -telegrali fwom the Direct

14

Compliance Divislon, advlsiiig it of the existence of the

is

p1roblem~ at il1orlda Power f~Light, zad rogm~sting It

16

an investigation.

17

19

20
21

22
253

25

of the
02

to do

93-uml
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MR. ROISIAN (Continuing):

We now assume, from the

2

Applicant's. later letter, that the investigation has been done;

3

that it has been completed that the same deficiency found in

4

the Florida Power and Light plant which caused the catastrophic

5

rupture there, in fact, also exists in the Indian Point No. 2

6

plant.

7

record or formally even in a letter.

8

this is an id -ntical situation of Florida Pmer and Light.

9

i have-

10

As. yet, still, we have no confirmaation of that .in the

t rough other means,

We do not know that

obtained a copy of a report

filed on February 15, 19722 by the Florida Power and Light
Company tegarding the incident which raises some very
s dbstantial qnast, ns about it

the samre problem exists in

this

rea tor, about the way this reactor was built,
14

The sum and substance of the report seems to

Is

suggest that the Plorida.lPoer and Light reactor was built

i

in

17

bear' on the pipe in question had not, been considered in making

8

iu'ch a way that certain stresses which could be brought to

Be- pipe design.and that therefore th

ipe was designed

.s

to withstand presbures lower than those to which it,.wuld

20

actually

21

be subjectedo
'That is

a problem

hich I also understand is

22

exactly what caused the problem in the HB Robinson plant

23

that we have discussed on the record in this proceeding; that

24

there again an analysis of strbss was made by the manufacturer

25

of the H. B. Robinson plant which did not take into account

E3-wm2
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41
the very stresses that would come during normal operation

I
2

of the reactor, and that as a result an incident occurred in

3

which a piece of pipe broke and a valve was throw-n some thirty

4

or forty feet.
Now Florida Power and Light has the identical

5
8

problem

7

not only Applicant's design change and the basis for thao.

--

And it appears that there is a need to investigate

S design change, and whether or not the design change weuld
9~ correct the problem, but the underlying question as to whether

10

or not Applicant and its contractor adequately have designed

11

this plant to take account of the stress loads, to which

12

the plant will be subjected,, We think that more data is needed

13

on that matter.

14

In addition, by letter dated January 19, 1972v

1s

with regard to the question of the fire, we stated on the

i6

record here that we were dissatisfied with the Applicant's

17

summary statements regarding the status of repair with

is

regard to the fire, and that it was our opinion that there

19

should be substantially more data submitted by the Applicant

20

in line with its earlier testimony to explain what the

21

results of tests that it has conducted have indicated regarding,
22the

fire, and the

manner in which they are intending to

23

repair itt.

24

wish to reiterate that the letter and our points made therein

25

are still outstanding,,

I won't go through that letter again, but I simply

We think that we need to know more

E3-wm3
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I

than merely the Applicant's assertion that everything is okay

2

before there is sufficient evidence in the record to persuade

3

us that the problems which the fire caused have been

4

corrected and that the likelihood of the problems coming up

5

in the future are slim.

6

We also note that on January 7th, 1972, a letter

7

was addressed to Con Ed from Mro, R. C. DeYoung, the Assistant

a

Director for Pressurized Water Reactors, Division of Reactor

9

Licensing, in which he states in part,

'"oe have concluded

10

that the performance of such tests.-- And these are tests

11

involving transient testing of a loss of reactor coolant flow

12

is necessary to demonstrate that the plant equipment as-..

13

installed will safely withstand the consequences of this

14

anticipated operational occurrence,"

15

We request that. you" provide us with your plans

16

for conducting such tests*

17

I'm not aware of it,

is

reference to this letter.

19

outstanding matter.

20

If such plans have been provided,

and perhaps it

vasn't written in

But that seems to still be an

On March 29, 1972, the Applicant sent a letter

21

to the Board. advising it of a'letter that is being sent to

22

Dr, Peter Morris concerning a modification in the design 'f

23

the drain system to the moisture separator reheaters.

24

goes to additional design changes that are not cincluded in

25

the letter from Peter Morris, which approved previously

This

E3otm4
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accepted design changes.
On February 9, 1972, Consolidated Edison received
3

another letter from R. C. DeYoung. This one concerned

4

problems that had developed at foreign pressurized water
power reactors in which an unusual corrosion mechanism

6

occurred whenprolonged leakage of borated reactor coolant on

7

to the reactor vessel head was undetected.

the letter Mr. DeYoung says,,

S

10

At the end of

"Please advise us within thirty

days concerning your adoption of the provisions of the

'enclosure,g and the enclosure provisions are,

recommended

PWR in-service insp6ction program for detection of effects
12
13

of reactor coolait leakageo,"
We have received no indication that the Applicant

14

has accepted this nor have we had any communication at all

15

from the Applicant on this matter.

16

Finally we noticed that just prior to the

17

commencement of this hearing, aletter was received by the

18

Board requesting a limited appearance dealing with the matter

19

which is currently in dispute in this proceeding, and that in

20

the adequacy of the New York State

21

letter which was directed to the Secretary of the Atomic

22

Energy Commission and served on us as a matter of course by
the Secretary states in part,
t

emergency plans-

That

'!During a recent local political

24

campaign our research local civil defense preparedness in

25

case of an accident at Indian Point.

Dr. Sherwood Davies,

4814
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Director of the New York Bureau of Radiological Health, has

led everyone to believe that his testimony of July 21, 1971,
S

that everything would work like clockwork in the event of an

4

accident, and that local preparedness was highly efficient.

S

'Ny coiiversations with local civil defense lead

6

me to a different conclusion, that the local situation is

7

desperately inadequate because Albany has continuously cut

a

civil defense budgets and failed to support local people with

9

adequate training and education,

I feel that the heaing Board

10

should immediately be informed of this situation so they can

11

rectify it.

The person who twrote the letter is here tod y

12

13

with a prepared statebent for purposes of limited appearance.

14

1 have not had an opportunity to read that statement, but it

15

may be that what is contained in that statement would warrant

16

further evidence with regard to that matter.

17

Finally, to some extent we will have to come up

18

with some resoluation as the Board has acknowledged Its

19

letter to all the parties regarding the emergency core cooling

20

system and our challenge to the validity of the interim

21

acceptance criteria to the extent that that will, we hope,

22

involve elementary presentation, that that too, we believe.

23

0Phould be taken into account in determining whether or not

24

a subsequent hearing on radi6logical matters should be

25

conducted.
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I mention all of these so that the Board will be
2

aware that we think the letter is only one of a series of

3

unresolved problems related to the plant.

4

them, the letters from Iv. DeYoung to the Applicant, could

5

be clarified if the Applicant has decied to accept AEC

6

suggestions, without any further ado.

7

record should be straightened on the matter.

s
9
10

I

Perhaps some of

Although we think the

Others such as the Florida Paper and Light problem,
in design modifications the Applicant is note taking, we. think
require substantial investigation of documents that support
the Applicant's position, and then eventually have some

12

hearing by the Board with regard to any problems which they or

13

any other party find with that, and the same applies to the

14

question of fire and the decoy letter, or the Pennsylvania

is

Engineering Corporation letter.

16
17

18
19
20

22

23
24

25

E4 wml
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1

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

The one matter, before the

2

Applicant speaks, if I may, please.

3

MR. TROSTEN:

4

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

.Yes.
I just wonder T-Ahether the

5

transmittal directed by Mr. Manning Muntzing to the Atomic

6

Safety and Licensing Board in this proceeding is to be

7

construed as,

S

and take this into consideration and do something about it.

9

I just wonder if that transmittal is construed to be, since

10

in effect. a request that the Board be informed

we didn't get a letter of transmittal from die Staff

MM KARMAN:

CHAIRMAN JENSCE:

12
13

Since I transmitted it,

Mr

Mr. Chairman

-

We didn't get anything from

Muntzing, is what I am trying to saye

MR. XARMAN:

14

This. was a decision that was of

is

Staff counsel, that in this atoceeding this jas a matter which

16

certainly should be brought to the attention of the Board and

17

to the parties, and nothing further at that point was intended

is

with,respect to what action wks to be taken with respect to

19

this.

20

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Yes.

It may be that the Board

21

will have to deal with interpretation or 'draw an inference

22

from the transmittal that would be that this is a safety

23

matter that should be resolved on this record.

24
25

MR., TROSTEN:

Mr, Chairman, I'd like to address

the list of items that Mr, Roisman read.

E4-wL*2
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I

As I have told Mr. Roisman in conversations

2

between us, I'm afraid that the Citizens'

3

Protection of the Environment is confusing its role with that

4

of the Regulatory Staff, the Bdard and in some cases, the.

5

Applicant.

6

some period of time.

7

correspondence that goes into the record between the Applicant

a

and the Regulatory Staff, which Is normal, and involves t.ihe

9

functions of the Regulatory Staff, particularly the Division

W

of Compliance,

11

and tested in accordance with applicable requirements,

12

This is

Committee for the

a proceeding which has been going on for

There is a considerable amount of

in insuring that the plant is being constructed
It

is a complex piece of machinery,
In addition, the Regulatory Staff, quite

13
14

properly, brings to the attentlon of the Applicant incidents

is

that might have occurred throughcrut the entire nuclear

1

industry, and this is taken into accoLmt, by the Applicant
and correctidns are made if necessary.,
4
For

is

r., Roisman to suggest that somehow this.

19

hearing must necessarily take into account every piece of';

20

information, every piece of evidence or every question thit

21

is raised concerning this plant, is,

.22

uncalled for.

23

CHAIRYUI,

i Incident

JENSCH:

TROSTEN:

Mr.

I think, completely

Even if it
Chairman, if

involves safety?
there is an

that involves safety of this plant, the Applicant

4818
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would be the first one

to bring it to the attention of the

We have brought to the attention of the Board matters

P.

Board.

3

pertaining to this plant.

4

that it may very well be likely that there will have to be

5

additional evidence introduced with regard to the Pennsylvania

6

Engineering Corporation letter.
C

7

It is our feeling, for example,

IRMAN JENSCH:

When should we get started with

8 that?.
9

10
S1
12
13

14

Ia.

TROSTEN:

Started with the hearing on that?

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
MR.

TROSTEN:

The additional evidence.

As I mentioned, Mr. Chairman, Ve.

hope to have our analysis completed by the end of this month.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

I wonder if we should get the

nalysis by the Pennsyivania Engineering Corporation estiblishe

15

Then when you are ready, you can put your analysis on.

16

the Staff is ready, it can put its analysis on,,

17

When

The reaso I ask is, I think one of your letters

is

requested the Board to keep these several matters in mind

19

because the Applicant

20

the fact that- the Board was accommodating other cases, and

21

you.wanted to gpt your ease heard as soon as the schedule

22

could be. devised to get all these matters redolvedo

23

wondered, in light of your suggestion, if that isn't one way

24

to proceed as to first get the Pennsylvania Engineering

25

Corporation analysis on the record, and then when you are

You in your letter was mindful of

I just
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I

ready , put yours on, and the Staff.

2

To TROSTEN:

Would that be agreeable?

k1r. Chairman

,

I don't know whether

We don't kno3 because we haven't completed

a

at this point

-

4

our analysis.

We don't knowv what, if

5

Engineering Corporation analysis existso.
JENSCH:

6CHAIRMAN
7

come in and tell us.

9

Let's go ask them.

Have them

Wouldn't that be a feasible procedure?

1oTROSTEN:

S

any, Pennsylvania

i,

that it wants to call someon

Chairman, if the Board decides
from the Pennsylvania Engineering

10

Corporation, this would be something within the prerogative

11

of the Board.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

12

1N
4
15

ROSTEN:

You then have no objection?

If the Board wishes to call somebody

from the Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation?

jCHAIiAN JFNSCH:
.No TROSTEN:

16

Yes.
I do not believe the Applicant

17

would object to the Board doing that, if you wish to do it.

1s

I believe it isBpremature for the Board to do this at this

19

point in time,
CHAIRMAN JNSCU:

20

VO TROSTEN:

1

14hy?

Because it seems to me that it would

22

be preferable for the Board to await the analysis that is being

23

prepared by both the Regulatory Staff and also by the

?4

Applicant.

25

CHAIMAN JENSCH:

The Staff hasn't requested that.

14820
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They have just sent this letter to us.

Staff counsel has

stated he felt it is something that should come to the Board's
3

attention ,

Here is a public document that makes a serious

charge as to safety.
Is it your thought that the Board should withhold
6

any concern or action about it until some analyses are done,

7

or shall ve proceed to get what we can not, and anythag

8

additional lAter when that is available?

9
10

MR. TROSTEN:

CHAIRMAN JENS0H:

5

For what purpose,

CUIRMAN JENSCH.A

To ask the Pennsylvania

We would be avilable on April 17th,

Mr. Chairmano

18

CHAIRMAN JENSCdh-

19

M(":: TROSTEN:

20

CAtIMMAN JENSCH:

21

member was asked.

22

have to ask the other.

23

sir?

Engineering Corporation to cof.
MR. TROSTEN:

17

ilow would April 17th fit your

schedule?
MR. TROSTEN:

14

Chairmn. I'm all in favor of

moving this along as expeditiisly as we possibly can,

11
12

Ux

You say it

is agreeable?

Ye ; sir, it is
Lat us understand that one Board

I had checked with one Board merber

12. TROSTEN:

I

I want to conclude by saying this,

214

Mr. Chairman:

25

consideration that a matter presents safety implications, it

the fact that the Citizens' Committee
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seems to me, is merely the opinion of one party to the
Where we feel that a matter presents safety

2

proceeding.

3

questions that pertain to the operation of this plant, at

4

either fifty percent testing or at some power operation, we

5

would feel it incumbent upon us to bring this to the attention

6

of the Board and have this matter considered as evidence

7

in this proceeding.

J
g
o

CHlIDMI JENSCH:

jany question

And no one else should bring

of safety?
R. TROSTEN:

Mr. Roisman is entirely free, as he

has just done, to tell the Board those matters that he feels
12

the Board should look ate

1

am saying that Mr. Roisman, representing the Citizens'

14

Committee for the Protection of the Environment, if he thinks

15

a matter is of significance, is just that, that one party

16

considers it as important.

17

I am not quarreling with that.

CHAIRMAN JENS H:

And the same thing goes for

I think we are all considering the parties

is

your statements.

19

even in this thing.

20

we will be glad to receive it and consider it.

21

Staff makes a statement, we want the Staff's statement,

22

Eivery party is equal in this proceeding.

23

I

You make a statement about safety and

MR. EADMN:

When the

Except for one point, Mr. Chairman.

24

The Atomic Energy Commission is charged. by Congress with the

25

function of the regulation of these nuclear pover plants with
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respect to the health and safety of the public.

I feel that

2

we are not exactly in the same position as every intervenor

a

or every applicant, for that matter.

4

CHAIMAN JENSCH:

5

MR. KAMAN:

You have a greater duty?

We certainly do, NMr. Chairman.

There

6

arast come a time when the mandate, which has been given to

7

the Atomic Energy Commission, is taken into consideration.

a

and not every nut and bolt that goes into the plant is rubject
to a three-week examination and cross-examination.

VO

It cannot

be accomplished.

CRAII VX JENSCH:

The Division of Reactor

12

Licensing is one division, and the Congress has prescribed

13

for public hearlngs, as selected by the Atomic Energy
Commission, that the Atomic Energy Commission, I believe for

is

this proceeding of its own motion, set this case down for

W

public hearing even without the request of any member of the

17

public, because the Commission felt it was a matter that

is

should come to the attention of the public.

19

2.0
21

MR. KARMN:

I believe the record will show that

the'Applicant requested the hearing. Mr. Chairman6
CHANWAO JENSCU.:

Yes, they did request a hearing.
The Applicant

22

There was no request from anybody outside.

23

or the Staff or the Commission felt that this was a matter

?A

that should be given to public hearing.

25

hearing the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board is in power to

In the public

E4-wm8
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I

inquire into matters of safety.

2

Here is a transmittal by the Director of

3

Regulation.

4

me state that here is a tranamittal of a letter to the

El

Director of Regulation, that Staff counsel has decided should

6

come to the attention of the public,

7

That is one branch of the safety analysis.

MR. KARMAN:

Let

I don't want to be misunderstood.

a

Under no circumstances do I feel we should not go furth r

0

with the Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation.

My statement

To

was reflective of Mro Roisman's other contentions with

it

respect to what he deemed to be safety matters.

12

that I did send this to the Board is evidence of the fact that

i3

we, in.-the Regulatory Staff, felt that this is an important

14

letter and must be looked into.

15
18
17
I8
19
20

23

The fact

1

HAIROAN 1Y1ESCLI:

0

KAL,
MURN:

ICHAIRM.

4

jpoint.

SomethIng -4hou~d be done about it'

Absolutely.

SEVSCH.:

K gwass re ha've exhv~tedthat2

Wll you procced.

5

LM

RCPSIMAN:

1 just wish to correct wha

7 think

is a grw Mlsap~ahoaralon 'by the St-9 andA the Ap~Ipcant as,
to v~o ~and

the Cieos"' bomnnttes for the Protectiona o T

a the -Ruvionment Is and what th Ir Interest Is In .this pro..

90

WO Cro als~lays delghtod to knowi what matters raise

Sfsafety porobemisg
12

But we do Wot

believ7e that because they clalin that somethIng does not Involve
th

*s

and we are hapPY to got it.

S:nafetyProble-diuch as crzeutlng the 9pii

IS plant atTurkey Ponhtsi~ply

n.3

the

bcuetheysaItsno

is

a safety problem, all the rest.6.f us should go hamL-

1.7

Ur.,11mxani

bhould be aware that the Congress tha

I think

mandated

Sthe COMMIFSson to protect safety Is the Congress that Vas
1.
elected by the pa~vlo %ho halons to the Citizens"
COMMIntt0*6
orthe Protection of the ZnVikonet, and those People ha~,e
21 cMuanded that the CoMMISS1if o

It

job and tftat we come here

pm in part to see whether or not ihey have done their job.
23

Board., I think,

The

as operated under th'at assumption.. and we

~4have operzted =nder that assuinption, and the suggestion that
_3

the Aplicantoo counsel mialhes, the Clie8

(Comttee Is
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amateurs and we donut want these amateurs to start gumming up
2

the works, Is simply inappropriate.

3

X would point out that this group of amateurs

4

have been responsible for raising substantlal questions in

5

this hearing which the Appl.cant and the Staff thought waren't

6

problems-at all, ad yet uhich the Board has found to be

7

significant enough probZems that it, too, has conducted sub

8

stantial Investigation as to those matters.

9

But for the presence of the CitizensW Committee,

10

it may well have been that tha Board would not have. had is

11

attention dlrac'od to these particular problems because the

2

Staff and the Applicant veached different judgments about

13

safety.

14

when we think there are safety problems that are being

is

shoveled under the rug, that we think they should come out

le

Into the open.

17

theSe matteks, we will conclude with the Staff and the

,8

Applicant that there isn't a wifety problem.

19

We WII continue to brimg tc the Board~s attention,

lorIda Power

It may be that when we hear all the facts on

X think the

& LUght lnident is just a classic example.

20

we receive notigication by going to the public

21

document room and nbt through the mail, that Applicant has

22

received a telegram from the Compliance Division calling

23

their attention to a catastrophic rupture of a steam pipe in

24

a plant similar to the Indian Point plant, and asking them to

25

ltudy the matter.

The next thing re hear Is about two and a

E5Wt,3
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2

half months later .Applicant's counsel advises all the parties

Jthat

they are making soma chanes in their steam pipIng0
Xt ,6oesnlt even reger to the earl:ker telegram from

3

S4

the Copliance Divi.sion nor the Florida Power
5

Light Incident

although in conversations with Applicant's counsel, ho con

6cedec- that this is In response to that safety problems and all
the Appllcant and the Staff, Is to be

7

of that, according t

8

conducted undo o the rug w thout I.t bng put out to thlos

9Bardor to the public.

It seems to us that that can't very

T0

vnll be called a non Safety prblem whn three valves Weighing

1

severl hundred pounds aree blasted

12

Original pasitionp, and stezim pipas rupture in a plant similar

fifteen feet from their

is1 to this~ onge
Me question that we have to ask Is not only are

14

is the repairs going to be mad5e.. but how did it slip by in the
16

girst place.

Aepording to th~e Applicant, they wanted a licelhse

17

p

ta

to operate this plant a year ago.

19

even though

20

uncovered, and maybe we would have 'the catastrophic rupture at

21

Xndian Point, bedause Indian PbInt would have gotten Its

22

license at an earlier time.

23

safety matter to which we are /illng

24

of the Staff and the Applicant without ever having been told

25

what the basis of the Judgment Is. It Is -the failure to reveal

They wanted that license

the Florida Power C.Light problem hada't been

I don't think that Is the kind of
to defer to the judgment
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1

the bases for these judgments and the facts upon which they

2

are based that are what we are quarreling about.
Once v'e see those, there are a number of matters

3

5

4

on which we have been informed fully, and have found that

5

there is no safety problem.

6

position o. the Staff and the Applicant, which is,

7

not entitled to see any information and the information is

a

not going to be made available to the public.
'AIOSTEN:

.91M

we are

W. Chairman, X donOt want the

10

rcword for a moment to stand with the Impression that anything

1

has been swept under the rug.

12

Mr. Poiman Is talhing about is

i

Iin the public record.

14

talhing about have actually been sent to him by the Applicant

15

or by the Staff.

16

availmble to anybody which Mr. Roisman Is entirely free to

17

look at, to discuss 'with the Applicant., to discuss with the

is Regulatory Staff.

All of the information that
Information that Is available

Host of the documents that he Is

7"hse are documents, Mr. Chairman, which are

Indeed that0s exactly what he has done.

--.
Secondly, I'd !ke to. make It absolutely clear that

19

5

We are always suspilclous of the

tter of the safety valves and

he matter of the moisture

20

the

9!

separator reheaters, these are not in Applicant s view safety

22

related problems.

23

portion of the plant, and we regard the moisture separator

24

reheaters, as In our letter to the Board, as definItely not

25

a safety related problem.

'The safety valves are In the non nuclear

Mr. Roisman has created a completely

,Wt5
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wrong impression by what he Is saying, that somehow, A. this

0

2

matter is being kept secret, and B,

3

questions.

they are safety related

4

It Is Applicant's position that they are not.

5

CHAMM N JENSCH:

a

vote?

aat is one and one.

Ever ything is with a primnary.

ER. TR82SIT:

7

How do we

We botter tate a poll.

C,hairman, if

the Board has a

a

question about thIs w.tter, we are prepared to discuss It

9

today.

10

CAIAN J1ENSCI:

Yt Is so vidrstood.

Whether It

is safety or not, X think, we w1l have to examine It on the
12

record.
w point I would like to clarify

1M ., TROSTEN:
14

is that these a e noi

i5

is the point I would like to make clear. Ur. Chairman.

nuclear safety related questions. That

CZAMMAN JENSC-:

And X ot

know what the view o

17

the other parties are, and we will be glad to have them. We

18

will be glad to have the views o: any parties.

19

MR. XA:UAW:

Mr.

Mairmn. I think it

20

upon me to see to. it

21

Staff, under those clrcunstances, agrees to the statement that

22

anything is being swept under the rug, quote B.

23

don't mno

?4

pubiic as the Atoric Energy Comission.

25

that the record is

clear.

is Incumbent

The Regulatory

Roisman.

I

of any other FPedral agency whose workings are as

M. ROIS 3AN:

lb?.

Mairman, vhy were we not supplie
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S

I

by the Staff in this proceeding with a copy of the study of the

2

Florida Power & Light reactor piping rupture that occurred that

3

has now motivated the change that the Applicant Is making In

4
4

what is called in its letter a safety valve, and a description

5

of the event that occurred there doesn't sound to me like there

a

was no safety problem associated with it?

7

5

Por instance, In the description of what happened,

a

It says, "A survey on the steam line area imediately after

9

the steam blow subsided revealed that three or four safety
valve headers had blown

10

valves on the 3A steam line safety

1!

off and a north header had split open, escaping steam carried

12

away the style and access platform for the safety valves and

'3

main steam Isolation valve test station, the hand wheel on

14

the atmospheric steam dump manual valve, the motor operator
on the steam

supplied to auxiliary feed water pumps, con

16

siderable sectlins of the duct wiork for main steam and blowdown

17

line Penetiation coolant, misceilaneous hand rail stair treads,

is

light standards, lagg.ng in.

19

line pressure transmiters, the thwee safety valves came to

20

rest with g"eat elevation of short distance .from each other,

21

approximately 38 feet below and 15 to 40 feet northeast of

22

their original location on the headers."

23

zisuilatlon mater-al, and 3A steam

t must be some incredible definition og "safety"

24

to say that anything thatlad 421 of those consequences i:n't

25

safety related. They had an e:iplosionand the fact that It
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was the steam system and not in the piping that went into the
2

reactor to bring emergency core cooling system water doesn'

I

change the fact that the operation of the steam sy"-tem of the

4

plant is Integrally related to the entire operation of the

5

plant safety system.. lbise valves and cutoff systems, that are
SIn there are designed to operated In the event of an accident.

7
.8

X dont see how anyone can conclude that that is
not a safety matter.
9CAI.A!MM JENSCH:' Vie reporter has been at it

At this time let

10

long time and hasn"t had a morning recess.

11

us recess to reconvene in this room at 12:3.5

12
T3
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24

251

(A short recess Is taken.)

a
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CAItWIN JENSCH:

Please come to order.

The Board has given consideration to the several

z

3matersthatwe la,,ve been discussing this morning, and ti1ere
v1wil

be some 2ittle elaboration on some of these rmatters to'

5 whch.

I ll now reer
Firstq the Board will acc~ept the environmental

7

evidence off-ered by the Applicant4. this morning based upon the
a showing made axd the stipulations given by the parties In,
9 referenee to the evIdence 9won Identified witnesses Lauer.
lawlero Mr.udenteh±1
~

12

I

IOf

Woddbury and Raney.

And we will also make Provision for the receipt.
thO OVIdenCS froii thO HUdsc'GU RiVer FIioermO'S AGSOciaitio

is as wie go along this mornaig he:fore our moon recess..
14

TXhe objections of the.Applicant are sustained In.

is

refrance to the receipt of a lietter of Mrch 7th as well as

16

the objections to the minutes of the hearing before the Now
17 York State Convservatlon groulp,

18

19

as Itunderstand the ftsigna

tloa.

The objectioh of the Applicant'is overruled in

20

regereace to the order i8sUed by the New York Staite Cnevati.

21

Director, and the,.attorney for. Nev York State Is requested to

22

leave the copY of the order with the reporter, who is directed
2. to copy It since additional copies are not physically avail
able for Incorporation, but td 'copythe order into the
25 transcriPt at this placev
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This testimony describes the expected mode of operation
of Indian Point Unit No. 2 following receipt by Con Edison of
a license to operate the plant at up to 90% of power during the
prospective NEPA review period.
Upon the successful completion of startup testing and
procedures as described in the FSAR, the reactor would be operated
at a maximum power level of 2482 MWt, subject to the technical
specifications of the license.
770 MWe.

This would produce approximately

The plant would be operated to produce the maximum

amount of electric energy for the period involved, consistent
with the needs and characteristics of the Con Edison system.

This mode of operation would require the use of the
six circulating water pumps, pumping 840,000 gpm of water from
the Hudson River.

At 90% of power, this water would be heated

approximately 13.7 0 F prior to its discharge.

The circulating

water would be returned to the Hudson River through the outfall
structure via

submerged ports which are located 12 feet below

mean water level.

The ports would be adjusted so that the water

would have a velocity of about 10 cfs to insure rapid mixing
with the river.

Indian Point Unit No. 2 has three main condensers,

-1-

each served by two ci.rculating water pumps.

Each pump dis

charges to one of the two inlet waterboxes cn the condenser
serviced.

Design operation is based on all six circulating
water pumps in service when operating at any power level.

A

three-pump operating mode can be established with one pump
serving each condenser when the combined effect of river tem
perature and power level permit.

The limiting conditions for

this mode are estimated to be about one-half load and 790 F river
temperature,

A recirculation system has beer. designed to reduce

the circulating water flow and velocity through the screens
by

up

t--

40%..

The

-

-cultio
4.~.-

iIIle

dn

actual performance of the system and on the forementioned
combined effect of load and river temperature.

Several abnormal modes can be tolerated for short
periods of time.

For example, the ability exists, when operating

with six pumps in service, to remove any one pump from service
to be able to inspect the associated half condenser.

A minimum

of three pumps (one per condenser) is required for operation.

When river temperature is below 500 F,. it is intended

-2-

that the volume of water circulated will be reduced 'in order
to protect fish at the intake.

This will be accomplished by

the use of the recirculation system on the pumps.

These are

designed to reduce the volume of circulating water to 504,000
gpm.

At 90% of power, this reduction in circulating water flow

will lead to a temperatur'e rise of 236F.
As power is reduced below 90%, the volume of water
circulated will not change, but the temperature rise will be
reduced proportionately.
At.90% operation, the chemical discharges will be as
described in Section 5.0 of the testimony of October 19, 1971
(follows TR. 4013).

These discharges are not directly related

to power level.
As discussed in Section 7.0 of the testimony of
October 19, 1971, limited operation will not foreclose subsequent
adoption of alternatives in facility design or operation of the
type that could result from the ongoing NEPA environmental review.
The Environmental Report Supplement dated September 9,
1971 and Supplement 2, dated October 1971 (Applicant's Exhibit
3A), analyze the normal and accidental releases of radioactivity

-3-

from Indian Point Unit No. 2 at full-power operation.

These

analyses are also applicable to operation of the facility at
up to 90% of full power during the prospective NEPA review
period, although they are additionally conservative as a result
of the lower power and shorter period involved.
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The purpose of this testimony is to describe Con Edi
son's policies concerning the impact of Indian Point Unit No. 2
on the environment, with particliar reference to the pending
motion to operate the plant at ur tc 90% power.

The motion is

for a license for the period of time required for the full en
vironmental review required by the AEC's regulations.

The expected

mode of operation of the plant .under-:this license is described in
the testimony of Mr. Williar! J. Cahlill,
Con Edison, which w

Jr.,

are submittin; today.

Vice President of.
In preparing our

testimony we have assumed that this period will be no longer than
one year.
Con Edison has a clearly established policy of fulfill
ing its obligation to produce the e3actric power required by the
approximately 8,650,000 people of cur service territory with a
minimum feasible adverse impact on the natural environment.

The

motion under discussion today is consistent with this policy.
The electric power to be generated pursuant to the requested
license is essential to meet the needs for power throughout the
.period of time in question.

The voluminous studies which we

have performed to date on the environmental impact of this plant
have all concluded that operation under the-requested, motion
will not give rise to any significant, adverse impact on the

-2

5

environment.

Howevr , if someone should diffe r with us as to the

significance of an adverse impact, we believe it is clear that
any such impact can be redressed if the full environmental review

Sshoild

result in a determination that such redress is necessary.

Con Edison has done a great deal of research on the
effects of the Indian Point power plants on the Hudson River.
We have spent over two million dollars on these studies to date;
a fact which i mention only as an indication of the degree of
e'fort we have put into this subject.

Environmental concerns

and the technology of environmental control are, of course,
evolvin.T matters, particularly in the last few years.

0

c~Que5L.ui~

j~i

Ld±U1

and I believe effectively.

ul

~UL'suI

Icvt

As -iew

rusyulIUeu- UUiLcr'.Lv

We have striven to get the best people

possible to examine our problems, evalute them and develop
solutionZ where necessary.

We believe we are among the leaders

of our industry in both the quantity and quality of ecological
work which has been-done.

The results of this work have been

submitted to you in the Environmental'Report Supplement and its
amendments, which are already in evidence, and in the additional
testimony which we are submitting today.

Our first major effort in nonradiological environ
mental maLtlrs concerned thermal discharges, since this was
then the major nonradiological objection to nuclear plants.

Con Edison had a hy~raulic model of the Hudson River constructed
at the Alden Laboratories of Worcester Polytechnic Institute
and engaged the engineering firm of Quirk, Lawler & Matusky
tc develop a mathematical model of the hydraulics of the river.
Infrared pI-otography was used to get information concerning the
thermal plumes from Unit No. 1.

Considerable field data were

assembled on flow characteristics of the river.

These studies

wers used to develop the present configuration of the outfall
structur.

We can now state with confidence that the combined

dischargei from Units Nos. 1 and 2 will comply with the New York
State standards for thermal discharges.

-

re

b U.I

LUUtV
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Lawler which, taken with the hydraulic model results, provides
the bases for our confidence that the discharges will meet State
standa-ds,-..We are.also submitting testimony of Dr. Gerald J.
Lauer of New York University on his studies on the effects of
elevated temperature and entrainment on Hudson River biota.
This study does not include the.effect of the passage of fish
eggs and larvae through the plant because that must await the
presence of these organisms in the..river this spring and summer.
Dr. Lauer is working on this at the present time at Indian
Point 1 and will extend his work to Indian Point 2 when it com
mences operation.

We are also submitting the report of Dr. Lauer
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:

on his analysis of the cheiicals discharged from the plant.
The results of this report were mentioned in-earlier testimony
indicating no significant impact on the Hudson River fishery.

Concern has been recently expressed that fish larvae
passing through the plant might be completely destroyed.

Until

Dr. Lauer completes his entrainment studies this season, it is
impossible to state whether this concern is applicable to Indian
Point.

We have therefore developed an analysi-,

based on con

servative assumptions, of the effect of entrainment of striped
bass eggs, larvae and juveniles on the adult striped bass popu
lations.
tPUuLL

ULI

Dr. John P. Lawler is s'ubmitting as testimony his
T-1

b5UIJ It:L:-.

nib
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that there will be no irreversible adverse impact on the fishery
as a result of our planned operation under the 90% operating
license while the full NEPA review is in progress.

We are also submitting additional testimony on the
subject of the collection of fish on the plant intake screens.
The Board has already received a great deal of evidence on this
subject relating to Indian Point 1 and the various procedures
which have been instituted and which are under study to reduce

S

fish impingement.

I don't think there is any single environ

mental problem facing the Company which has received more Uf
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my personal attention.

We have already succeeded in -virtually

eliminating the problem with respect to large fish, and we have
in recent years substantially reduced the number of small fish
collected at Indian Point i, and are looking forwarc to further
reductions as we continue to improve the effectiveness of ou
screening mechanisms.

The lessons learned at Indian Point 1 are

being applied to the Indian Point 2 intake system.

We are presenting testimony today sponsored jointly
by Dr. Gerald J. Lauer, Dr. James T. McFadden of the University
of Michigan, and Dr. Edward C. Raney of Ichth;ological Associates
and formerly of Cornell University.
agr.c.

-----------

These distinguished experts
o.

heF on the

e

of Indian Point 1 and 2, if continued in accordance with patterns
exhibited at Indian Point 1 for the period of time involved !.n
the requested license, will not produce a significant or iLre
versible adverse impact on the fisheries of the Hudson River.
Indeed, they note that the effects, if any, may be beneficial
since there is an overabundance of white perch and the white
perch compete with the stripped bass for food.

Accordingly,

-the removal of white perch may benefit the striped bass and
improve the size of the surviving white perch.

Con Edison has

offered to build a hatchery to replace the juvenile fish which

-0-

may be destroyed by the plant if, for any unforeseen reason,
a significant adveine effect is found to be attributable to
the operation of Indian-Point 2.

We believe it is important to confirm the predictions
of the studies done to date anu to the extent possible obtain
direct evidence to support the professional opinions of the
experts by a thorough and comprehensive post-operational eco
logical survey.

Con Edison has already completed a pre-operational

survey to establish base line information as to the fishes of
the river.

These surVeys were conducted by Northeast Biologists,

New York University and Raytheon Corporation.

Further pre-operational and post-operational studies
will be conducted by Texas Instruments Company and New York
University under the direc'Cion of the Hudson River Policy Com
mittee.

This Committee, which has already been described to

the Board, contains representatives of three federal agencies
and two states.

Dr. James T. McFadden is acting as consultant

in this study and will give guidance in evaluating results.
Dr. Gerald J. Lauer is directing the NYU portion of the study.
This study will include a population dynamics study of the fishes
in the vicinity of Indian Point

and white perch.

--

principally striped bass

The major objectives of the study are to
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estimate population size for striped bass and '-ihite perch, to
estimate their natural mortality rates, to estimate the fraction
of each age group of these species collected at Indian Point,
to determine the extent and pa -tern of the movement of fish, to
measure seasonal and regional differences in white perch and
striped bass populations and finally to evaluate ecological
relationships among striped bass, white perch and other species
in the ecosystem.

We believe that as this study progresses,

it will perform a monitoring function and will identify any
significant impact of indian Point operations in time to make
changes to redress such an impact.
I

-lv
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has been described in the record of this proceeding shows that
operation of the plant under the requested license will not
produce any significant, adverse environmental impact, and any
such impact which might occur can be redressed after limited
operation.
With the evidence we are presenting today, we believe
that there is sufficient evidence in the record to find that
operation of Indian Point 2 pending the full environmental review
will not give rise to a significant, adverse impact on the
environment.

If the Board or the Commission believes there

-8

coiuild be such an advorse impact however remote,

they can never

theless find that redress can reasonably be effected should
modification or termination of the limited license result from
the ,.3ooing NEPA envirormental review.

On the basis of these

findings anr. the compelling need for power from the Indian Point
2 facilIty, we believe that the requested license should be
authorized,
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Toxicity fish bioassays have been done for most of the
chemicals expected to be discharged from
Units l and 2.

Indian Point

The Standard 48-hour static bioassay procedure

was used for each chemical tested by New York University, as
prescribed by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC).

The methods employed to perform the

tests by Raytheon were also approved by NYSDEC.

Information

from the literature has been used to evaluate the potential
toxicity of lithium hydroxide and potassium chromate, which
have not been tested at Indian Point.

Due to its more transient

behavior, the effects of chlorine will be evaluated separately.
The evaluation has been made on the basis of two separate
lists of chemical concentrations.

The first list in the columns

labelled "Proposed Concentrations" are concentrations at the
confluence of the discharge canal before dilution with the
Hudson River which Consolidated Edison has testified will never
be exceeded under any and all circumstances and modes of oper
ation (long term operations at full power or short-term testing
operations).

The second list included under the column

labelled "Expected Concentrations" are concentrations which
Consolidated Edison expects at the discharge canal confluence
with the Hudson River with a cooling water flow through the
plant of 100,000 gallons per minute

(gpm).

The full cooling

water flows are 280,000 gpm for Unit 1 and 840,000 gpm for
Unit 2 (Table 1).
Since Unit 1 will discharge into the same discharge
canal as Unit 2, and some chemicals will be discharged

simultaneously, it is necessary to examine the combined
chemical discharges from both units to evaluate the potential
environmental impact of chemical discharges from Unit 2.
In the operation of Unit 1, the chemicals, trisodium
phosphate, hydrazine, and cyclohexylamine, are discharged
continuously.

Lithium hydroxide and boric acid are discharged

simultaneously on a batch basis.

A small amount of sodium

hydroxide is discharged continuously; a largeramount is dis
charged on a batch basis.

Sulfuric acid is discharged on a

batch basis, frequently in combination with sodium hydroxide.
Soda ash and detergent are discharged independently on a batch
basis.
In the operation of Unit 2, trisodium phosphate, hydrazine,
and either cyclohexylamine or morpholine are dischargedcontin
uously.

Lithium hydroxide and boric acid are discharged

simultaneously on a batch basis.
on a batch basis.

Sodium hydroxide is discharged

Potassium chromate is discharged on a batch

basis only in event of system leakage.
Two definitions of permissible concentrations were used
to evaluate the cumulative toxic potential of mixtures of
chemicals.
The first definition is the 1/10 of the 48-hour TLM value
recommendation in the FWPCA Water Quality Criteria report by
the National Technical Advisory Committee to the Secretary of
the Interior.

This definition is most applicable to continuous

discharges.
The second definition used is the maximum concentration

tested in which mortality during the 48-hour bioassay did not
This latter definition is

exceed mortality in the controls.

more appropriate for batch discharges.

The 48-hour exposure

involved, compared to the momentary existence of full discharge
concentrations in the river, still provides a very substantial
margin for safety.
None of the individual chemical concentrations exceed the
permissible concentrations.

Neither do the sums of ratios

for all chemicals exceed the cumulative value of 1.0, which
should not be equaled or exceeded.

A value of 1.0 or above

would indicate potential lethal toxicity for a 48-hour ex
posure.
The evaluation of combined discharges from Units 1 and 2
is contained in the last column of Table 1.

The chemicals

that would be discharged' continuously from Units 1 and 2
exhibit very low individual toxic potentials.
Sodium hydroxide (0.1) and sulfuric acid (0.18) exhibit
by far the highest indivlidual toxic potential although both
are considerably less than 1.0.
batch lots.

Both will be discharged in

Sodium hydroxide will be discharged from both

Units 1 and 2, while sulfuric acid will be used only at Unit 1.
The sum of individual ratios for Unit 1 and Unit 2
chemicals, if all were discharged simultaneously, is less
(0.323) than the cumulative value of 1.0, 'which should not be
equaled or exceeded.
The actual toxic potential of the chemical discharges is
drastically reduced from that derived by this evaluation method

due to the following combination of conservative factors:
(1) The expected concentrations are based on

.100,000 gpm

flow in the discharge canal, whereas the actual
flows with both units operating will be up to ten
times that volume.

The toxic potential at other

flow rates can be readily computed by the equation
TPx

=

100,000 gpm
x
gpm
xxp

x TPI

where TPx is toxic
100,000

X

potential at x flow; x gpm is the new flow rate; and
TP 10 0 ,0 0 0 is the toxic potential at the 100,000 gallon
per minute flow rate as given in Table 1.
(2) Toxicity of the chemicals to test organisms was based
on forty-eight hours exposure without dilution, whereas
concentrations entering the river from the discharge
canal will be rapidly reduced by dilution.
(3) The acidic sulfuric, acid and the basic sodium hydroxide
exhibited the highest individual toxicities.

The

toxic effect of these chemicals was due to changes in
pH.

When discharged simultaneously, they would tend to

neutralize each other so that the toxicity of the
mixture would be less than the individual toxicities added
together.

Synergism, if it were to occur in mixtures

of the chemicals, involve chemicals having considerably
less individual toxic potential.

0_4
Table 1
Indian Point Chemical Discharges
(Concentrations in Parts Per Million (ppm)

Chemical Use
Continuous Discharge
Trisodium phosphate
(P04)
Hydrazine
Cyclohexylamine
Morpholine
Batch Discharge
Lithium hydroxide
Boric acid
Potassium chromate
)
(Cr6 +
Sodium hydroxide
Sulfuric acid
Soda ash
Detergent

Proposed
Concen
tration
(P)

1.54
0.1
0.1

0.i

0.01
50.0
0.05

10.0

Unit 2
Permis
Expected( 3 ) sible
ConcenConcen
tration
tration
(E)
(C)

0.042
0.004
0.01
0.01

0.0002
2.8
0.025
0.12

18.5(1)
4.0(1)
100.0(1)
260(2,4)
1500(2)
22.0(2,4)
40(2)

Ratio
P/C

E/C

.083
.01
.025
.001

.0023
.0004
.003
.0001

.039xi0
.033
.0023
.25

-3

.008x10
.0019
.0011
.003

Unit 1 and 2
If all chemicals were
to be discharged
simultaneously
Ratio
B/C

0.003
0.0008
.005
0.0002
-4

0. 002xi0
0.004

- 3

0.001
0.103
0.184
0.017
0.003

Sum of Ratios (Expected Concentrations
.434
.02
0.323
(Permissible Concentations,
(1) Recommended as 1/10 of 48 hour Tlm values by TWPCA WAter Quality Criteria report of the
Nation Technical Advisory Committee to the Secretary of the Interior.
(2) The maximum concentration tested in which mortality during 48-hour bioassay did not
exceed mortality in controls.
(3) Based on dilution by 100,000 gallons per minute cooling water flow.
(4) Based on data in Reference 1.

Chlorine'Toxic Potential
Chlorine must be considered separately because its rapid
rate of dissipation precluded a 48-hour static bioassay.
Unit 1 at Indian Point has four sections of condensers.
Chlorine as sodium hypochlorite is introduced into two sections
of the condenser for one-half hour, then into the remaining
two sections for one-half hour, so that only one-half of the
cooling water is chlorinated at a given time.

The water from

the chlorinated and un-chlorinated sections mix within seconds
after leaving the condenser resulting in a 1:1 dilution.

The

free chlorine residual dissipates quickly because of the
chlorine demand of the river water and loss to the air so that
discharge concentrations are usually 0.1 ppm or less.

The

overall time during which chlorine is added to the condenser
is one hour.

This application procedure is repeated on al

ternate days for a total of 3 days each week.
Unit 2 has six sections of condensers.
procedure will be similar to Unit 1.

The chlorination

That is, 3 sections

will be chlorinated for one-half hour, followed by chlorination
of the other three sections for one-half hour.

Present plans

call for chlorination of Unit 1 and Unit 2 condensers on
alternate days so that chlorine would be introduced into the
cooling waters of either Units 1 or 2 during six days of
the week for one hour each day. During full capacity operation
the volumes of water treated with chlorine at a given time
would be 140,000 gpm from Unit 1 and 420,000 gpm from Unit 2.

The targets of the chlorine are the fouling organisms
growing on the inner surfaces of the condenser tubes.

An

exposure time of one-half hour, three days per week has
effectively controlled such growths at Indian Point Unit 1.
By comparison, the organisms passing through the con
densers in the cooling water at the time of chlorination are
exposed to the full application concentration in the condensers
for less than 15 seconds, and exposure to the decreasing con
centrations in the cooling water discharge for an additional
few minutes.

The exact concentration and time depend upon

the effective dilution and dissipation rates.
Of the data in McKee and Wolf

(1) on toxicity of free

chlorine residual compiled from many sources, 13 of 18
concentrations reported to be harmful exceeded 0.2 ppm.

The

five reports of concentrations less than 0.2 ppm that were
harmful involved exposure times of-7 to 23 days.

Three of

those reports involved trout and salmon.
McKee and Wolf report on thirteen additional observations
where concentrations from 0.1 to 5.0 ppm caused no fish
mortality.

The reported exposure times for these observations

ranged from 2 to 100 hours.
Laboratory bioassay tests by New York University resulted
in 100% survival of small white perch and striped bass for
three hours when exposed to 0.75 ppm and 0.60 ppm initial
total chlorine residuals that dissipated to undetectable
limits (0.1 ppm) within one and one-half hours.
Comparison of % survival of zooplankton organisms in

collections from the intake and discharge waters during
chlorination at ambient temperature of 700 F and AT's of
6-l 0 °F showed no reduction
in survival due to chlorination.
While it is expected that some of these non-target
organisms in the cpoling water are killed during the chlorin
ation period, studies of the phytoplankton and zooplankton
populations over a period of three years (2 operational and
I non-operational for Unit 1) have produced no indication
that chlorination or other chemical discharges had a discern
ible effect on these populations in the river.
Considering that chemical discharges from Unit 1 have
had no discernible effects on populations, and the conservative
elements involved in evaluation of toxic potential based on
bioassay data, it is reasonable to expect that discharge of
chemicals from Unit 2 as anticipated will not cause any
measurable effects on biota in the river.
Effects of Plant Operation on River Chemistry:
Comparison of New York University Hudson River water
chemistry data from a non-operating year for Unit 1 (1970)
with operational years (1969 and 1971), and between sampling
stations for the same year indicates that operation of Unit 1
has had no measurable effect on dissolved oxygen, pH, phosphate,
nitrate, water clarity, dissolved copper, or other metals and
stable trace element concentrations in the general vicinity
of Indian Point.

These results are entirely compatible with

the general experience reported in the literature.
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Consolidated Edison's Indian Point power generating units
are designed to utilize once-through passage of Hudson River
water to cool the condensers.

Unit 1, operating at rated

capacity and design circulating water flow, uses approximately
280,000 gallons per minute of cooling water, the temperature
of which is raised about 150 F.

Unit 2 has design circulating

water flow requirements of 840,000 gpm at rated capacity
operation.

The design AT across the condenser for this unit

is 15.1 0 F.
The accumulating information in the literature indicates
that the manner in which aquatic organisms are effected by
elevated temperature is determined by both the amount of the
temperature rise and the duration of exposure to the tempera
•ture rise.
Studies of phytoplankton and micro-invertebrate zooplankton
populations of the Hudson River near Indian Point and in the
Unit 1 discharge canal during 1968 and 1969 indicated that
operation of Unit 1 had no discernible effect on those popu
lations. 'During these studies'temperatures in the discharge
0
canal were from 5°F (July) to 18 F (December). above ambient

temperatures in the river.
Aquatic organisms small enough to pass through the 3/8
inch mesh intake screens are exposed to these temperature
elevations and to change in pressure and turbulence..
Lengthening of the discharge canal to adcomodate the
cooling water discharge from Unit 2 and 3, modifications in
the design and operation of the cooling water circulating

2

systems to reduce flow velocities into the intakes during
the winter, and various possible combinations of operating
modes among the two units, produce a possible range of AT
7-29.5 0 F;

and a range of possible exposure times from 2.5 to

40 minutes.

The higher temperature rises and greater exposure

times are related to reduced flows.
The laboratory temperature tolerance studies initiated in
1971 were designed to cover the full range of AT's and exposure

times that could be produced during various seasons of the.
year by all possible combinations of power level operation of
Units 1 and 2.
The results from these studies to date indicate that the
temperature tolerance of bacteria, phytoplankton, and represen
tative species of micro and macro-invertebrate zooplankton
will not be exceeded by the AT's expected in the discharge
canal water during the fall, winter, and spring.

The data

indicate that a 150 F AT in the summer would not exceed the
temperature tolerance of the bacteria, phytoplankton and macro
invertebrates species studied to date.

The laboratory studies

do indicate that as discharge canal temperature rises above
90 F in summer a portion of the micro-invertebrate zooplankton
(dominated by copepods) may be killed.

This could involve up

to 25% of the organisms passing through the plant at a 15°F AT
over the maximum summer ambient temperature of 79°F.
Comparisons of the ratios of live to dead micro-invertebrate
zooplankton in Unit 1 intake and discharge water net and pumped
samples during the summer of 1971 indicated no significant
mortality at AT's up to 110 F, which agree with projections frofn

the laboratory studies.
The projected mortalities during the period of peak
temperature of organisms such as copepods

which have

relatively short generation times, as a result of passage
through the Indian Point condensers, appear to have little
potential for affecting populations in the Hudson River.
The literature indicates that 100% mortality of copepods
during passage through power plants sited on large bodies of,
water have had no discernible effect on population abundance
in those waters.
The temperatures in the plume from Indian Point Units
1 and 2 at all operating power levels must conform to the
New York State Criteria (6 NYCRR 704.1 (b) (4)).

The

laboratory thermal tolerance studies and the intake-discharge
canal survival studies indicate the temperatures in the plume
will be less than the upper temperature tolerance of bacteria,
phytoplankton, and representative species of micro and
macroinvertebrate zooplankton species studied to date.
The literature indicates that growth and diversity of
microbial organism populations tend to be improved by
elevation of temperature up to 950 F; and that phytoplankton
and zooplankton growth

and diversity increase as the tem

perature increases up to an optimum of, about 860 F.

On the

other hand exposure to temperatures above these optima tend
to inhibit metabolism and growth; and prolonged exposure to
temperature above 860 may reduce diversity and cause shifts
in the species composition of the population from more to less

desirable forms.
Hydrological characteristics of the Hudson River in the
vicinity of Indian Point dictate that water borne organisms
would not be exposed to more than a couple of degrees tem
perature elevation for more than a couple of hours.

This

exposure time is so short relative to probable generation
times of such species that there would be insufficient time
for such tendencies to shift diversity upward or downward
to be expressed.
Preliminary analysis of data on bottom organisms indicate
no alteration of population abundances or species composition
in areas under the plume from Indian Point Unit 1
time Unit 1 employed a surface discharge.

.

At the

Water temperature

on the bottom at these sampling stations was no higher than
at control stations.
The effects of the Indian Point plant operation on fish
eggs and larvae are unknown.
is fragmentary.

The literature on the subject

The little information which now exists could

be used to project anything from zero effect to 100%
decimation.

The effects of the Indian Point plant on the

fish eggs and larvae of Hudson River species is now underway.
It is expected that a reasonably sufficient amount of data on
which to evaluate this question will be available by August
1972.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

channel stations
For field study at Indian Point three
the Estuary at mile 43.
were established in a transect across
also chosen, but because
Two shore stations on either bank were
exactly with the
of physical restrictions did not correspond
Monthly collections of environ
channel transect (Fig. 1).
plankton, rooted plants
mental data, and samples of water, mud,
the exception of
and fish were made at these stations, with
those months when the Estuary is ice-covered.
the study
In the first half of the 3 year period of
depth hauls with
(1968-69) plankton was sampled by 10 meter
Counts of organisms were made
a #20 net (aperture 76-80 p).
a Sedgwick-Rafter
according to a standard method (Ref. 3) with
Cell at a 100 x magnification.

Later samples were collected

and analyzed by a different procedure

(see below), which

of the study.
limits comparison of data between the years
were based on
Although estimates for the second half of 1969
difference"
samples collected in the same way, "observer
discrepancy
(using a higher magnification) led to an apparent
since more of the smaller organisms were recorded.

Channel Observations
is
Preliminary observations were that the phytoplankton
largely dominated by the diatom Melosira with Asterionella
occasionally emerging as a secondary dominant form.

The

season
variety of species present in the samples changes with
and salinity.

As the summer progresses and the water at

INDIAN POINT TRANSECT, SITE LOCATIONS
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Indian Point becomes more saline, more halophilic species
replace limnetic species.

At the same time, blue-green

algae, almost never observed in winter months, become a more
important constituent of the population.

They were also

found more consistently in shore collections than in channel
samples.

The abundance of phytoplankton followed the usual
seasonal pattern of increase in spring, with maximum abundance
in early summer (Fig. 2).
Discharge Canal Observations
Observations of the variety and abundance of planktonic
organisms in the discharge canal for Indian Point Unit 1
were made in 1968-69 (Ref. 4).

This canal (now replaced by a

longer canal to carry the combined discharge of 3 units) was
about 50 yards in length.

Temperature in the canal ranged

from 5 to 180 F above ambient river temperatures.

Plankton

was collected at four sampling points along the canal.
Comparison of samples from the discharge canal with
those from the intake and channel stations showed few
significant differences in zooplankton and phytoplankton
variety or abundance.

Relative abundance and seasonal

distribution of phytoplankton organisms were similar at
the intake and discharge canal sites (Fig. 3).

No change in

species composition toward dominance by other forms such as
blue-green algae was observed.

During the period of phyto

plankton observations the temperature of water in the dis
charge canal was 7-10 F above ambient river temperatures.

Species of zooplankton observed in the second half of
,1968 in the discharge canal were similar to those found at
the intake and in the main river (Table 1).

Indeed, the

canal fauna was found to have a somewhat greater variety of
species, perhaps because it provided a more sheltered and
pool-type environment than the main channel.

Two species

of copepod, Eurytemora hirundoides and Microarthridion
littorale were found consistently in the discharge canal
during the period of observation, even though they were not
always sampled at the intake.

However, these two copepods

are known to be present throughout the year in the main body
of the river at Indian Point, while other copepod species
fluctuate with the seasonally changing salinity pattern in
the river (Ref. 5).

Some organisms, such as nematodes and

Amnicola, were seen in the discharge canal, but not in the
intake samples, although they had previously been recorded
for shore collections.

A number of fragile organisms

(e.g.

the medusa Blackfordia and the opossum shrimp, Neomysis
mercedis) as well as several fish species were found actively
swimming in the discharge canal.

These species may have

entered the canal directly from the river and not through
the plant; because of the unknown contribution of organisms
directly from the river into the discharge canal, as well as
impending changes in the canal structure, these studies were
discontinued.
During these studies temperatures in the discharge canal
were from 5 F (in July) to 180 F (in December) above ambient

Figure 2
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OCCURRENCE OF SOME COMMON SPEC [ES OF ZOOPLANKTON IN THE INTAKE
AND DISCHARGE CANAL AT INDIAN POINT

(four collections, July

Organism
Rotifers:
Keratella quadrata
Keratella cochlearis
•Brachionus quadridentata
Trichocerca sp.
Kellicottia sp.
Coelenterates
Hydra oligactis
Blackfordia

Always

INTAKE
Sometim-e

December, 1968)

Never

Always

DISCHARGE
Sometime

Never

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

Nematoda
'Mollusca
Amnicola
Crustacea
Daphnia pulex
Bosmina longirostris
Leptodora kindtii
Monoculoides edwardsii
Neomysis mercedis

-

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

F-

*0

Organism
Copepoda-nauplii
Cyclops vernalis
C. bicuspidatus
Eurytemora hirundoides
Microarthridion littorale
Ectinosoma curticorne
Acartia tonsa
Canuella elongata
Diaptomus sp.

Always

.TABLE 1 (contd)
INTAKE
Sometime Never

Always

DISCHARGE
Sometime
x
x
x

Never

Summer temperature at the intake

temperatures. at the intake.

0

Only on a few-days

generally ranges between 74°F and 77 F.
does it go above 770F.
SUBSEQUENT FIELD STUDIES

In the second half of the period of study (1970-71)
attempts have been made to achieve better quantitative
estimates of the variety and abundance of phytoplankton in the
river at Indian Point, and to provide a comparison of channel
sites for evaluation of the ecological effects of the discharge
on the aquatic life in the river.
Methods
During 1970 and 1971 the phytoplankton samples were
collected by passing a measured volume of river water (surface
and 10 m depth) through a nannoplankton net (aperture size
16-20 1).

Samples were preserved with Acid-Lugol's Solution

and aliquots were analyzed with gridded filter techniques
at a magnification of 1250X.

The counts treated each cell as

a unit in the case of diatoms and those forms which could
occur either as individual cells or in colonies, i.e.
Actinastrum sp. and Ankistrodesmus sp.

Colonial and filamentous

green and blue-green algae were counted as a Single unit per
colony or filament.

Only those cells, colonies, or filaments

which appeared to have normally shaped and located chloroplasts,
or coloration in the case of blue-greens, were counted (Ref.
6 p. 729).
Results
The composition of the phytoplankton throughout the

study period was predominantly a :"diatom assemblage" with
other algal forms (greens and blue-greens) being a significant
portion of the phytoplankton only from September to December.
In 1970 for instance, diatoms were 69%, with greens 24%, and
blue-greens 6%, contributing significantly to the flora in
the latter part of the year (Table 2 and Fig. 4).

Green and

blue-green algae were slightly greater proportion of the phyto
plankton at the east channel site than at the other two sites.
Shannon-Weaver (Ref. 9) diversity indices for-the 1970
phytoplankton data show a trend of decreasing diversity during
later summer and early fall at all three channel sites, but
within any month there was very little variation (Table 3).
Mean diversity indices for 1970 at each channel, mid-river,
and west channel sites were 2.1, 2.1, 2.0 respectively.
Comparison of data for the 3 channel stations in the
river indicate only insignificant differences in phytoplankton
abundance at these sites (Fig. 5).

Those differences ob

served between stations can be attributed'tO sampling differences
(due to variable currents or other factors), and to the
discontinuous distribution of plankton within a water body.
(Note that the order of magnitude difference between 1969 and
1970 data is due to a change in technique -.see page 13 above).
Samples of plankton at the two shore stations are not
strictly comparable on a quantitative basis, partly because
sampling in the shallow water close to shore inevitably
disturbs bottom sediments, and partly because the presence
of emergent plants and the bottom muds provide an increased

o s

S
TABLE

2

PHYTOPLANKTON COMPOSITIC-1 AT INDIAN POINT
PERCENTAGE COMPCSITION BY MONTH

East Channel
Diatoms
Greens

Mid-River
Diatoms

Greens
Blue-greens
Desmids
Other
West Channel
Diatoms
Greens

Blue-greens
Desmids

Other

December

Average

44.7
44.2
9.9
0.7
0.7

41.9
54.8
3.0
0.2
0.2

68.28
24.35
6.99

19.1
55.2
25.8

35.1
48.6
16.3

38.3
51.7
7.7
1.9
0.5

69.23
23.45

17.3
59.5
23.3

3.2.6
59.3

64.4
33.2
2.2

73.17
22.16

May

June

July

August

September

October
October

88- 9
10.6

97.5
2.6

98.8
1.2

96.9
3.1

92.5
6.1

46.2
41.0

55.8

12.9

35.7

1.5

Blue-greens
Desmids
Other

November

April

1.4

0.5
85.4
13.2
0.3

97.2
2.7

97.6
2.4

0.1

95.5
3.9
0.6

95.6
3.9
0.5

59.3
29.5
9.9
1.3

1.1

85.6
12.3
0.8
0.4
0.8

7.2

November

98.0
1.8
0.2

96.9
3.1

95.6

4.4

97.0
2.

7-1.4
23.6
5.0

8.1
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Figure 4

Relative Proportions of Diatoms, .Green and Blue. green Algae
in the Standing.Crop at Indian. Point 1970".
..(East Channel Station)
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TABLE

3

PHYTOPLANKTON DIVERSITY HUDSON RIVER
AT INDIAN POINT, 1970

Month
Month

East
Channel

DIVERSITY INDEX
Mid
River

West

C]hanne1

April

2.73

2.73

2.76

2.76

2.56

2.92

May

2.80

2.60

2.62

June

2.80

1.68

1.64

July

1.77

1.29

1.34

August

1.40

1.47

1.04

September

1.82

2.01

1.84

October

1;91

2.17

1.59

November

2.1 4

2.43

2.45

December

2.12

2.11

2.02

Average

Figure

5
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substrate area for epiphyton.

The shore sample s, however,

exhibit a similar composition and June/July peak of abundance
as the channel samples.

The range of abundance is somewhat

greater (due to the reasons given above) from about 10 4 /m3
early in spring, to 10 6or more/n

3

in early summer.

STUDIES IN 1971
LABORATORY ENTRAINMENT STUDIES
A number of experimental laboratory studies was under
taken to elucidate further the effect of passage through the
power station condensers on a variety of organisms.
Bacterial Studies
Experimental heat exposures were designed to match the
temperature regime and exposure times expected during plant
operation.

When no effects were observed, AT was raised and

exposure times lengthened beyond those normally expected.
Samples for culture were taken from the intake water at the
power station.

Two liter flasks were left in the flow for 10

to 15 minutes; full flasks were stirred for a further period,
and then 100-150 ml samples were transferred to BOD bottles
for exposure to experimental temperatures.
Bacteriological procedures (Membrane Filter Method)
were those recommended in "Standard Methods"

(Ref. 6 p. 678).

These methods call for incubation at 350 C (950 F) incubation
temperature, repr esenting a 20-hour exposure to a temperature
more than 35 0C (630 F) above the temperature of collection
(0 C

=

320 F).

This increased temperature and exposure time

required by the culture technique far exceeds the scale and

duration of the thermal rise to which the bacteria are exposed
during passage through the Indian Point plants.
To more closely simulate customary events within the
plant, cultures were incubated at 40 C (390 F) for varying
periods before incubation in the standard conditions, while
others were treated only in accordance with the "Standard
Methods" procedure.

Samples incubated initially at the lower

temperature were examined over periods of one to seven days
for visible signs of growth.
this temperature.
at 35°C (950 F),

However, none was observed at

After subsequent incubation for 20 hours

colonies were counted and compared with those

of samples subjected only to the higher temperature.

No

differences due to the different incubation techniques could
be seen.
A second experimental procedure exposed intake samples
to different regimes of temperature increment and exposure
time from 4 to 22 °C (7 to 400 F) and 2

to 30 minutes.

Both

total coliform and total bacterial colonies were counted
(Tables 4 and 5) and were compared with control cultures
not exposed to any additional heat procedures.

Not surprisingly

(since heat exposures in the experimental regime were less than
those dictated by the technique) a wide range of values was
observed and no consistent pattern relating exposures to
counts could be detected for either total coliforms or total
bacteria.
A further experiment exposed samples to a range of
temperatures 22-44 0 C (40-800 F) above the ambient of 320
periods of 10, 20 and 30 minutes.

for

4

TABLE

TOTAL BACTERIAL COUNTS AFTER EXPERIMENTAL HEAT EXPOSURE

Ambient Temperature 32°F
Control counts 8,300/mi, range 3,850-17,700/ml(6)
Single samples except where range and numbers of samples
(bracketed) are given.

Exposure
Time

(mins)

2

Means and range of percent change from
controls at temperature (OF) above ambient
7
15
22
28
33
40
+19
0to40

+19
4to40

(3)

(4)

+14

+30
+28
-10to98 -23toi15

-11

(3)

(3)

0

-8

-21

-10

+3

-37

-15

-22

-13

-

-7

37

20

-5

-9

-37

-13

-20
-15to-24
(2)

25

-14

-18

-24

-22

+20

-15

-24

0

-10

-7

0

5

+21

+2
-3to8

(2)
10

+12

30

Mean %

Change

+16

+6

+12
-40to+65
(2)
0

TABLE

5

TOTAL COLIFORM COUNTS AFTER EXPERIMENTAL HEAT EXPOSURE
Ambient Temperature 32 F
Control counts 52/mi, range 27-71 (6)
Single samples except where range and numbers of samples
(bracketed) are given.
Means and range of percent change from
controls at temperature (OF) above ambient
Exposure
Time (mins)

7

15

22

28

33

40

2

-9
+4
-30to41 -29to19
(4)
(3)

-5

+18
9to28
(3)

-7
-29toli
(3)

-26

5

+16
+10
9.8tolO.3 -7to38

-12

-12

-9

-22

+8

-15

-10

10

(2)

(2)

-7

-5

-4
-15to8

(2)
15

-2

25

-5

-10

-21

-8

-8

-44

+18

+5

-5

-15

0

-13.

-5

-2

+2

-2

-8

-10

30

Mean %
Change

+3

-9

A summary of the protocol of these experiments and the
results for coliform cultures are shown in Table 6 and Fig. 6.
Total bacterial counts showed a slight trend of decreasing
numbers with increasing exposure temperatures while coliform
counts demonstrated more clearly a decrease of approximately
10 colonies for each additional 5.50 C (100 F) rise in exposure
temperature from 22-39 0 C (40 to 700 F).

With exposure to an

440 C (800 F) rise, the number of coliform colonies dropped
sharply.

There appears to be no consistent effect of temperature

with differing exposure periods.
Thermal entrainment studies on bacteria in a similar manner
to the studies performed during Jan. Feb. 1971, were performed
during July, Aug. and Sept. 1971 when the ambient river temperature
ranged from 740 F to 760 F.

The results of these warm weather

studies have shown that total bacterial counts were reduced
in number by 25% or greater, when the AT was 30F for an exposure
0

time of 15 minutes or longer and at a AT of 40 F at an
exposure time of 5 minutes or longer.

The total bacterial
0

counts were apparently unaffected by a AT of 20 F for an
exposure time as long as 45 minutes and for a 5 minute
exposure time to a AT of 30 F.
The total coliform counts as determined by these
unaffected by tem
warm-weather studies were apparently
0
perature increases up to 30 F for exposure times as long as
45 minutes and at a AT for 40F for an exposure time of 5
minutes.

Only when the AT of 40F was applied for 15 minutes

or longer were the total coliform counts affected, reduced
by 25% or greater.

TABLE 6
TOTAL COLIFORM COUNTS AFTER EXTREME HEAT
0
EXPOSURE (incubated 24 hr. at 39 0 F and 20 hr. at 95 F).
Ambient Temperature 32°F
Control samples incubated at 95 F (20 hr.) 78/mi
Control samples incubated at 39 and 95 (24 and 20 hr.)
Exposure
Time (mins)

Mean

Coliform colonies/ml
Exposure Temperature, OF above ambient
80
70
60
50
40

70

64

54

44

71/ml

25

Figure 6 Effect of High Temperature Exposure to Coliform Counts
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PHYTOPLANKTON
(a) Effects of turbulence
During December 1970, the Indian Point 1 plant was not
operating for power production but operation of the circulating
pumps alone allowed us to determine visually the extent of any
mechanical damage to the flora.

Samples were collected from

the intake and discharge canal every two hours.

The samples

were analyzed for physical breakage and chloroplast dislocation
in the diatom frustules.

The results do not indicate any

substantical physical damage to diatom cells being pumped
through the plant.

The mean values for damaged specimens

in the intake samples was 23.6% of the total, and 21.2% in
the effluent samples (Table 7).
(b) Effects of heat determined by visual damage
Phytoplankton samples were collected from the intake
composited, and subdivided into equal portions of which six
served as controls.

The other samples were exposed to incre

ments of temperature-of 8.3, 12.2, 15.5, 19.4 and 23.3 0 C
0

(15, 22, 28 35 and 42 F) for periods of 2.5, 30 and 60
minutes.

After exposure the samples were quickly cooled to

ambient river temperature

(40 C

39 F) at which they remained

for 1.5 hours before being preserved with Lugol's solution.
The results (Table 8) do not indicate that increments of
15.5 0 C (28°F) above the ambient 4 C (39°F) for as long as
60 minutes, or of 19.4 to 23.3 0 C (35 to 420 F) above ambient
for 30 minutes, have any effects that can be detected visually.

TABLE

7

DAMAGED DIATOMS OBSERVED IN INTAKE AND
EFFLUENT WATER AT INDIAN POINT,
WITHOUT TEMPERATURE INCREMENT

Sampling
Date

Time

12/8/70

09.00
11.00
13.00
15.00
17 .00
19.00

12/9/70

09.00
11.00
13

Percent of Damaged Specimens
Effluent
Intake
32
13
24
25
18
21

.00

15.00
17

Means

.00

Means~23.6+
7.2212+.

21.2+5.3

(c) Effect as measured by C 1 4 uptake
The effect of temperature on primary productivity
depends on the seasonal ambient river temperature, and the
duration of exposure.
During the Spring period with cooler temperatures
(34 - 45)°F there is an increase in the amount of photo
synthesis in waters which have received a AT of (28 - 35)°F
for exposures of 5-25 minutes.

However, when exposed to a AT

of 40°F for 40 minutes exposure, the amount of metabolic
productivity was observed-to decrease.
In the summer season with a temperature range of
(79-80) F the system was much more sensitive.

Exposure to a

AT of (15-21.50) still increased photosynthesis, but only very
slightly.

At a 250 AT there was no net effect; but AT's above

this caused a decrease in photosynthesis.
Exposure to temperature elevations of 60 and 100 during
passage through the plant in slightly cooler weather caused
no net change in the normal phytosynthetic rate.

(Table 9)

Microzooplankton (rotifers, copepods, cladocerans)
The paucity of zooplankton during early spring in 1971
required the filtration of large volumes of water to obtain a
sufficient number of organisms for laboratory tests.

Damage

by the heavy accumulation of debris in the nets made the
acquisition and identification of healthy specimens difficult.
Samples were collected from the intake stream at Indian Point.
A common zooplankter from the Hudson River at Indian
Point, the cyclopoid copepod, Halicyclops sp. was exposed

TABLE

8

DAMAGED DIATOMS AFTER HEAT EXPOSURE
Ambient Temperature 390F
Percent damaged in control samples 39% + 8.2(6)

Exposure

Time (mins')

Percentage Damaged Specimens
Exposure temperature (OF) above ambient
42
35
28
22

Time(mins)

mean

39

40

36

36

Table 9

Laboratory

Thermal Shock. Entrainment effects on Phytoplankton
Photosynthesis.

F

Da te

Exp.
Time

Temp.
after heating

Ambient
0o

Change in
C1 4 uptake

3/23/71

35

69

15 min.

increase

3/24/71

28

62

25 min.

increase

40

74

40 min.

decrease

28

73

5 miii.

increase

28

73

10 min.

increase

28

73

15 min.

increase

28

73

20 min.

increase

8/18/71

15

95

30 min.

small increase

8/12/71

21.5

100.5

30 min.

small increase

8/11/71

25

105

30 min.

no effect

8/9/71

26

105

30 min.

small decrease

8/11/71

28

108

30 min.

decrease

8/3/71,

31

110

30 min.

decrease

4/15/71

Con Ed Indian Point

T (1)

9/27/71

76

no change

9/27/71

80

no change

(1)

Samples from water box of Unit 1

to temperature increments of 6.1, 15.5, 19.4 and 23.3 0 C
0

(11, 22, 28, 35, and 42 F) above an ambient river temperature
of 480 F for periods, of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60
minutes.

The samples were then quickly cooled to ambient

river temperature at which they remained for 1.5 hours.
Numbers of dead organisms were recorded for each sample before
the addition of any heat, immediately after the addition of
heat, and after the 1.5 hours at ambient temperature.

The

samples were then preserved with a 10% formalin solution and
the total number of organisms was observed and recorded.

The

percentage of motile specimens after return to ambient tem
perature is shown in Table 10.
Temperature increments as high as 15.5 0 C (280F) above the
ambient river temperature of 100 C (480 F) for as long as 60
minutes of exposure had no effect on short term survival.

While

temperature increments of 19.4 0 C (35 C) for 30 minutes appeared
to have no effect, an increment of 23.3 0 C (420 F) reduced sur
vival to 30% after an exposure of only 2.5 minutes; as the
exposure time increased to 30 minutes at this temperature the
survival rate decreased to zero.

Whereas the copepod (Halicyclops) survival was 100
percent at AT's up to 35 0 F in the spring when the ambient
temperature was 480 F, there is less safety margin in the
summer.

Survival at a 12.6 0 FP AT above the ambient 77 0 F,

projected to from the laboratory studies, is =98 to 88%
depending on the exposure time (Table 11).

At a 15 0 F AT

above the ambient of 770 F survival is projected to be =86
to 76% depending upon the exposure time (Figure 7)..

TABLE

10

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE INCREMENTS ON SHORT TERM SURVIVAL OF
Halicyclops sp.
Ambient temperature 48°F
Numbers of organisms/test are bracketed.

Percent survival:
Temperature (OF) above ambient
35
42
28
22

Exposure
Time (mins)

11

2

95(2 20)

100(25) 100 (14)

100 (21)

30(17)

5

100(1 5)

100(28) 100(21)

70(20)

19(11)

10

100(0 9)

92(25) 100 (20)

100 (26)

6(18)

20

96 (4L1)

100(24) 100(19)

82(38)

5(20)

30

100(1L5)

100(20) 100(20)

98(40)

0(14)

40

85(1 L9)

100(19) 100(25)

50

100(1 L8)

86(21) 100(50)

100( L
.J
3

0oi

100(18)
100(23)

1 00(15)
1 00(10)

60

)

89

6

Controls: No temperature increment
60

100(14)

100(19)

100(70)
100(11)

Figure 7
Halicyclops Survival
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0
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Table 11-Laboratory Shock Studies
0
at ambient temperature of 77 F.

Halicyclops

Temp.
0

C

0oF

% Survival* at Exposure
times of:
5 min. 15 min. 25 min. 30 min. 60 min.

100
+ 0

88.0
+ 7.5

96.7
+ 4.1

7

12.6

90.8
+ 7.7

91.5
+ 3.4

11

19.8

63.8
+ 12.2

59.3
+ 15.5

66.3
58.3
+ 10.1 + 13.4

12

21.6

49.8
+ 15.0

50
+ 15.5

24.0
42.8
+ 15.2 + 9.9

14

25.2

27.7
+ 22.8

27
+ 7

15

27.0

0

17

30.6

0
+ 0

*

Numbers in parenthesis

=

37.5
+ 53.0

3
8.5
+ 12.0 + 4.2

No. of Experiments done.

Controls

(mbient temp.
of 60 min.)

97.6 + 2.7

95.0 + 2.4

96.3 + 2.6

87.7 + 8.9

35
It is highly unlikely that populations of the organisms
in the Hudson River would be altered significantly if these
projected mortality levels of microzooplankton species such
as the copepod Halicyclops were to occur during passage
through the plant.

The literature indicates that-up to 100%

mortality of copepods during passage through power plants
sited on large

bodies of water have had no significant effect

on populations in those waters, even in the vicinity of the
plants.

Fast turn-over rates, surplus reproductive capacity,

and other as yet undertermined compensatory mechanisms have
been given as possible explanations for these observations.
Studies of these populations in the Hudson are being
continued.

Included are studies to determine generation times

and turn-over rates.
Daphnia pulex, another organism endemic to the area
and collected from the intake stream, was subjected to tem
perature increments and observed for effects on survival and
reproduction.

The results are summarized in Table 12.

The tests indicate that temperature increments as high
as 21.7 0 C (390 F) above the ambient (68-79°F) have little
observable effect on the survival and reproduction of Daphnia
pulex if the increased temperature is reached and maintained
for less than one minute.
ment (14.4 0 C

-

However, a lower temperature incre

260 F) applied for a longer period (4.5 to 6

minutes) resulted in total mortality of the Daphnia.

A AT

of 17 F for 30 minutes (compared to the 15°F AT of the plant
at the time of critical summer ambient temperature) caused no
no mortality.

In a number of experiments, specimens increased

TABLE

12

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE INCREMENTS ON LONG AND SHORT
TERM SURVIVAL OF Daphnia pulex
Ambient temperature 68-79°F
Animals in each test 10+1

Temperature
increment
O
F

Minutes
to reach
higher T

0.42
0.42
4.0
4.0
0.33
0.33
4.0
3.5
0.42
0.42

Exposure
Time

0.25
0.25
30
30
0.25
0.25
2.0
1
0.33
0.33

PERCENT SURVIVAL
Re
1 day 1 week productio
Initial

(m)in)
100
100
100
100
90
100
100
100
0
0
100
100

100
100
100
100

75
90
50

7
7
3
4

days
days
days
days

100
100
100

2 days
3 days

100
90

1 day
1 day

in motility as temperature increased.

Another effect of

temperature-increments was-to reduce reproduction time with
higher temperature increments.
Similar experiments with unidentified ostracods collected
from the intake stream have indicated that they are able to
survive a temperature increment of 17 0 C (290 F) for 30 minute
exposure (from an ambient temperature of 23.9

0C

= 750 F).

However, survival following a temperature increment of 17.8

0C

(32°F) for 30 minutes was only 54% and 20% in two tests.
Macrozooplankton
The results of laboratory thermal shock studies on the
Gammarus are summarized in Table 13 and Figures 8 through 10.
Gammarus survival was 100% at AT's up to 430 F above an ambient
of 45 F, whereas at a summer-time ambient of 78 F Gammarus
survival was 100% at AT's up to 180F.
INTAKE-DISCHARGE CANAL SURVIVAL STUDIES
Microzooplankton
Micro-zooplankton entrainment studies results during
the high ambient temperature summer season are summarized in
a preliminary fashion in Table 14.

There is no indication

of significant decreased survival in the discharge canal
samples compared to samples from the intake.
Macrozooplankton
The percent live Gammarus and Neomysis in samples from
the discharge canal near its emergence from Unit 1 (Discharge
I) and from the far end of the discharge canal near the dis-

Table

13

Laboratory Thermal Shock Studies

-

Gammarus at ambient temperature of 73.4

% Survival* at Exposure

Temp.

times of:
5 min

15 min. 25 min. 30 min. 60 min.

10.8

100

100

12.6

100

100

18.0

99

U

21.6

78.8.

Controls
(ambient temp.
of 60 mn.

100 + 0

+ 1.6

+ 1

19.8

95

100

-

85
+ 10

100

100

96.3

-100

95.1

+ 2.4

+ 0

+ 1.8

79
+ 12

72.3

63.2

+ 12.8 + 13.3

100

100 + 0

100

100 + 0

62.2
+ 13.3

57.7
+ 11.2

98.0 + .8

48.8

45.0

98.0 + .8

+ 12.8

+ 13.7

23.4

15.7
43.1
+ 13.0 + 4.9

0
.5
+ .5 + 0

100 + 0

25.2

15.0
47.0
*+14.1+.8.4

0
+ 0

0
+ 0

100 + 0

0

0
+ 0

100 + 0

27.0

.4

0

+ 3.2+ 0
30.6

0
+ 0

*Numbers in parenthesis

+0

100 + 0

0
+ 0

=

No. of Experiments done.
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TABLE 14

MICRO-ZOOPLANKTON (rotifers, copepods, cladocerans)
INTAKE AND DISCHARGE CANAL PUMPED SAMPLES
Temperature
Ambient

# of
AT

% Survival

Obs.

Intake

Discharge

June

66-73°F

4.7-10.3

10

70.4

73.0

July

73-78

1.2-10.3

10

71.1

56.2

Aug.

78-74

2.4-9.5

10

49.1

45.1

Sept.

77-75

1.4-11.1

12

28.1

49.3

Total

66-78°F

42

53.6

55.6

34.2-52.0

charge ports to the river (Discharge II) were virtually
identical to the percent found alive in the intake samples
(Table 15).
Gammarus is present in the reach of river at Indian
Point throughout the year.

Stomach analyses indicate that

Gammarus is the major food item for juvenile and adult white
perch.

It is probably a major source of food for striped bass

and other fish species.
Neomysis' presence in the vicinity of Indian Point appears
to be dependent upon intrusion of salt water upstream to that
area.

Increases in fresh water flow which push the salt "front"

downstream have made Neomysis virtually unavailable at Indian
Point.

The Raytheon Corporation Report also indicates that

Indian Point is near the upstream limit of the range for
Neomysis in the river.
Both Gammarus and Neomysis exhibit a very dramatic diurnal
cycle of vertical movements in the river.

During the day most

are found near the bottom, while at night they are abundant
throughout the water column.
The intake-discharge canal samples reflect this pattern.
During the day very few Gammarus and Neomysis are present,
but they are abundant in the discharge canal water at night.
This indicates that the plant withdraws water primarily from
the upper strata.
Fish Eggs and Larvae
Thermal shock studies on tomcod eggs and larvae are in
progress.

Very intensive thermal tolerance and survival

studies on eggs and larvae of striped bass, white perch and

TABLE 15
MACRO-ZOOPLANKTON (gammarus and neomysis)
INTAKE AND DISCHARGE CANAL NET SAMPLES

% Survival
Temperature
AT
Ambient

# of
Obs. Intake

Discharge
II
I

Gammarus

75.2-77.0 F

5.4-9,0

10

80

78

80

Neomysis

75.2-77.0°0 F

5.4-9.0

10

77

80

81

45

other species will be done during the spring and summer of
1972.
Information now available on survival of fish eggs and
larvae is limited to the sketchy data in Table 16.
RIVER BIOTA STUDIES, 1971
Preliminary analysis of the phytoplankton, micro-zooplankton
and macro-zooplankton data from sampling within and outside
the area traversed by the thermal plume from Indian Point
Unit 1 indicate no significant differences in abundance or
species composition attributable to the operation of the
plant.
The combined facts: that the laboratory thermal shock
study results described above show the operating AT of Unit 1
during 1971 to be less than the temperature tolerance of
major component species of these populations; that the intake
discharge canal studies indicated no reduction in their
survival during passage through Unit 1 condensers and the
discharge canal; and, that the thermal plume AT is rapidly
decreased by dilution below that which occurs in the dis
charge canal, help to explain why significant effects of
the thermal discharge on these populations have not been
found to date.
These findings that Unit 1 operation has had no dis

p

cernible significant effects on phytoplankton and zoo
plankton, either in the discharge canal or river, are generally
applicalbe for projection to Unit 2 as well.

3

The full capacity

design AT across the condensers of Unit 2 is nearly identical

TABLE 16
FISH LARVAE

INTAKE AND DISCHARGE CANAL STUDIES

% Survival
Temperature
AT
Ambient

# of
Obs.

Intake

Shad

75.2-77.0°F

7.2-7 .9

4

19

Anchovy

75.2-77.0°F

5.9-9 .9

4

53

Discharge
II
I
3.0

52

35

to that of Unit 1.

Time of passage through the discharge

canal back to the river, and therefore the exposure time of
entrained organisms to the maximum AT, will be less when both
units are discharging cooling water to the common discharge
canal.

This will reduce the potential for damage to the

organisms during the critical summer period of maximum
ambient temperatures.

On the other hand larger numbers of

organisms will be passed through the plant when Unit 2 begins
to withdraw cooling water from the river.
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I.

NATURE OF THE ISSUE

Steam electric generating stations operating on the
Hudson River are equipped with circulating water systems which
operate on the principle of once-through cooling.

Large volumes

of Hudson River water are drafted from the Hudson through in
takes and circulated through condensers, at which point heat
from spent steam is added to this water.

This steam condensa

tion process has the effect of raising the circulating water
temperature by approximately 15*F when the plant is operating
at full load and the circulators are at full flow.

These heated

waters are finally discharged back to and mixed with the main
body of the Hudson River.
At certain times of the year, the early life stages of Hudson
River fishes, including the egg stage, the larval stage and the
very early juvenile stage, are subject to entrainment or carriage
into the circulating water system due to the fact that these
stages are at least partially subject to prevailing currents
in the river.
These organisms are subject to rapidly changing mechanical,
thermal and pressure stresses as the water moves through the
intake, the circulating water pump, the condenser, and the
discharge line.

As the water is lifted up to the condenser,

the pressure drops rapidly below atmospheric pressure, and as
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heat is transferred from the spent steam, the temperature
rises rapidly.

These rapid changes in the variables of

mechanical abrasion, pressure and temperature are thought
to have an adverse effect on many of the organisms contained
in the circulating water.
The effect of these stresses on the early stages of Hudson
River fishes which are entrained in the circulating water flow
of Indian Point Unit 1 is unknown at this time.

Studies are

planned for late spring and early summer of this year during
the striped bass spawning and early development season.

At

the present time we have no quantitative information on the
effect these stresses will have on entrainable life stages
of the fish at Indian Point.
Studies at other locations have shown both damage and no damage
upon enrimn

Although some damage may

be expected, the actual quantitative amount and level of such
damage at any given station is almost impossible to predict
without direct measurement at that station.

Condenser pressure

and temperature rise, exposure time, species and life stage,
water quality and ambient water temperature appear to be some
of the variables controlling entrainment damage and mortality.
For these reasons, quantitative evaluation of the damage must
await the results of this year's planned study effort at Indian
Point, to be executed during the spawning and summer growing
season of the Hudson River striped bass.
Since the actual effect of Indian Point entrainment on mortality
of these stages is unknown at this time, QL&M has attempted

to develop an analytical means to evaluate not only the poten
tial for direct loss of eggs, larvae and early juveniles
from the River fishery, but also the potential impact on the
River's adult population.

In other words, rather than simply

considering the number or percentage of organisms in any stage
that may be removed from the River system, we are more con
cerned with the ultimate impact of this removal on the River
fishery population.
report.

This evaluation is the subject of this
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II.

SPECIFICS CONSIDERED

This study has been primarily directed at the impact of the
Indian Point nuclear generating station on the Hudson River
striped bass population.

The existing Unit No. 1 and the

proposed Unit No. 2 are both included in the evaluation.

The

roles of other existing generating units on the River are
also considered.
The methodology employed is applicable to other estuaries
as well as to other species of fish.

The striped bass has

been singled out for this study because, with respect to
the Hudson River, more information is available on this
species than on most other species common to the River,
and also because the striped bass is generally considered
to be the species of greatest importance and interest in
the Hudson River.
Figure 1 is a map showing the location of existing electric
generating stations along the Hudson River.

Figure 2 is a map

showing the location of Indian Point and of those existing
generating stations which are located within the reach of the
River between Coxsackie and Croton Point, within which the
entrainable stages of the striped bass have been observed
(6) ,

(7)

to appear.
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Existing generating plants of interest in this study include
Orange & Rockland Utilities' Lovett generating station, located
on the west bank of the Hudson River approximately 1.5 miles
below Indian Point, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Company's
Danskammer station, located on the west bank of the Hudson
River just north of Newburgh and approximately 23 miles north
of Indian Point, and Consolidated Edison's Indian Point Unit
No. 1 facility, located on the east side of the Hudson River
about 43 miles north of the Battery.
Niagara Mohawk's Albany steam station in Glenmont, New York and
Con Edison's 59th Street station in mid-Manhattan, are
considered to have no effect on the entrainable stages of the
striped bass.

This occurs because striped bass eggs, larvae

and young juveniles are not observed either north of Coxsackie,
New York, which is below the Glenmont generating station, or
south of Haverstraw Bay and the Tappan Zee, which is north of
the 59th Street Station.
Table 1 shows the operating characteristics of these generating
stations.
Entrainable stages of the striped bass life cycle include the
eggs which appear in the River for a period of 1.5 to 3 days
before hatching or dying by natural means, the larval stage
which progresses through a series of steps for approximately
21 days, during which the fish passes from the planktonic to
the swimming stage and at the end of which the young fish has
reached a size of about one inch, and the very early juvenile
stage lasting for 4 to 7 weeks beyond the larval stage, at

0

0@
TABLE 1

Existing Hudson River Steam Electric
Generating Stations

Station
Name

Location
Mile
Village or
Town

Point

Utility
Owner

140

Niagara Mohawk
Power Corp.

Albany

Glenmont

66

Danskammer

Newburg

Central Hudson
Gas & Electric

Stony Point

42

Orange & Rockland
Utilities

Number
of
Units
4

Rated
Capacity
all units
(Megawatts)
400

Total
Plant
Flow,
(gpm)
352,000

308,000

Lovett

Indian Point #1
Indian Point #2

59th Street

Buchanan
Buchanan

Consolidated Edison
Co. of New York

New York City

Consolidated Edison
Co. of New York

508

Plant Rise
Temperature
at Rated Capacity
0
F)
f.
11.0

14.5

503

323,000

14.8

265
873

318,000
870,000

14.0
15.1

2211

168,000

6.02

but provide steam for in-city use.
lof this total, 4 units, totalling 91 MW, do not employ condenser
2
Monthly average'operation, summer, 1969.
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which time the fishes have reached a length of about 2 inches
(Mansueti (3), Carlson (7) and Pearson (8)).
At this point, it is presumed that the fish is no longer subject
to entrainment effects..

The next section discusses the develop

ment of the basic analytical model which has been used to
evaluate the effect of entrainment on the entire life cycle.
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III.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

Figure 3 depicts the basic life cycle upon which the analytical
model is based.
We begin with the egg stage which is shown as the top circle in
the cycle on Figure 3, and recognize the appearance of vast
numbers of. eggs in the river at the time of spawning.

A large

percentage of the eggs never survive this stage, being subject
to natural mortality via settlement into bottom muds, lack of
fertilization, predation, etc.

These losses are depicted on

Figure 3 by the double arrow directed

outward from the cycle

at the egg state.
The term "present mortality" has been employed in this and
successive stages to represent mortality that now takes place in
the River, whether due to natural or artificial causes.
This first stage is also subject to entrainment and some presumed
resultant mortality, when within the influence of plant intakes.
This effect is depicted by a single bold arrow, also directed
outward from the cycle at the egg stage.
Those eggs which survive are shown on Figure 3 as being transferred
into the larval or next stage of the cycle.
Similar behavior of present and plant-induced mortality, and
survival and passage into the next stage is shown in the next
several stages, i.e., the larval and juvenile stages.

Plant-

FIGURE

3

SCHEMATIC LIFE CYCLE FOR
STRIPED BASS IN THE HUDSON RIVER
PRESENT MORTALITY DUE TO
SETTLEMENT, PREDATION, LACK
OF FERTILIZATION, ETC.
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/
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induced mortality is shown to include impingement on fish screens
as well as entrainment into the circulating water system.
It is realized that, biologically, the juvenile stage lasts until
the attainment of sexual maturity.

For the striped bass, the

first significant female maturity is believed to occur in the four
year old fish.

We have used the term "juvenile" in this report,

however, to represent only that stage of the life cycle between
the larval stage and the completion of the first year of life.
These "juveniles" are potentially subject to damage by the plant.
After reaching the age of one year, the fish are generally hardier,
the rate of true natural mortality is probably substantially lower,
and the fish are no longer subject to entrainment, nor, for the
most part, impingement.

These developing adults, therefore, are

not themselves subject to damage by the plant.
The population of these immature fish has been lumped together
with the mature adult population, and the abbreviated term, "adult
population" employed to represent all fish one year old or more.
These two groups, taken together, represent the bass population
that, although not directly subject to damage by the plant, may
yet feel the impact of direct damage to early stages; i.e.,

the

population of one year olds and above may experience a reduction
due to losses by entrainment and impingement in the early stages.
Adult stages are shown in Figure 3 for each year of life,
beginning with age group I.

Present mortality is shown to

remove a certain amount of adults from each year class as their
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age increases from year to year.

No plant-induced mortality

has been shown in these stages since the fish are too large to
be entrained and data on fish impingement at Indian Point suggests
that fish impingement has only a relatively small influence on
adult mortality.
Some four year old females are sexually mature and from that
point on, adults are shown in Figure 3 to be contributing to,
the egg complement, thus completing the cycle.
It was stated above that the double arrow leaving each life
stage shown in Figure 3 represents "present mortality; and
includes natural factors such as settlement of eggs into bottom
muds, predation of larvae by adults of other species, etc., and
artificial factors.
In addition to the usual natural mortality factors, the "present
mortality" term includes that portion of migration out of the
Hudson River which is not followed by a return in the following
year.

The reason for inclusion of this "loss" in the existing

mortality term is given in the following section of this testimony.
Artificial factors in the "existing mortality" term include the
effect of pollution and man's use and alteration over the past
century or more of shallows, shoals and shoreline, as well as
direct exploitation of the adult population by commercial and
sport fishing.
We also consider losses caused by the circulating water systems
of existing Hudson River generating stations to be included in
the term "present mortality."
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Although the schematic in Figure 3 lumps all existing losses in
each stage as one term, the mathematical model can be structured
to handle each of these effects individually, in each stage of
life.

Alternatively, some can be lumped and only certain ones

chosen for individual assessment.

Data or estimates on loss

must be available for each of those factors chosen for individual
assessment.
Some of these natural and artificial factors are exceedingly
difficult to quantize on an individual basis.

Others, such as

exploitation by sport and commercial fishing, can be estimated.
Estimates of the relative effect of sport and commercial fishing,
by comparison to the potential plant effect, are made in later
chapters of this report.
Each of the elements contributing to the basic life cycle shown
in Figure 3 can be quantized, the result of such being the con
struction of a mathematical model which yields a quantitative
description of the schematic shown in Figure 3.

The step-wise

model development is shown below, with emphasis placed on the
conceptual, the analytical, and empirical notions necessary to
this development.
The first step in the development is the introduction of two
conceptual notions.

These are the completely mixed model and

the notion of equilibrium.
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The Notion of Complete Mixing
A complete description of striped bass behavior in the Hudson
River requires an extremely complex model which would include
the ability to move through the life cycle, taking into account
at each stage the many factors which influence that stage, and
at the same time, the ability to move from section to section
along the River and from shore to shore and top to bottom at
any section.
Such a model requires refined knowledge of the kinetics of the
life cycle of the bass, including such things as competition
with other species, the influence of variable levels of pollutants,
and the driving forces which compel the fish to seek shallows at
one time, deep waters at another and so on.

Additionally, the

physical transport mechanisms including freshwater, tidal and
salinity-induced currents, the variations of these currents along
the River, and the influence they exert on the fishes' behavior
would also be required.
The degree of refinement that might be desirable to consider is
almost without limit.

As in any modelling effort, however, there

are the practical considerations (1) of the data available to
permit deduction of behavior and (2) of the tractability of the
mathematics required as refinements increase.

These considerations

require that model development begin with a model for which there
is reasonable expectation that the questions raised about the
system are being viewed realistically, and that the equations
used to describe the system can be solved.
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Rather than complicate the issue at this point by including the
known variable behavior of each stage along the River's length,
as well as in the vertical and lateral directions at any river
cross-section, we have viewed the river as a completely or
totally mixed volume of water in which the concentration or
density of any life stage is the same at all points throughout
that water volume.

This view permits substantive simplification

of the required mathematics and allows the analyst to focus on
the key question of kinetics, or the quantitative description of
survival and transfer from one stage to the next.
Treatment of variation along the River's longitudinal, vertical
and lateral axes is presently under development.

This transport

model, and items to be included in it is discussed below after
establishing that the totally mixed model is a valid first
approach.
The assumption of complete mixing is considered to be conservative
because it forces every organism in the River to be equally
subject to entrainment,.whereas in reality, only those organisms
which pass Indian Point while they are in the entrainable stage
and which do not avoid the plant are subject to entrainment by
the Indian Point station.'
We shall show that the actual percentage of the River's population
that is subject to entrainment is a function of the relationship of
plant flow to natural mortality over the whole system.

Were a

transport model employed, this relationship would be shown to
be lower, since, in addition to natural mortality, convection and
dispersion of Hudson River water past the plant and the movement
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preferences of the young motile fishes would also appear in the
term against which plant flow is compared.
This notion of complete mixing is not meant to eliminate consid
eration of spatial variation of striped bass, eggs, larvae and
juvenile behavior in the Hudson River.

Such variation has been

considered in two preliminary transport models, in which the
Hudson River transport mechanisms of tidal mixing, salinity
induced circulation, and freshwater movement were all included.
Comparison of larval entrainment results obtained using these
preliminary transport models to those obtained using the complete
mixing model shows that the complete mixing assumption is con
servative; i.e., the transport model (no fish motility included)
shows about 15% less entrainment of the entrainable population
than does the completely mixed model.

Both of these preliminary

transport models considered steady conditions only, neither con
sidered passage of survivors to the next stage, and both used a
fixed rate of natural larval mortality.

The comparison was made

by applying these restrictions to the completely mixed model.
The Notion of Equilibrium
Virtually every natural population is subject to variation
from year to year and the striped bass population in the
Hudson River is no exception.

This variation can be explained

in terms of variation in the key environmental factors that
control a population.

Striped bass spawning and early growth,

for example, are known to be dependent on photoperiod, water
temperature, salinity, level of pollution, mixing intensity,
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etc., all of which can vary substantively from year to year
during the spawning and early development season.
The literature (9),

(10) on east coast striped bass populations

is quite emphatic in its descriptions of the so-called "super
year class," examples of which occurred in 1934 and 1942 in the
Chesapeake Bay

-

Delaware Bay region and had their influence

on striped bass populations along the east coast for years
afterwards.

The appearance of such year classes is often

described as the result of "everything was right" in terms of
the various environmental factors which influence these stages.
This natural variation in the population from year to year can
fluctuate about a long term equilibrium population or can be
superimposed on either a growing or a declining situation.
There is some evidence (11) of a gradually increasing population
of striped bass in the Hudson River, which various commentators
have suggested may be the result of gradually improving water
quality and less pollution.

There does not appear to be,

however, any hard and conclusive evidence at this time as to
which of these three long term situations is taking place
with respect to striped bass populations in the Hudson River.
For purposes of this study, we have presumed that the River's
striped bass population is at equilibrium in the long range
sense, and that variations in the population from year to year
are negligible.

These assumptions are made to simplify the

mathematics and do not abrogate the basic objective of preparing
an analytical description of the life cycle and of the effect
of entrainment by a plant on that cycle.
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The same analytical approach could be applied to a growing or
declining population, and variation about the long range condi
tion, whatever it is, can also be handled.

In point of fact,

after development of the basic model, we show one method by
which fluctuations about equilibrium from year to year can
be demonstrated, as well as how a growing or declining pop
ulation may be described.

Basic Notion of Survival and Passage to Next Stage
This section presents the mathematical formulation of behavior
within a-given stage.

The mechanisms of generation, natural

mortality, plant-induced mortality, and finally survival
and subsequent passage into the next stage are considered.
Choose the egg stage for this illustration.

Let the average

rate of spawning over a small period of time, dt, be given by
P' (t),

in which:

P' (t) = number of eggs spawned, or dropped into a unit
volume of the water body per day.
Then let the number1 of eggs actually spawned in the small
and obtain:

period dt be given by NE
0

N

= P'(t)dt

Now track the fate of NEo through the day to three days of the
striped bass egg stage during which either mortality occurs
or the organism survives and becomes designated as having
passed into the larval stage.
1 Actually concentration, or number per unit volume since P' (t)
is also on a unit volume basis.
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From the moment of spawn on, the number of viable eggs remaining
at any time t out of the original complement given by N Eis
continuously decreasing.

Let this number be written NE t).

The rate of change of numbers of eggs is given by the derivative,
dNE (t)
so that we now have:
dt

NE

=

number of eggs dropped at time zero
number of viable eggs remaining at any time "t"

NEWt

out of original complement, NE
0

dNE(t)
=t

time rate of change of NE(t)

Now recognize that those mechanisms responsible for change
in the concentration of eggs in the River include natural
mortality, plant entrainment and passage out of the River.
Thus we may write:

Rate of Loss by Natural Mortality

dN ECt)
dt

=Rate

of Loss by Plant Entrainment
+

Rate of Transport In or Out of the System

Since we are interested in focusing only on the kinetics of
the life cycle, and not on transport in or out of a particular
reach of the River, we define that the reach of the River
under observation is the entire stretch along which eggs
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are observed.

In other words, the egg concentration drops to

zero at each end of the reach in question, so that no eggs can
be transported in or out of the reach under study.

Since we

have already made the simplification of complete mixing, we are
actually looking at the average egg concentration over the
whole reach of the River within which spawning is known to
occur.
The actual reach used in this study stretches between Croton
Point at the downstream end, a point 35.5 River miles north of
the Battery, to Coxsackie at the upstream end, a point 125
River miles north of the Battery.

The volume of this reach

of the Hudson River is .391 cubic miles or roughly 60 billion
cubic feet (57.35 BCF).
For purposes of model development, the rate of decay by natural
mortality in each life stage has been presumed to follow first
order kinetics; i.e., the rate of reduction of concentration
of organisms in any stage is proportional to the concentration
of viable organisms remaining.
Rate of Loss by Natural Mortality

=

-KENE

Natural decay of a biological population in accordance with
first order kinetics is a common phenomenon and has been
reported in describing many biological systems
(14).

(12),

(13),

A common mechanism which exhibits this behavior is the

case of the organism (eggs, larvae, early juveniles) in
question as prey, given a fixed number of predators.

The time rate

at which 50 of these organisms per unit water volume will be
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observed to be disappearing from a given system will be one
tenth the rate at which 500 such organisms will be disappear
ing in the process of being removed.
There are, of course, controls which will alter the rate
dependence; in the example above, the system can become saturated
with prey and there will be a food concentration above which
the rate of predation will be independent of the concentra
tion of prey.

This is explained by recognizing a maximum

rate at which the predators can physically catch and consume
food.

Regardless of how much is available above this level,

the predation rate cannot increase.

Mortality kinetics for

this situation are termed zero order, with respect to the
organism concentration;

i.e., the rate of mortality is

independent of, and therefore constant, as far as organism
concentration is concerned.
The effect of other than first order kinetics on the fish life
cycle model is currently being investigated and is discussed
to some extent in a later section of this testimony.

We show,

for example, that this linear mortality rate, in the feedback
system being considered, is highly conservative, since it
will lead to extinction of an equilibrium population under
any additional sustained exploitation, however small.

An

analytical description of the density-dependent and compensa
tory reserve mechanism, which may control juvenile mortality
in nursery areas such as Haverstraw Bay (15),

is also given.

The rate of loss by plant entrainment is quantitatively
written as the product of the circulating water flow, "
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the concentration of organisms in the intake water, "NE ", and
the fraction of organisms entrained that are actually killed
or suffer irreversible damage,

"E

Rate of Loss by Plant Entrainment = -fENEQP
The time rate of change of organism concentration is then
written:
-KENV

VdNE

-

fNQ

dt

(1)

The term "V" representm the volume of the River reach in
question.

The River volume must be included since the loss

by entrainment is a rate phenomenon, having units of numbers
of organisms lost per day and must be compared against the
total rate of natural mortality, rather than the mortality
rate per unit volume.

The expression "KENE" represents

natural mortality per unit volume since "NE" represents number
of eggs per unit volume.
Solution of eauation 1, subject to the initial condition that
at time zero, the concentration of eggs present in the system
is NE,

is written:

- (K
N E(t)
E

=

E

+ f Q ),Lt

E

NE e
(2)

1. In chapter VI, "f" is also assumed to include that fraction
of a stage that is not capable of avoiding the intake.
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Equation 2 yields the concentration of eggs out of the original
complement N

still viable at time t.

If the period of

existence in the egg stage before passing to the larval stage
is given by AtE, then the number of survivors out of the
original complement NEO which then become larvae is:

-(

NE(At)

NE e

=

fEQp

+

E

V

Ate

(3)

Or in terms of the original production rate, P' (t),

the

surviving concentration is given:

- (K

E

NE(At E )

P'(t)-e-dt

+

P)At

-v-

E

(4)
Now recognize that eggs are being spawned daily for a period
of five to six weeks.

Call the total spawning period TE.

The

total number of survivors of the egg stage is then written:

Stage
Survivors

=

eT
-(KE + fEQp/V)AtE
E
VEgg
V
P'(t).e dt
o

(5)
This also represents the initial number of larvae.

Notice

that this two-step approach to the determination of total egg
stage survivors

(determination of survival fraction for the
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single complement dropped over the small time increment, dt,
followed by integration over the total period of spawn, TE)
is valid when first order kinetics are employed because the
unit decay rate, KE, is independent of egg concentration, and
thus the appearance of more eggs dropped during the next dt
interval will not affect the computation of the number of
survivors of the first complement.

Additional complexity

in computing survival is to be expected when compensatory, i.e.,
density-dependent or non-linear, rate mechanisms are employed.
The foregoing results suggest the construction of the basic
life cycle model.

The production form in each stage is simply

the survivors of the previous stage.

First order decay is

presumed in each stage so that the decay terms for each
stage are similar.

For example, the expression for the larval

stage survival is written:

TE+At E
Larval Stage
Survivors

-

v
At E

-KAt
p'(t-At )e EE
E

-K'At
.e
L Ldt

(6)

in which time "t" is measured from the initiation of spawning.
Based on data presented in Carlson's Cornwall report (7),

we

have chosen May 9 of any given year to represent the initiation
of striped bass spawning, so that, in subsequent sections,
t

=

0 refers to May 9.

Notice that in equation 6, the argument (t-AtE) may be
replaced by Eand equation 6 rewritten:
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zLarval Stage

Survivors

=

TE

VI P' (E)e

(-K'EAtE-K'LAtL)

dt

Now, since E is simply a dummy variable, the over-bars may
be dropped and equation 7 rewritten:

TE

Larval Stage
Survivors

V

(-K'At
P'(t) e E E

-

K'AtL)
L L dt
(8)

The parameters K

and K' are simply the unit mortality rates
L
in the totally mixed system for the egg and larval stages,
respectively, and are given by:

K

K'
L

=

K

E

L

+

fEQ p

V

+ fLQP

V

(10)

For the base case of no plant operation, Qp = 0 and K' = K,
the natural mortality rate in any stage.

Notice that the

mortality rates in the totally mixed system are additive, so
that the effect of plant operations may be estimated by com
paring the relative magnitudes of K and fQp.
V
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In the next section, we shall be interested in completing the
life cycle model by computing the number of fertile female
adults from age one year through an arbitrary 13 years, and
multiplying the numbers in each year of life by the associated
(number of eggs/female) to determine each calendar

fecundity

year's total egg complement.

Completion of the Life Cycle Model
We begin by writing the expression for the number of juveniles
about to be recruited into the adult population on May 9 of
the year following their birth.

The model views adults and

their associated survival on a year by year basis, so that on
May 9 of each year, each survivor from age group 0 through
age group 12 is advanced to the next age group.

This results

in an adult age distribution of one to 13 years.

By analogy

to Equation 8, the number of surviving juveniles at the point
they are recruited into the adult population is written:

N1

-

TE
P'(t) exp(-K'E AtE
0

-

K'L AtL

-

K'j

Atj) dt

Now the mathematical treatment of Equation 11 is slightly more
complex than that of either Equations 5 or 8.

We have chosen

to set the duration of the egg and larval stages, AtE and AtL,
as constants equal to 1.5 and 21 days respectively.

This, of

course, is a simplification of the real life case, in which
the actual life of any surviving egg and larval organism may
range, for the egg, from 1.5 to 3 days, depending on the water
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temperature, and for the larval, from perhaps 10 to 30 days.
The latter case is further complicated by the definition of
the larval stage.

Our selections are discussed in greater

detail in Chapter IV.
Thus, the 1.5 and 21 day life periods must be looked at as
averages, descriptive of each stage.

This is perfectly proper

relative to the modelling objective and the type of model
being developed.
The juvenile stage has two additional complications.

First of

all, the period of life from 3 to 4 weeks after spawning through
almost a full year's development encompasses too many stages,.
each with its own particular vulnerability to entrainment,to
employ a single mortality factor (Ks).
Secondly, for the model to be internally consistent mathematically,
we must treat Atj as a variable, not a constant, if we wish to
age all survivors on a fixed date, such as may 9.

The reason

for this is that survivors of the juvenile stage have lived
in the River for varying periods of time, since they can have
come from eggs dropped at any time between May 9 and June 15
(TE has been chosen as 37.5 days).
We will return to the precise treatment of the juvenile stage
some paragraphs below, after showing the basic remaining
steps in the construction of the life cycle model.
Knowing N1 , Equation 11, the population of the one year old age
group at the beginning of that first year of adulthood, the
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population of successive age groups of adults can be obtained
as follows:
Ni

Nil

=

exp (-Ki- 1 Ati

I)

...................
..........
(12)

in which:
Ni

= the number of fish in the ith age group
at beginning of the ith year.

Ni-l

= the number of fish in the (i-l)th age
group at beginning of the (i-l)th year.

Ki-l

= first order mortality rate to which the
(i-l)th age group is subject.

Atil
i

= 365 days or one year
= 2, 3, 4, 5 . .............

13

-Ki-l Ati-l
represents the fractional survival from

The term, e

one year to the next, or the fraction of the (i-l)th population
that makes it through the (i-l)th year.

Therefore, the number

of fish in any given age group is:

Ni

=

i-l
N 1 exp ( E -Kj Atj)
j=l
.......... (13)

in which j=l ... i-l, the number of age groups, from one year

olds to (i-l) year olds, involved in the computation of the
number of ith year olds, Ni and i=2. ....... ,13.
For example, the number of four year olds in the population is
given:
N4

=

N 1 exp -(KlAtl+K2At

2 +K 3 At3)

. .........

(14)
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As an example, presume 50% survival in each of the three years.
Equation 14 then yields:
N4

=

N 1 (0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5)

or the contribution of any given calendar year class has been
reduced to 12.5% of its original recruitment to the adult popu
lation by the beginning of the fifth year of life, i.e., at the
point where a fish is fully four years old.
The total adult fish population on May 9 of any given year is
then written:
i-1
-

i=l

Ni

=

N

(l + E

E

Kj Atj

J=l

13

13

e

i=2
............

(15)

Since N 1 is known in terms of total spawn and survival through
the juvenile stage (Equation 11),

total population can be reduced

to a product of spawn and survival through all subsequent life
stages.

To show this, substitute Equation 11 into Equation 15

and obtain:
L-I

13
TE
13
E Ni={ I P'(t) exp (-K'EAtE- K'L AtL - K'j Atj) dt } (1 + E e
i=2
0
i-i

EK'Ij At

......... (16)
Now we can come full circle by realizing that total egg count
is given by accounting for the total number of spawning females
and their associated fecundities.

This is written:
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TE
E P' (t) dt
0

=

13
Z
Ni fsi fmi Fi
i=l
.....
......

(17)

in which:
Ni

=

ith year class

fsi

= fraction of females within Ni

fmi

= maturation or fraction of sexually
mature females within Ni

Fi

= average fecundity of Ni or eggs/
mature female

Given survival information (a knowledge of K and At) for each
life stage, fecundity data (fsi, fmi, Fi) for each adult age
group and spawn data (P' (t), TE) for a given year, Equations 11,
13, 15 and 17 can be solved for Nl, any Ni, egg production, and
total population for a succession of years afterwards.
Depending on the relative balance between the known (or assumed)
parameters, the model may show the population to be in either a
growing, declining or equilibrium state.

If imbalanced (not in

equilibrium), growth or decline will continue unless compensated
for, a notion discussed in a later section.
Now, as discussed previously, we are particularly interested in
the condition of equilibrium, since it will permit simplification
of the mathematics, and also since it seems to be a good frame of
reference from which departures, due to plant impact, can be
evaluated.
The equilibrium condition is obtained using Equations 11, 13 and
17, by recognizing that this condition of equilibrium will require
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that P' (t) must remain constant from calendar year to calendar
year.

Thus, the new P' (t) generated by spawning females in

Equation 17 must be identical to the original P' (t) which
appears in Equation 11.
Begin by defining

-P't) as

the average spawning rate over the

spawn period TE and rewrite Equation 17 as:
13

P't

TE

=

Ni fsi fmi Fi
E
i=l
............. (18)

Now assume that P' (t) in Equation 11, although actually time
variable, may be replaced by the average spawning rate

VT-FT.

Since the functional form of P' (t) is reasonably well known, the
We

effect of this assumption can, and is being investigated.

believe that this assumption will exert little real change in
the equilibrium conditions, by comparison to the result which
would be obtained by rigorous treatment of the integral in
Equation 11, because the exponential weighting function itself
is virtually constant in that integral.
Equation 11 can now be rewritten:
N1

=

t

TE
E exp (-K'E AtE
0

-

K'L AtL

K'j Atj ) dt
........ (19)

and Equation 13 becomes:

i-I

TE_

Ni

=

p,--(t){ I
0

exp (-K'E AtE

-

K'L AtL

-

K'3 Atj) dt} exp

Z

-Kj Atj

j=l
.......... (20)
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in which we let i=l, 2, 3,......... , 13 and in which

is defined as zero.

0
E -Kj
j=l

Atj

This permits inclusion of all age groups

in the same expression.

Substitute the right side of Equation 20 for Ni in Equation 18,
recognize that the Pr t) are equal for the equilibrium condition
and obtain:

1 = (

TE
1i)
E exp (-K'E AtE
0
exp-

- K'L AtL - K'j Atj ) dt

i-l
E Kj Atj
j=l

13
E fsi fmi Fi
i=l

.............

(21)

This equation of equilibrium has been utilized in this study,
as will be described in the next section, to define the present
condition of the River, and to serve as a basis for the evaluation
of the impact of the plant on the River striped bass population.
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Treatment of the Juvenile Stage
The integral used to evaluate survival through the first year
of life is given in Equation 19 and contains the time variable
juvenile suvival term, exp(-KjAtj).

As discussed previously,

any given juvenile may make its first appearance in the River
between a point 22.5 days (AtE + AtL) beyond May 9 (May 31) to
a point 5 - 6 weeks beyond May 31, or July 7 (AtE + AtL + TE),

where TE is assumed to be 37.5 days.
Secondly, it was pointed out that the period of life, from early
summer to May 9 of the following year, encompassed a long period
during which the influence of the plant on these juveniles might
vary considerably.
These considerations have resulted in the following mathematical
treatment of the juvenile stage.

Supporting documentation for the

various time periods chosen is given in Chapter IV, under selection
of parameters.
Time periods associated with all of the early life stages are
given in Figure 4.
Three consecutive sub-stages of the juvenile stage are recognized,
as shown in Figure 3.
1.

These are:

The Juvenile I stage, JI, or so called non-screenable
juveniles.

This stage begins at the end of the 21 day

larval stage and continues for one month (30 days).
This has been chosen as the length of time during

0

@0
STRIPED BASS DEVELOPMENT FROM
TO ONE YEAR OF AGE

FERTILIZED

EGG

EGGS
L5 DAYS
S LARVAE
,

,.

JUVENILE I

JUVENILE i

JUVENILE MI

I

. .1

. I

20

40

60

MAY
31

JUNE
15

I.

I

I

I

I

120

140

160

180

200'
DEC

JUNE JULY
30
7

TIME

(DAYS)

I

I

I

220

240

260

280

300

.,

I

I

320

340

I.
360
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9
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which juveniles are still entrainable, or non
screenable.

At the end of the 51 day post-egg

development stage, the young juveniles have
reached approximately 2 inches in length and at
that point are no longer considered non-screenable.
2.

The Juvenile II stage, JII, beginning at the end
of the JI stage and lasting through November 30.
These are termed screenable juveniles, migrating
mode, and represent the young of the year which
appear in nursery areas along the River between
Coxsackie and Croton Point from mid to late summer
and then in the fall begin to move down River toward
Haverstraw Bay.

3.

The Juvenile III stage, JIII, overwintering in the
River, probably primarily in the region of Haverstraw
Bay, between December 1 and May 9.

Notice that every surviving juvenile in the Ji and JIII stages
has lived through each of these stages for the same period of
time as any other in the stage.

= 30 days

AtJi
Atii

These periods are:

I

= Dec. 1 to May 9 = 159 days
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Surviving JII juveniles live in that stage for varying periods
The earliest point at which individuals in this

of time.

stage first appear is June 30 or 52.5 days after May 9 and
the latest first appearance is made TE weeks later, or on
August 6.

Any surviving JII juvenile, therefore, may have

existed in that stage between 116 days and 153.5 days.

Equation 19 then is written:
f(t)
=

Eexp[0-AtE

P(t)

-

a

KLAtL

-

K'IAtJ

-dt

e KJII

_ KiAti

22)

constant

in which:
t

=

[tii,ii-t s ] -

tiiI

=

calendar date at which all remaining JII are

classified as
t
t

[At E + At L + At

f(t)

iI,III

s

-t

s

III

=

calendar date at which spawning begins

=

December 1

AtE + AtL + Atji
f(t)

-

=

=

-

May 9

1.5 + 21 + 30

153.5 -

t

=

206 days

=

52.5 days
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The integral in equation 22 is then evaluated to yield:
N1

=

~'~"T

(-YAtEY

K'

- K' At

[ exp(-K'At-KAt
tL

I

jI

-jIII

FjII

At
jIII

(23)
in which:
F
JII

(KJI

lep-

i

t,III-ts-tE-AtL-AtJ i-TE)}
exp(-K 1 (tiiiIi-ts-tE-{tLtj
JIII

I
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IV.

SELECTION OF PARAMETERS

Table 2 presents several of the stanzas of the-first year of
life history for striped bass.
We have chosen 1.5 days as an average time period for egg incu
bation based on the work of Mansueti (3), but it is understood
that this time interval is governed under natural conditions by
the existing temperature regime.
The time interval for spawning is based on data taken from the
Carlson-McCann report (7), but again, the interval and the dates
themselves probably depend upon the interaction of temperature
and photoperiod.
The larval stage is defined here as that life span which begins
with the newly hatched prolarva and ends with the qualitative
acquisition of a self-deterministic swimming ability.

Thus, the

assignment of a time span to this life stage must be based on
knowledge of growth rates and swimming ability at various lengths.
Table 3 shows growth rate data from several sources at several
points in time.

Data from Pearson (8), who conducted growth

rate investigations in a rearing pond, indicate that striped bass
attain a length of at least 1 inch at three weeks after hatching.
Using growth data from natural waters

(rivers and estuaries)

from several states, Humphries and Cummings (16) show that striped
bass are approximately 0.7 inches in length after three weeks in
the larval stage.

0 @

0

TABLE 2

STAGES AND ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS
OF THE FIRST YEAR OF LIFE FOR STRIPED BASS

Stage
egg
Larval
JI
JII

Description

Period
of
Life

Time of First Appearance
Earliest Date
Latest Date

1.5

May 9

Hatch to free swimmers

21

Non-screenable

30

Spawn to hatch

Screenable, migrating
Screenable, over
wintering

116-153.5

Passage to Next Stage
Earliest Date
Latest Date

June 15.5

May 10.5

June 17

May 10.5

June 17

May 31.5

July

8

3/4 to 1

May 31.5

July

8

June 30.5

Aug.

7

2

June 30.5

Aug.

7

Dec.

1

3.3

Dec.

1

Dec. 1

Dec.

1

May 9 of following year

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.

Size at time of
Passage to next
Stage
(inches)

Period of Spawn = 37.5 days
This date coincides with the earliest date of Ist appearance of the next stage
This date coincides with the latest date of 1st appearance of the next stage

0.134

References
and Remarks
Mansueti (3) Fer
tilized & water
hardered
Pearson (8), Hump
ries & Cummings(16)
Mansueti (3), Rathjen
& Miller(6)
Carlson - McCann (7)
Little growth during
overwintering stage

0

i
TABLE 3
GROWTH DATA BASED ON AVERAGE SIZES FOR VARIOUS AGES
OF LARVAL AND YOUNG STRIPED BASS

n-

tI,,A,-..-..,

Mansueti, 1958
Age

Length (cm)

Hatching

2.9

1

3.6

day

Pearson, 1958
Age

Length (rm)

Hatching

3.2

4.4

1.5 days

---

1.5 days

2

days

5.1

2

days

--

3

days

5.6

3

days

5.2

4

days

5.8

6

days

6.0

8

days

9.0

16

days

13.0
(.5")

3-4 wks

36.0
(1.4")

Patuxert River
Seine Collections
SieCletos

Age

Length (ram)

..-

.~

~

-

Cornwall Report

nuuson taver uata.
QL&M Collections,

1965

1 071

1968

LUl)

Age*

Me.

Age*

Length (m)

rsti.ntaed
Age*

-

-

-

-

Hudson River Data
Pathjen & Miller

Huphries &
g

1

Ave. Total
Length (cm)

Estimated
Age*

Ave. Total
Length (rm)

Estimated
Ace

3 wks

Ave. Total
Length (rnm)

17
(.7")

(1955)
5 wks
4 wks

8 wks

42.0
(1. 7")

(1968)
7 wks

23
(.9")

68.0
(2.7")

(1968)
8 wks

33
(1.3")

10-11 wks

51
(2")

(1965)
19 wks

79
(3.1")

7 wks

38
(1.5")

7 wks
(1955)
8-9 wks

11 wks

* Age calculated from May 28 which is the mid-point in the spawning season.

61
(2.4")

49

(1 .8")
51
(2")
11-12 wks

51
(2')
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Data from the Hudson suggest that growth rates for young striped
bass may not be as rapid as those found in other studies,
especially those rates deduced from studies in more southern
latitudes or in hatchery ponds.

However, data from Rathjen and

Miller (6) show that striped bass in the Hudson are approximately
one inch long within five weeks after hatching and, even if we
assume linear growth with time, they would be somewhat over 1/2
inch long after three weeks in the larval stage.
The data are fairly consistent with respect to acknowledging the
swimming ability of larval and post-larval striped bass.

Larval

striped bass collected in plankton nets during the Cornwall study
did not exceed 1/2 inch in length and this was attributed to net
avoidance by larvae of larger size.
Kerr (4) shows that striped bass as small as 3/4 inch consistently
oriented themselves against a water current and were able to swim
in current velocities higher than 1 ft/sec.

Mansueti (3) states

that two to five day old larvae about 0.2 inches long are able to
swim in pursuit of live food in aquarium studies.

Humphries and

Cummings (17) state that larvae of this size carefully approach
their prey and suddenly swim forward to capture it.
If credence is given to the literature, it is almost certain that
a striped bass post-larva, after three weeks in the Hudson River,
has graduated from its planktonic stage and is now a relatively
self-determinative organism.
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The next life stanza is designated as the non-screenable juvenile
stage (JI) and it is temporally defined by the time span running
from the end of the larval stage to that time at which the juvenile
attains a length of two inches.

The two-inch length is the

criterion which separates the non-screenable from the screenable
juveniles (4).
We have assigned a value of 30 days to this time span, which allows
the fish a total of 51 days from the time of hatching to achieve
a screenable length.

The 30 day period has been employed in all computations to date.
If the period were increased, this will increase the opportunity
for entrainment, but may be off-set by the fact that at present,
all early juveniles

(Ji) have been made subject to entrainment.

This is considered to be a conservative assumption, since it
appears unlikely that the plant would have an equal effect on
all, recognizing the free swimming ability at this point and
the apparent desire to seek shallows and shoals.

The 3.3 inch mean length assigned to the young bass on December 1
is taken directly from the data presented in Carlson's report (7).
The description of migrating for the JII stage and overwintering
for the JIII stage simply recognizes the behavior of the fish
during the periods of the year associated with each of these two
stages.
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V.

PRESENTATION OF MODEL RESULTS

This chapter discusses the application of the model and shows
some preliminary results.

Survival fractions and reproductive

parameters employed in the model, and the resulting popula
tion estimates are presented.

Justification of the para

meters employed and discussion of the population results as
being representative of conditions in the Hudson River today is
held to Chapter VI, in which the significance of the results
presented herein are discussed.
We propose to assess quantitatively the impact of a new use
of the River, such as the future operation of a new power
plant, on the life cycle of the striped bass.

This quanti

tative assessment is to be done by modifying survival rates
in the various stages of the fishes' development.

Establishment of Present Population Level
To determine this impact, it is first necessary to establish
an existing condition of bass survival in the River.

This

condition is presumed to have existed in the Hudson River
over the past several years, and reflects the gross influence
of the environment on the striped bass and their long term
adaption to this environment.
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As described previously, we begin by presuming that the long
term picture is one of equilibrium.

This means that the

specific survival rates for each stage and other factors,
such as the reproductive parameters of maturity, fecundity
and sex distributions, should be chosen within the known
range of each for each stage of life, and in such a way that
the net effect is to generate a stable population.

The ability

to do so may be judged as support of the reasonableness of the
equilibrium condition.
As described previously, it is recognized that the current
condition of striped bass in the River may more likely be
one of population growth.

If so, then for the purposes

of this study, the presumption of equilibrium is conserva
tive, because the impact of a given level of plant operation
on a growing population, if adverse, should be less than
on an existing stable population.

Some quantitative estimates

of plant impact on a growing population are given in the
next chapter.
Note that up to this point and throughout the ensuing devel
opment, no consideration of compensation is given.

Com

pensation recognizes that pertubations in one stage of a
biological life cycle tend to be balanced by offsetting or
compensating factors which arise as a result of the pertur
bation.
This notion is basic to population dynamics of all biological
systems.

At this stage, therefore, the fish life cycle
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model being employed to evaluate the impact of the perturba
tion to be imposed on the Hudson River fishery when Indian
Point Unit 2 goes into operation must be considered as unquestion
Some quantitative aspects of compensation on

ably conservative.

the system under study are discussed in a later section of
this testimony.
Two equations are requized to define the equilibrium adult
striped bass population (at start of spawning, May 9):
1. the equilibrium equation (Equation 21)
2. the total adult bass population equation (Equation 16)
They are repeated again below with emphasis on the meaning
of the individual terms:

Total Adult

13

Bass Population:

Z Ni
i-l

=

[Total Eggs Prod.] [Egg Survival] [Larval Survival]
[Juvenile I Survival]
[Juvenile III Survival]

in which:
Total eggs produced

= P'(t) TE

Egg Survival

= eKEAtE

Larval Survival

= eKLAtL

Juvenile I Survival

= e- KJiAtj,

[Juvenile II Survival]
13
i-l
Z exp-E
KjAtj
i=l j=l
.............

(24)
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1

-

Juvenile II Survival

[e

-KjI

I

(C-TE)-e]
-Kj1IC

KjII TE
=

C

tII,III

-

-

[AtE + ATL + ATjI]

-KjIIIAtJIII
Juvenile III Survival

1 = [Egg Survival]

Equilibrim:

[Larval Survival]

[Juvenile I Survival]

[Juvenile II Survival] [Juvenile III Survival]
i-i
-

13
i fsi fmi Fi (e
i=l

E=KAtj

j=!

........

(25)

i

=

year class

si

=

sex ratio of i (No. of females/no, of fish)

mi

=

maturity index (No. of mature females/
no. of females)

Fi

=

fecundity (No. of eggs spawn~d/mature female)

=

0

where:

i-i
E

KjAtj

The equilibrium condition requires that a balance be reached
between survivals at individual stages such that the product
of all items in Equation 25 equals unity.
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By using estimates for all but one of the parameters in
Equation 25, the last remaining parameter can be computed
to satisfy the balance.

The computed value of this para

meter is then checked for consistency with a known estimate.
By substituting the parameters required for use in Equation
25 into Equation 24 and knowing the total eggs produced
during the spawning season, the total adult bass population
may then be computed.

The total egg production was com

puted from an analysis of the 1967 Hudson River striped bass
egg survey measurements

(7),

and found to be 1.83 x 109 eggs

produced (based on a 10% egg survival rate and a 1.5 day
hatch time).

The significance of the egg production estimate

on total population is discussed in Chapter VI.
Estimates of survivals at equilibrium for the several phases
of the striped bass life cycle are given in Table 4.

Estimates

of sex ratios (fsi) maturity indices (fmi) and fecundities
(Fi) for adult striped bass are given in Table 5.
Reproductive parameters generally were obtained from the lit
erature as given under Table 5.

Survivals in the early stages

are generally acknowledged to be very low.

Survivals in the

adult stages presume the inclusion of all present impacts on the
River, including exploitation by sport and commercial fishing
and by existing plants.

TABLE 4
SURVIVAL RATE SELECTION

Stages

Percentage
Survival
Ranges

Percentage Survivals
Selected for Use in Model
Run #3
Run #2
Run #1

1 to 10
0.05 to 1

Larvae

0.5

Juveniles
I

-

non-screenable

II - screenable, migrating

40 to 60
20 to 40

20

18.4*

One & Two Year Olds

30 to 99'

99*

51.8*"

Three Year Olds

30 to 90

80. r"

30 to 90

80

III - screenable, overwintering

Developing Adults

51. 8**"

Mature Adults

Four to 13 Year Olds

Chosen to permit the total set of survival
and fertility factors to satisfy the condition
of equilibrium.
**Chosen originally as 50%. Associated mortality
rate, K, was then computed and rounded. This
resulted in a slightly higher survival of 51.8%.

*

51.8

66.8*

5

TABLE

SELECTED FERTILITY FACTORS

Fecundity
(Eggs/Fertile Female)***

Age Group

Female
Fraction*

Female
Maturity!*

1

.5

0

0

2

.52

0

0

3

.54

0

0

4

.56

.25

345,000

5

.58

.75

438,000

6

.6

.95

615,000

7

.62

1

752,000

8

.64

1

820,000

9

.66

1

909,000

10

.68

1

910,000

11

.7

1

964,000

12

.7

1

1,136,000

13

.7

1

908,000

Values between age group 1 and 11 were linearly
interpolated from estimates of age group 1 and 11
female fractions.

*

(Ref.19)

**

(Ref.20,21) Age groups 4 - 6 are computed estimates.

***

(Ref.18)

Computed by weighted averages of individual
measurements.
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Discussion of the rationale employed in selecting these survivals
is deferred to the next chapter.
It should be noted at this point that the three model runs
referred to in Table 4 reflect arbitrary selections of variables
within reasonable ranges and is not an attempt to place upper
and lower bounds on the predicted populations.

The reasonable

ness of these selections and associated results is discussed in
Chapter VI in the light of existing data and the survival
fractions chosen.
By selecting all parameters as indicated in Tables 4 and 5, except
that for the survival of one or two stages, the survival fraction
for that stage or stages could be computed.

For example, in

Run #2, all parameters save the survival fraction in the JIII
stage were estimated and inserted in the equilibrium model.

A

Jill survival percentage of 18.4% was found necessary to maintain
equilibrium.
This value is only slightly lower than the lower limit originally
chosen for the J11 survival range, i.e., 20%.

Use of slightly

lower survivals on the larval and Juvenile II stages would have
increased the Juvenile III survival into the 20

to 40% range.

Similar statements apply to the other runs shown in Table 4.
The adult population (on May 9) was then computed from the assumed
equilibrium survival rates.

For the three population runs made,

these populations were found to equal 9,417, 69,534 and 201,550
striped bass.

These estimates include all fish in age groups
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1 through 13.

The age group distribution of these adults is

shown in Tables 6, 7 and 8.
These population numbers are carried out to individuals in the
computer and have not been rounded.
fication of the specific

This assists the identi

"run" being reported.

estimates appear low at first glance.

These population

Discussion of these

estimates is given in detail in the following chapter.
Figure 5 is a plot of the equilibrium adult population for the
set of conditions chosen for Run #3.

This simply shows the

ability of the model to hold a long term equilibrium.

Use of the Equilibrium Approach to Estimate Plant Impact
The previous section presented the development of existing popu
lation levels in the River, using the equilibrium approach.
This section shows how the equilibrium equations are perturbed
by a new influence on the River, such as the proposed plant.
In order to compute the effect of interference (withdrawal of
eggs and larvae by power plants, etc.) on the adult bass popu
lation, the equilibrium survival rates in the entrainable stages
were lowered by adding the plant mortality factor, fQp/V (see
page 28) to the mortality rate, K, for each of these stages.
The new one year old population was then computed from Equation
24

(with i=l).

The population for each subsequent ith age group

was computed by using the previous year's ith-l age group popu
lation in accordance with Equation 12.

TABLE 6
AGE GROUP DISTRIBUTION OF ADULTS
AT BEGINNING OF SPAWNING (MAY 9)
(Equilibrium Model)

Numbers

Year Class

1,455
1,440
1,426
1,141
913
731
585
468

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

374
299
240
192
153

TI
OTAL

9,417

% Survival Used In Model

Stage
Eggs
Larvae
Juveniles

20
Developing Adults
One Year Olds
Two Year Olds

Three Year Olds
Mature Adults
*to

say 10,000

satisfy equilibrium equation

99*
99*
80.1

80

TABLE 7
AGE GROUP DISTRIBUTION OF ADULTS
AT BEGINNING OF SPAWNING (MAY 9)
(Equilibrium model

-

Estimated Lower Bound)
Numbers

Year Class

33,494
17,363
9,001
4,666
2,419
1,254
650
337
175
91
47
24
13
T'OTAL

Stage

69,534

% Survival Used In Model

Eggs
Larvae
Juveniles
20
50.05
18. 39*
Developing Adults
One Year Olds
Two Year Olds
Three Year Olds
Mature Adults
to satisfy equilibrium equation
*"Reflects original selection of 50%, computation
associated mortality rate, K, and subsequent
rounding of K.

*

say 70,000

51l8"
51. 8
51. 8
51.8

TABLE 8

AGE GROUP DISTRIBUTION OF ADULTS
AT BEGINNING OF SPAWNING

(MAY 9)

(Equilibrium Model)
Numbers

Year Class

87,402
58, 401
39,023
11,707
3,512
1,054
316
95
27
9
3
1
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
'OTAL
TI

Stage

201,550

% Survival Used In Model

Eggs
Larvae
Juveniles
20
60
40
Developing Adults
One Year Olds
Two Year Olds
Three Year Olds
Mature Adults
*

to satisfy equilibrium equation

say 200,000

66. 8*
66 .8*
30
30

40

0
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HUDSON RIVER

EGG SURVIVAL
LARVAL SURVIVAL
JUVENILE I SURVIVAL
JUVENILE Ir SURVIVAL
JUVENILE X SURVIVAL
ADULT SURVIVAL
AGE CLASS I-2
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210

10%
lo/_

RATE OF EGG 48,700,00/DAY
PRODUCTION

20%
60%
40%

SPAWN TIME 37.5 DAYS
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PLANT DURATION 0 YEARS

__

it

I

I

I

__

__

__

__

__

__

66.8%*
30%

-

180

'

EQUILIBRIUM
15C

I
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1L
I
11
1
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'__'

120
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_
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0
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I
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The new egg production was computed from Equation 18 using the
recently computed adults.

This procedure was then repeated for

as many calendar years as desired.

This procedure is illustrated

schematically in Figure 6.

Effect of Indian Point Operation
In this present testimony, Indian Point Unit 2 is considered
to operate for one year only.
future.

This represents the immediate

Application is being made to operate this unit at

this time for the duration of the full power NEPA hearings.
The foregoing population model is used below to show that oper
ation of the plant during this period can be expected to have
a very small effect on the long term Hudson River striped
bass population.
The plant is presumed to start operating on May 9 of this year
and to continue operating for one full year.

If the plant were

actually to begin operation a month or so later, this would
reduce the number of eggs and larvae entrained this year and
would have some reduced effect on the number of juveniles en
trained if operations ceased before May 9, 1973.

However, since

we are assuming one full year of operation, it should make
virtually no difference in the final population estimates
when the plant actually commences operation.

Figure 7 shows how one year's operation of Indian Point Units
1 and 2 at design flow (2607 cfs) is expected to influence each

FIGURE 6

COMPUTATION OF ADULT STRIPED BASS POPULATION
WHEN EQUILIBRIUM IS DISTURBED

J
Equilibrium
Adult Distribution
Fecundity ,Parameters
Survivals,

[Modify Stage Survivals.

I,

Compute New Resultant
One Year Old Population

I

Compute Resultant Age Group
2 to 13 Population

I

Compute the Egg Production of the New Adults]

0
ADULT STRIPED BASS POPULATION HUDSON RIVER
200

STRIPED BASS LIFE CYCLE SHOWING
SURVIVAL FACTORS EMPLOYED

195

'90
"1

I

180

1

Z
z<

U)0

-.

€' W
CJLI

TIME (YRS.)

1

4°u
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of the three equilibrium adult striped population levels pre

sented previously.

These results represent the assumed case of

in the
100% mortality of all eggs, larvae and juveniles entrained
plant flow and reflects all of the other conservative assumptions
made in the development of this present model including the
assumption of no compensation.
Note that the greatest reduction occurs in the early years,
that the population recovers after operations cease, and
eventually levels out to a new and slightly lower long term
equilibrium population.

The reasons for this behavior are

described below.
Time in Figure 7 is measured from the point at which the first
year's operations begin and is assumed to be May 9, 1972.
During the first year of survival reduction, the number of
young of the year survivors is reduced since the survival
through the egg, larval and Juvenile I stages has been reduced.
This results in a lower age group I production the following
May 9 and, therefore, a lesser total population at the end of
the first year.

Egg production will not be affected for 4 years

since females are not mature until they reach age group IV.
During the second year, when the plant is no longer operating
and survival reduction is removed, the original (Tables 6, 7
and 8) age group I population is again generated, since the
egg production has not yet been affected.

Therefore, the total

population is greater than for the first year.

This is so

because the difference in the age II population between the
zeroth (before plant operation) and second years is less than
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the difference in the age I population between the zeroth and
first years.
During the third and fourth years, the original age group I
population is generated and a further increase in population
begins.

Egg production has yet to be affected.

During the fifth year, the egg production is affected since
the reduced age group I yield during the year of survival re
duction now appears in age groups IV.
lower total egg

This will result in

production, thereby yielding lower age group

I yields for this and all subsequent years.

This net lower

production also results in a net lower total population which
theoretically will stabilize after at least 13 years but practi
cally is shown in Figure 7 to stabilize at about year 10.
Note that this entire analysis ignores any compensation, where
as in reality, compensation of the theoretical reduction in
recruitment at the end of the first year may occur in either
the later juvenile stages (J11 , J11 1 ) or in increased survival
or fecundity of that year class in later years.
Note also that the one year of operation may be likened to
normal random variation in this biological system.

The induced

mortality rate, given by fQp/V, represents about a 1 to 5%
increase in the mortality rates of the eggs, larvae and very
early juveniles,,the entrained stages.
The reduction of the system's population due to these increased
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mortalities varies during the first several years but eventually
stabilizes to a long term reduction on the order of 3%.
A more realistic view of the situation is to recognize that
random fluctuations occur in both directions and are due to
changes in artificial as well as natural factors.

The very minor

impact of the one year of operation may well be off set by
improvement (from the naturalist's viewpoint) in other aspects
of man's use of the River.

This is particularly true when one

considers that such improvements are usually long term; e.g.,
new and upgraded sewage and industrial waste treatment plants
by comparison to the single year of operation being considered
here.

The Influence of Compensation
Pursuit of the notion of random variation in a biological system
leads to the conclusion that compensation must, rather than may,
exist in a biological system such as the one under consideration
here.
Using the Run #2 set of equilibrium conditions, Figure 8 has been
prepared to illustrate the effect on the total adult bass popu
lation of randomly varying the survival of juvenile II's about
their equilibrium survival of 50%.

For the random numbers

chosen during this particular run, an increasing unbounded popu
lation appears to result.

However, the very notion of equilibrium

in a real system is only in a long term sense.

Yearly fluctu

ations about a mean are always expected, but a long term

*
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equilibrium condition can still occur.
A second inconsistency between results generated by the conceptual
model and physical reality is the fact that any sustained per
turbation, however small, in the deterministic equilibrium
model will cause the population to grow without bound if such
perturbation is positive (e.g., an increased survival rate in
any state) or to decreas e to extinction if the perturbation is
negative (reduced survival rate).

The number of years to move

in either direction, of course, depends on the magnitude of the
perturbation, but the fact still remains that any sustained
perturbation, rather than moving the system to a new finite
equilibrium level, will move it exorably to either unbounded
growth or extinction, neither of which is consistent with physical
reality.
These inconsistencies with physical reality can be accounted for
by the fact that in the conceptual framework presented so far,
there has been no provision for the various compensatory mechanisms
that appear in natural populations.

These mechanisms are varied

in form, but they often can be explained in terms of the avail
ability of a suitable food supply.

An explanation of compensation

in the size of a fish population in terms of food supply is given
below.
An ever-increasing population is eventually faced with a decreasing
food supply.

Decreasing food supplies cause a decrease in the

growth rate.

With this is connected a later onset of maturity,

and frequently a decrease in the fecundity of younger fish of
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the same size.

In this way, replacement of the stock is

slower when the feeding conditions are impoverished.
Among many groups of fishes, such as the perch, cods, and sunfish,
the larger individuals feed upon the smaller ones of the same
species (21).

A large parental population, which produces an

initially large number of offspring will also, by virtue of the
large numbers present, exert heavy cannibalistic pressure
upon the young

(23).

food supply and
Other self-regulatory mechanisms related to
content and a
population density include the reduction of fat
provide much
concomitant reduction in fecundity (fat reserves
in larval
of the material for egg production), reduction
and an
survival during the first stages of active feeding,
with an increase
increase in the size range of the eggs along
of fishes at the
in the amplitude of variability of the size
same age.
complement
This last mechanism ensures that at least a certain
survive. If
of the year class (the larger individuals) will
for food may be
they were all the same size, the competition
potential
intense enough to essentially eliminate the spawning
for that year class.
in the face of a
The converse of these mechanisms would occur
declining population and an increasing food supply.
in the
A simple compensation mechanism has been introduced
of compensa
Juvenile II stage to illustrate how recognition
previously
tion in the system will eliminate the inconsistencies
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noted when the equilibrium model is used to simulate known
behavior.

This is explained below.

Since eggs after fertilization are not in competition for space
or food, it is unlikely that their survival rate
affected.

is directly

In their early stages, larvae now nourished through

the yolk-sac for, and at least during this period, probably do
not enter into much competition.
do compete for space and food.

On the other hand, juveniles
Hence, it is possible that the

reduced recruitment to these stages enhances their chances of
survival.
For illustrative purposes, we have chosen only the Juvenile II
stage for compensation to take place.

The specific perturbation

being compensated is the entrainment of eggs, larvae and non
screenable juveniles.
The compensation mechanism chosen states that the unit mortality
rate in the JII stage (KJII, page 38) changes as the population
of JI survivors departs from its equilibrium level, and that the
new unit rate is proportional to the equilibrium rate as follows:
KJ~i

KcJIIE

=

(NJp)

NJIE.....

.............

(26)

in which:
Njip, NjIE

=

perturbated and equilibrium surviving

JI population levels, respectively.
KJiip, KJIIE = unit mortality rates, JII stage, at

the perturbated and equilibrium JII
population levels, respectively.
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Equation 26 simply recognizes that as the surviving population
in the former stage (JI) increases above the equilibrium level,
mortality in the next stage (JII) increases to offset this, and
as the population decreases below equilibrium, mortality
decreases, again offsetting the original perturbation.
By reference to the life cycle model development in Chapter III,
the ratio of surviving non-screenable juveniles, for the case
in which plant operation is considered to be the perturbation,
is written:

=

NJI

NfjIE

P'

(t)

e-W

P' E(t)

in which:

P'

= rate of egg production in any year due

(t)

to the perturbation by the plant
= rate of egg production at equilibrium

P'Et)

= fE QP AtE + fL I AtL + fJI Qp AtJI
V
V
V
(these parameters are all defined on
pages 18 through 25)

w

The fraction of JI survivors that make it through the JII stage;
i.e., become JII survivors is given as:
NjI

=

exp [-KjI 1 p

Atjii]
.....

NjI p

(27)

Substitution of Equation 26 into Equation 27 yields:
Nj~
NJIIp
NJIp

exp [-KjIIE AtJIi] NjIE
(28)
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To illustrate the effect numerically, assume that a plant
operation causes, in the original non-screenable juvenile
equilibrium population, a net reduction after a given number
The ratio, (NjIp/NJIE) in Equation 28 is

of years of 20%.
therefore 0.8.

Presume an original equilibrium survival fraction

in the next stage (JII) of 50%.
therefore is 0.5.

The term, ex- [-KJIIE AtJiII

The new survival fraction in the JII stage

becomes:

J=

(0.5)0.8

0.57

NJIp
Thus, for the perturbed case in this example, the survival in
the JII stage increases over its original level of 50% to 57%,
partially offsetting the 20% reduction in the previous stage.
The eventual net result is a reduction in the computed impact
of plant operation on the River's total adult population .
Similarly, if early stage survival rates were increased by say
improved waste treatment practice, competition in the Juvenile II
stage would increase and tendency of the population to grow would
be partially offset by this phenomenon.
Mathematically, the exponent,(NJip/NJIE) in Equation 28 would be
greater than unity due to the improved environmental, conditions,
and the survival fraction, NJI I/NJIp, in Equation 28 would be
less than its original equilibrium counterpart (exp (-KJIIE LtJII)).
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Introduction of this mechanism or similar mechanisms to the
life cycle model will prevent unbounded growth or extinction
when the system is perturbed continuously; rather it will
force the system to a new equilibrium level.

These different

responses of uncompensated and compensated systems to sustained
pertubations are described as follows.
Before introducing compensation, we were working with first
order kinetics throughout each stage.

Thus, the system was

entirely linear, and involved feedback (production of a new
egg complement each year to keep the system going).

Sustained

perturbation of such systems from an equilibrium condition
will always result in extinction or unbounded growth, depending
on the direction of the perturbation.
Introduction of compensation, however, makes the system non
linear, since the compensation rate depends on population level
(density dependence).

Sustained perturbations of such non-linear

feedback systems will not result in extinction or unbounded
growth, but rather in the relocation of the equilibrium position.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the effect of compensation on random
fluctuations in Juvenile I survivals.

Over a span of 180 years,

compensation continually redirects a population to its long term
equilibrium population when random environmental factors alter
the population of earlier stages (number of Juvenile I survivors).
Comparison of this result to that shown in Figure 8 is excellent
support for the position that compensation is not a question of
"perhaps it occurs," but rather "it must occur."

0,0

0
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

VI.

This chapter discusses the sensitivity of the equilibrium
model and summarizes the potential impact of the generating station
at Indian Point.

Findings and conclusions are summarized in

Chapter VII.

Sensitivity of the Equilibrium Model
The results of the previous chapters indicate that the life
cycle model, using values for survival and reproductivity
parameters that fall within reasonable limits for each, will
yield an equilibrium or steady state population for striped
bass in the River.

Furthermore, results consistent with known

behavior of perturbed biological systems can be obtained when
at least one stage of the cycle is permitted to compensate
impact on itself or on other stages.
The magnitude of parameters used (annual egg complement, survival
rates, etc.) will define the equilibrium population and use of
different parameter values will yield different equilibrium
populations.

However, the range of paraimeter variation is limited

and the model inherently off-sets changes in one direction by
changes in the reverse, if equilibrium is to be maintained.
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The three runs chosen largely reflect lack of precise knowledge
of the actual survival rates for the various stages of striped
bass development in the Hudson River.
Run 1 (population of roughly 10,000 adults) is considered to
be too small to represent a realistic present case, in the light
of information on commercial fishing, presented in reference 11.
Early stage mortality is known to be high in many estuarine
species.

Pearcy (22) estimates an egg survival of 16% for

winter flounder in the Mystic River estuary, followed by
estimates of combined survival of 0.007% to 0.018% for the
larvae and juveniles through age 22.4 months.
Although these apply to another species, the values are of the
same order as those chosen for the striped bass in this study.
For example, egg mortality in Runs 2 and 3 was 10%.

Combined

larval through age group I mortality, which encompasses an
average period of 23.6 months is as follows:

Run No.

Larval Through Age Group I Survival Fraction
Combined
Age I
dill
II
J
Larvae

1

0.005

0.2

0.45

0.2

0.99

0.00009

2

0.01

0.2

0.5

0.18

0.5

0.00009

3

0.01

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.67

0.00032

Thus, the combined 23.6 month early stage survival varies
between 0.009% and 0.032%, by. comparison to the range given
by Pearcy.
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Preliminary review of the Cornwall data (7) suggest that overall
survivals of this order are supportable for striped bass in the
Hudson River.
The adult stage mortalities can also range over wide limits.
Low survival beyond age 3 are considered to represent significant
exploitation by sport and commercial fishing.

The rationale

used in selecting the adult survivals for Runs 1, 2 and 3 follows.
McFadden (23) estimates representative mean behavior to be.50%
for all age groups.

This estimate has been employed in Run 2,

which could be considered to represent a possible intermediate
population level.
The logic of possible equal survivals is that age classes 1 and
2 are more immature and vulnerable to natural factors than sub
sequent age classes and this additional vulnerability is of the
same order of magnitude as exploitation in subsequent age groups.
Run #3 may be considered to represent a relatively high adult
population within the limits of the selected survival and repro
ductivity parameters ranges, and the observed Cornwall egg produc
tion (7).

A relatively low age 3 and beyond adult survival of 30%

was chosen.

This is considered to be representative of man's impact

through commercial and sport fishing, since natural survival of this
species beyond age 3 is judged to be higher, due to the absence
of predators.

The associated age group I and II survival of

66.8% was required to maintain the system at equilibrium.
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Run #1 may be considered to represent an extremely low population
estimate.

This estimate was the result of balancing age group I

and II survivals against age group 3-13 survivals with the objec
tive of obtaining the smallest total equilibrium adult population.
A combination of 99% one and two year old survival and 80%
survival for the remaining age groups yielded the minimum.
In the light of the present estimates of commercial catch, it
is difficult to justify this lower population and it should
be considered simply as representing a extreme lower limit of
the population.

Clearly the 99% survival in age groups I and

II represents an unachievable upper limit of survival.
The following several paragraphs are meant to describe how the
model responds to changing parameter values.

With reference to

Equation 24 and 25, the set of parameters appearing in Equation
25 but not included in Equation 24
fsi-fmi. Fi, for each age group..

is the fertility product,
Assume for the moment that

these estimates are accurate and focus on the effect changing
survival rates may have on the total population (Equation 24).
If changes in the survival's are restricted to the 0th year life
stages only (eggs through)Jiii), then, to satisfy Equation 25,
since these survivals all appear as products, a change in one
direction in one stage must be offset by an equivalent change
in the opposite direction.
For example, if the product of the egg and larvae survival
fractions is halved, then the products of the three juvenile
fractions must be doubled to satisfy equilibrium, if no changes
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are to be made in the adult terms.

Inspection of Equation 24

shows, as should be expected, that this procedure will result
in no change whatsoever in the adult population.
Changes, of course, can be effected in the adult population by
changing the mortality rate Ki of any given age group.

Such

changes will also have to be offset by changes in the opposite
direction of other stages, either adult or early, mortality
rates, but in this case the actual population may change.
Changes are not major, however, because the equilibrium con
dition forces bounds on the system.
Similar statements can be made even if changes in the fertility
factors are included.

An example of the range of adult populations

that can be maintained at equilibrium is shown in Figure 10.
The fecundity values given in Table 5 were each steadily
decreased as shown in Figure 10, with offsetting changes being
made in the Run #2 survivals of both adult and early stages.
Average fecundity over the total age group is on the order of
600,000 eggs per female, so the 300,000 decrease represents an
almost 50% reduction in fecundity.

An adult population change

from 70,000 to 150,000 resulted due to the survival changes
necessitated to maintain equilibrium.

In other words, survivals

of each age group of adults was increased to offset the decreasing
fecundity, and, as a result, adult population also increased.
Further inspection of Equations 24 and 25 shows that the popu
lation estimate is linearly dependent on the egg production,

EFFECT OF REDUCTION IN FECUNDITY OF MATURE
FEMALES ON THE. HUDSON RIVER ADULT'
STRIPED BASS POPULATION

DECREASE IN FECUNDITY (IN THOUSANDS OF EGGS)
BELOW EACH YEAR'S ESTIMATE AS GIVEN IN TABLE 5
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whereas this parameter (egg production) does not appear in the
equilibrium equation.
Thus, it becomes clear that the equilibrium condition, rather
than controlling the population estimate, really is controlling
the unit population estimate, i.e., the total adult population
per number of eggs produced.
This is clearly shown in Figure 11.

Equilibrium adult popu

lations were computed from Equations 24 and 25, thus using the
Run #2 set of survival and fertility parameters.

Period of

spawn was 37.5 days and the egg production rate in Figure 10
refers to the average rate over this period.

Adult population

is seen to increase linearly with egg production rate, since
all other parameters are fixed.

The foregoing show clearly that the population values given by
Runs 1, 2 and 3 represent some of the possible equilibrium
populations that could exist in the River.

It is certainly

possible that higher populations may actually exist, particularly
where it is recognized how strongly these population estimates
depend on the yearly egg complement.
It is not the purpose of this study, however, to estimate the
actual population of striped bass in the Hudson River, but rather,
to estimate the possible percentage charge in this population
that may occur in the presence of plant operation.

The 5 year

Lower Hudson River Ecological Study, to which Con Ed has committed,
has, as one of its objectives, the determination of absolute
population levels.
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Impact of the Indian Point Plant
Figure 7 (after page 44) showed the impact without compensation
of one year's operation of Indian Point Units 1 and 2 in the
total adult fish population for each of the three "present day"
equilibrium population levels considered.

The discussion of this

figure in Chapter V showed clearly that the population would
oscillate in a damped manner for about 10 years before stabilizing
a new equilibrium position.
The results in Figure 7 assume that the plant design flow is
passing continuously through both units during the entire period
of entrainment, that the entrainable fish have no ability to
avoid the plant, and that all entrained individuals, whether eggs,
larvae or non-screenable juveniles, are destroyed by this passage.
These entrainment assumptions result in the maximum entrainment
loss at the plant.

In actuality, it is quite possible that the

entrainment loss may be significantly less for the following
reasons:

1.

Studies, some of which were referred to in Chapter I,
of this testimony, show that 100% mortality does not
necessarily always apply.

Actual mortality is a function

of many factors, and is difficult to predict without
field studies at the plant in question.
are planned this year at Indian Point.

Such studies
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2.

Beyond about one week of life, the larvae begin to
have some ability to resist a current and to move
about of their own accord.

Secondly, the post larvae

and early juveniles are known to seek the bottom as
well as shallows and shoals.

These facts suggest it

is highly unlikely that the fish in these stages, as
they near the general vicinity of Indian Point, are
as potentially subject to entrainment as they are
assumed to be in the model.
3.

Two unit plant design flow is not necessarily in oper
ation during the entire period of potential entrainment.

Runs were therefore made to evaluate the impact on the
system for various percentages of this maximum entrainment
parameter (Qp/V).

These results are shown in Figures 12

and 13.
Figure 12 shows the resulting new long term equilibrium popu
lations for the various sets of survivals studied and varying
percentages of maximum entrainment.

The value is designated

as occurring 50 years after the one year of operation begins,
but, as shown in Figure 7, actually appears after 10 years
of minor oscillations about this value.
Figure 13 converts the results of Figure 12 to percentage
reduction of the "present day" equilibrium population level.
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The reason for this unusual "hump"

in the 10,000 level curve

at 25% of maximum entrainment is not yet clear but is not
considered important.
Figure 13 shows clearly that one year's operation at Indian
Point will have a very minor impact on the River's striped
bass population.
4%.

Maximumt effect is estimated to be less than

As discussed previously on page 47

,

this one year's

perturbation can be expected to be dwarfed by other natural
and artificial perturbations on the system that occur every
year.
This very minor impact results from the fact that the one
year of operation is virtually lost when one recognizes that
the total population at any given year reflects recruitment
of 13 different year classes.
Additional considerations that further minimize the effect
shown in Figure 12 and 13 are as follows:

1.

Compensation has not been included.

For short term

operation, such as that for one year, introduction
of the simple compensation model described in Chapter
V to only one stage will drive the system back to
its original equilibrium position after the short
term perturbation is lifted.
2.

Indian Point Unit 1 operation has been included.
Actually, since this plant was operating during the
period Cornwall egg data were collected, it should
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be considered as part of the "present day" equilibrium
conditions against which the impact of Unit 2 oper
ation alone should be considered.

Another view of the extremely minimal impact that the one
year's operation will have can be obtained by considering the
joint effect a small reduction in fishing and a single year's
operation at Indian Point will have on the population.
This is shown in Figure 14.

Another equilibrium run, resulting

in a "present day" population of 25,000 fish, is perturbated
by reducing fishing by roughly 13%.

This 13% fishing mortality

is equivalent to an increase in survival fraction of 0.6 to
0.64 for age groups 3 through 13.
When this growth perturbation is imposed, the population in
creases, and since no compensation mechanism has been introduced,
grows without bound. Introduction of plant operation for one
year shows an initial decrease, as expected, followed by
unbounded growth parallel to, and about 5% lower than the
case for no plant operation.

Growth continues to occur,

of course, because the fishing perturbation is sustained,
whereas the plant operation is short term.
This result not only shows the minimal impact of one year's
operation of the plant, but again clearly demonstrates the
extreme conservatism of the model when compensation is not

is
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included.

It is totally unrealistic to assume a 13% reduction

in fishing will cause the Hudson River striped bass population
to grow without bound.

Similarly, it is unquestionably con

servative to consider the impact of Indian Point operation
on this population without including the notion of compensation.
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VII.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing analyses have presented a population model for
striped bass in the Hudson River, and a conservative estimate
of the impact that can be expected on that population by
entrainment of eggs, larvae and early juveniles due to oper
ation of Indian Point Units 1 and 2 during the coming year.
Results for one year's two unit full flow operation at Indian
Point included:
1.

Even assuming no compensatory mechanisms, very minor
percentage reductions in total adult Hudson River
striped bass population.

These are given below for

the ranges studies:
Percentage of
Maximum
Entrainment
Loss At
Indian Point
Units 1 & 2

10,000 Fish

70,000 Fish

200,000 Fish

50

1.5

1.7

2.0

100

.2.6

3.1

3.7

Percentage Reduction in Adult Population
For

Populations stabilized at these reduced levels after
oscillating for about 10 years in a damped fashion about
these levels.
2.

No long term change in the population where a compen
sation mechanism is applied to one juvenile stage.
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Several possibly very conservative assumptions have been
employed throughout this study.

1.

Some of these are:

All life stages at any point in the reach between
Croton Point and Coxsackie 52.5 days after spawning
are subject to entrainment by the plant.

2.

These life stages have no ability of their own to
avoid the plant.

3.

All entrained organisms Are killed.

4.

Plant flow is always the full design flow.

5.

Compensation has not been employed in numerical
estimates of impact.

Consideration of these assumptions and the nature of the model
suggest the following program.

1.

Use the model and subsequent refinements in guiding
the 5 year Lower Hudson River Ecological Study to
which Con Ed has committed.
Particular focus should be directed toward answering
questions posed by assumptions required by the model
for lack of information, such as those listed above
in items 1, 2, 3 and 5, and described in more detail
below.
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2.

Determine the behavior of the early stages, with
particular emphasis on the nature of their movement
as they become less and less subject to River currents.
We need to know whether they can avoid intake currents,
and more so, whether they will avoid these currents.

3.

Determine the actual concentration of organisms
entrained by the plant intake, by comparison to the
concentration of organisms throughout the area.

In

addition to sampling and measurement, this effort
should

include hydraulic analysis, including flow

nets and possible use of the hydraulic model to
determine intake flow patterns.
4.

Attention should be directed toward the reported
vertical diurnal movements of the young striped bass,
and show this might be coupled with the intake flow
patterns to compute entrainment.

5.

Investigation of actual larval and juvenile damage upon
entrainment.

It is understood that NYU is embarking

on this study in the near future.
6.

Establishment of survival and fertility factors for
Hudson River striped bass.- This is planned as part
of the 5 year program.

7.

Continuation of investigation of fish protection
devices, including air curtains, a method which may
provide protection against entrainment as well as
impingement.
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The foregoing are some specific areas in which relatively
broad assumptions have been made in this and other model studies
of the entrainment question.

Irrevocable decisions to operate

or not operate the plant on a once through cooling basis because
of the possible impact of the plant on the Hudson River fishery
should not be made at this stage.

The population model suggests

clearly that much additional hard information is necessary before
long term impact of the plant on the fishery is known.
It has been clearly demonstrated, however, that no significant
damage is to be expected during the next year of operation.
Minor perturbations may occur but the system will recover to
virtually the same population level that existed before operations
began.
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S-I

SUMMARY OF
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

I.

This report summarizes work done by Quirk, Lawler & Matusky
Engineers from 1967 to date on the expected effect of thermal
discharges from the Indian Point nuclear units 1 and 2 and
the Lovett fossil-fueled units 1 through 5 on the temperature
distribution in the Hudson River. Previous studies showed
that the effect of the Danskammer station will have been
dissipated to the atmosphere well before it reaches Indian
Point.
The objective of this evaluation is to predict the thermal
effect and to determine compliance with the NYSDEC thermal
discharge criteria. These criteria require that temperature
rises of 4*F shall not be exceeded over more than two-thirds
of the river surface width nor over more than one half the
cross-section and a maximum surface temperature of 90°F at
any point.
The presence of the Lovett Plant about one mile downstream
of Indian Point has required detailed investigation of this
reach and the interaction between the two plants.

2.

Maximum cooling water flow including service water for Indian
Point 1 & 2 will be 1,188,000 gpm. Should both units be
operated at their maximum capacity, the waste heat which is
discharged to the river will amount to 200 BBTU/day. This
waste heat will increase the cooling water temperature by 14.80F.
Design values corresponding to the individual Indian Point units
are summarized below:

Rated Capacity, MWE

Indian Point Unit
2
1
265
873

Cooling Water Flow, gpm

280,000

840,000

38,000

30,000

Unit Temperature Rise at Rated
Capacity,OF

14

15.1

Heat Load at Rated
Capacity, BBTU/day

47

153

Service Water, gpm
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P

3.

The combined effluent will be discharged through seven of the
twelve slots of the submerged discharge outfall for three
units. The final three unit outfall design will consist of
twelve 4' x 15' slots, spaced on 20 -ft. centers, submerged 12
feet below the water's surface, and discharging at 10 fps
normal to the River's longitudinal axis. This design was
selected after extensive testing in an undistorted hydraulic
model of the outfall site at the Alden Research Laboratory.
Ten of these slots are equipped with fully adjustable gates to
insure an initial jet velocity of 10 fps for any combination
of units in operation.
The original depth of submergence was 18 ft. This was changed
to 12 feet to improve mixing of the effluent with the ambient
water by entrainment of river water from the lower layer and
to minimize river bottom scour action. Recent hydraulic model
tests showed that the revised outfall design produced lower
overall temperatures.
Extensive hydraulic model and analytical studies of the outfall
indicated that the revised design would produce a maximum surface
temperature rise of 8°F under rated capacity operation conditions.
In addition, studies of thermal recycling showed combined
recirculation effects of 10 F.

4.

The maximum naturally occurring river water ambient temperature
in the Vicinity of Indian Point is 79°F. This value is considered
to be the highest'ambient water temperature that can be experienced
by the intake at any time. Review of available Hudson River
temperature mteasurements over more than a ten year period shows
that the highest ambient temperatures normally occur in August.
During this summer period, the maximum.surface temperature rise
of 80 F and the recirculation effects of 1F will result in a
maximum surface temperature of 88°F. This indicates that the
90°F maximum surface temperature NYS criterion at any point can
be met always.

5.

Several mathematical models describing the hydrodynamic character
istics of interest to this study and the response of the Hudson
River to thermal discharges have been developed. These models
employ measurable or known characteristics of the Hudson River
and prevailing meteorological conditions to describe the distri
bution of temperature resulting from continuous thermal discharges.
These models are applicable to freshwater flow conditions as well
as to salinity intrusion flow conditions and incorporate the
influence of convection by river flow, dispersion by tidal tur
bulence and density induced circulating currents associated with
ocean-derived salt intrusion and heat transfer across the water
surface by convection, evaporation and radiation.
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These mechanisms were incorporated in an early model
developed to describe the decay of the tidal-smoothed,
area-averaged temperature rise along the longitudinal
axis of an estuary subject to heated water discharges.
This model, however, when used to predict temperature,
is considered to be conservative; i.e., predicted temper
ature rises.for known thermal loads are greater than field
measurements of temperature rises in the vicinity of those
loads.
More recent refinements to describe the observed phenomena
have been developed. These modifications recognize the
increase in thermal stratification as one moves away from
the plane of discharge and the use of the known phenomenon
of net non-tidal flow or density-induced circulation
in the saline reaches of estuaries.
The increase in thermal stratification is supported by
observations at several existing power plant sites on the
Hudson River.L Theoretically, this increase should be
expected, because the surface should be the last zone to
see elevated temperature rises before complete elimination
of all residual excess heat.
Partially stratified estuaries, in which class the Hudson
River falls, are subject to a net upstream movement of
sea water in their lower layers and a downstream movement
in their upper layers. This movement is induced by density
differences which exist on account of the vertical and
longitudinal salinity distribution. This effect is called
the net non-tidal flow or density induced circulation.
The existence of the net non-tidal flow concept has been
established by several authors. This study has utilized
numerous Hudson River tidal current and salinity surveys
to establish its existence in the Hudson River and to derive
a quantitative relation of net non-tidal flow to salinity
levels and freshwater runoff.
6.

The mathematical models and field observations of the
previous item indicate that the minimum river flow avail
able for dilution at Indian Point is the freshwater flow
value of 20,800 cfs for which the salt just reaches Indian
Point. Freshwater values higher or lower than this value
provide more dilution flows due to contribution of more
river runoff or density-induced circulation, respectively.
Inspection of the Hudson River long term monthly average
freshwater flow records indicates that a monthly average
flow of 20,800 cfs occurs during May.

7.

This study has evaluated the Indian Point thermal effect
corresponding to several possible combinations of hydrological
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and meteorological conditions including:
a- severe drought flow occurring during periods of
low heat transfer rates.
b- critical low freshwater flow, summer conditions.
c- non-summer conditions characterized by absence
of ocean-derived salt at Indian Point and low
heat transfer rates.
d- incipient salt flow condition of 20,800 cfs
occurring during certain winter months characterized
by a low heat transfer coefficient of 90 BTU/sq ft
/day/IF.
Detailed evaluation of these conditions indicated that the
last set (item d above) represents the most severe set
of hydrology and meteorology that can occur at Indian
Point. This set of conditions coupled with rated
capacity operation of two nuclear units at Indian Point
(1138 MWE) and five fossil-fuelled units at Lovett
(503 MWE) has been designated as the condition of maximum
severity in this study.
8.

Maximum surface temperature and percentages of cross
sectional area and surface width expected to experience
temperature rises equal to or greater than 41F above
naturally occurring maximum ambient temperature at Indian
Point and corresponding to the conditon of maximum severity
are given below:
Prediction
Parameter

Tidal
Average

Critical Tidal
Phase

NYSDEC
Criterion

% area bounded
by 40 F

16

22

50

% surface width
bounded by 40 F

24

32

67

Maximum surface
temperature, OF

90

These results indicate that in all cases, the predictions
are less--than the New York State thermal discharge criteria.
the-combined effectof rated
Thgsgpredictionsreflect
operation of.Indian-Point U~;. and 2 and
'Ca'y
ove~t U'ts Lthrogh 5. However, to generalize the
r.suts7 the-following tabulation relates, the extent
of :apliance-with the controlling criterion

S-5

(surface width bounded by 40 F) with several unit 2
power levels and rated capacity operation of Indian
Point unit 1 and Lovett units 1 through 5.

Indian Point
Unit 2 power level
% full capacity

9.

Maximum % surface width
bounded by 40F
% of NYS
Critical
Criterion
tidal phase

0
50
90

12
21
30

18
31
45

100

32

48

The above presented predictions were estimated using the
.mathematical models presented in this study and are
based upon several assumptions. These assumptions are
either conservative or derived from extensive field
These models
observations and hydraulic model studies.
have been used to evaluate several existing and planned '
thermal effluents and industrial discharges along the
main stem of the Hudson River and other New York State
waterbodies. These models reflect our most recent thinking
on the response of the river to thermal loads. Considerable
additional development and modification has occurred
since the January 1968 Indian Point report was submitted.
.Use of these models has resulted in good agreement with
numerous dissolved oxygen, BOD and salt field surveys
in a number of waterbodies. However, temperature
measurements at all existing Hudson River and a number of
East River and Arthur Kill plants yield lower temperature
rises than predicted by any of the various thermal models.
One of the major difficulties in testing the two unit
operation predictions with Indian Point field data prior
to operation of Unit 2 is the lack of a significant
quantity of heat and cooling water flow in the Unit 1 dis
charge. Temperature rises beyond the immediate vicinity
of the discharge are very small, and tend to be masked
by natural variations in the river and instrument precision.

10.

in conclusion, confidence in these models has been established
since they have been successful in predicting the observed con
centration of water quality parameters and in producing conserv
ative estimates of the distribution of temperature resulting from
known heat loads. We believe, therefore, that the distribution
of temperature for two unit operation, computed using the mathe
matical models as well as the hydraulic models for reference,
will not contravene the New York State criteria.

I.

Introduction

This document presents a summary of studies conducted by
Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers

(QL&M) from 1967 to date

on the effect of thermal discharges from the Indian Point
Units 1 and 2 on the distribution of temperature in the
Hudson River. These studies have been presented in a
number of reports*, hearing testimony** and meetings with
the AEC.
Results of these studies are delineated in this summary
report and reference should be made to the documents themselves
for complete details, supporting data and calculations.
This report is formatted as follows. A brief discussion
of the analytical investigations of the hydrodynamic character
istics and the response of the Hudson River to thermal dischar
ges is given in item II.
Item III utilizes the hydrodynamic mathematical models and
available field data'developed in the previous item to
determine the Hudson River mixing characteristics and circu
lation patterns. Selection of the numerical values of other
system parameters which control the transport of mass and
energy are also given in item III.
Item IV employs the thermal models of item II and the
numerical values of the system parameters of item III to
predict the effect of existing power plants and Indian Point
Unit 2 on the distribution of temperature in the Hudson River.
Applicability of the mathematical models employed in this
study in light of available field and hydraulic model measure
ments is evaluated in items II, III, and IV.
II.

Mathematical Models

Several thermal and isothermal mathematical models describing
the hydrodynamic characteristics and the response of the
Hudson River to thermal discharges have been developed.
The thermal models employ the hydrodynamic characteristics of
the Hudson River (measured and/or obtained using the isothermal
models) and prevailing meteorological conditions to describe
local as well as overall temperature distribution resulting
from a heated effluent.
*

A list of these reports and related publications is given in Appendix
A of this summary report.

**

During November - December 1971 and January 1972 Docket No. 50-247

+

on September 3, 1971 and February 7, 1972

The isothermal models utilize known or measureable physical
and hydraulic parameters and were used to obtain a quantita
tive estimate of density induced 8currents and flow available
for dilution in the HudsonRiver.
A brief description of these models is given below.
A.

4
Submerged Discharge (Local) Model

The 1968 and 1969 QL&M studies indicated that the criterion
of a maximum surface temperature of 901F at any point
could not be met with a surface discharge. Hydraulic model
studies conducted by Alden Research Laboratories showed that
the 140 F effluent channel temperature rise can be reduced
markedly, before reaching the river's surface, by discharg
ing the cooling water through a submerged discharge. Model
studies showed that rectangular ports located along the
discharge canal would yield maximum surface temperatures
substantially lower than the 900 criterion.
In October 1969, QL&M prepared for Con Edison a report on
"Effect of Submerged Discharge of Indian Point Cooling
Water on Hudson River Temperature Distribution". 4 This
study consisted of the development of a mathematical model
which is based on a consideration of the fluid mechanics
of submerged jets, a comparison of the theoretical model
to observations of actual submerged jet behavior made in
the Alden model and in the Hudson River, and a prediction
of behavior of Indian Point under a different and more
severe set of conditions than those studied in the hydraulic
model."
The mathematical model consists of a set of twelve simul
taneous equations. It incorporates the effect of plant
intake temperature, density and salinity, plant outfall
temperature, density, salinity and flow, outfall geometry,
including port size, shape, edging, orientation, and sub
mergence, and linear velocity (both runoff and tidal),
tidal phase, and ambient temperature, density and salinity.
The assumptions made in the development of this model are
that initial jet momentum, induced buoyancy, and entrained
river flow and momentum are the controlling mechanisms
and that drag force and river boundaries, such as bank,
surface and bottom can be neglected.
The computed results agree in general with measurements
made in the undistorted hydraulic model, and with measure
ments taken in the river in the vicinity of the submerged
4
outfall of Orange & Rockland Utilities' Lovett Unit #4. F
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B.

2 3
Overall Thermal Models '

1.

Convection

-

Dispersion Models

Several mathematical models have been developed to
predict the effect of power plant thermal discharges
on receiving tidal waterways, such as the Hudson River.
These models utilize the hydrodynamic characteristics
of the waterway and meteorological conditions to describe
distribution of temperature from a heated effluent. The
mechanisms considered include convection, dispersion by
tidal turbulence and density induced circulating currents,
and heat transfer across the water surface by convection,
evaporation and radiation.
These mechanisms were incorporated in an early model
developed to describe the decay of the tidal-smoothed,
area-averaged temperature rise along the longitudinal
axis of an estuary subject to heated water discharges.
To determine the distribution of temperature across
a river cross-section, empirically developed mathemati
cal relationships have been employed to relate near field
behavior to the overall area-averaged temperature rise.
decay model" and the
These were "the exponential
"reciprocal decay model". 3
The "exponential decay model" represents temperature
as an exponentially decreasing function of river cross
sectional area. The "reciprocal decay model" represents
temperature as being approximately inversely proportional
to river area, as one moves from the point of discharge
out across the river's cross-section.
These models, however, when used to predict tempera
ture, must be considered to be conservative, i.e.,
predicted temperature rises for known thermal loads are
greater than field measurements of temperature rises
in the vicinity of those loads.
This characteristic was first observed in utilization
of an early segmented model to predict temperature
distribution in the vicinity of Indian Point.2
This model consisted of equilibrium behavior of a
transient, variable space parameter, one dimensional
energy transport equation. For the sake of introducing
the system parameters used in the segmented model, its
infinite receiver, constant parameter, steady state
analog is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Infinite Receiver, Constant Parameter,
Steady State, One Dimensional Energy Transport Model

H exp[ 2U1
2E

AT

2
+ 4KFU
) X
U

± 1

4K'E
AT=

PCQ

1+-2
U

in which:
AT

=

area-averaged temperature rise, OF
I - designates behavior above discharge
II - designates behavior below discharge

i

=

thermal discharge, BTU/day

P

=

3
water density, #/ft

Cp

=

heat capacity, BTU/# OF

Q

=

river freshwater flow, ft 3/day

A

=

cross-sectional area of the estuary, ft2

U

=

freshwater velocity, Q/A, miles/day

E

=

longitudinal dispersion coefficient, mile 2 /day

X

=

distance from plane of discharge (positive direction
downstream), miles

K'

temperature decay coefficient.

K =
B =
TSF =
AT s =

BTSF
.CpA'

day

.

2
heat transfer coefficient, BTU/ft day OF
surface width, ft
thermal stratification factor, ANs/AT
surface average temperature rise, OF
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Substantial additional effort since that time has been
directed toward developing a model which will accurately
describe the rapid observed rate of temperature decay.
A summary of this progress follows.
Use of the segmented model to predict seasonally
varying temperature rises at Indian Point is shown in
Figure 1. These data are taken from Reference 2.
Since the heated discharqe is located at Indian Point,
the given area averaged values, which represent
behavior across the plane of discharge, are the maximum
temperature rises expected due to this discharge. Temp
erature rise decreases in both upstream and downstream
directions as one moves away from the plane of discharge.
The lower curve in Figure 1 represents the expected
area-averaged performance for three unit "stretched"
operation at Indian Point, based on observed performance
for the existing single unit.
Actually, the difference between the measured and
predicted temperature rises at the plane of discharge
only begin to suggest the inadequacy of the one
dimensional segmented model for use in predicting
thermal effects. The rate at which elevated temperatures
are observed to decay to ambient temperature conditions
is much faster than that suggested by the segmented
model.
These conclusions were drawn by comparing model results
for one unit operation to river temperature measurements
made in the vicinity of the Indian Point Unit No. 1
discharge by Northeastern Biologists, Incorporated (NBI),
in July 1966 and April 1967.
Table 2 presents this comparison. For July 1966, the
predicted temperature rise was 25% higher than the
actual temperature rise at the plane of discharge and
69% higher than the actual temperature rise at a
cross-section 800 feet downstream of the plane of dis
charge. Correspondingly, for April 1967, the predicted
temperature rises were 85% and 100% higher than the
measured temperature rises.
These area-averaged values are extemely small and the
validity of the comparison could be questioned, i.e.,
one might consider temperature rises of 0.1 to 0.20F
to be negligible and conclude comparison of such results
to be unacceptable.

•
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i
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JAN
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SEP
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OCT

I

360

3201
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@0
TABLE

2

Comparison of Predicted and Measured Area-Average Temperature Rises
Hudson River Near Indian Point

Location

Measured
OF

1
Area-Averaqe Temperature Rise
April 1970
July 1966
Predicted
Measured
Predicted
Predicted
OF
OF
OF
Measured

Predicted
Measured

Across Plane of
Discharge

0.21

0.251

1.25

0.0931

0.1721

1.85

Across Plane 800 ft.
below Discharge ..

0.1452

0.2453

1.69

0.08251

0.173

2.06

1
2

Data taken from Reference 2, Table 1 and pages 9, 11 and 21
Obtained from field data by same procedures outlined in Reference 2 to obtain plane of discharge
averages

3 Computed using unrevised one-dimensional mathematical models
4

Table 4, Reference 3
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This objection is answered by pointing out that these
area-averages represent the weighted effect of signifi
cant temperature rises near the east shore of each
cross-section considered, and zero temperature rises
over most of the remainder of the cross-section. The
very small area-averages are merely the result of
measurable temperature rises over less than 10% of
the cross-section, reduced by the ratio of the affected
area to the total area of some 160,000 sq. ft.
The methods used to compute the measured area-average
temperature rise are given in detail in Reference 2.
Additional discussion of the validity of the comparison
described above is given in Reference 3.
Further evidence of the phenomenon of very rapid rate
of elevated temperature loss has been subsequently
observed in the Hudson River at the Danskammer Point
Station and at the Lovett Station, as well as in the
East River in the vicinity of several generating
stations.
A number of modeling approaches have been employed to
try to explain observed estuarine'elevated temperature
decay behavior. The first of these represents a semi
empirical approach, in which the single plane source,
steady state, infinite receiver analog of the segmented
model, Table 1, was employed, with correction factors,
to force the predicted results of the segmented model
to agree with field measurements. This approach is
employed in Reference 3 to revise earlier 2 predictions
made on the influence of the Indian Point plant on
Hudson River temperature distribution.
This approach is useful in that results are forced to
agree with field observations, but is limited because it
does not explain the reason for rapid decay behavior.
Secondly, although the receiver is assumed to be of
infinite length, the results are only valid in the
general vicinity of the discharge, since continuation
of the decay at the same rapid rate does not permit
either atmospheric dissipation or known dilution
mechanisms to account for the loss of all the heat.
More recent attempts to describe the observed phenomena
include the use of a variable stratifaction factor in
the non-saline intruded reach of the estuary and the
use of the known phenomenon of net non-tidal flow or
density induced circulation in the saline reaches of
5 8
the river. ,

Due to the importance of the density induced circula
tion concept in estuarine thermal discharges, a brief
description of this concept, its existence in the
Indian Point area and validity of its use in thermal
discharges is given below.
2.

Density Induced Circulation Models
The tidal flow in the Hudson River is relatively
large, as indicated by a maximum tidal flow of
667,500 cfs at the Battery by comparison to the
freshwater flow, which ranges between 4,000 to
50,000 cfs with an average of some 15,000 cfs. Due
to this tidal motion, turbulent eddies generated by
a portion of the total tidal energy mix the lighter
freshwater downwards and the heavier saltwater upwards.
As a result of this action, the density and water
volume of the upland runoff which flows downstream
through the estuary to the ocean increases and the
density of the seawater which intrudes upstream
through the ocean entrance decreases.
To compensate for the increase in the volume of the
seaward flowing layer, more ocean-derived water
invades the estuary and flows beneath the lighter
freshwater. Thus, a circulation pattern in which
the water moves downstream in the upper layer and
upstream in the lower layer is developed.
The upper layer and lower layer flows associated with
this net circulation pattern maybe many times that
of the upland runoff which is the actual difference
between the upper and lower layer flows. Values
ranging from ten to forty have been observed in
several estuaries .

The kinetic energy required to power this circulation
is provided by the increase in the potential energy of
the water. This increase is caused by vertical mixing
resulting from the tide power-induced turbulence.
Analysis of numerous tidal velocity and tidal amplitude
observations in the Hudson River suggests a definite
linear relationship between the tidal power and upper
layer flow.
It is clear from the above discussion that only the
saline portion of estuaries experiences significant
density induced circulation patterns. In other words,
this effect is weakest where salt is not present, which
is the case at Indian Point when the freshwater flow
exceeds about 20,000 cfs.
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Results of Reference 8 indicate that this flow value
represents non-summer conditions and corresponds to
river ambient temperatures ranging between 35°F and
50*F, i.e., they do not occur during periods of
maximum ambient temperature.
During summer months, when river ambient temperatures
reach a maximum of 79 0F, the freshwater flow in the
Hudson ranges between 6,000 cfs and 12,000 cfs. For
these flow conditions, the Indian Point reach is
within the saline portion of the Hudson River.
Study results, given in Reference 8
and summarized in item III, show that the
upper layer flows corresponding to these freshwater
flows range between 21,500 cfs and 35,000 cfs at
Indian Point and between 30,500 cfs and 38,000 cfs at
Bowline. Further discussion of these results is given
in item III'.
The net circulation pattern described above is related
to the net velocity distribution which, by and large,
is a result of dynamic interactions between the tidal
current and density distributions. The presence of
the river upland runoff and the density difference
between fresh and sea water control these distributions.
Therefore, density induced circulation patterns may
be measured through evaluation of long term current
and/or salinity (density) observations, at various
depths throughout cross-sections, within the salt
intruded reach, and over a full tidal cycle.
Several mathematical models expressing the above
described principles and relating density induced circu
lation to salinity and velocity distributions have
been developed. Published techniques8 developed by
several investigators and recently established methods
arrived at in the course of this study are used in
this report to convert all available Hudson River
current observations (nine surveys) and salinity
measurements (twenty sets of data) to density induced.
flow rates. These surveys are listed in Tables 3 and 4.
These methods are given in Chapter IV and used
in Reference 8 to determine the upper layer flow in
the Hudson River. In estimating these flows, every effort
was made to make all the necessary assumptions as
conservative as possible and the methods developed were
closely verified using published data.

TABLE 3

INVENTORY OF HUDSON RIVER VELOCITY DATA

Reference
Number*

Aug. 25-Nov. 4

0 to 14

42

Year
1919

Winston

1922

Denson

July 16-Aug. 30

1 to 16

42

1929

Finnegan

Aug. 29-Sept. 14

15 to 153

42

1932

Rittenburq

June 29-Aug. 31

5 to 15

42

1932

Corps of
Engineers

July 22-Aug. 18

1952

Stewart

May 24-June 23

and 55

43

1957

Corps of
Engineers

April 23-26

to 11

46

1958-59

Marmer

.965

USGS

*

River Section
Covered (miles
above Battery)

Conducted or
Reported by

Survey
Duration

Oct. 7-16
April, June
August 11

As listed in the bibliography of Reference 8

0.5

42

35 and 50
35 and 50

44
44

75

47

TABLE 4

INVENTORY OF HUDSON RIVER
SALINITY SURVEYS

Year

Survey
USC&GS density observations

1929

NYS Conservation Department

1936

USGS Surveys

1949 and 1951

Corps of Engineers

1957

NYC DH & NYS

1959

Indian Point Measurements

1958

-

1966

Danskammer Point Measurements

1958

-

1966

USGS Surveys

1962 and 1963

ISC Bay Measurements

1964

QL&M Kyma

1964

Survey

FWPCA Survey

1965

NYCDWS Chelsae Measurements

1965

Michigan State University Survey

1966

QL&M Copter Survey*

1966

QL&M Salinometer Survey

1966

NYSDH Copter Survey

1967

NYSDH Boat Survey

1967

USGS Intrusion Front Surveys

1968 and 1969

NYU Indian Point Measurements

1968 and 1969

QL&M Lovett,.Danskammer and Bowline Surveys

1969 and 1970
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Considerable attention has been paid to the validity
of the use of upper layer flows in thermal discharge
problems. Rigorous exposition of the basic principles
considered in thermal discharge studies showed that
the Bowline effluent, for example, will rise to the
surface, remain in the upper layer, resist interminglin~g
with the lower layer and be carried with the upper
layer flow. The analysis showed that the effluent
will increase the stability of the system by a factor
of 2.25. Subsequent analysis showed similar results
at Indian Point.
In addition to athe above-described Convection-Dispersion
models, models8 applicable to saline regions have been
used. These models incorporate the variation in the
upper layer flow, channel geometry and continuous heat
dissi.pation to the atmosphere with and without the
contribution of longitudinal dispersion.
As indicated earlier, the effect of density induced
circulation is weakest at the upstream end, or front,
of the ocean-derived salt intrusion profile. Previous
studies have established the overwhelming dominance
of the freshwater flow as a control of the salinity
front location. Therefore, the absolute minimum flow
available for dilution at any location along an estuary
is the freshwater value for which the salt front (loca
tion of 100 ppm isosal) just reaches that location.
This value has been coined the incipient salt flow
(1SF) and is equivalent to a freshwater flow value
producing a mean salinity concentration of less than
100 ppm at the location of interest.
As will be shown later, an incipient salt flow of
20,800 cfs at Indian Point has been used in this
study. Freshwater flow values higher or lower than this
value provide more dilution flows due to contribution
of more river inflow or density induced circulation
respectively. Inspection of the Hudson River long term
monthly average freshwater flow records indicates that
the 20,800 cf a value occurs during May.

C.

Study Conditions
In summary, the discussion in item B.indicates that a
detailed delineation of the effect of Indian Point units
1 and 2 on the Hudson River should include the following
hydrological and meteorological conditions:
1.

Indian Point within the Salt-Intruded Reach
Two critical conditions were studied. The condition of
maximum severity was defined in Reference 3 as similar to
that set of hydrology and meteorology which occurred in
late 1964. A sustained six month drought flow of 4,000 cfs
and a low heat transfer coefficient of 90 BTU/SF/day/0 F,
which occurred at that time, were shown, in the January
1968 report, to cause maximum temperature rises.
The critical summer condition consisted of the same
flow, but used the August heat transfer coefficient of
135 BTU/SF/day/0 F and ambient temperature of 79°F.
Although this condition yields lower River temperature
rises, it was studied because summer conditions are
reported by many to constitute the critical biological
condition.
Since these conditions are associated with low freshwater
flow conditions, i.e., presence of density induced
circulation, and two layer system, the Convection
Dispersion models as well as the density induced upper
layer flow model can be used for prediction purposes.

2.

Indian Point outside the Salt-Intruded Reach
This set of conditions may occur during non-summer
months when the Hudson River freshwater flow is in excess
of the Indian Point incipient salt flow. The condition
of maximum severity, in this case, may consist of
the absolute minimum dilution flow as defined by the
incipient salt flow and a low heat transfer coefficient.
This condition could occur during certain spring months,
particularly during May when the Lower Hudson River
flow is about 20,800 cfs and the heat transfer coefficient
is about 130 BTU/SF/day/°F.
Due to absence of significant density induced circulation
during these conditions, only the Convection-Dispersion
models may be used for prediction purposes.
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III.

Selection of System Parameters

Prediction of the distribution of temperature in an estuary
requires a knowledge of the mass and energy transport parameters
presented in the previous section. A brief description of these
parameters and selection of appropriate numerical Values for
the study area and seasons are discussed below. No detailed
analyses of the data will be attempted here, as these can be found
readily in previous QL&M reports and publications°.1 -1 0
A.

River Geometry
The channel's geometry in the study area shown in Figure 2,
as defined by cross-sectional area (A), surface width (B)
and mean depth (D = A/B) is depicted in Figure 3. The
variation is significant and somewhat erratic and may not
be accurately described by simple mathematical models.
The Indian Point values are tabulated below:
Cross-sectional area, ft. 2
Surface width, ft.
Mean depth, ft.

B.

160,000
4,000
40

Mass & Energy Transport Parameters
These parameters consist of river freshwater flow (Qf),
upper layer flow (Qu), total dilution flow (Qd), longi
tudinal dispersion coefficients for the total cross-section
(E) and upper layer (Eu) and heat transfer coefficient

C.

River Flows (QfQu,__d)
As indicated in the previous section, several river flow
conditions have been studied depending upon presence of
density induced circulation in the study area and different
methods of estimating upper layer flows.
A brief discussion of the numerical flow values used in this
study is given below. All other details of these parameters,
omitted here, are given in Reference 8.
Figure 4 shows the long term monthly average freshwater and
upper layer flows in the Lower Hudson River. These upper
layer flows have been computed using long term salinity
measurements in accordance with the salt approach described
in Reference 8. The relationship between the upper layer
flow and freshwater flow in the Lower Hudson is depicted in
Figure 5. The correlation between the steady state length
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of mean salinity intrusion and mean salinity and freshwater
flow in the Lower Hudson River is given in Figures 6 and 7
respectively. Figure 8 summarizes the Hudson River upper
layer flows computed using salinity as well as tidal current
observations.
These five figures (4 through 8) generalize the influence
of all relevant parameters on salinity distribution
(s vs. x) at Indian Point. These include freshwater flow
(Qf), upper layer flow (Qu), incipient salt flow (Qi) and
intrusion length (L).
The following conclusions may be
deduced from these figures:
1.

Indian Point is within the salt-intruded reach
during the period from June through February.
For this period, the following Indian Point flow
values are applicable:
• Freshwater flow ranges from about 6,000 to
15,000 cfs.
(Figure 4)
- On the basis of salinity observations, the
upper layer flow ranges from about 20,800
cfs to 35,400 cfs.
(Figure 5)
• On the basis of the 1929 tidal current survey
(used to establish Figure 8), the upper layer
flow is 21,500 cfs at Indian Point and
increases in the downstream direction. Refer
ence 8 has established that values based upon
current observations represent conservative
estimates.
Table 5 summarizes results of the density induced
circulation studies detailed in Reference 8 and
compares the velocity and salinity approaches.
In general, the salt approach exhibits several
favorable characteristics such as relatively more
stable and predictable distribution, more independence
of temporary meteorological and local eddy conditions,
and simplicity, ease and availability of more precise
detection instruments.
The end result of these advantages is, of course,
a more reliable measurement which makes the use
of salt more attractive from a practical standpoint.
The salt approach results were also used to intro
duce some degree of perspective to the problem and
to determine seasonal variation of upper layer flows
since most of the available current observations
were made during the summer months.
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TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF LOWER HUDSON UPPER LAYER FLOW USING SALINITY
AND CURRENT OBSERVATIONS.

Upper Layer Flow, Thousand cfs
--

Method

1.

2.

Current
Observations

Reference 8
Figure No.

Summer Conditions

Bowline

Indian Point

30.5

21.5

124.0

110.0

90.0
92.0

All Salinity
Surveys

38.0

35.0

Generalized
Salinity

35.4

35.4

Salinity.Surveys
a) Salt Budget
Method
1964
1967

--

b) Two Layer
Flow Method
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Frequency distribution curves of upper layer flow
have been constructed. They show that the probab
ility of occurrence, during ny calendar month,
of values higher than those suggested by the current
observations is 75 percent and that occurrence of
lower values during summer months is a rather remote
ppenstance.

D.

2.

When the freshwater flow exceeds 20,800 cfs at
Indian Point, the river changes from a two
layer to one-layer system having a net flow in
the downstream direction from top to bottom. This
flow value represents the incipient salt flow at
Indian Point and may occur during May during certain
years. This value may also be obtained from Figures
5, 6 or 7.

3.

On the basis of the long term monthly average
behavior of Figure 4, less critical unidirectional
flows occur during March (about 28,000 cfs) and
April (about 38,000 cfs).

4.

During the 1964 drought the November Lower Hudson
freshwater flow was 3,500 cfs. For this condition,
Figure 8 gives an upper layer flow of 34,000 cfs
at Indian Point.

Longitudinal Dispersion Coefficient
Longitudinal mixing is a kinematic effect in one-dimensional
fluid flow systems in which the various portions of the flow
take different times to traverse a given reach of the water
body. In estuaries, transport by longitudinal dispersion
consists of contributions due to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

tidal fluctuations
presence of lateral and vertical velocity profiles
caused by the curvature of and shear at the flow
boundaries
eddy diffusion caused by the flow turbulence
mixing due to density differences associated with
salinity gradients
molecular diffusion
other causes such as man made and wind induced currents

In general, the contribution of the last two mechanisms is in
nar-mv estuaries and under normal meteorolbgcl. coitions
is-negtiible indComparison to thefirst
four.
Freshwater regions of tidal estuaries, such as the Indian Point
reach when the freshwater flow in the Hudson is in excess of
20,800 cfs, experience small density differences and transport
by dispersion is due to the first three mechanisms. Various

-13-

authors from Reynolds (1880) onwards, have proposed several theor
etical expressions accounting for the influence of these
mechanisms by introducing system coefficients to describe the
degree of turblence. A list of the most common expressions
and corresponding Hudson River coefficients at Indian Point
are given below:

1234-

Method
Four-thirds Law
Random Process Analogy
Taylor Type Dispersion
Kolmogoroff

Freshwater Dispersion Coefficient
@ Indian Point, sq. miles/day
5.20
20.70
0.25
1.60

Values ranging from zero to 6 square miles per day have been
used for the Indian Point reach in conjunction with freshwater
flows in excess of 20,800 cfs. The 6 smd value is somewhat
higher than some published estimates corresponding to mass
transfer within freshwater segments of estuaries. However,
it represents a conservative, but reasonable, estimate of
the longitudinal thermal dispersion coefficient as indicated
by the following comments:
1.

The overall mathematical models used in this study are
lumped-parameter models applicable to reaches having
constant parameters which recognize variation in the
longitudinal direction only. In addition to accounting
for true longitudianl dispersion, model values include
contributions generated from using reach cross-sectional
averages rather than discrete points.

2.

Use of conventional formulae, such as the Four-Thirds
Law and Random Process Analogy for determination of
this dispersion coefficient, gives values up to
20 smd.

3.

The dispersion models normally employ dispersion
coefficients obtained using naturally occurring or
introduced tracers. Most thermal models assume that
the dispersion coefficients for heat are the same as
those derived using mass or concentration tracers. In
thermal discharge studies, use of such tracer-derived
coefficients may not be valid.
The increase in upper layer temperatures due to a
thermal discharge causes an increase in vertical
density gradients. This increases the system's stability
and reduces vertical turbulent mass and convective heat
exchange. This increases the longitudinal dispersion
coefficient because this coefficient is inversely
proportional to the vertical dispersion coefficient.

4.

Selection of higher values than obtained through tracer
analysis may also be justified on the basis that they
incorporate contributions resulting from differences

between estimated and actual values of other system
variables, particularly the heat transfer coefficient
The heat transfer coefficients used in the analysis
are based on lake measurements and neglect the higher
order terms in computation of the back radiation
difference.
Recent analysis suggests that river heat transfer
coefficients are higher than their lake counterparts.
Had higher heat transfer coefficients been used in the
computation, this final justification of a higher
dispersion coefficient would not be valid.
In addition, field temperature measurements at the existing
Danskammer Plant in 1969 and Albany Steam Station in 1970
conducted by QL&M, tend to support lumped-parameter thermal
dispersion coefficients on the order of 6 to 8 square miles/
day in non-saline segments of the river.
In salt-intruded reaches of estuaries, such as the Indian
Point reach when the freshwater flow is less than 20,800 cfs
in the lower Hudson River, transport by dispersion has been
shown to be markedly higher than in freshwater segments of
estuaries, as indicated by the dispersion coefficient values.
This is ascribed to vertical and longitudinal density differences which are associated with salinity gradients and which
cause significant circulation. This phenomenon can be expressed
in terms of the previously described density induced circula
tion concept, i.e., use of upper layer flows and low dispersion
coefficients instead of freshwater flows coupled with high
longitudinal dispersion coefficients. As indicated earlier,
the former approach results in good agreement with field
observations.
The latter approach using a longitudinal dispersion coefficient
of 14.3 sq. miles/day at Indian Point (See Appendix B of
Reference 2) was used in Reference 2. This value was obtained
using the 1964 salinity profile. Reference 3, however, indi
cated that the convection-dispersion model had to be adjusted
to yield the observed values when operating at the Unit No. 1
heat load. This suggests existence of mixing in excess of that
computed using dispersion coefficients obtained from salinity
profiles.

Both of these approaches, as will be shown in item IV, were
employed in this study to predict the distribution of
temperature for two unit operation.
E.

Heat Transfer Coefficient

(K)

Numerical values of this parameter depend on prevailing meteoro
logical conditions. They range from a minimum of about 80

2
BTU/ft 2 /day/OF in the winter, to a maximum of about 140 BTU/ft /

day*/ 0 F ih the summer.
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As mentioned in Reference 2, the above listed values have been
established by extensive study of lakes. Recent FWPCA evaluation
suggests that in rivers these values may be increased by a factor
of 1.5. For purposes of this-study, however, the more conserva
tive lake values have been used, since higher values have not yet
been verified for the Hudson Valley.
Figure 9 shows monthly average heat transfer coefficient,
computed using 1964 Weather Bureau data applicable to the Hudson
River at Indian Point. Yearly variation in each monthly value
is not great. To be consistent, the long term monthly flow
variations in the Hudson River, as depicted in Figure 4,
have been used in this study to aid in the selection of appro
priate surface heat transfer coefficients.
In other words, once a Lower Hudson River flow (freshwater,
incipient salt or upper layer value) has been established, Figure
4 may be used to select the appropriate month and Figure 9
to determine the prevailing heat transfer coefficient for
that particular month.
F.

Thermal Parameters
These parameters include river parameters and discharge
design parameters and are discussed below:
River Parameters: These include density (p), heat capacity
(C ), ambient temperature (Ta) and thermal stratification
factor (TSF). Values used in this study are:
3

p

=

Cp =
Ta =
TSF=

62.4 lb/ft

1 BTU/lb -F
79°F
1.5

The p and C values are for freshwater. Values applicable to
saline waters (such as the river portion under study for river
flows of less than 20,800 cfs) possess somewhat lower C
values. However, the decrease is insignificant (0.982 Por
waters having a salinity of 5,000 ppm versus 1.00 for fresh
water).
The maximum naturally occurring river water ambient temperature
used in this evaluation is 790 F. This value is considered to be
the highest water temperature that can be experienced by the
Indian Point intake at any time. Review of available Hudson River
channel temperature data given in Reference 8 shows that this
maximum temperature of 790 F in the Hudson River is reached around
mid-August of certain years. Ambient temperature does not reach
this value every year. For example, the maximum ambient water
temperature observed in the vicinity of Indian Point in 1969
occurred on two days in August and was 77.6*F. Available
temperature measurements, depicted in Figure 9a, over a ten year
period from 1956 through 1965 show that the 790 F monthly average
is reached only once in eight years. The values shown in Figure
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9a are based upon temperature measurements of intake cooling
water at Lovett. Although these temperatures may be somewhat
high because of recirculation of effluent cooling water, they
represent the most extensive survey of ambient river temperatures
for the Indian Point-Lovett area. These measurements were
grouped into monthly averages and statistically analyzed for the
August months. Data subsequent to 1965 were not included in the
analysis because they represent a significantly greater degree
of heat recirculation as a result of the Lovett Unit No. 4 being
operational.
Several Hudson River temperature profiles** and additional support
of the 790 F value are given in Reference 8.
A thermal stratification factor (the ratio of the surface
average temperature rise (ATs ) to the area average tempera
ture rise (AT) of 1.5 has been used in this study. This
value represents strong to moderate mixing of the effluent
with river water at the plane of discharge. This can be
accomplished using a submerged discharge design. Available
Indian Point hydraulic model results shown in Figure 10
support selection of a TSF value of 1.5 at Indian Point. In
addition, results of recent undistorted hydraulic model studies*
suggest that submerged outfalls can effect almost complete
mixing.
A discussion of the controls used to obtain an appropriate
upper layer stratification factor (Fo ) and growth coefficient
(f) appears in Reference 8. Fo values ranging between 1 and 2
and growth coefficients of 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3/mile have been
tested. Results of these tests favored selection of Fo
of 1.0 and f of 0.2 and 0.3. 8
F of unity is equivalent to a constant total cross-section
thermal stratification factor (TSF) of 1.5 to 1.7 since it
is equal to TSF Qd/Qu- This number is quite consistent with
the above presented TSF values and estimates that have been
used in previous reports for submerged discharges. The growth
coefficient of 0.3 was obtained using the thermal stratification
data given in Reference 10and interpolating this over a
distance of five miles.
G.

Discharge Design Parameters
These include plant heat load (H), maximum plant temnerature
rise (ATm), maximum surface temperature rise (ATsm), ratio
(n) of thermal criteria parameters such at % width (%B) or
% area (%A) bounded by a given isotherm (ATs or AT) during
critical tidal phase (CTP) - usually slack conditions

-

to

their tidal average (TA) counterparts. The following
numerical values have been used in this study:
*

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers.

"Effect of Circulating Water Systems

on Lake Ontario and Oswego Harbor Water Temperature and Aquatic Biology."

Report to Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, April 1971.
**

Figure 9b shows the ambient temperature at Indian Point for the meteorolog
ical conditions of 1964.
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Rated Capacity Parameter

Indian Point Unit
1 &2
2
1

Elect. output, MWE

265

873

47

153

200

57

312

870

1182

323

14

15.1

14.8

14.8

8

12

Heat Load, BBTU/day
Cooling Water Flow,**

thousand gpm

Lovett
Units ]-5

1138

503

Condenser Temperature
Rise, (ATp) ,

0

F (Full

Flow)
Maximum Surface Tempera
ture Rise @ Plane of
Discharge (ATsm)*
n

-

OF

CTP

1.35

1.35

The ATsm value at the plane of discharge depends upon outfall
design. The values used in this study have been established
assuming that the Indian Point discharge design* is capable of
attaining a dilution of the heated water of 1.8 to 1 by the
time the discharge reaches the surface. This dilution ratio
has been developed using an undistorted hydraulic model of the
revised design. Recent hydraulic model and analytical studies
suggest higher dilution ratios.
In addition, the 1969 Lovett submerged discharge field measurements
(see Figure 9 of Reference 4) showed that jets similar to the
The 80 F was observed in the Indian Point undistorted model and the
12 0 F was observed in the vicinity of the Lovett Plant during the
summer of 1970.
+

The revised Indian Point outfall system is 270 feet long and includes
12 discharge ports with rectangular openings 4 feet high by 15 feet
long, spaced 20 feet apart (center to center) discharging horizontally
and normal to the river flow, and located 12 feet at centerline of port
below the mean low water elevation. Ten of these slots are equipped
with fully adjustable gates to insure a submerged jet velocity of 10 fps

for any combination of units in operation.
The original 18' depth of submergence was changed to 12' to improve
.mixing of the effluent with the ambient water and minimize river
bottom scour action. Recent hydraulic model tests showed that the
revised outfall design produced lower overall temperatures.
Including service water
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WLovett

Unit No. 4 discharge, characterized by a low exit
velocity of less than 3 ft/sec and a low depth of submergence
of less than 12 ft. below mean high water, are capable of
attaining dilution ratios up to 3 with an average of 2.2.
Estimates based upon these measurements and adjusted to account
for smaller jet cross-sectional area and higher depth of
submergence indicate that the Indian Point jets could result
in dilution ratios up to 3.0 or more with an average of 2.75.
Employment of these dilution ratios yeilds maximum surface
temperature rises of less than 5.51F in the vicinity of
Indian Point.
The conservative nature of the ATsm value of 81F is also
supported by the results of the submerged discharge mathematical
model, given in Reference 4 for a condition of maximum two unit
condenser rise of 14.8°F and a depth of submergence of 12 feet.
Reference 4 treated a three unit discharge and a depth of sub
mergence of 18 ft. However, the computed results can be used
to compute the two unit revised design values by employing the
results corresponding to the new depth of submergence of 12 ft.
Fiaure 16 of Reference 4 shows that the dilution ratio corres
ponding to a 12 ft. submergence is expected to be 2.4.
Employment of the procedure described in Reference 4 yields
a ATsm of 80 F[(14.8/2.4 - 3)7/2 + 31 for the present case.

*

Notice that this dilution ratio corresponds to the upper
boundary control described in Reference 4 and that the jet
interference dilution ratio does not control in this case
since only seven of the twelve available slots would be used
for flow from Units 1 and 2.* In other words, Units 1 and 2
slots could be spaced 42' apart (center to center) by
blocking the intermediate slots.
However, to make the analysis conservative, the maximum surface
temperature rise of 80 F, which corresponds to a dilution ratio of
1.8, has been utilized throughout this study.
Thermal recycling studies indicate that two unit rated capacity
operation may result in recirculation effects ranging from less
than 0.10 F to less than 1.20 F, depending upon the prevailing
tidal conditions. The tidal average increase in intake tempera
ture rise over the entire water column due to recirculation
of heated water will be about 0.75°F. This value has been
rounded off to 1F and used in this study to account for the
recirculation effect.

.

*

Details of a planned two unit discharge scheme are depicted in Figure 10a.
Selection of a final scheme capable of producing the above mentioned maximum
surface temperature rise of 8°F or lower will depend upon results of a proposed
pre-operational evaluation study of the outfall.
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The n ratio of 1.35 is reasonable and is supported by the
observed behavior of several existing Hudson River plants
as shown below:

Plant
Lovett
Danskammer
Albany

Year

Observed n values**
Min.
Max.
Ave.

1969
1970
1969
1970

1.14
1.15
1.00
1.18

1.38
1.30
1.32
1.22

1.26
1.23
1.16
1.20

The effect of the Lovett Plant on the Indian Point site has
been incorporated in this study. This consisted of including
a rated capacity operation heat input of 57 BBTU/day (503 MW)
at Mile Point 42 (location of the existing Lovett Plant).

**

These represent ratios of the 50% frequency values and correspond to the
location of the 40 F isotherm. These values apply to surface discharges.
Establishment of a similar ratio applicable to a submerged discharge is not
possible'at present. However, the intense mixing and high velocity character
istics of submerged discharges indicate that this ratio may be lower than
1.35, since the submerged jets should entrain sufficient water so that the
bulk of the surface plume, in the immediate vicinity of the discharge,
may be close to 40 F.
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IV.

Temperature Distribution for Two Unit Operation

This item utilizes the mathematical models presented in item
II and the various values of the system parameters documented
in item III to predict the effect of two unit operation at
Indian Point and five unit operation at Lovett on the distri
bution of temperature in the Hudson River. Previous studies 6
showed that the effect of the Roseton-Danskammer complex will
have been dissipated to the atmosphere well before it
reaches Indian Point.
As an additional support to the approach adopted in this study,
further discussion of applicability of the mathematical models
to thermal discharges is also given in this item.
A.

Applicability of the Overall Mathematical Models to
Thermal Discharges
The previously described mathematical models, and in some
cases modified versions of these models, have been used
to evaluate a number of existing and planned effluents
and waterbodies, including the following:
1.

Existing Plants
. Albany Steam Station
. Danskammer Station
. Lovett Units 1 - 5

. Indian Point Unit 1
. Arthur Kill Plant
• Astoria units 1

. Ravenswood Plant
2.

5

Proposed Plants
,
•
.
*
.
*

3.

-

Roseton
Indian Point Units 2 & 3
Standard Brands Inc.
Bowline Point
Astoria Unit 6
a number of other future generation sites
Water Quality Models

. The Hudson River - NYSDEC
. The New York - New Jersey Estuarine Complex

ISC, NYC, NJDH

. The East River - NYC

• several waterbodies outside New York State
Use of these models has resulted in good agreement with
numerous dissolved oxygen, BOD, salt and temperature field
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surveys in a number of New York State waterbodies. Details
of the capability of these models to reproduce observed
water quality profiles appear in several QL&M reports. 6,8
Reference 6 discusses applicability of the Convection
Dispersion model to water quality, (dissolved oxygen) profiles.
On the other hand, Reference 3 and the previously presented
discussion, indicate that this model (without the adjustment
introduced in Reference 3) yielded results too conservative by
comparison to observed Indian Point Unit 1 temperature distribu
tion profiles, necessitating use of the density induced circula
tion or net non-tidal model. A brief discussion of this differ
ence in reproducing D.O. and temperature profiles is given below.
Classical estuarine water quality models are often one
dimensional models, which describe pollutant and water
quality area-averaged concentrations along the River's
longitudinal axis. The river temperature models employed
in the January 19682 and February 1969 3 QL&M reports are
of this type.
In models of this type, the net non-tidal flow is lumped
together with several other estuary mixing and dilution
mechanisms into an overall effect termed longitudinal
dispersion, which is handled quantitatively by the longi
tudinal dispersion coefficient. This parameter is usually
estimated from salinity profiles, and its use in one
dimensional models yields reasonably good predictions of
of the area-averaged concentrations of pollutants and
water quality parameters.
Most pollutant discharges are small, volumewise, by
comparison to estuary flows, and do not ordinarily exhibit
a marked tendency to stratify. In the case of heated
discharges however, the large flow of the fluid whose
density is significantly less than that of the receiving
waters results in the heated liquid rising to the surface
and remaining there. Vertical mixing is resisted by the
inherent stability between the lighter heated surface
layer riding atop the denser, cooler river water.
Thus, the heated discharge will be located in the upper
seaward moving layers of the estuary, and will be subject
to straight dilution by the net non-tidal flow in the upper
layer. Unlike the non-stratifying pollutant, this dilution
will not be diminished by vertical mixing and subsequent
recirculation of the pollutant back past the plane of discharge.
It is this enhanced dilution which is not accounted for
in the unadjusted mathematical model, which is one-dimen
sional and employs salinity-derived dispersion coefficients.
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Thus, the salinity-induced circulation, or net non-tidal
flow, is believed to be the reason for the observed
rapid and high dilution of heat effluent at Indian
Point.
The net non-tidal flow or density induced circulation
concept explained the measured area-averaged temperature
rise at Indian Point. The predicted area-averaged
temperature rise at the Indian Point plane of discharge,
taking into account the net non-tidal flow concept, was
report in the October 1969 report 5 to be only 9% less than
the area-averaged temperature rise measured in July 1966.
Subsequent refinements in the estimates of the heat load
at that time show a 3%
and net non-tidal flows occurring
0
difference in these values.1
In addition, subsequent analysis, summarized in the
following tabulation, of available temperature measurements
in the vicinity of other Hudson River existing plants
indicated existence of upper layer flows close to those
computed using the above described tidal current and
salinity approaches. These results support the capability
of the density induced circulation concept to explain
temperature observations.

"Plant

B.

Survey

Observed
ATo, OF

Heat Load,
BBTU/Day

Upper Layer*
flow, cfs

Danskammer

1969 QL&M

0.146

47.3

33,000

Lovett

1969 QL&M

0.152

57.0

37,800

Lovett

1970 QL&M

0.175

41.7

26,200

Indian Pt. 1

1966 NBI

0.200

37.4

20,900

Presentation of Study Results

In order to select the most severe set of hydrology
and meteorology that can occur in the vicinity of Indian
Point and to compare results of the various models used
in this study, a plane of discharge counterpart of the
mathematical model given in Table 1 may be used. For a
given location outfall design and known fluid characteristics,
this model reduces to:

* Computed using temperature observations
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S

Q2 ctH
+

=

aH
Qd

in which:
AT

=

H

Area-average
plane ofof
discharge, OF.temperature
It is usedrise
hereat asthe
a measure
the response of the Hudson River to thermal
discharges.
Thermal discharge, BBTU/Day

=

Heat transfer coefficient, BTU/sq. ft. day OF
It is used in this model to define the influence
of meteorological conditions on the distribution
of temperature

Q

-River

E

=.Longitudinal dispersion coefficient, sq. miles/day

Qd

=

freshwater flow, thousand cu. ft./sec.

A heat dissipation parameter reflecting the influence
of flow available for dilution of thermal discharges
and of heat transfer to the atmosphere. In the
case of the convection-dispersion mathematical
models, Qd combines the influence of Q, X and E.
In dealing with a tidal smoothed temperature rise
averaged over the entire cross-section within a
salt-intruded reach of an estuary, Qd reflects the
influence of the seaward directed upper layer flow,
Qu , and landward directed lower layer flow, QL.

This definition of Qd has been selected to insure
consistent comparison of the convection-dispersion
and density induced circulation model results.
However, since an inherently stratifying discharge,
such as is a thermal effluent, rises to the
surface and tends to stay in the upper layer, only
the upper layer flow may be used to predicted the
distribution of temperature in the seaward directed
layer.
e & 8 = Constants defining the influence of river geometry
(A,B), outfall design (TSF), and water quality
(p, Cp).
At Indian Point, use of A, B, TSF,
P, C of 160,000 sq. ft. , 4,000 ft., 1.5, 62.4 lb/cu ft
and T BTU/#OF respectively, yields a= 0.185 and
8= 0.23.
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A comparison between the various hydrological and meteor
ological conditions and models presented in items II and
III using this equation is given in Table 6. The study
results of Table 6 indicate that an incipient salt flow
condition occurring during certain winter months represents
the most severe set of hydrology and meteorology that can
be expected at Indian Point. The thermal effect is less
critical during other months due to availability of high
freshwater flow and heat transfer rate and/or density
induced circulation associated with ocean-derived salt
intrusion. In order to predict the maximum expected
effect, the incipient salt flow conditions were used in
this study.
The combined effect of rated capacity operation of Lovett
Units 1 through 5 and of Indian Point Unit 1 and 2 is
expressed in terms of and compared with the New York
State thermal discharge criteria.
These values have been computed using an overall convection
dispersion model capable of handling variable system
parameters, including heat loads, within a number of
consecutive river segments. To convert the overall
response to near field behavior and to permit evaluation
in terms of the NYSDEC thermal discharge criteria, the
previously described exponential decay model has been
employed.
Notice that due to the interaction between the Lovett
and Indian Point Plant, the maximum effect occurs at Lovett.
Of the three criteria, and as found in previous Hudson
River studies, the 67% surface width 4°F temperature rise
criterion is controlling in this reach.
The 90°F maximum surface temperature criterion at any point
can be met via the high velocity, multiple port submerged
discharge design. As indicated earlier, employment of such
a design will result in a maximum iurface temperature rise of
8°F and a recirculation effect of 1F, and that during summer
months, ambient temperatures in this portion reach a maximum
of 79°F. During such periods, the maximum surface temperatures
will reach 88°F. This criterion, therefore, is not controlling.
The 830 F absolute temperature criterion for the surface
width or cross-sectional area is not controlling since the
maximum ambient temperature is equal to or less than 791F.
As in previous Hudson River experience, results of Table
7 show that the 50% cross-sectional area 40 F temperature
rise criterion is not controlling.

@0
TABLE

6

COMPARISON BETWEENVARIOUS HYDROLOGICAL & METEOROLOGICAL
CONDITIONS AT INDIAN POINT & STUDY MODELS

Condition
A.

tcfs

Qu
tcf s

E

K

smd

BTU/ft 2 oFday

°F/100BBTU/day

Indian Point within Salt
Intruded Reach
Drought-Fall Conditions

Summer Conditions

B.

Q

1

Model

2

C-D
DICC
DICS
Average....
3
C-D
DICC
DICS
4
HYD
Average....

4.0
21.5
35.4
4.0

135
21.5
35.4

4.0

130

0.84
0.48
0.28
.. 0.53
0.69
0.48
0.28
0.58
...0.51

Indian Point outside Salt
Intruded Reach
Incipient salt flow

C-D
C-D

20.8
20.8

120
90

0.76
0.78

Winter or Spring flow

C-D

28.0

90

0.62

C-D = Convection-Dispersion model
DICC Density induced circulation model - upper
DICS layer flow computed using tidal current
and salinity measurements, respectively.
HYD = Indian Point hydraulic model

Based upon Table 10 of Reference 3
Based upon Table 12 of Reference 3
See Figure 9 of this report
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The surface width criterion, that no more than
67% of
the river's surface width may experience temperature
rises
in excess of 4°F, is the most difficult of the
criteria
to meet. This conclusion has been found to be
valid in
numerous cases including Albany, Danskammer,
Roseton,
Lovett, Bowline, Arthur Kill, Ravenswood and
Astoria
Plants.
The results of Table 7 indicate that in all
cases, the
predictions are substantially less than the New
York
State thermal discharge criteria. Table 7 results
correspond to rated capacity operation of Indian
Point
Units 1 and 2 as well as the existing Lovett
Units
1
through 5. However, to generalize the results,
the
following tabulation relates extent of compliance
with
the controlling NYSDEC criterion With Mifferent
Unit
2 power levels and rated capacity operation of
Unit 1
and Lovett Units 1 through 5.
Indian Point
Unit 2 Power Level
MWE

Combined Heat*
Load, BBTU/Day

% full capacity

Maximum % Surface
Width Bounded by 40 F
Critical
% of NYS
tidal phase
criterion

0

218

142

437

655
785
873

*

100

Including rated capacity operation of Lovett Units
1 - 5 (503 MWE or
57 BBTU/Day) and of Indian Point Unit 1 (265 MWE or
47 BBTU/Day).

TABLE

7

PREDICTION OF 4 0 F AREA AND SURFACE
BOUNDARIES AT INDIAN POINT
FOR THE MAXIMUM SEVERE CONDITIONS

A.

Conditions
Incipient Salt Flow
Heat Transfer coefficient
Dispersion coefficient
Thermal Stratification factor
Critical tidal phase to tidal average
location ratio
Heat Load (Rated Capacity)
Indian Point Unit 1
Indian Point Unit 2
Lovett Units 1 - 5

B.

20,800
90
6
1.5

cfs
BTU/ft 2 day OF
sq. miles/day

•... 1.35
...
...

265 MWE
873 MWE

...

503 MWE

47 BBTU/Day
153 BBTU/Day
57 BBTU/Day

Study Results

Percentage at
Indian
Lovett
Point

Parameter

Tidal Phase

% Width bounded
by 4°F

Tidal Average
Critical Tidal Phase

24

% Area bounded
by 40 F

Tidal Average
Critical Tidal Phase

16
22

Maximum surface
Temperature, OF

Critical Tidal Phase

NYSDEC

Criterion

32*

Area average
Temp. rise, OF

Tidal Average

1.79

1.75

Surface average
Temp. rise, °F

Tidal Average

2.69

2.62

This value is based upon a maximum surface temperature rise (ATs) of 80 F.
To generalize the results, other rises have been investigated. Use of AT
of 6, 7, 9 & 10°F would yield a maximum critical tidal phase % width
bounded by 40F of 28, 30, 33 and 33.5%, respectively.
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1.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Contaminant Discharge at
Indian Point on Hudson River Water Intake at Chelsea, New York,"
Report to Consolidated Edison of New York, Inc., May 1966

2.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Indian Point Cooling Water
Discharge on Hudson River Temperature Distribution," Report to
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., January 1968

3.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Indian Point Cooling Water
Discharge on Hudson River Temperature Distribution," Report to
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., February 1969

4.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Submerged Discharge of
Indian Point Cooling Water Discharge on Hudson River Temperature
Distribution," Report to Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.,
October 1969

5.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Influence of Hudson River Net
Non-Tidal Flow on Temperature Distribution," Report to Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc., October 1969

6.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers.
"Hudson River Water Qualtiy and
Waste Assimilative Capacity Study," Report to the State of New York
Department of Environmental Conservation, Division of Pure Waters,
December 1970.

7.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Hudson River Assimilation Capacity
Study," Report to the New York State Department of Health, March 1970

8.

Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers.
"Circulation in the Hudson Estuary,"
a technical bulletin prepared by QL&M in 1971.

References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12 and 13 appear in-Con Ed's Environmental
Report as Appendices A, I, J, L, M, K, N and 0 respectively.
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9.

Abood, Karim A. and John P. Lawler. "Evaluation of Estuarine Thermal
Discharges using Mathematical, Hydraulic and Ecological Models,"
Presented at the fourth Mid-Atlantic Industrial waste Conference,
University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, Nov. 18 - 20, 1970

10.

Lawler, John P. and Karim A. Abood. "Thermal State of the Hudson
River & Potential Changes," Presented at the Second Symposium
on Hudson River Ecology, Sterling Forest Conference Center, Tuxedo,
New York, October 28 - 29, 1969

11.

Alden Research Laboratories.

"Indian Point Model Studies," March 1969.

12.

Alden Research Laboratories.
Model No. 2," May 1969

"Indian Point Cooling Water Studies:

13.

Alden Research Laboratories. "Hydraulic Survey of Hudson River:
The Haverstraw Bay Area," February 1970
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This testimony concerns the effects that anticipated/
fish impingement on the screens of the Indian Point 1 and 2
nuclear power plants will have on the fish populations of the
Hudson River.

Experience with Indian Point 1 leads to th3 con

clusion that fish will be collected at the intakes of Indian.
Point 2.

Over 80% of the amount collected annually is ex[pected

to be white perch, over 3% striped bass and the balance other
species such as tomcod, herrings and bay ancho7y.

Conclusions as to the ecological significance of this
matter can be made on the basis of biological studies which have
been conducted.
Lju and

Dr. Raney began studies on the striped bass in

continued uriem throuyhout the decde.

in the cuur.T,

of these studies he collected fishes throughout the length of
the Hudson River and cooperated in later studies done by the
New York State Conservation Department.

New York University has been studying the fishes of
the Hudson River since 1965.

The Hudson River Policy Committee

directed an intensive study of fishes, especially fish eggs and
larvae, from 1964 to 1968 relative to the proposed pumped storage
facility at Cornwall.

Results of these studies were reported

by Carlson and McCann in 1969.

Following this, for the period

.Tune 1969 to October 1971, fish base line studies were conducted

by the Raytheon Corporation in the vicinity of Indian Point.

Recent compilations of New York University data from
studies conducted during the past two years have given us infor
mation on the agc, size and distribution of white perch in the
lower portions of the estuary, including the immediate vicinity
of Indian Point.' These data indicate in general that the white
perch experience growth patterns during the first and second
y'ars suchi that these size classes are distinguishable.

Beyond

the third year and proceeding through the seventh year of their
life, which is the maximum age of any white perch that NYU has
coii.ected.

-"he sizes neain to merae. inaicatina

nnat

nhe fish

do not continue to grow during their later years in such manner
that their sizes from one year class to the other are distinctive.
For example, by the age of 3, the average length of the white
perch is approximately 5-1/2 inches standard length.

During the

next four years, white perch grow another 1-1/2 inches standard
length.

By the time they have reached their maximum life expect

ancy, which NYU has observed to be approximately seven years,
-they measure approximately 7 inches standard length.

Size dis

tribution of white perch year classes in the Hudson River is less
than reported for the size of comparable white perch year classes
in .the Delaware River by Wallace in 1971.

Wallace concluded
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that the Delaware Ri-9er white perch population showed evidenc-e
of stunting.

The sizes of white perch in the Hudson River a2e

very considerably less than sizes reported for populations from
reservoirs by, Taub in 1969 and by Hergenrader

and Bliss in 1971.

As longago as 1933 Greeley indicated that the white perch in
local reservoirs grow faster than white perch in the Hudson River
and that intense competition among white perch and other species
exists .due to the abundance of small and medium-sized white perch
in 1-ho iudson River.

The fish which are collected at the intake screens of
the Indian.Point plant are principally white perch, between two
and three inihe

in

enlth.

Ahe4 inr i

t

t'~t whit

pprc

of this size would be predominantly young of the year fish; that
is fish that are less than one year old.

White perch of this age are not capable of reproduction.
NYU studies indicate that some of the white perch in the Hudson
River begin to produce eggs during their second year of life.
For the most part, they reproduce at the age of three years.
It is not possible to state with any degree of cer
tainty how many of the fish collected on the screens are killed
by the plant.

Because white perch experience a very substantial
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natural mortality, it is impossible to know with certainty what
portion of the fish may have come to the screen already dead
as compared to those that may have died after impingement on
th-- screen.

In.an attempt to determine the cause of death, Con
Edison had autopsies performed on fish collected during the
period 8-13 March 1970 from the Hudson River near the Indian
Point plant.- The autopsies were conducted by fish pathologists
a"- the Osborne Laboratories of the New York Aquarium, the Uni
versity of Connecticut, the Eastern Fish Disease Laboratories
of the I.oS. Department of the Interior, Kearneysville, West
Virginia.

-ad ov the jaboratorv ior Environmenta± 6tudies at

New York University.

The autopsies indicated medium to heavy parasite
infestation of internal organs, excess mucous on the gills,:
clogging of the gills by debris, and minute spots of bleeding
(petechial hemorrhage).

None of the autopsies was able to state

the actual cause of death.

The combination of symptoms observed

indicate that suffocation may have been the primary cause of
death, with damage by parasites being a contributing factor.

If Indian Point Unit No. 2 were to operate at 90%
power during the prospective NEPA environmental review period
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(which we have arbitrarily assumed to extend for not more than one
year), together wikh. Indian Poin- 1 operating at full power,
and both plants were to continue to impinge young of the year
fish in accordance with oatterns exhibited at Unit No. 1 as
described in the Environmental Report for Unit No. 2, or even
substantially larger quantities of fishes, in our opinion the
numbers and kinds of fishes that would be involved would not
cause a significant or irreversiblc~adverse irapact on the fish
eries of-the Hudson River.

There are two prime reasons for this in respect to
white perch:

The first relates to the apparent stunted condition

level effect of a substantial removal of fish from such a stunted
population is the tendency to improve the growth-and size dis
tribution of fish within the po-11iation.

Removal of a portion

or all of such stunted population for the purpose of improving
growth and size distribution is commonly used as a fish manage
ment practice in smaller bodies of water amenable to such man
agement practices.

Removal of white perch of whatever size

from the population will not reduce the sustainable population
size or the yield to fishermen until such removal exceeds the
compensatory reserve of the species.

The compensatory reserve is a common phenomenon in
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fish populations in that there is an increase in survival rate
of the fish remaining after a ki'L. has appreciably reduced the
density of the population.

The cause of this phenomenon is

decreased competition aLon: the. survivors for environmental
requisites such as food, shelter. l1.ving space, etc.

This is

one means by which populations cEF living organisms compensate
for reductions in numbers.

The second reason for

l

J ack of a significant or

irreversible adverse impac:t is that ;pecies such as white perch
which mature at an early age, have high fecundity, slow growth
and a sho.rt life span, are able to withstand very heavy mortality
diie to natural and

ntner causes wi,-!out afiecTi3na

he sustainea

populations.

These factors contribu1-e
or capability of the species.

to the compensatory reserve

A piece of information which

supports the concept that such a compensatory reserve must exist
is that a substantial harvest of white perch and other species
of fish from the river occurred in years gone by and yet the
Hudson River contains an abundance of fish including white perch
and other species.

Approximately 4% of the fish which have been collected
on the screens at Indian Point 1 annually are very small

striped bass.

This

1 evel

6f mortality at Indian Point Units

1 and 2 for the prospective NEPA environmental review period
would not in our opinion cause a significant or irreversible
adverse impact on the striped bass population.

The biology of the striped bass is considerabi- 'fif
ferent from that of the white perch in that they mature at a
later stage in life and have a longer life expectancy.

There

fore, the direct response to this kind of mortality may be dif
ferent in some ways than that of the white perch population,,

NYU has also studied the food habits of the white,
perch and the striped bass.

This was done by analyzina 41-e

stomach contents of these fishes.

These studies indicate that

the diet of the striped bass and white pe.rch is dominated by
the amphipod Gammarus.

The white perch depend veLy heavii, on

Gammarus throughout most of their life cycle.

Young and juvenile

striped bass which depend upon the Hudson River nursery area
for their sustenance also depend very heavily on the Gammarus
for their food.

Accordingly, .the destruction of large numbers of small
white perch could have a beneficial effect upon the striped
bass population by lessening competition for available food.
The destruction of small white perch could also be helpful to
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the white perch population in that it now appears to be huge,
and, as Sndicated above, for the most part stunted.

Although the numbers of fishes collected on the intake
screens seem large, the actual poundage is small.

In order to

evaluate %he significance of this, it is necessary to consider
the type of exploitation of fish resources which commonly occurs
in natural systems.

Asnoted above, the fish collected on the

screens ..
re young of the year which are'not yet in the reproduct
ive stage Of tho species.

Collection of these fishes on the

screens therefore does not.directly reduce the reproductive
potential of the populations of the Hudson River as would be

also known that a very substantial exploitation of fish expressed
either in :iimbers or in pounds can be sustained by:a fish pop
ulation -.
ithout adversely affecting the fishery as a whole.
Numerous cases of fish populations sustaining annual removals
of 25% of the stock or more have. been documentedo

Con Edison is undertaking a postoperational ecological
study for Unit No.- 2 which will provide more precise data on the
dynamics of fish populations in the Hudson River.

This will be a

.comprehensive study of the dynamics of white perch and striped
bass populations and the significance of the fish collections

-9-

at power plant intak.os.

The major objectives of the study

are to estimate population size for white perch and striped
bass, to estimate their natural mortality rates, to estimate
the fraction of each age group of these species colncted at
Indian Point, to determine the extent and pattern of the mo-v
ment of fish, to measure seasonal and regional differencez in
white perch and striped bass populations, for example, in crowth
rate, age composition, sex ratio, age at sexual matuity• tecund
ity, food habits, and finally to evaluate ecological. rel.iznship
among striped bass, white perch and other s-,ecies in the e--system.

As this study progresses,
teC

i-

7 pijhc-=4-i

1

im"=i-,-

i

"^-n

4--ho.

it

will be possible tc de
-Fi

h

- ilt

collections of fish at the Indian Point water intake structures.
The study includes monitoring of vital fish population parareters.
If the fish populations were seriously affected, the population
dynamics study would detect the problem in time to make needed
changes to avoid any irreversible adverse impact.

-10-
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"TNTE

OF NEW YR:

DEIPARTDMNT Or,

VYXMIROMIIL

ONSEYMMA'flGN.
5

the Bhtter of Allee.d Violations of thd

~"In

Conservation lavi, the Public Health law and the Enviroamental.

a
7

Consorva~tlon law of the State of Now York'by
S ~

~

iflMUN
1
POflA

IC(HSOLIb)AWI

E')1SN COMTPAfY Ov' 1EW Y0 RKO Ism.

PIANT' NO,, 2. (Westchester County) Respondent.

2""Its

"ORERA-M

Her

VTIC1S

L. Diaind, Comnzni oner of the

12

Wiatenrt o2 Bnironmental Consorwation o! the SIIato of

is

New York, after due 1nvqest1Zkt on,

14

numerotts oqbasion6 kiripg thd months of January and Pabriary,

is

1972 that Consolidatod Rdisob -Company ofE New York, Inc..,has

16

on ingornation and belliof operiated circulators 22 and 25 at

17

its ladan Point Plant No. 2 And., on or abouit FEbmrury Mi.

i8

1972t initiated operation of -circulator 24 and tat,

19

result ot said Okuedation. Re~pondent has caused the" kililing
20

of at leabt 100,0

MA
sh Irtig*

itvng found that on

as a

the waters of the Jxudsci&

21

fItlvar In and 'War said plant0 : The killIng og said 9ish Is

2~2

Iin contraventlon of the Conmervatilon Law,9 the Public Svzlth
23 law and the LN,~omef

Cobservation law of the State ofz

Now Yorkv and, In Wiy judgmenti

the continued operation of

Sthe aforesaid circu1ators or'of any other circulators connectedl

4833

FlAt3

Iwith Respondentts said Indian Point Plant No. 2. &111
result
2or

likely to "103ul-0 in Irreversible or Irreparable
damage to

the natural resourCO

of the State and It tippearz to be

pT(judiclal to the poople of the State to
delay action until

an~
opportuatty gor a hearIng can be Provided.
r'710% TEEOE

7

1Wbing duly advised pursuant

upon considering this matteGr and
to the Summary porwer vested 'in

8the-C=1Bi Onor Under Article 2, Section
16 og the

R&11rommetal Conzervation Law (L. 2970t
Art. 2, So. 16),

13

ciruisors"'TUT y7ou imediately cea-se the Operation
ox.
12crcultors22s 24 and .05 and.,any and all other
cfrculato~rs
at your Indian Point 11o. 2 Plant0.
~

I"NOTI!CE
V"PLFASP, TAA"

NOTICE TMiT a Warcb 9, 1972 hearing

16will be held at 50 W19 R~oad, Albany, New
York, Caurtroom 502
17
to -0etarmlne what additional actions,.

if any, I should take and

18

that you will be provided an ojpportunity to
be heard and present

1s

proog at 9:30

on aaid dat6.

AQMO

20

M~o
dised that you may aPPear at the hearing
21 in Person or by rdpresentatlve with
or without one;ta

22

you mazy produce witnesses and evidence in your
own behalf;
231that all witn~esses will testify undc' oath,
and a record of

r

the proceeding will be made; anC that you way
cross-examine
2 vtnesse and examine QVIdence jProduced
against you0.

VOYOU shiouild takre waring tbat Whether or not you

S2

appear your volations of th.e Conservation Liv, tho Piublic
3Health

la

Cb-nsrvation Law, o2 the

and the rovronmen'ta

SState of New Yorls iay r~ender' you 11bl
as provided by U%7 anid such dte
SappxoprilAte by the Comm1issioner,
7 raocLti.ofl

to CIVII p~enalties

actions as

a

be-

IClUdIng but not 2,4Ited to

aiodifleationi and/or ~iB

±of any and all

Spermt. Issued to Consolidated -EIsn 02 YCeS7 3r

Ia

9 relatting to the agoresa1i 0.
10

'"DAD:* Albaay$ Mw~ Yorltv Februrw'y 29, 19721.
11

92

ITEMY L DIhrNIM,

Cmissloner, Now York~ State

De"prt.1ent of E.UVfrow~eintal Cx~z~Vat!,On,
CEMEMPAN

MSCH.

Vlrially, In regerance to thd

1,4

Penyvanla E-ineezrng Corperation Matter, the JRoard

15

belleves th~at all analyses shou~ld bo coroletad before. evidene
16 s recolved iii

de~e

this Matter., riut at that t~ir42 tbo
e

M-~rdL

-that arrangameatsbe imad~ for the racelpt c,: evidcoce

Sfrom the. Plenn~ylvania E!ng-.Leerlg Corporation,, Whether
Sfromt Mr

Wa~

Brill or his assoclats9 and the documentary evidonee

Sthat would support his pOIi1tion *0 well as the analyzas 2r6i
Sthe Vppllcant anid the SV%19.
22

And 12 thoroe am, avaiLable or when thow- are
Savallableo If they will be exchanged with other paritios to the

?4
P-5

proceedIng soi~iat they may be lb ormed as soon as possrible the
1~r~

belleves that Whou'ld ?xdoe

4835
Thde Bmrd suggests the dates of April 19tho 20th

S

2

1and

21st for yrogentatlon 02 that erIidenCeo i-e., from

3pannoylvania 2Emg ieerIng Corporation and the analyses by the

4 Applicants and staff.
I..? the Mtter 1-3 at

ready for presentation olu

6those dates the. Mn~rd suggests May 17th.. Wth and 29th for
7

tOe presentation o.1 eidence.
NIow, time is rtmnng short In referance to giving
a public notice adequate :,?or
10 sessit-on.

So we

w1ll

n April 29thp 20th and 21st

have sond discussion here this mornIng

as to whether Ithe analyses are 2.1hely to be completed by that
12

time s~o that we can either make a~public announcemenit on the
.9 record as to an April 29th sess 1 .on, ofthrwlse a gormal public'

14

not-e will be givea In reference to a 11py 17th, 18th and

126

1n
he weaatine the Atomlc Safety and Licensing

17

Board t~il= make no decisions on the motions pending for either

I8

testing power or any other olperating authority.

19

!h2e

Wo~rd decides to have the Pennsylvania

20

Eagineering Corporation matter, disposed of before any decision

21

OWaiA be itiade on th6 Se6veral motions by the aipplicant for

22

operating authorities at whatever level for testing or othbr

2:3

Wise V14pOSO.S.

7.

poes the Hudson River Fishemon's Association have

,2

tbe 'vtatateWats of Its Witnesseb which can be considered In, the

4G36

FIA6

I

02

same light as the Applicant,
to preset tiS

e

*N

13

14
16

is

is

17

1
19
26

22

.
25

monig?

etwiroVr

ntzl mand 91sh evidence
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I

MR. MACBETH:

Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman.

I have

2

a statement, testimony from Dr. Eric Aynsley, on alternatives

s

to. once-through cooling at Indian Point No. 2, and a

4

statement of professional qualifications of Dr. Aynsleyo

5

I have other pieces of testimony by John R. Clark, the facts

6

that Indian Point Unit No. I and 2 on Hudson River aquatic

7

life and a statement of professional qualifications of Mr.

8

Clark.

s

I have served copies of those documents on all the

t0

6ther parties and can now serve them on the Board, and I.have

it

copies which can be given to the Reporter.

12
i3

14

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Very well.

May we see the

documents.

Counsel for Hudson River Fishermen's Association

15

has identified a proposed offer consisting of testimony of

16

Eric Aynsley, A-y-n-s-l-e-y, on alternatives to once-through

7

cooling at Indian Point No. 2 together with a statement of

is

professional qualifications of Eric Aynsley, and proposed

to

evidence of testimony of John R. Clark, the effect of Indian

10

Point Units I and2 on Hudson River aquatic life together

21

with a statement of professional qualifications of John R. Clarto

22
23

Mhat evidence ,having been thus identified and
having been previously offered, is there any objection io its

A

being physically incorporated 0ithin the transcript?

25

objectien from the Applicant?

Any

4838
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IM.o

MACBETH:

Could I just say, Mr. Chairman,

that's offered on behalf of the Environmental Defense-Fund
and the Hudson River Fishermen's Association.
4
5

CHAIRMMI

JENSCH:

It

will be so understood-

Very

well.

S

Any objection?

7

Kil. TO.OSTEN:

Mr. Chairmanl , ith the reservation

that the Applicant reserves all its rights with respect to
r-levancy and reliability of this evidence we have no
objection to this evidence.

We expect that we will be

cotesting the relevance of some of his testimony, but with
12

the usali1 reservation we have no objection to it
CHIRMi
13

JENSCH:

14

and reseiation of rights

is

a motion td st4 e?
11K.R

17

TROS3TEN:

20

Yes,

CHAIUAYN JENSCH:
DIR. KJARMWZ:

19

--

coming in.

Does that proposed objection
I assume that will be through

Mr. Chairman.
Any objection from the Staff?

With the caveat, Ma-o Chairman,

there

will be no objection.
CMAIRMAN JENSCH:

All right.

The Atomic Energy

CoUnsel for the State of New York?
22

3

MO MARTIN: No objection.

CHAIR MN JEUSCH:
MR.
'4 PROUDFIT-

The State of Nev York?

No objectiona

CYL-AIRNAN JENSCH:

All right, I think that covers

F2-am3
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S

I

all the parties.
The proposed evidence on behalf of the Environmenta

2

3

Defense Fund and the Hudson River Fishermen's Association

4
1

as reflected by the evidence or statements of witnesses

5

Eric Aynsley and John R. Clark are received in evidence,

6

and the Reporter is directed to physically incorporate at

7

this place in'the transcript the evidence offered by those

8

two organizations.
(The above referred to documents are herwith

30

*32

14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24

25

attached.)
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Eric Aynsley, Ph. D.
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Altdrnatives to Once Through
Cooling at Indian Point Unit No. 2
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Condenser Cooling Techniques

1.

steam-electric stations

associated with

Condensers

2gpm per

1/2 to over
nuclear units water usage ranges from
kilowatt
are

of installed

1.5 gpm per kilowatt of

around.l to

The cooling water passes through the

being between

15 to

requirements

installed capacity

condenser either

(1).

in a

typical exit water

single or multiple pass flow pattern,
temperatures

the

More typically

capacity.

For

required.

of water are

Large quantities

water cooled.

are

The degree of

20°F warmer.

up'on water flow:
water heating or aTOF depends primarily
f T, the total
lower
a
larger water Volumes resulting in

heat dissipated
encountered

in BTU being constant.

in the U.S.

Optimal quantities
by many factors

of

is

condenser

in addition to

pumping and pipe

Proposed
Point #2

of

from below 9 to over 40°F

AT's
(1).

cooling water are decided
a desirable

availability, water inlet temperature,
standards,

The range

/_\T including water

effluent

temperature

sizes and requirements.

cooling water requirements for

the Indian
1 gpm per

unit are 840,000 gpm or approximately

with nation
kw installed capacity. This compares favorably
wide operating data of
Indian Point

1.

similar units

2 unit has an average

especially since the
T of 14.9

0

F.

Steam Generating Plants. 1971
Industrial Waste Studies:
Prepared by E. Aynsley et al.
EPA Contract WQO 68-01-0032.
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abstracted

from rivers,

water temperatures

condenser from these water bodies

of inlet water temperature from freezing

are common nationwide.

In this

al river water variations

are encountered

5'F occuring mainly

in

fall.

Recent implementation of
has

of +

90°F

almost

90°F

to

location season

Hudson River

of 32°F to

with maximum daily variations
spring and

Extreme

a seasonal basis.

can vary both on a daily and
variations

ocean. Inlet

estuaries or the

lakes,
the

to

typically

cooling water are

These large quantities of

effluent water

caused power station operators to

thermal criteria

alter cooling water

effluent
practices in order -to limit or reduce 4ATs and/or
water temperatures.

Such techniques

type cooling systems

include:

a)

increasing water flow through the
and thereby

b)

reducing the

adding dilution water to
water effluent

c)

Utilizing

cooling

condenser cooling
AT

cooling devie

the

at

effluent.

loss of

no

station capacity due to

cooling efficiency, as compared

degree of

cooling achieved

is dependant entirely upon

temperature.

the

these modified once through systems,

penalty is imposed on

since the

condenser

aT,

to reduce the

incorporating a water
condenser

reduction of

these once through

for

is

to

once through,

the same.

That is,

inlet or river water

-3

The problems of

or recirculatory water cooling

by using

tower, pond,etc.)

(i.e.

within the

in the latter part

illustrated

of Section 3 in the discussion

cerning water balances, evaporation and drift
recirculatory cooling water

With the

different water

can be

cooling techniques

the heat

which vent

to

the atmosphere.

sprays,

2 or more

lakes,

canals

system two basically
employed both of

systems rely on

the fact

the water evaporation is
In this way
is vented

the water is

This

the water

referred to
inlet and

systems using

These evaporative or wet

the

latent heat required for

taken from the cooling water itself.
cooled and a warm humid exhaust

evaporative

cooling is dependant upon

temperature, and not
tice

includes

the atmosphere.

to

HoWever with wet or
water

that

common

The most

and combination

these alternatives.

of

con

loss.

cooling system is an evaporative or wet system.
towers,

recir

illustration of

these alternative cooling water flow schemes is
later

of

a cooling

closed loop

schematic

A

culatory cooling water system.

overcome

system, instead

Such a system incorporates

a once through system.
device

disqharges can further be

heated

as

is

the prevailing wet bulb

the river water

temperature.

cooled over a temperature

the range.

outlet water

(tower etc.).

systems the degree of

This is

temperatures

The outlet water

the
to

range,

In prac-..
frequently

difference between
the

temperature

cooling device
tends

towards

the
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or approaches

the prevailing wet bulb

the outle-t water temperature and
known as

the approach.

The difference between

temperature.

the wet bulb

These

is

illustrated

factors are

schematically below.

2

water

inlet to cooling device
.

r
.. range

> water temperature at
outlet from cooling
device

approach
prevailing

ambient wet bulb temperature

These are

can be employed.

cooling systems
motive radiators

in-that

the atmosphere.

These

types

of

stations due to the relatively
the inherently large
Returning to
be

seen that

cooling

operations.

Wet bulb

frequently the
bodies

in the

same

is

to

systems have not

from steam electric

can

cooling systems it

imposed upon steam electric

as or higher

approach temperature.

directly to

cooling surface areas required.

temperatures,

same area.

auto

low inlet water jemperatures

wet-evaporative

a penalty

similar. to

the heat is dissipated

date found any place in dissipation of heat

and

•

or evaporative cooling systems dry

to wet

In contrast

temperature at

station

although variable are

than

Superimposed

temperatures
upon

this is

of water
the

Consequently exit water temperatures

from a cooling device or

condenser

inlet cooling water

tem-

-5-

peratures with a recirculatory system are frequently higher
during daytime summer

cooling

loads with a wet-evaporative

system than with a conventional once through cooling system.
As

such a major factor affecting power plant

where wet-evaporative cooling systems are
bulb

temperature.

This is

so

the degree of cooling obtained which in
return water temperature
condenser.

and

and vaccum have a direct

the

the

effect

exhaust steam temperature
steam temperature

Exhaust

on overall efficiency of

Higher exhaust steam temperatures

ingly lower vacuums),
temperatures

caused

subsequent

in loss

( and

the

correspond

by higher inlet cooling water

associated with wet-evaporative

invariably result
and

turn determines

This in turn determines the degree of cooling

subsequently condenser vacuum.

turbine.*

the wet

determines

of the cooling water flow to

the condenser, which dictates the

in

employed is

the wet bulb

since

operations

of efficiency

derating of unit

cooling systems,

of power

at periods

of

production

high wet bulb

temperatures.
These are

*

currently operating

An the northern Appalachian

Temperatures associated with the exhaust steam in the condenser
are dependant on the vacuum. At 1 inch Hg abs the temperature
is 120°F and 170'F at 2 1/2 inch Hg abs.

Similarly with these operating. units a
between
water

15 to 20 0 F is

72

70 to

In these cases a design wet-bulb! of

0

F has been used.

tower approach olf

experienced giving a maximum return
it is

Consequently

temperature of 92°F.

reasonable

at Indian Point.

will prevail

to assume similar conditions

Even allowing for a higher prevailing wet-bulb of
return water

temperatures

natural draft

90 0 F can be

of

The degree

of approach obtained with mechanical draft units,

draft units,

creases in temperature

10

of the

20 0 F.

to

is possible to

determine

and unit derating due to

of turbine efficiency

the loss

typically 15

type of technique it

Using this

around

typical range of approach values

than the

obtained with natural

75 0 F,

obtained with a

0
unit having an approach of 15 F.

to 15°F is closer

towers.

draft

plants with natural

region a number of power

return water

in

flow to the

condenser with recirculatory systems.
supplied information on load correction factors

Con Ed has
to be

applied for
1.5"

design of
this

condenser vacuums which deviae

Hg abs.

following graph incorporates

The

data and illustrates

the

loss of

from higher condenser water inlet
loss of

efficiency resulting

temperatures resulting

in

condenser vacuum.

Considering a condenser
a turbine output
temperature' of
correspond
vendor's

from the

to

data.

of

950F

around

return water temperature

864 MW is

corresponds

initial guarantee

to

possible.

around

figures

of 90'F

Similarly a

851 MW.

supplied by

These figures
Con Ed and

110
temperature,
Relationship between condenser inlet water
condenser vacuum and unit loss of power.

1-

_100

.

cooling
.Condenser
-..
,water flow
.
curve

n

-

4J

-...

950

-90 .

. . .. . .(fu l l .flow )

_

4J

c

-80
90C,

4J

"5

:

-70

2- Indian
Derating curve for

850)

-I
0

I

.. .I
. .

800

Pn #

U)
-

:

60

C)

-)
0

750

-

1. 5

0

2.0

*ondenser

2.5

3.0

3.5.

4.0.

Vacuum : inches.mercuOabsolute

4
4.5

5
5.0

5.5

0

0
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of Alternative Water Cooling Devices

Costs

2.

A number
additional

capital costs incurred

cooling devices as an
systems

are

mechanical draft
ponds or

alternative

in steam electric

draft towers

the

of recent surveys have documented

the most

by including water
to once through

stations.

Generally natural

expensive,

followed by

towers and

then spray and/or

coolings

lakes.
A selection of

recent

cost estimates are re

produced below.

Cooling

Additional Capital Costs Incurred
Over Once Through Cooling
$ / KW

Technique

(1)
(2)

6.5
ii
11 .(3)

Natural draft
towers

6.5-11

(4)

2.6-2.95
7
7
4.5-9

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sprays

2.3

(1)

Cooling Ponds/Lakes

0.54-1.47
a
2.5

(1)
(2)

Mechanical draft
towers

i.

2.

Alternative
Department of the Interior, "Feasibility of
Lake
near
Plants
Power
Thermal
for
Cooling
Means of
Michigan" September 1970
Eicher G.J.,
Elec. World.

"Cooling Lakes can be a Pleasant
p. 90, April 14, 1969

3. Parker F.L. and Krenkel P.A..
Aspects of The-rmal Pollution"

Solution"

"Physical and Engineering
CRC Press, Cleveland 1970

at Northern
4.-Fitch N.R., " Control of Thermal Discharges
Materials
Plants"
Generating
Steam
States Power Company's
1969.
Dec.
Research & Standards, 9 (12) p. 26,

information

These figures are based upon cost

natural and
$15

to

$12.50

to

$10

/KW and

/KW respectively.
a complete

of
Consequently the actual capital costs
turn-key

2 are of

Indian Point

installation at

figures for

in the range

units are

mechanical draft

$17.50

cost

recent

More

available in 1969-1970.

the

order:
$13

Mechanical draft

$ 9 to

These

figures refer

cooling unit itself

are

$11 million

to capital

costs of

and do not include the

pumps,

of the condenser,

million

to $16

Natural draft

capital cost

piping and ancillaries which

and
required in both once through systems

tower alternatives.
condenser

and pumps

are in addition to

the

Generally

the capital costs

of cooling tower
the cost of

the cooling
of

the

alternatives which

a once through system

1
are

covered by the following

ranges:

Capital Costs ofACondenser
and Pumps

Cooling Technique

$/KW

5.14

- 5.40

5.64

- 6.03

Sprays

5.72

- 6.09

Cooling Ponds/Lakes

5.67.- 6.19

Natural draft
Mechanical

1.

tower

draft

towers

of Alternative
Department of the interior, "Feasibility
near Lake
Plants
Means of Cooling for Thermal Power.
Michigan" September 1970
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The above

itemized costs for
not

cooling techniques do

include backfitting costs..

There appear

to be no published cost

backfitting.

However,

it

alternative

figures

reasonable

is

for

to assume

the additional backfitting costs will be a fraction
of the additional
3.

capital cost of

the cooling device.

Environmental Problems Associated with Alternative
Cooling Techniaues

atmosphere.

all waste

is

they differ

into

only in

the way in

the atmosphere.

released to

With the most

common once through systems

the river,

lake or estuary ultimately

reaches the atmosphere by a combination of
conduction, radiation and

temperatures resulting
surface area of water

convection,

evaporation mechanisms.

heat dissipation is both slow, due

to

the

from dilution and

any

the large

involved.

is dissipated directly
evaporation and

source.

This

low e~cess

Similarly with dry cooling techniques
heat

the

Although there are a number of water

the heat

the heat put

of

in a steam electric station is

cooling techniques
which

Indian Point

The ultimate fate

Water Loss.
heat generated

at

to

the

the atmosphere, without

from a more concentrated emission

-II-

and natural draft
is disposed

and spray ponds,

of primarily by

the heat vented
large volumes
effluent is

towers

mechanical

cooling techniques,

However with wet

the waste heat
Consequently

evaporation.

the atmosphere is associated with

to

and in

of water,

the case of

concentrated, being emitted
effluent is

the

top, while with sprays

towers

this

from the stack
emitted over

level.

a larger area at ground

As a result of the major role played by
evaporation in

thewet

cooling techniques

a number of undersirable
Total water

can occur.

environmental effects which
loss,

atmosphere, with wet cooling
draft

and mechanical draft

range of
exact

1 to

2%

figure depends

prevailing
composed

directly to the
techniques, both natural

towers,

is usually in

circulating water

of

on degree of

loss due

to

such.

Drift is

Circulating water
analysis
that

are

This

gives figures

is

to

lost

0.01% of

Con Edison'ss cost-benefit
for

evaporation and drift

realistic and are within

ranges outlined here.

figure

drops are

typically between 0.1
flow.

The

flow.

evaporation, the pajor

fraction, and drift loss where water
as

the

cooling and

temperatures and humidity.

of water

there are

the

loss

typical operating

-12

losses and

These water
ration are

Potential detrimental

significant.

effects that

particularly the evapo

formation and

and

local

the case of natural draft towers,
icing do not
to

extensive down-wind

present significant

the height

of these

fogging and
problems due

between a few hundred and

a few thousand yards downwind

depending on prevailing weather
evaporates and disperses.

conditions,

However

and has

the potential

to

before it

the heat

due to

and mositure present the plume can rise

clouds.

from 300 to

towers,

Most often the visible plume extends

500 feet high.

altitudes

In

plumes which are highly visible.

.water droplet

primarily

icing,

can occur include fogging and winter

cloud initiation

winter

side

to

significant

initiate cumulus

Occasionally extensive and dense plumes

can

occur which will persist and travel many miles downwind
forming a stratus cloud layer.
tend

Such plumes
fall and winter
conditions.

and under

to occur more frequeny in
stable and m'oist atmospheric

Similarly night and early morning

are more conducive to

formation of dense

conditions

and stratified

plumes.
However on
plume

extends

wind before' it

the great majority of days

to between

the visible

200 and possibly 1000 years down

disappears completely.

-13-

Plume effects of hyperbolic
location are

Indian Point
similar
no

those

to

to be very

anticipated

in the Appalachian region where

significant adverse

in 'the course of

in the

towers

the

effects have been observed
years.

last four

Con Edison's conclusion

that at

the

Indian

Point site, under weather conditions recorded

there,

there will be no significant adverse-environmental
impact due

the plumes caused by operation of

to

is

cooling towers

natural draft

towers

With mechanical draft

50

to

75,

possibly 100 feet.

fogging problems
of

and winter

a significant hazard.

terrain and

the moist

emitted at a much lower altitude, up

warm plume. is
to

realistic.

atmospheric

can vary widely.

Consequently,

icing can present more
the local.

Depending upon
stability

the fogging potential

For this Hudson River

very possible that

local

local and

location it is

possibly extensive~valley

days with
fogs will result on a significant number of
the use of

a large mechanical draft

Drift loss

can and

natural and mechanical draft
figures for

installation.

does occur with both
towers.

Drift loss

natural draft towers have not

been adequately

-14-

reported and
if

draft
to

towers

can vary widely from at least 0.1%

possibly 0.01%

.of less

Newer units

flow.

of water

loss

supplied with a drift

frequently

for mechanical

loss

Drift

indeed known.

it is

to be closely guarded

information tends

Due

than 0.02%.

theoretical estimates
to use

against

the use. of
Drift

realistic.

loss

Indeed

Many of these

figure as an

loss

argument

figures quoted by Con Edison
they indicate a
towers.

at In diat Point

ficant adverse effect due
towers is

theoretical

towers.

for natural draft

condlusion that

cases

are unnecessarily pessimistic

a high drift

tending

0.0025%

However

indicate problems can occur.

estimates

towers, drift

recent documented

loss causing a problem.

drift

guarantee

systems will be less.

the natural draft

To my knowledge there are no
of

are

to operational differences

between nautural and mechanical draft
loss with

down

tower figure of
Con Edison's

there will be no

to drift

are.

signi

from natural draft

also realistic.
Spray cooling

systems

are relatively new.

such there is little documented evidence pertaining
potential detrimental effects

As
to

from fogging and drift.

-15-

However by

analogy with mechanica1

draft

towers problems

of fogging and winter icing will be of at least the
same order of magnitude.

Additionally drift loss will

be at least the same as mechanical towers,

there being

the potential for increasing drift losses as wind
Con Edison indicates a drift loss

speed increases.

figure of less than or equal to

1% based upon spray

pond module vendors information.

In the absence of

any documented tests these figures cannot be confirmed.
However drift losses of 0.1 to 1.0% appear quite
This

realistic when a spray operation is considered.

high potential drift loss might indeed be the major
factor which has to date limited the popularity of
spray pond usage.
A

comparison of

consumptive water losses by

evaporation for each type
to

the variations

caused by both plant

as AT and such weather
cloud

of system is difficult due

parameters

coverage, wind speed etc.

operations

as wet bulb,
However

through cooling

as a base the other

proportionately

increased:

such

dry bulb,

taking once

techniques

are

-16-

Once

1.25

-

1.35

Spray

1.3

-

1.35

Mechanical Draft

1.4

Natural

Draft

Using the
Indian Point No.
1.51%

evaporative water

to

13,137

is

using the

techniques

figures

gpm, it

for

is
is
for

above comparative

Indian Point Number 2:
Evaporative loss

Cooling System
Once through

10,100

Natural Draft

13,137

Mechanical Draft

14,400

Sprays

13,400

Concentrations
foregoing

loss

estimate consumptive water losses

other cooling
for

1.45

2 supplied by Con Edison that

of 870,000 gpm, which

possible

ratios

1

through

in Cooling Water.

evaporative cooling

in g.p.m.

(base)

All of

the

techniques can be operated

as a cooling device with a once

through system

cooling device within a recirculation system.
general classes are illustrated

as follows:

*

as a

These

-17-

denser
i~~Con
Once

through
C oolin
°[D evic e

Condenser

2.

Once through with cooling device

Recirculation

oolin ,

JCondenser

3.

/

Blowdown

Make up

Recirculation

Recirculation and Dilution
a

With all of
there is

the evaporative cooling

a continual water loss by

systems

evaporation.

evaporative cooling with recirculation

the water

Using
loss

-18-

has to

evaporation and mak!eup cause

This

be balanced.

a concentration effect within
limit to

practical

the

system.

a

There is

the number of: concentrations which

can be allowed within the system.'.

The upper TDS

of concentration cycles.
1000

region of

primarily of

-2000

ppm.

quality the range of
6 is

more

typical..

300 ppm.

tration factor in

Con Edison indicates a
their report.

that at Indian Point No.
solids and

dissolved

the input

is between 3
figures

the range

twofold concen

Although this

compared with nationwide average data

to

concentrations

These

a TDS in

the

consists

Dependant on

concentrations

to surface waters having

pertain
100 to

to

in

can extend

Consequently a number of

can be effected within the system.

and 8 although 4

limit is

Although the TDS

calcium sulfate this limit

2000 ppm at pH7.

water

factor in number

the limiting

system is

the circulating

(TDS) within

solids

the total dissolved

Generally

it has

is

low

the benefit

2 the blowdown will contain

lower concentrations

of

less

treatment

chemicals.
The blowdown from a recirculating
can be readily determined
knowing

the concentrating

cooling system

from a water mass balance,
factor,

thus:
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B

Where

E
C-I

B is blowdown in gpm
E is evaporation in gpm
-C is the number of concentrations
the makeup M in gpm can be estimated:

Similarly
M

-

E C

C-1
Using this technique and Con Edison's proposed
number of concentrations, blowdown figures agree with
those of Con Ed.
By way of

illustration the variation in

of blowdown with number of
the

system is

illustrated.

Cooling Water

this data

870,000 gpm

Flow

15.71 OF

AT

13,137

Evaporation
Number

effected in

concentrations
The base for

of

2

concentrations

(proposed by

Con Ed)

quaniity

gpm

Blowdown
gpm
13,137

6,568
4

4,379

5

3,294

6

2,627

is
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With any recirculatory cooling water system it
is

necessary

of

this water treatment-are
(1)

to

chemically

Control

treat

scale

the water.

The

purposes

to:
formation or

.(2) Prevent bacterial

inhibit corrosion

activity

(3)

Control pH

(4)

Provide dispersing

agents

As a result recirculatory systems can and will contain
in

the blowdown discharges

any one or combination of

the following treatment chemicals:
(1)

organic

(2)

chromates,

or

sodium phosphates,
15 to

2 to 5 ppm

50 ppm

(3) .phos.phate-chromate combinations with zinc,
10 to 40 ppm
(4)

synthetic organics,

(5)

shock chlorination levels

to

(6)

biodegradable organics

20 or

(7)

low molecular weight biodegradable polymers,
20 to 50 ppm

(8)

polyelectrolytes and non ionic ploymers,
1 to 2 ppm

Noise.
noise is
is

to 100

to

ppm
I to 1.5
30

becoming more an important consideration.
sound level or intensity

some function of decibels .(db)
cycles per

frequency bands

second).

and

Typically

or octaves.

ppm

ppm

Environmental quality with regard

categorized by

(Hz,

up

to
Noise

generally as

frequency

as Hertz

there are eight

-21-

To

illustrate potential, effects of

tower noise it is necessary to
criteria
occur

delineate

curves which are alcceptable

(NC)

in certain activities.

cooling

typical noise
and

typically

These are illustrated in

the following figure.
The thin solid lines

indicate noise criteris

These are acceptable

(NC) curves.

measured and recommended

Sleeping, resting,

levels of noise both

for many indoor activities

relaxing

NC 20

to NC

30

Excellent Listening Conditions

NC

15

to NC

20

Very Good

NC

20 to NC

30

NC

30

to NC

35

Fair

NC

35

to NC

40

Business Areas

NC

40 to

NC 45

Working Conditions
i.e. industrial areas, kitchens
*
garages

NC

45 to

NC 55

Good

"

The thin dotted lines

viz:

delineate typicar outdoor

noise levels vis:

1,. e.g.,

Eng.

Manuel

251, Baltimore Aircoil Co.,

Inc.

90
Noise Criteria
....

indoor

(NC) Curves

Background Noise.
0
Outdoor

-.--- Measurid Cooling Tower Noise
Anticipated Range of Noise for
Cooling Towers at IP2.

-70
'U

0

.NC 60

U

0
0

NC 50

Lr 7?

a

-L

C)
.-q

C)
0 0

420

NC 30

-,

$40

(120

Approximate
Hearing
Threshold

125

1

N-

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Octave Band Center Frecuency : Hz
Comoarison of Coolinq Tower and BackcTround Noises.

,
....
..............
....
........
.......~~~~~~~...
.....................................

..

...

......

........

..

8000

-

no

Line #i

Rural nighttime;

Line #2

Suburban nighttime;

Line

#3

no

Urban nighttime;

L

-

traffic.
no

traffic

traffic
traffic

little to no

Line #4

Urban daytime;

Line #5

Within 300

Line #6

Within 300 ft.

of

Line #7

Within 300 ft.

of continuous heavy-density traffic

feet

from a small mechanical
feet

For distances over 50
an inverse square

continuous medium-density traffic

line illustrated the noise

The heavy dotted
measured at 300

light traffic

of continuous

ft.

draft tower

1

the noise falls off rapidly,

law applying for

sound reduction with

distance.
For
the

the purposes

typical range of

around 300 feet

of comparison

noise to be

I have illustrated

expected at a distance of

from a mechanical draft

unit associated with Indian Point Unit

cooling tower
2.

This is based

upon personal experience and not upon any field measure
ments.

To my

knowledge there are no

natural

draft

towers.

But it may be assumed that

from such towers will be
mechanical draft

associated with normal
Eng.

substantially less

noise

than from

towers.

In conclusion

1.

data on noise from

Manuel 251,

it

can be stated

operation of

that noise

both mechanical

Baltimore Aircoil Co.,

Inc.

and
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natural draft cooling towers at power station locations
has not and does not present a prioblem.

Cooling tower

noise problems only tend to manifest themselves with
smaller towers associated with building air-conditioning
units where the location is a high population density,
residential or business area and

towers are poorly

located in courtyards, on low roof tops or against
reflecting surfaces.
4.

Time Requirements

for

Construction of Alternative

Cooling Devices
The time required for the selection of a con
tractor to design and construct an alternative water
cooling system can be categorized
steps.

into a number of

These are. briefly outlined below.
The time required by the utility operator

to

decide to go ahead with an alternative water cooling
technique and the selection of one from the general
categories of

techniques available would be at

Wast

one month, and quite possibly substantially longer.
To obtain a number of design and price quotes
would require from two

to three months with a further

one month for evaluation..

Based upon the foregoing

there is a minimum time requirement of four months.
This is a minimum and is more realistically around six
months for completion of paper work and possibly even

-25-

The above time requirements

longer.
run

into

urgency

years

in the case

there-is no extreme

that

in the very early planning stages.

is

or the unit

Having made a firm decision
struction could be
However
occur

this

in winter.
for

actual construction time requirements

The
water cooling

towers can be delineated

natural draft

towers

the time

As a

However,

twelve months

to nearer

expedited

construc

final completion are

twenty-four months.

eighteen to

ceptional cases.

to

For

quite well.

requirements for

tion including breaking ground

this can be

should

be experienced

operations commenced

typically

con

go ahead,

to

initiated within a matter of weeks.

some delay could

if

are variable and

general rule the

in ex

companies

in

volved in construction of natural draft towers execute
the complete project
of foundations,

from design

through to preparation

pouring the basin and construction.

In the cases of mechanical draft
actual tower construction period is
Typically a one
weeks.

However

cell unit
for

is reduced on a per
unit would

take

less

towers, the

substantially

can be constructed

larger units
cell basis

so

the time

in

less.

three

requirement

typically a ten cell

than thirty weeks and more probably
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nearer

twenty-five weeks.

These figures do not,

include ground preparation and
and

Time requirements

concrete pads.

tions would

typically be around

requirements

typically of

is

although it

is

for these opera

two months.

These

the order of

time requirements

for

towers are bdsed upon
recently completed

units and discussions with the companies
In the

case of
to

more difficult
of this

spray canals,

quote figures

type

it

due to

of cooling device.

typical time requirement is

twelve months

for

performance and

involved.
is a little

the r.el ative

realistic and

tion.

twelve

three months in exceptional

familiarity with currently building and

newness

Total time

figure could

this

anticipated

well be reduced by two to
cases.

footing

for complete construction of larger mechani

cal draft units
months,

installation of

however,

However,

a

probably around

completion of construc

PROFESSIONAL QtALIFICATIONS
ERIC AYNSLEY

I am currently Vice-President of Particle Data
Laboratories, Ltd.,

Elmhurst, Illinois.

Prior to this

I was. Manager of Environmental Services at Freeman
Laboratories and a Research Engineer at ITT Research
Institute in Chicago.

I have a B. Sc in Chemical.

Engineering and PhD in industrial gas cleaning from the
Chemical Engineering Department, of the University of
Birmingham in England.
During the past few years I have been associated
entirely with environmertally oriented

studies. Projects

which I have performed and managed include a multiplicity
of stack emission tests, air pollution control device
tests, ambient air 'surveys and in-plant industrial hygiene
and occupational health assessments.

These tests, surveys

and studies have been performed on behalf of industrial,
state and'federal agencies.
Of particular interest in this context, I was d6sig
nated project director of the NAPCA, now part of EPA, survey
entitled, "Cooling Tower Study", Contract CPA 22-69-112,
1969 to 1970.

Since the use of hyperbolic natural draft

towers is becoming increasingly popular in the U.S.A. as an
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alternative to disposal of thermal wastes in natural water
courses, study aims were to assess possible inadvertant
mesoscale effects of heat and water vapor.

This study

involved theoretical plume modelling in conjunction with
ground and aerial measurements which were conducted at
the-Keystone Generating Station in Pennsylvania in order
to assess possible environmental problems associated with
these atmospheric releases.
I was the Chairman of the two sessions dealing with
Cooling Tower Plumes at the American Institute of Chemi
cal Engineers meeting in Houston in March, 1970.
More recently I was project director of EPA, Water
Quality Office Program entitled "Steam Generating Plants:

Industrial Waste Study", Contract EPA WQO 68-01-0032. (1971).
In this program the steam generating process was divided
into standard manufacturing processes including water
treatment, boiler, condenser, condensate treatment and
ash handling.

Ranges and typical values of water wastes

and characteristics were determined as based upon actual
plant operational data.

Available levels of treatment for

each waste parameter were outlined.

Based on the program

findings, current plant and operational procedures and
discussions with steam plant operators and designers and
State and Federal officials, base and best levels of.
waste treatment were recommended.
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I am the author of numerous scientific publications
and am a member of the Air Pollution Control Association,
the American institute of Chemical Engineers and the
Institution of Chemical Engineers, London.
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BEFORE THE UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

In the Matter of
Consolidated Edison Company of
New York, Inc.
(Indian Point Station, Unit No. 2)

Docket No. 50-247

Testimony of
John R. Clark
on
Effects of Indian Point Units ! ,
on Hudson River Aquatic Life

April 5, 1972

2

The lower Hudson is an arm of the sea, a long tidal
slough running from Troy to the Atlantic Ocean.

In the

last 60 miles, from Newburgh to the sea, river water mixes
with ocean water in gradually increasing proportions.
This is the rich part of the Hudson, the estuarine sector.
It is a productive breeding area for fishes, not only for
resident species like white perch but also for migratory
oceanic species like striped bass, shad, and herrings.
The oceanic fishes are anadromdus species, meaning that
the adults come up the Hudson only to spawn and after
spawning, return to the sea.

The young grow up in the

Hudson; when they are safely through early life, they
migrate to the sea' leaving the sanctuary of the Hudson
to spread out onto coastal fishing grounds.
It is unfortunate that Con Edison has chosen the
Indian Point area to locate a nu.mber of nuclear power
plants because this site is in the middle of the breeding
and nursery zones for the Hudson striped bass .4).
other species also breed in this same area.

Many

The plants

are destructive to the young stages of these fish and
endanger the continuance of the entire fishery served by
the Hudson.

The plants pose a general ecological threat

to the immediate areas where they are located.
Striped bass are the most important Ht, son fish and
we have more scientific data concerning their life history
than we have for other species, therefore the striped bass

serves as a good example of the probable impact on fish
life which will occur with ooeration of Indian Point No. 2,
as it is now designed, and of other power plants to come.
The anadromous striped bass is the most important,
economically, of the species that spawn in the Hudson.
It supports intense recreational and commercial fisheries.
For example, over 200,000 anglers fish for striped bass
in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut waters each year,
catching an estimated 29,000,000 pcunds (10).

These

fisheries depend exclusively upon riverine breeding areas.
Striped bass spawn only in certain rivers, never in the
There are no breeding rivers north of the Hudson and

sea.

the nearest significant one to the south is the Delaware
River.

In tagging studies, we have shown that Hudson-bred

striped bass are caught principally around Long Island
(both in the Sound and along the south shore), New York
Harbor, and the northern New Jersey shore (5).

Safe

guarding the breeding of striped bass in the Hudson is
necessary to ensure the future of the species in these
areas.
Striped bass breed in the part of the Hudson that
extends north from the Tappan Zee(7).The heaviest spawning
occurs from the Indian Point sector of the Hudson north
to the Saugerties sector (l) *

Striped bass spawn once

*ThrouShout this testimony references in parentheses are to
the nu'hcrod list of references provided at the end of the
testinony.
**Throurhout this testimony the Hudson River sectors referred
to are those used by Carlson--cCann.
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a year and most spawning takes place during a month's
period,

from about May 15 to June 15; the peak occurs in

late May and early June (1).
The eggs are released free into the water.

They are

semi-buoyant and drift with the flow of the tides.

The

eggs hatch out in about 2 days releasing yolk-sac larvae
into the water at a size of about 1/10th inch (3 mmn)(1).
The yolk-sac larvae are planktonic; that is, they drift
passively with the water flow.

Within two weeks they

grow to .25'to .30 inches (6 or 7 rr),absorb the yolk-sac

(6), and then begin to feed on zooplankton (small plank
tonic life).

At this point they are in the post larval

stage during which they remain plankt.onic.

Six or seven

weeks after hatching they reach 1 inch (38 mm) or slightly
more (1) and transform to the juvenile s.tage.

In this

stage they take on a more typical striped bass appearance.
From various studies of striped bass one can deduce
the following pattern for the next 2 or 3 montes of juvenile
life.

They apparently lead a somewhat pelagic life foraging

at various depths.

Their diet expands to include bottom

life, such as amphipod crustaceans. At an age of 4 to 5
months after hatching, when they have reached an average
size of 3 to 3 1/2 inches in length, they may be considered
more bottom oriented than pelagic,

except in the winter

when they appear to remain at mid-water in
comatose state

(1

.6, 7. 4).

a somewhat
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In this first year of life, each brood of striped
bass is exposed to a predictable risk from the power plants
that draw. water from the Hudson for the cooling of their
steam'condensers.

During the first few months the larvae

and young fish are entrained with the water pumped into
the plant; during entrainnent they are subject to lethal
c6nditions of thermal impact, mechanical da.ma.ge, exposure
to toxic chemicals, and other possible effects such as
reduction of dissolved oxygen.

During their third and

fourth months the striped bass gradually become large
enough to be stopped by the 3/8" mesh screens (1).
Those that are impinged on the mesh suffocate

and die.

-In order to predict the effect upon the striped
bass population of any one of the power plants that draw
cooling water from .the Hudson breeding areas, it is
necessary to consider the risk to each one of the stages
in the cycle of the species' .first year of life.

I have

made an analysis of the risk to striped bass, using data
furnished by Con Edison and other relevant data.

Because

of limitations on the extent and usefulness of the data
at hand, the analysis includes a number of approximations,
based upon interpretive judgments.

Certainly it will

benefit from refinement whenever in the future the data
become available to make this possible.

For now, the

analysis provide's a needed comprehensive view of the
potential effects of the Indian Point power plants on
striped bass populations of the Hudson.
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ANAr ,E 1S

OF REJMOVALS

The' Indian Point olants are located so as to have
a maximum potential adverse effect on the striped bass
populations.

This can be seen in Figure 1 which shows the

location of various electrical generating plants and the
distribution of young striped bass throughout the Hudson.
Specifically, the Indian Point plants are situated in
areas of maximum density of all three phases of youmg
striped bass: eggs, larvae, and juveniles.

Also they are

situated so as to intercept a substantial proportion of
larvae and juveniles as they move to the nursery areas.
This analysis is concerned with potential damage
to the first year class populations of the striped bass
by depletion and death caused by Indian Point Units No. 1
and 2.

I have attemnted to estimate the potential damage

at each major life stage; first, in terms of the actual
number that would be exposed to death at Indian Point and,
second, in terms of the proportion of the total population
affected during each life stage.

A~3

*

FIGURE 1
Breeding Locations of
Hudson Striped Bass
[Source: Carlson-McCann (1)]
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Derivation of Ponulation Estimates
In taking this analysis it was necessary first to
construct a relevant model of the survival or

opulation

curve for a typical year's brood of striped bass so that
the population size could be estimated at any point in
the year.

The baseline data used were those for striped

bass generated in 1966 and 1967 as reported in the "Hudson
River Fishery Investigations 1965-1968" by Frank T. Carlson
and James A. McCann (l).*

The Carlson-McCann data vary

widely in their suitability for quantitative analysis,
but they provide the only opportunity to make some base
line approximations of striped bass populations in the
various early life sta <es.

I was guided in derivation of

the population model by studies of Pearcy (2) on the
survival of winter flounder in the estuary of the Mystic
River, Connecticut.
The approximate population curve for young striped
bass in the Hudson estuary is showm in Figure 2A.

Base

points for fitting the Hudson population model were esti
mates of the average mid-point population for each stage
derived from the Carlson-McCann data for 1966 and 1967 (1).
In these two years sam.pling of young striped bass was
conducted throughout most of the estuary and tidal fresh
waters of the Hudson using methods designed to be quanti
tative (1).

The curve follows Pearcy's description "...a

concave formof decresing mortality rates with age."(2, p. 31).
'196

data were used to aid in interpreting the baseline data.
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The steep rate of population reduction at the youngest
stages is due to a very high mortality during the first
few weeks of life.. This is typical of estuarine species
that spaim great masses of eggs each year.

For instance,

a female striped bass aged five years and weighing 8 pounds,
sheds a half million eggs (3).
Estimates were made for various stages throughout the
first year of life of the striped bass.

The stages were

chosen partly on the basis of natural life history factors
and partly on the basis of sampling methodology and
effectiveness.

Although absolute numbers are assigned

to the population curve, they must be considered relative
values because the sampling errors are believed to have
the effect of minimizing the population size; i.e., the
apparent population would be less than the actual population.
Stage I - Eggs
The distribution and characteristics of striped bass
eggs

(1)

are such that quantitative sampling of them

is very difficult.

Their life is short, hatching out of

the egg occurs about two days after spawning.

They have

a slight negative buoyancy and tend to remain near the
bottom where they avoid capture by conventional plankton
sampling equipment.
One can est'imate a standing crop of .eggs for the Hudson
estuary from the Carlson-McCann 1966-1967 sampling and, by
adjusting for the period of an average generation, one can
estimate the total production of the estuary.

This

derivation, shown in Table 1, results in an estimate of

- An Estimate of Average Annual Egg Production of
and 1967.

1

TABLE

Length
of
River
Sector

River
Sector

Cubic Fet
of Water
(in billions)

n

1

,

o__ s___ie

Average
Number of
Striped
Bass Eggs
3
Per 1000
Cubic Feet

.17

19.3

7.17

1.30

10.2

b.5U

U0j

11.3

7.10

1.86

Marlboro

12.2

8.20

1.80

Cronwall

11.8

9.64

Peekskill

11.0

Cr o tn

20.0

Sagrti-es

Kl i

F;_to

Hyde

_

Park

Number of
Generations

Average
Number
of days
of
Spawning

Average
Standing Crop
for
Season

1.2
3

A 10
3

9.3

34

1.309.....

5

5

158

34

17

225

14.8

28

14

207

1.40

13.5

48

24

324

9.00

2.87

25.8

24.5

1.2

310

23.35

0.18

4.2

20

10

42

Carlson-McCann

Cross-Section from Table
Weekly

abundance

of days

21,

from Table

From Carlson-McCann
Number

6

17

_.....

13.2

1,318

85.3

From Table 21,

millions)

17

_._

(1).
Carlson-McCann

21,

(1)

Carlson-McCann

(1) Appendix 2-1,

spawning divided by 2

times
(1)

length of

average

sector.

for 1966 and

1967.

3-1.

(average length of embryonic life).

Standing crop

times number of generations.

whole number,

indicating confidence level

Figures are
of data.

rounded

to nearest

1966

Production of
Fertilized
Eggs

(in

(in millions)

mO

19.3

Striped Bass in the Iludson Estuary,
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1.3 billion at the median point or half-life of the egg.
Whatever sampling incompleteness existed in the Carlson
McCann study would tend to make this a mininum estimate.
It appears that there may have been serious deficiencies
in the sampling techniques.

For example, in 1967 such

fine mesh was used that the plankton nets clogged up and
failed to pass sufficient water through to collect eggs
efficiently (1, p. 12).

The average catch of eggs in

1967 was 1/5 of that in 1966 (Q.46 compared to 2.08 per
1000 cu. ft.) for the whole Hudson.

At the Peekskill Sector

(used to represent Indian Point) the difference was far
greater; the 1967 average catch was only 1/16 of that for
1966 (0.34 compared to 5.39 per 1000cu. ft.).

If the

population of eggs for the whole river was estimated from
the 1966 data alone it would be over 2 billion.
Alternately, one can estimate the egg crop from
Carlson-McCann's 1963 data.

In the 1968 data Carlson

McCann give predictions of a daily withdrawal yf 463,000
planktonic eggs by the proposed Storm King plant for an
eleven week period, or a seasonal total of 35.6 million.*
Carlson-.cCann estimated this to be 0.6% of the fertilized
planktonic eggs produced, and thus the total produced in
lowever, a basic error in
1968 would be about 6 billion.
the procedures used by Carlson-U1cCann"

-

rule accuracr throu-hout

*Xhe tidl
do not pass
it a nu-bher
of exposure

led to an

this 1aesti.noly.

Since t. oraniss
;-s not considered.
i_ ,',cnce
the mlant once but 2rc carried back and forth nest
time
of tines. this reosulted in underestimrtncr the
plant.
the
by
.
-unoing
to
of er-gs and larvae
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underestimate of the percentage (0.6%)
overestimate of the total produced.

which caused an

Therefore, in nr

opinion, 6 billion, based on the Carlson-McCann sampling,
is an overestimate.
Account must also be taken of the fact that the
total nimber of eggs initially

spawined is

expected to be

much greater than the number of fertilized eggs produced
because a substantial proportion is not successfully
fertilized and these sink to the bottom and die.
Possible sources of error notwithstanding, I consider
the estimate of 1.3 billion viable fertilized eggs to be
as good as is now possible and necessary for deriving a
population estimate.
Stage II

-

Early Larvae

The early larvae stage extends from the hatching of
the egg until the yolk is absorbed and the larvae begin
to feed on zooplankton.

During this interval the larvae

grow from an average of 3.1 mm in total length at hatching
to about 6 mm at the time of yolk absorption (1, 6).
The adequacy and uniformity of the Carlson-McCann
larval fish data are affected by sampling deficiencies and
by gear changes during the course of the three-year program,
1966-1968.

Nevertheless, these are the best data. available

for estimating larval populations.
Because the lengths of larvae sampled are not given
by Carlson-'cCann for 1966-1967,

the base years for

derivation of the population curve, the stage or develop
ment for the larvae that were caught is not apparent.
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However, comparison of the 1966-1967 data (1, figures 7 & 8)
with the 1968 data (1, figure 9) and examination of the
lengths of larvae taken in 1968 (1, table 1) indicate that
the method and the nets used in much of the 1966-1967
plankton sampling were such that the catch was preponderately
of the smaller yolk larvae.

The 1968 data indicate that

the larvae caught would range from 3-7 imm and average
between 5 and 6 mm in the time of greatest larval occurence
May 20-june 15.

(1, figure 9, table 1).

In June of 1966 the early larvae were undersampled,
apparently because the mesh was oversized (1, p. 12).
Following this a standard .012 x .020 in. mesh was used
until July 1967, when larger meshes were -used in order
to lower water resistance and to take the larger post
larvae more efficiently (1, p. 12).

This last change

appears to have succeeded (although lengths are not given).
The average of the two years may be used as an acceptable
approximation of the average density of larvae in the
Hudson during the period of their early existance. But
the sampling in these two years is in no way representative
.of the density of the later larvae which avoid capture
because they escape small mesh plankton nets.
To make an estimate of the average population of
early larvae produced in the Hudson in 1966-1967, I found
it necessary to estimate the nnaber produced in the estuary
during each week of the breeding season. This was accom-

plished by estimating the proportion of each week's
in that
standing crop of early larvae that was produced
week and recruited to the existing population.
was
The standing crop for each week for each sector
(15 app. 2-2,
calculated from the data in Carlson-McCann
entire Hudson for each
3-2) and a total was drawn for the
week of the larval recruitment season in 1966 and 1967,
added to the
i.e., the period when new yolk larvae are
population from breeding activities.

The recruitment

occurence of
season extends from the first significant
one week after
yolk larvae in the samples in mid-1,,ay until
yolk larvae' in.
the last significant occurence of young
.mid-June..

The first occurence for 1966 and 1967 is the

year (week
time of the initial catch of larvae in each
Estimating the time
of May 15 in 1966, May 14 in 1967).
spawning
of last occurence is more difficult. Significant
of June 5-11 and
ended in the two years during the weeks
June 4-10.

Therefore, significant additions oR yolk

the yolk stage,
larvae should end two weeks later because
Therefore the
3-6 mnm, lasts for no more than 2 weeks.
June .19-26 and
last week of larval recruitment should be
be directly
June 18-25 in the two years. This cannot
because larval
substantiated in the 1966 and 1967 catches
Cornwall (1,
sizes are not given, but the 1968 data for
(gear 1, mesh 2)
table 1) show that the average size of larvae
and often exceeds
begins to increase fiomn mid to late June
confirms
8 mm. (.32 inches) by June 23-29. This indirectly

The Number of Striped
Week and Recruited to

2. -

TABLE

Week of
Production
of
Larvae!

Bass Early Larvae Produced Each
the Hudson Estuary (population

Standing Crop,
Number of Larvae
2
in Hudson

Number Remaining
from Previous
Weeks' Recruit
ments

3

(in millions)
May 5
May

May 29

0.1

- 28

2.4

.1

2.3

- June 4

7.7

2.0

5.8

37.6

4.7

32.9

23.9

56.2

49.4

14.8

June 5 -

11
18

80.1

19 - 25

63.2

June 12June

0.1

21

-

22

Number of
New Recrui
Produced i
Week
(in milli,

*

112. 1

TOTAL

one day earlier for

each week in 1967.

1.

In 1966;

2.

Calculated by multiplying the average density of
each week, for each sector, (1, Appendix 2,3) by
of water in the sector (Table 1, Col. 2).

3.

Calculated by assuming a reduction t-o 2/3 in the first week
following recruitment, to 1/3 in the second, and to nil in
the third (from net escapement and changes in distribution

(1) ).

larvae for
the volume
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the choice of June 1.9-26 and June 18-25 as the periods of
last significant recruitment of larvae in 1966 and 1967.
The estimated average numbers produced and recruited
to the Hudson populations each week for in 1966 and 1967
are given in Table 2.

The total, 112 million, is plotted

in Figure 2 as a base point representing the population
of early larvae at the median point of the 28-day period
of substantial larvae production, June 1-28.
According to Pearcy's model, the reduction in popula
tion that corresponds to a larval length of 8 nm

is 43.4

percent, or 62.5 million remaining of 112 million, at an
age of about 3 weeks (see figure 2B).

This value is used

as a baseline point in fitting the population curve.
Stage III - Later larvae and pre-juveniles
This stage extends from the end of.the yolk stage
through the larval and pre-juvenile stages during which
the striped bass developsthe essential features of the
adult form and ceases its planktonic existenc.

The

endpoint of this stage is reached at the size of 1 1/2
inches which corresponds to an age of 10 1/2 weeks
.(figure 23).

During most of this period the fish are

difficult to samile, being large enough to escape capture
by the plankton nets and not large enough nor distributed
ured efficiently by the tra.wls used by
so as to be capt,
Carlson-McCann.

In 1968, when sampling was confined to

the Cornw.;all sector,

more intensive Ievelooment of sampling
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gear was conducted and a progression of mesh sizes was
used throughout the season (1, table 1).

These results

show more accurately the natural rate of decline in popu
lation and are useful in estimating the density of the
later larvae and pre-juvenile fish (1, App. 4) based on
the density of the early larvae.
At Cornwall in 1968 the peak of abundance of yolk
larvae was 12,19 per 1,000 cubic feet during the week of

June 9-15 (average size of fish was 5 - 6 nm).

By the

week of June 30-July 6 catches reached a low of 0.37 per
1000 cubic feet, apparently because the larvae drifted
out of the sampling area.

Then in the week of July 7-13

abundance increased nearly fivefold to 1.74 per 1000 cubic
feet (average size of fish was 11 mm).

It is likely that

this represents the measure of their true abundance in the
Hudson; the increase may have been caused by the penetration
of the salt front up the estuanj to Cornwall, bringing the
later larvae and pre-juvenile fish with it.

any event,

between June 9-15 and July 7-13 there was a decline from
12.19 to 1.74 fish per 1000 cubic feet, a reduction of
85.7% in the four weeks following the peak of yolk density.
There was a further reduction to 1.08 fish per 1000 cubic
feet, or 91.1%, in the course of next week, July 14-20.
If the

o6-l9 6 7 population of 112 million is reduced

by these amounts, the population size remaining at the end
of the 6th and 7th weeks following hatching is 16.0 and

TABLE 3 - Striped Bass Catch

in Trawls

at Cornwall, 1967

Surface Trawl,
Number per tow

Bottom Trawl,
Number per tow

WEEK

Aug.

13 -

19

15.4

1.3

Aug.

20 -

26

8.3

2.8

Aug.

27

- Spet.

Sept.

3

- 9

Sept.

10 - 16

Sept.

16

-

23

1.9

0.3

Sept.

24

-

31

3.5

0.0

Oct.

1

-

7

1.4

2.2

Oct.

8 -

2

14

TOTAL
AVG. per

tow

EST. Amount of
Water Sampled
Per Tow (in
thousands of
cubic feet)
AVG. Number
per 1000
cubic feet

AVG. for both
gears

Source:

1, Table 16

15.7

133.8

7.0

0.5

28.0

0.8

28.7

0.7

109.9

142.4

12.2

15.8

300.0

200.0

.079

.041

.060
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Computation of the Proportion of Early
the Cornwall Sector, in Trawl Sampling

Number of
1
per tow

% of Water Volume
in Hudson at
Sector

Fish

Junveniles
- 1968

Index of
Relative
Abundance 2

Saugerties

0.2

9.2

2

0.5

8.3

4

Kingston

1.7

9.2

16

4.2

10.5

44

48.5

12.3

597

11.5

545

30.0

1120

Hyde Park
Marlboro
Cornwall
Peekskill

47.4

Croton-Nyack

37.4
8.2

Yonkers

.

1.

9.0

74

TOTAL

2402

Cornwall as
a percentage
of total.

24.8%

1
2

Source:

(1)

Table

at

11

Figures are
Fish/tow X percent of water volume at station.
level
confidence
rounded to nearest whole number, indicating
of data.
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10.0 million.

These points are used in deriving the

population curve (Figure 2A).
Stage IV

-

Early Juveniles

•

The juvenile stage begins at the time the striped
bass ceases its planktonic mode, becomes pelagic and
finally bottom oriented at about 1 1/2 inches (38 rm)
in length and extends throughout the first year of life.
It appears that the early juvenile stage is a period of
fast growth andwithin the 28 days of this stage (August 13
Sept 9) the young stripers will almost double their length,
from 1 1/2 to nearly 3 inches (38-76 rm) (1, table 24;
reflected in Figure 2B).
The 'Coriall

sector is

the only one with reliable

data for this life .stage and I have estimated the popula
tion for the whole Hudson from this sector.

The popula

tion of pelagic early juveniles can be estimated from
sampling in 1967 at the Cornwall sector (l, table 16) with
bottom and surface trawls.

The average density of early

juveniles in the Cornwall sector is 0.60 per 1000 cu. ft.
of water, as cbmpp.ted in Table 3.

Since there are 9.64

billion cu. ft. of water in the sector, there is an esti
mated average population of about 0.6 million early juveniles
at Cornwrall in the summer period..
The data for 1966 are less complete but an average

tow in 1966 (1, table
catch of 13.5 fish per bottom trawl
15) co-a.res closely enough to the 12.2 per bottom tow in
1967 to indicate that the 1967 data represents an acceptable
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average for both years.
I have used for reference the 1968 samipling data
for bottom trawls (1, table 11).

I have assumed that

the distribution of yotung throughout the Hudson in

From Table 4

1967 was generally similar to that of 1968.
it

1966

can be seen that the population of juveniles in the

Cornwall sector was about 25 percent of the i.whole Hudson
in 1968 based on the bottom trawl sampling.

•

Therefore,

on the assumption that the same proportionate distribution

applies to 1966-1967, the population of early juveniles
would be about 2.4 million for the whole Hudson.

This

point is used in deriving the population curve and is
plotted at 16 weeks, the median point of the interval
11 1/2-20 1/2 weeks from hatching (Figure 2A).
Stage V - Later juveniles
I was not able to establish the population of later
juveniles from the Carlson-lcCann data because sampling
was not conducted in late fall or winter.

Hov.ever,

Pearcy (2, p. 57) indicated that of the fish which survive
.to become juveniles 4l% would survive through ten months
of juvenile life.

At this rate, 755 of the 2.4 million

striped bass population at the 16th leek would survive
to the 3)4th week,
mid-Februaiy.
data at hand.

leaving a population of 1.8 million in

rio other estimate is

possible with the

Estimation of Removals
The purpose of this part of the analysis is. to
estimate the. number of striped bass removed from the Hudson
by the Indian Point plants, i.e., the numbers of each stage

which would be withdrwn from the Hudson along with the
condenser cooling .Tater and either killed on the protective
screens or carried through the screens into the plant where
they are exposed to lethal conditions.
For eggs (Stage I) and early larvae (Stage II) this
estimate was made by simply taking the average number of
fish per unit of water (1000 cubic ft.) from plankton
net data for the sector representing Indian Point in 1966
1967 .(Peekskill stations) for the breeding season and
multiplying it by the number of units of water pumped
during the season.

This estimate of the.quantity-removed

can be expressed as a percentage of the whole population
as it is determined from the population curve (Figure 2A).
For larvae and pre-juvenile fish (Stage IA)

the com

putation was similar except that the number of larvae per
unit of water was based on the rate of population reduction
from early larvae (Stage II) to larval and pre-juvenile
fish (Stage. III), per unit of w.dater.

For early juvenile

fish (Stage I7) the same general procedure was followed.
Estimates of the number of juveniles Der unit of water
were obtained from the Carlson-1.McCarn trawl data for 1967
(1,

table 15).

Only those of prescreenable size were
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included; the larger, screenable sizes are made up of later
juveniles (Stage V).
For later juvenile fish (Stage V), estimates were made
separately for. each month, using Con Edison reports of
fish kills for Indian Point 1 and making suitable adjust
ments.
Separate estimates were given for each of tla assigned
stages in the first year of life of the striped bass.
Taken together, the estimates span the periodfrom spavming
(peak about May 29-30) and the emergence of early larvae
to the end of the first year of life ( May 28 of the
following year).

They cover the period when the species

is most vulnerable to the operations of power plants at
Indian Point using once through cooling.

Estimates, of

the number of fish subject to removal by the plants are
made for each stage.

The eggs are treated separately.

The larval and juvenile stages are treated sequentially
by stage.
Life
Stage

I
II
TII
IV
V

The stage assignments are as followg:
Assigned
Dates

5/17 - 6/11

6/1

-6/28

6/29

-

8/12

8/13 -9 /9
9/10 - 5/28

Length of
Period

24
28
45
28

1/2 days
days,

days
da ys
261 days

Median
Date

6/1
6/16

7/21

8/27
1/21
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Stage I - Eggs
The egg stage would be the least .affected by power
plant operation at Indian Point.

Their exposure time

would be brief because egg deposition occurs over a long
stretch of the Hudson above Indian Point and because the
life of the eggs is
In Table 1

only two days.

the average density of eggs at the Indian

Point sector (Peekskill stations) for 1966-1967 was esti
mated at an average of 2.87 per 1000 cu. ft. of

rater

(5.39 and 0.34 per 1000 cu. ft. in 1966 and 1967) from
the Carlson-McCann data for a spawning period averaging
24 i/2 days - 3 weeks in 1966 and 4 weeks in 1967 at
Peekskill (_1, App.

2-9,

3-9).

In

this 3 1/2 ii-eeks,

5.45

billion cu. ft. of water would be pumped into the Indian
Point No. 1 and 2 plants at a planned rate of 1,157,000
gallons per minute (8, p. 2.3.2-3).

Consequently, the

removal by the plant operations would be 15.6 million
eggs per year based on the average density forthe 1966
and 1967 spaimings.
Stage II

-

Early larvae

The estimates of removal of early larvae (Stage II)
were made following the sane general procedure as outlined
for eggs.

This stage is comprised of young larvae taken

in the plankton nets, which appear, because of the nature
of-the sampling, to be mostly yolk larvae.

One cannot be

more specific because Carlson-McCann give no size data for
larvae sampled in 1966 and 1967.

However, the size data
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are given for Cornwall sampling in 1968 (1, table 1)
larvae catch was made up of
w-fhich indicate that tl
yolk larvae (averagin

5-7 nn) and some small post

larvae (averaging 8-9 rm)

through to the end of June

when the larvae become very scarce.

The larvae then

size (about
reappear in greater abundance at a larger
shows
12 mm) in July. The s e scarcity and reappearance
data
in the 1967 data for Peekskill but not in the 1966
reduced its
(when the finer mesh used in the net greatly
efficiency for catching larger larvae).

I have used this

early larvae
low point in abundance to mark the end of the
This seemed appropriate because spaming

phase (Stage II).

additions
terrdinates in mid-June so there can'be no further
diminution at
of yolk larvae, because there is a temporary
to take
this point, and because the 1966 sampling failed
Thus I
significant numbers of larvae past this point.
larvae
have used the period from first appearance of
(June 1) at Peekskill to the temporary low poipt (June 28th)
Indian Point
for the period of removal by the plants at
by the
of the early larvae, those effectively sampled
plankton nets in 1966-1967.
In this 28-day period the average denisity of the
cu. ft.
early larvae can be deduce'd to be 0.92 per 1000
of water from th,,

Carlson-1.1cCann data, as sho.n- in Table 5.

6.2
Since the Indian Point 1 and 2 plants would pump
billion cu.

ft.

of water in the 28 da 's,

there would be

one season,
5.7 million larvae removed by the plants in
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or 5.1% of the median population of" 112 million.
Stage IIt-I

Later larvae and ore

uveriiles

The later larvae and pre-juveniles stage occurs during
a sampling hiatus in the Carlson-KcCann data.

The period

involved is 45 days, including w.eeks 5 to 11 1/2 (June 29
August 12) as previously mentioned.

In order to estimate

the densities of the later larvae and pre-juvenile fish
(Stage III) that would be subject to removal by Indian
Point Units No. 1 and 2 during this period, I have used
the population curve (Figure 2A) to estimate the survival
density at the mid-point of the period, 7 3/4 weeks.

The

median population of early larvae (112 million) corresponds
to the time of peak density of larvae at Peekskill in mid
June --2.36 and 1.51 per 1000 cu. ft. for 1966 and 1967
(1, App. 2-9, 3-9) or an average of 1.93 per 1000 cu. ft.
The survival indicated at week 7 3/4 is 8.15% corresponding
to a density of 0.16 fish per 1000 cu. ft. of water.
The Indian Point 17o. 1 and 2 plants would pump 10.0
billion cu. ft. in the 45 days of the period removing 1.6
million iarvae.

This is 16.7% of the 9.5 million popula

tion at the 7 3/4 week median.
During this period the fish grow from lecs than 0.5
inch (6 mnm) to about 2 inches (51

jmm).

Year the-end of

the period a small proportion are large enough to be
caught on the intake screens.

They die there but are

prevented from entering the plant (1, table 24).
fish are not treated separately.

These
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TABLE 5

Calculation of Average Larvae Densities for June
June 28 from Plankton Net sampies 1966-1967

-

Average of Larvae.Densities,
2
Number per 1000 cubic feet

Sampling
Weekl

May. 28

-

June 4

June 3

.06

10
1

.44

June 11

-

17

1.77

June 18

-

24

1.20

25

-

July 1

June

Weighted Average

Source

.40
3

.92

1, appendix 2-9,

1967;

1

19"66 is

3-9

one day later

1

For

2

Average

3

Based on 3 days of week 1,
days week 5.
4

of weekly

averages for

each week
1966 and

1967.

7 days each-of weeks

2-4,

and
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Stale IV - Early juveniles
The early juvenile stage is assigned to a period of
28 days, from August 13-September 9.

This is a period of

fast 'grorth (Figure 23) during which the juveniles increase

from about 2 inches (51 mm) to about 3 inches (76 rm), a
size large enough for nearly all to be impinged on the
intake screens (1, table 24).

The juveniles become less

pelagic at this time and more bottom oriented.

This stage,

then, carries them through the transition from mostly pre

screenable to fully screenable and from a more pelagic
life to a more bottom oriented life.

It is assumd that

once they abandon the pelagic life habit they are no
longer uniformlr distributed through the .:ater and subject
to simple entrainment in the plant cooling water.

Therefore,

over this period I have reduced entrainment from nearly
505

to nil, as well as their passability by the intake

screens (1, table 24).
Estimates of the number of early Juvenile? (Stage IV)
subject to removal can be made from the quantitative trawl
sampling conducted in 1967; the weekly results are listed
in Table 3.

Following the data and the procedure developed

in Table 3, but for only the four weeks from August 13 to
September 3 we find an average density of 0.11 fish per
1000 cu. ft. of water.

This is an even higher density thah

later larvae and pre-jueniles (Stage III) owing to peculiarly
high catches in one wleek, particularly by the surface trawl.
Nevertheless, the data are presented as valid by Carlson-
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McCann and since one can only- assume that chance variation
is the cause, i have no reason to discard this one high
estimate in drawing a Tmonthly average.

However, it does

make a week by week analysis unreasonable.
The total of water withdram by Indian Point Units
1 and 2 in the 28-day period is 6.2 billion gallons.
total numfber of fish in

The

this amount of water would be 0.68

million (0.11 x 6.2 x 109 / 103).

The change from pelagic

to bottom oriented mode is reflected in a linear, reduction
from full vulnerability to removal by entrainment on the
first day, to nil on the last day.
500,

resulting in

million.

The average would be

a total for the 28-day period of ,0.34

The size of the fish results in 77.5 o being

screened at the intake (average for the weeks Augast 11
Reducing the 0.34 million by

Septenber 7; 1, table 24).

77.5", leaves a total of 0.077 million subject to with
drawal into the plant.
In

addition,

from the data in Table 6 it

can be esti

mated that in the 28-day period (August 13-September 9)
a total of 399,000 fish of all species wzould actually be
impinged on the screens.

If 55 of

hese were striped bass

then 0.020 million of the snecies would be impinged.
Added to 0.077 million above, the total for the period
becomes 0.097 million -- 2.35;
population for the period.

of 3.5 million, the average
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Stage V - Later juveniles

This stage comprises the remainder of the first year
of life of the striped bass f0llowing hatching,
from September 10th to May 28th.

261 days

The fish -are assumed

to be bottom oriented, nektonic, and fuly screenable.
Their vulnerability to eradication by the plants is affected
by behavioral characteristics, most of which are, presently,
quite unpredictable.
The number of striped bass that would be killed on
the screens by Indian Point Units 1 and 2 can be projected
from the records of fish kills at Indian Point No. 1 that
are available from 1965 to 1971 (8, App. S, and additional
records supplied by Consolidated Edison).

These records

are not continuous over the 6 years, nor are they complete
for the intervals of sampling.

The effect of the errors

is to understate the number of fish killed.

Therefore,

I made a number of adjustments and interpolations in order
to make the record more complete for the perio4s when fish
counting was done.
The reported data for the period when the plant was
in operation and counts were made ar'e listed, as I have
been able to assemble them from records supplied by Consoli
dated Edison, in Table 6.

Tne daily average counts for

all species for each month were averaged, Vith 1971 given
a weight of 2 in the averaging, because it is the latest
year and would tend to reflect any recent changes in
conditions, such as reduced flow operation in winter.

It
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is knoim that the records do not represent the total
daily fish kill,

but only a part of it.

F.or example,

fish counting was not carried out continuously; i.e.,
for all hours of the day and all days of the week.
cally,

Typi

fish counting rarely has been done on weekends.

To account for this incompleteness I added 257o as my best
estimate of the amount of fish not included because of
sampling periods missed.
A second source of underestimation arose from the
sampling methods used; i.e., the incomplete method of
collecting the fish from a sluice after they were cleaned
by a water jet from the traveling screens which resulted
in a substantial number washing

,,waywithout being counted.

The amount so lost is estimated at 25% by Con Edison.
Together, the two sources of error are corrected by
increasing the raw,. daily average kill of all species by
505

for each month as shown in Table 6.

This is

only

an approximation but there does not appear to .e a better
basis for arriving at the average kill for indian Point
-o. 1 and obtaining an estimate of potential Indian Point
No. 2 screen kills.
Specific data.for Indian Point No. 2 are available
from pre-operation tests conducted in 1971 during which
no power was produced but the pumps were operated.

The

most useful test series is that of February 4th to 10th
when the ra'm.Os were onerated co ntinuously for 3 out of 6
bays, with the follo,,,ing results:

Table 6

Wsti

ion of daily average screen ki
annual

and

kill

for

all

Indian Point for all specieOSO
and

stotal
pec

Month

Indian Point Unit Number
Screen kill per day from Con Ed
reports
1971
1970
1967
1965
1966

January

7,200

for

striped bass.

Combined
I.P.No.2 Combined
Estimated Projected Kill for Kill per
Reported
I.P.No.l month
Total kill screen
Average 1
and No.2 (thousands)
(in 1000's per day 2 kill per
3
s rIpe d
a.
day
per
day
of fish)
bass 4
species

1

13.50

20.3

81.4

101.5

3,150

160

6,000 5,000
8,000
350

5.10
2.80

7.6
4.2

30.4
16.8

38.0
22.0

1,060
680

53
34

20,000

-

February
March

1,100

April

1,500

500

400

;70

1.0

4.0

5.0

150

8

May
June

-

500

700
600

150
150

.35
.35

.5
.5

2.0

2.5
2.5

80
80

44

July

3,100

1,600

August

6,300

1,000

150
800

1.25
2.20

1.9
3.3

7.6
13.4

9.5
16.5

290
510

14
26

September

1,400

900

1,400

1.25

1.9

7.6

9.5

280

14

October
November

1,000
700

i,300

-

1.15

1.7

6.8

8.5

260

13

1,400

-

1.05

1.6

6.4

8.0

240

12

December

-

4,600

4.60

6.9

27.6

34.5

1,070

54

4,300
4,400

Total Annual Kill 7,8
11971

given 2 x weight

2

The

3

1ndian Point No.

4

At 5%

average

of

in computing the

increased by

total.

1 x 4.0.

25%

average.

for missed sampling periods

and

25%

for

undersampling.

5 0

396
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Oeration
in.)

All species. Reported
average kill in 1.000'c
For 6 bays
Per bay
4.0
24.0

20

Full f low (140

23

Reduced flow (2.05 gallons per min.)

3.7

22.2

Reduced flow (105 gallon,3 per min.)
22
Average for
Reduced flo', (105 gallons per min.)
22 & 23
Adjusted to represent total kill (505)

3.1

18.5

3.4

20.

-Der

30.6

The reduced flow rate is most appropriate for
estimatLng kills because Con Edison intends to operate
Indian Point No. 2 at reduced flow in the winter period
(Indian Point No. 1 is apparently operating now at reduced
flow).

Because there are no concurrent records for Indian

Point No. 1 for this time, I compared the average rate of
30.6 thousand for Indian Point No. 2 to the average
February kill of 7.6 thousand for Indian Point No.
(Table 6).

1

The Indian Point No. 2 kill of 30.6 thousand

is 4.0 times the February average for Indian Point No. 1.
The total for both plants would be 38.2 thousand fish killed
per day, or a combined kill 5.0 times greater than that for
Indian Point No. 1 alone.

This is a conservative pstimate

because it is based upon reduced flow operation for all
seasons, not just winter alone.*
The total projected kill per year for Indian Point
No. 1 and 2 is 396,000 striped bass per year (Table 6).
By seasons the kill of striped bass

( not adjusted for

sequential reduction) is as follow-s:

1972. 2 bays at Indian Point 2 were
*In lat Feb r"ar
operated and more thn 130,000 fish .cre killed in four
This indicates that this estimate is indeed
days.
conservative.

No. of fish killed

Season

39,000
267,000

Septtmb er -Novermb er
Decerober-February

46,000

March-May

44,000

June -August

During the later juvenile period (Stage V)
May 28) the kill

(-September 10 to

would be 348,000 (September: 10,000;

0ctober-ovember:25P00 : December-February:
May: 46,000) or 18.3

267,000; March

of the population of 1.9 million

( at the median point, mid-January).
Older Fish
Striped bass appear to be vulnerable to Indian Point
power plant operations principally in their first year of
life.

Screen kill records available from Con Edison for

Indian Point No. 1 shar tlat kills of striped bass of one
year of age and older have been infrequent in recent years
and consequently we have not included them in the anb-lysis.

Other Species
Screen kill records of Consolidated Edison show
clearly that white perch, tomcod, herrings, anchovy,
and other important species are killed in great numbers
on the Indian Point Ko. 1 screens.

Much higher kills would

occur on the Indian Point !o. 2 screens, probably increasing
the total kill of these species at the Indian Point site
each year by a factor of 5 or groater, as prevously shoim
for striled bass.

The kill of species other than striped

bass is estimated at 7.5 million fish per year (Table 6).

-.

-

~

Thus the populations Of other valuable species can be
expected to suffer serious advesrse effects from Indian
Point No. 1 and 2 alone.

If Tndian Point No. 3, Roseton,

and Bowline should also be operated with once

through

cooling the comfoined effect could be disastrous to the
fish life of the Hudson,
Although I 17re not made Quantitative estimates of
the effects on other Hudson fishes, it is clear that
planktonic and pelagic pre-screenable stages of the other
species would be exposed to risks -from entrainment and
death in the Indian Point
to those for striped bass.

1o. 2 cooling system similar
The breeding periods of such

important species as white perch, anchovy, and herring,
also occur from May to July and their planktonic early
life

stages would be vulnerable to withdrawal in this

period.
Impact on Poulations
The extent of t,,e removals indicates that ooeration
of Indian Point plants 'No. 1 and No. 2 with once through
cooling would have a serious adverse impact on the striped
bass populations of the Hudson.

There are some possible

mitigalng factors that must be considered but none that
offer any certainty of s ignificant reduction of the adverse
impact.
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Proportion of the Population Removed
To approximate the total rehiovals from the population
one
of first year striped bass by the Indian Point plants,

stages.
may accumulate the losses of the various early life
loss
I have added the remrovals in seouential order and the
remaining after
for each stage is based on the population
This
the loss for the preceding stage is subtracted.
fish entrained
procedure is necessary if one assurmes that all

and carried into the plant are killed.
shovm in Table 7.

The results are

Egg removals are not included because

they are so small a portion of the whole population.

The effect of full time operation of Indian Point No.
2 along with Indian Point Io. 1, with both using once

through cooling, would be to remove from the Hudson

40

percent of the striped bass in their first year of life,
from early larvae through to advanced juveniles.

This

estimate of removals is based upon year round operation
of the plants.

It is clear that the plant wilA be

partial
off line at times, but any reduction because of
operation, "dowm time" for maintenance, and so forth,
would depend upon the time of year involved.

For example,

in
if the plant wiere not operated in May the reduction
July
removals would be low, if it were not operated in
or Januaij the reduction would be great.

On average,

would reduce
an allowance of 15o or 10- non-operating days
37 percent
the removals to a total of approximately 341 to
of the Hudson population.

TABLE

7

-

Removals of striped bass by Indian Point Units Nos.
the first year of life.

INDIAN POINT

Original
Population
(Median)

No.1

&

112

EARLY LARVAE
28 DAYS

112

5.7

5.7

5.1

16.7

LATER LARVAE
45 DAYS

9.5

1.6

9.0

1.5

EARLY JUVENILE
28 DAYS

3.5

0.10

2.7

0.08

LATER JUVENILES
268 DAYS

1.9

0.35

1.4

.0.26'

PERCENTAGE OF

Percent
of population
(millions)

(millions)

STAGIE_

stages

in

2

Adjusted
removal
(millions-

Adjusted
population
(millions)l

Unadjusted fish
removed

2 at various

SUBJECT TO REMOVAL

STRIPED BASS

LIFE HISTORY
STAGE AND
LENGTH OF

1 and

Remain
ing popu
lation
(millions)

106.3

7.5

I

ORIGINAL POPULATION REMAINING AT END OF

1. Adjusted at each stage for reTvals

at

the prior

FIRST YEAR:

stage.

60%

3.0

2.62

18.6

1.14

Mortality of Removals
For screenable sizes (generally above 2 inches or
are dead
51 mm) it is accepted that virtually all fish
screens
or mortally injured as they come off the traveling
at Indian Point No..l.

Indian Point No. 2 is fitted with

the same type of screens and therefore the effect of screen
impingement should be just as lethal.
For the smaller pre-screenable striped bass, larvae
and juveniles that are entrained there is a serious absence
of data.

There are no studies of' the effects on pre

Indian
screenable stages of striped bass of passage through
Point No. 1 or No. 2.

However, there are studies by

Barton

C. Marcy that show the effects on white perch, a very
closely related species (11).

This work, done at the

Connecticut Yankee plant, Haddam Neck,

Connecticut River,

shows clearly that white perch yolk larvae are all
by passage through the

killed

plant; at least when temperatures

0
are elevated to 830 F. (28.2 C) or higher at the discharge.

This temperature condition would be reached in the cooling
water of Indian Point No. 2 in early June and remain until
temperatures
.early October, the period when Hudson ambient
Marcy got a complete kill at 830 F but
exceed 680 F.
tried no lo-.ier temperatures.

Therefore, it is quite

possible that a complete kill, or virtually complete kill,
would occur at even lower temperatures.
It

is

valid to assiume that striped bass would be af

fected in the same manner as white perch because they are
such closely related species.

Consequently one must assume
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that beginning in

early June,

a lethal condition for

them would exist in the indian Point No.

2 cooling system.

Since the peak of striped bass early larvae abundance
occurs in

June in

the Hudson,

those entrained in the

cooling water would be exposed to the conditions of the
Marcy experiment and would die (See Marcy experimental
Set A for June 30th. (11)).
Marcy stated that the majority of the dead larvae
and juveniles emerging from the plant were "mangled" and
this condition "was more apparent in larger specimens."
Thus for the species Marcy studied, the damage apparently
was even greater for stages following the yolk larvae;
thus later larval and prescreenable juvenile stages can
be expected to suffer heavy mechanical damage and death.
It is probable that virtually all of the striped bass
entrained and carried through the plant

will be killed-

from early larvae to pre-screenable juveniles.
In determining the potential impact of pl4nt removals
on striped bass stocks one must assume that all fish with
dra.n by the plant are killed, including those entrained
in

the cooling water and carried though the plant as well

as those impinged upon the screens.

There is no proof

that any significant nuniber will escape death.
Comnensatory Effects. Predation,

and Comoetition

One cannot be certain of the type of relation that
may exist between the cuanltity of striped bass and other

Sspecies

steadily removed from the Hudson and the size

of striped bass.
and vigor of the sta.dy state population
estuarine
The number of variables involved in a natural
anyone from
habitat are so great so to have prevented
of this type.
completing a really comprehensive analysis
mostly fresh
However, there is a background of knowledge,
drai-m and
water, from which certain relationships are
held to be true by many fishery researchers.
accepted
The principle of overcrowding is generally
by fresh water fishery experts.

tt is quite demonstrable

or small
that if too many fish are crowded into a pond
become stunted
lake, the result is that individual fish
size desirable
from a shortage of food and do not reach a
to fishermen (12).
No applicable excerimental results demonstrating
n to me, but
overcrowding in a natural estuarj are know.
some situations.
we might assume that this could happen in
and a standing
Estuaries are knovm to be very productive
would not
crop of 100 pof'nds or more of fishes per acre
lakes,
be unexpected (9). Productive fresh water ponds,
of fish
and reservoirs also hold more than 100 pounds
far
per acre. Certainly, any typical estuary holding
not be
less than 100 pounds per ecre of fishes could
considered overcrowded.

0

It has been estimated that the

Point (Haverstraw
Hudson estuary in the vicinity of Indian
Bay to the Bear Mountain Bridge) holds only 7.2 pounds
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demersal species
per acre of white perch, the most abundant
This low standing crop certainly indicates
there (13).
that the Hudson near Indian Point is not overcrowded
at one
with demersal species for an estuary considered
fresh water
time to be as productive as the richest of
lakes (14).

to

appear
The trawl catches of Carlson-McCann (i) also
the lower
suggest that overcrowding does not exist in

Hudson.

The various samplings reported show that standing

crops rarely exceeded 200 or 300 small fishes per acre,
Striped
weighing altogether not more than 5-10 pounds.
in the
bass were found to occur at about 25-30 per acre
vicinity of Indian Point (1, table 1)

--

standing crop
a.,

of less than 1/2 pound per acre.
impression
From the information at hand one gains the
its natural
that the Hudson estuary is carrying less than
If this
capacity of demersal fishes, rather than more.
young
is so, there should be no shortage of food fo*the
with other
striped bass nor serious competition for food
species, such as white perch.

Consequently, it appears

effect from
that there would be no beneficial compensatory
Point.
thinning populations by killing fish at Indian
fishes
Since there appears to be no overpopulation of
that striped
in the Hudson, the removal of millions of fish
reduce the
bass feed upon by the Indian Point plants would
available food supply for striped bass.

A shortage of

.forage fishes certainly would be a detriment to the
feed heavily
striped bass that spai.m in the Hudson and then

-~

1-2

before leaving for the sea.

The recorded kills for Indian

Point No. 1 are made up in large part of white perch, a
species that striped bass are kno.m to feed upon in the
Chesapeake Bay, particularly in the late spring and early
sunmer(15). (There have been no detailed studies of feeding
habits reported for Hudson striped bass- older than 1 year.)
Additional Power Plants
The adverse effects on the striped bass populations
of removals at Indian Point will be far more serious in
combination with the effects of other powver plants being
built on the lower Hudson.

Certainly the total number of

striped bass and other species removed and killed will
Point operating
.increase greatly. With .Roseton and Bowline
the rem.ning population would drop to less than 35 percent
of the original population.

With the proposed Verplanck,

Sing Sing, and Storm King plants the numbers remaining
would fall to a nearly negligible proportion of the original
population and the resource would be gravely Adangered.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

JOHN R

CLARK

I received my Bachelor of Science degree in Fishery
Science from the University of Washington in 1949.

I joined

of 1949
the Woods Hole Fisheries Laboratory in November
fisheries
where 1 conducted research in ichthyology and
management through 1959.
In 1960, I joined the United States Bureau of- Sports
Sandy Hook
Fisheries and Wildlife and was co-founder of the
that labora
Marine Laboratory in Sandy Hook, New Jersey. At
research
tory, I served as Assistant Director and conducted
fish, including
in the ecology and life patterns of. salt water
1970.
striped bass, bluefish and fluke through September of
I served as curator of the New York Aquarium in Brooklyn,
New York, from October 1970 to January 1971..
Ameni
I am past president and now board chairman of the
'A

history
can Littoral Society, a conservation and natural
for the
group, and a member of the American Association
Society and
Advancement of Science, the American Fisheries
the Atlantic Fisheries Biologists.
I am the author of the book entitled Fish
Conflict

in the

Atlantic

and Man:

Estuaries, published by the Ameri

of the book
can Littoral Society in 1967, and author-editor
entitled

Sea

W-Jater

Systems

for

Exerimental

Auariums

in 196r5.
published by the U.S. Department of the Interior
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I am the author of fifty (50)

scientific papers and reports,

in
including "Thermal Pollution and Aquatic Life" published
Movements
Scientific American in March 1969, and "Seasonal
in the
of Striped Bass Contingents of Long Island Sound
American
New York Bight" published in Transactions of the
Fisheries Society in 1968.
to
Since September, 1971, I have acted as consultant
the
the Hudson River Fishermen's Assogiation concerning
the Hudson.
effects of power plants on the aquatic life of
exper
In such capacity, and also by reason of my previous
ecology and
ience, I have become broadly familiar with the
affecting
fisheries of the Hudson River, with the problems
problems
fish at Indian Point, with the studies of those
fisheries
and with the general effect of power plants on the
of the Hudson.
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1I
1

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Do the parties desire to speak

2

to the suitability of April 17th, 18th and 19th for presentatioa

3

of the Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation matters?
MRo ROISMAN:

4

Mr. Chairman, just before we do

5

that, we do have one evidentiary matter.. This relates to a

a

series of letters between the Regulatory Staff and ourselves

7

in one letter to Mr. Trosten from the Regulatory Staff dealig

a

with the question of methyl iodide and pursuant to stipulation

9

between the parties, it was agreed that these letters could

10

be introduced into evidence as if read, and we have

1i

received from the Staff copies for this purpose of the

12

letter addressed to Mr. Richard Cruger dated October 4th, 1971

n3

and the letter to myself from Vr. Karman dated December 13th,

14

1971.

The third letter is one addressed to Mr. Trosten,

25

16

and I assume that he will want to include that separately.

17

We are not making an offer of that letter, but
no objection to it coming in. I don't know if I

is

we have

19

carried up with me enough copies for the Reporter to

20

incorporate them all into all the copies of the transcript,

21

but we do have copies of the letters sufficient for that

22

purposes, and I just didn't get them all. in my briefcase,

23

Copies of both of these letters and of the letter

24

to Mr. Trosten have previously been served on the Board and

25

all the parties.

F2-am5
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I

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

2

MR. ROISMAN:

When were they served?

The December 13th letter to myself

3

was served when it was mailed by Mr. Karman, and the February

4

3rd letter to Mr. Trosten was also served vhen it was mailed

5

by Mr. Karman.

A copy of Mr. Crger's letter was attached to the

6
7

filing that we made of proposed findings of fact and

8

conclusions of law in this proceeding dated --

9

the certificate.

10
If

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

MR. ROISMAN:

13

CHAIRIAN JENSCH:

15

is

Well, you are going to

furnish

copies in sufficient numbers for the Reporter to incorporate?

12

4

I don't have

Yes, I am,

Is there any objection to the

offer by the Citizens' Committee for the effects on the
environment?
MR. TROSTEN:

We have no objection, Mr. Chairman,

17

and we will furnish sufficient copies of the letter from

i8

Mr. Karman to me dated February 3. 1972 to the Reporter.

19

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

Very well, very well, you are

20

requesting the letter of February 3rd, 1972 from Karman to

21

you be included within this general stipulated offering.

22

that correct?

23

MR.

24

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

25

MR. KARMAN:

TROSTEN:

That's correct.
Very well.

We have no objection.

Is

4842
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ICHAIRMAN

2

JENSCH:

How about the Atomic Energy

Counsel of the State of New York?
No objection.

2

110 . MARTIN:

4.

CHAIRIuAN JENSCH:

5

1.. PROItJFIT:

6

QCAIRIAN JENSCH:

The State of New York?

No objection.

Very well.

The three letters

7

identified by coinsel for the Environmental Defense Fund

a

may be physically incorporated within the transcript and the

0

Reporter is directed that they be incorporated in this place,,

10

the copies of the three letters identified by that counsel,
(The above referred to documents are herewith

11
;2

14

16

17

19

20

21
22

25

attached.)
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14r Rlichard Cruger
Citizens Cc:tLmittee for Protection
--Lnv irom, enit
of
71 Pine Avenue
Ossining, 'NewYork 10562
Dear M~r. Cruger:

-

This ic in response to your letter of July 22, 1971 to Nessrs R. Grill
and A. 1Kermnehe which transmitted your calculation of the thyroid dose
The staff has revic.'cJ this calculation
oraloss-of-coolant accident.
and has duplicated the results you obtained using the nsstziptions you!
L\.'o asmr.ptions in your calculationai !r:odcl account for
outli-ned.
comnputed thyroid doses above the 10 C T. Part 1090 guidelines.
1.

The staff asstr-es, for the purposes of calculation,
that plateout occurs t'm-odiately after fi! 5ion product
release and that 10' of the re:iainirg, iodine, after
plateo'ut, is in the organic for-m. For tle set of
asstwptions usedI in yo=4 calculatioa the n 1 :propr~ito
raCt-;o!1 woUlId be 5%' nuth'!r -,n~n 10Z
I o'n
orai
2 r!1c tize
Of the tot.&1 iodLL-a -LP.entry roz
voies~as n'.da
st-c-f estlmite ofZ the ztmourt oil or-,ani.'c
on a iveight basis, considerin3-- all coipctin: mechanisms.
and thecn translated into an ecuivalmnt percenta-,e i.n
the staff'o calculational r-odel. A pner Vh'ch was
prepared previously on the rnethyl lodl~da fraction in!
The pape2r
the containmert atmosphere is encloscd.
discusses the zi~ount of orfnanic 4lodines v'hl.cl vI.;I~it
fuiel or orrdin
be expected to be relearsed fromn tI
the pressure vessel or containrent build irz, in terias
of the perccata~ of iodine available for leaka-ge
based on TID-14344 release and plateout assunptions.

2.

T"he staff anstmes that: thle filtergq are effective in re
ducr,'. the inorganic inventory by 90'. per varss as well as.
reducing, 'the organic Inventory by 10%' per pass. 'Your
cnlculation did not account for removal of the irorganic
fraction by filtration.

*

- ---------

1.

.

.

.

7-- .

7.

-..

*---..-

--

,r.

-2

-Richard Cruger

-

OCT 4

1971

Applying thene assumptions and the remainder of your calculational
rodel, ye calculate a two-hour thlyroid dose of 203 rem at 520 ieters
and a 30 day thyroid dose of 250 rem at 1100 neters.
Sincerely

P. A. ![orris, Director
Division of Rcactor Licensing

Enclosure:
Ix Stated

*T.T.
AKENNthKE :mi

CBURLEY

BGRIMES

IURDENTON

OGC
HKAPMAN

DRL
PAMORRIS

?IETIIYL IODIDT FRACTION Iil CONTATN!!MT ATMOnSPHFP-RT

I.THEORY
The R.actor Technology Group of the Division of Reactor Licensing has eval

uated the several theoretical studies on the formation mechanisms of organic
n
1,.Zlf.
an dA*,
1)
uander post
4-ie
pendent model to predict a maximum nuerical values for the total possible
fraction or organic iodide formation.
al-

*

A

dC.l,

In terms of percentage of iodine available for leakage from the containment
building and based on TID-14844 release and plateout asstunptions, less than
0.5% wo d be Jar ve from -'a fue'l a maximtu- of about 5% could be formed
1

in the pressure vessel by gas phase reaction, nd an additional 1-5% by
both rapid gas phase reaction and by a time dependant surfnce rect-ion in ihe
Therefore, on the basis of these calculations, the
containment building.
maximum percentage of methyl iodide which could he produced under optimum
conditions would not be expected to exceed 10% of the total iodine in the
The maximu- formation rates based on the theoretical
containment building.
model are shown in Table 1 as a function of time following the loss-of
..
coolant accident.
The following mchani-sms for organic iodide formaticn have been considered:
a)

Solid state combination of available iodine and carbon in the fuel
probability function).
(instantanCous j ont

b)

Non-equilibrium gas phase formation above 500'C in the pressure vessel,
assitning thermal & radiation formation of methvl radicals.

c)

Equilibrium gas phase formation at 120°C in

d)

Radiation induced equilibriu
atmosphere).

e)

II.

formation in

the containment building.
the gas phase (stean-air

Adsorption of elemental iodine on surfaces (deposition velocity - I0 1
cm/sec)* conversion to organic iodide as a function of surface concen
tration, and rapid desorption.

EXPERITMENTAL
Laboratory experiments on release from irradiated UO,, or with simulants,
have produced organic iodide fractions ranging from less than 1% to approx
a
imately 4% under conditions reroesentative of thrse which prevail dur-,
....
lossocooant .c-et.... i.her values.have bcc:n obtained under unusual
conditions not considered typical of post-accident conditions.

7.........................

...

These include:

-.

...

-2

*a)

High 112 and low 12 concentration

b)

Unrealisti cally high rethane conccntration

c)

Ver_,

high air temperatures (1OO-1200 0 C) and

d)
CO2 g9L-cooled reactor atmospheres.
Ten percent. thereforc; represents a conservwti ve upper limit for the org-nic
fraction of the iodine airborne in th ront inrment
Ider
onfrIfn
nsr.Aa4
qred typical for a loss-of-coolant accident in a water reactor and includes
a margin of conservatism to account for posi.cible na-:imti formation rates by
several different mechanisms.
Table 2 staurmrizes the pertinent references.

R ferences
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R.

i1. Barnes et al, Chemical-Equilibrium Studies of Organic-Iodide
Formation Under Nuclear-Reactor-Accident Conditions, BMI-1781

2.

R.

11.

Barnes et al, Analytical Studies of Methyl Iod -de Formation
Under Nuclear-Reactor-Accident Conditions, BMI-18!6 (Sept.
1967)

.

R. H.

Ba rs
et al, S#udics of Menthy Todl-e Forati on Under Nuclear
Reactor-Accident Conditions. BMI-1829 (Feb. 22. 1968)
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W. S.

Durant et al, Activity Confincrent System of the Savannah River
Plant Reactors, Savannah River Laboratory, DP-1071 (Aug. 1966)

5.

J.

Hishima, Review of Methyl Iodide Behavior in Systems Containing
Airborne Iodine, Battelle MNemorial Inst. -Pacific
Northw.est
Laboratory, DNL-319 (June 15, 1966)

6.
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DiNunno et a!, Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and
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in
Hourly Formation of Organic Iodide as Fracticn of Total Iodine

Containment

!

I

0.5 i

0

!I
2

im

C,

Re....ctor

Fuel

Time (hrs)

I I1

I

Formation Mcechanism

Total %
SUrf.ace*

t

4

I2

0.2

1

0.2

4.70
-A

0.

0
,

5.20

0.3

5080

0.1~

3

6.30

0.5
54

0.4

6.70

03

7.00

0.3

7.30

0.3

7.60

0.3

7.90

0.2

8.10

0.2

8.30

0.1

8.40

7

8
9
10
.11
12
12

-

720

C113 1
4.50

I

0.1- 0.0 1,.o0 .max
_

*All values are given for typical PR. Reduce surface formation values to
0,7 of the above 'values for typical B1RT"
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TALE 2
SELECTED REFERENCES ON ORGANIC :[OD:LD

FOLRVION
Percent
Iodide
Organic

Reference
,7o
:0t

Se annual Report
De -'noer 1964

Experiaenta

Conditions
ns

(2=9g/m'3
tracer.+
1-127
1-131 30 csia 4 hr
1. simulant,
Air
40 psia '4 h1C
50% st e am- air
2.
42 psia 18 Ar
.3. 0% st en-air
organi - contaminatLon
40 p sia 15hr
4. 50% ste cm-air
0.25% 'CHI added
jrsia 5 hr
44
5. 50% steam-air
i8 hr 0.25% CH. added
1;ia
44
6. 5o% steua-air
0,25'%CH!, added
44 ;ia 9 hr
50% st,e~n-air

o .6%.
2.4%
3.2%
.0%
42.0%

7.

:)RN 3843
'S ,iannual Report

1t~2965
3.
4.

I

*

TREAT:
Zr clad
.3915

ORI
c._

anrual Report

D (,ember 1965

S

o.6%

I02 7000 Mwdl/T melted in air cIS (:lad
50g' stearm-air 40 psia 3.5 IX
.,,ted 5-5in h aix SS clad
21 psj.a
siiaullat co7.2 r Iq 10
5.5hr
.
50 steam-air in t,-vnk 2
air Zr clad
in
mclte&
mixture
simulant -UO?
hr
5
ps'.a
27
tank
in
50% steam-a3r
Zr clad
steam-He
in
simulant - UO? mixture melted
1w
5
ps:.a
27
50% stea-m-air in tank

2.6%
1.6%

2.5%
U02

1000 psia steam

melting by transient

CI:

7000 Mwqd/T melted in st.eanL-.a:Lr
0% steam-air 29 psia 3 hr
Flow Exp:
P_ atm 1000- C, F-H-c?0%
12 1 mg/in
U0o

1.2%

SS clad

1.7%

I,
~

-

.

MIIMMZIM

'.

I-.-.-

__

Reference

I

CMF:
U0

.Annua-. Report
December 1966

4.:

i;M_.228
kAnual Report
December 1967

'S!

.1
i

a'

1000 NWd/T
0% seteam-air

maelted i.n 5team-alx
29 psia 3.hr

Zr clad

underwe.ter melting of Zr clad U02 by transient
C:RI:
12 releasq under ambient conditions 30-psig
1200 ft' SS tank. 22 hr
ORR:
U0, melted airflow for 20 m.Ln
1hr aging at 335. C
at 103 C
0ng I-3.27
800 rac 1-131 + 4'Q

1300 ft3

,L!

70 hr

continous agitation

CRI:
I-!30) SS liner 22 hr
11I-130 SS liner 22 hr

'I

1:L-11329
!.April 1967

into steam I000*-Io'00" C
0
uyeO into steam + hydrogen 1C00-!300 C
UO0

Zr clal UO2 (0.5-100 !Wd/T) beated to can melting,
In.t. SyDp. on Fiss.
iiProd.

14

Organic Iodide

Experimental Conditions

C .:7M-4o7-71
.

wPercent

Iw

T IBLE 2 (cont~ued)

0.005%
0.7%
initial

final

2.E
3 .0$

3.6%

4.C%

2.C%

3.5% (ma~x)
3 31

(max)

10 .1,

16.o%
o.4-3%

some fuel melting, relea!;ed. to stema-air atm

Release and

1Trarnsport under

'fAccident Coditions

!'Ar il 1965

]in-pile, Zr clad
iucl. Safety Report

"march-April 1967

UO2 (melt):•

3.59-4.19%

Ww

w

.TABLE 2 (continued)

;

.

I.,

*

Reference
RI-TI-1986
Ncl. Safety Report
July-August 1967

BNWL-5 81

March 1968
TRG Peport 956 (W)
ML:] A

Experimenta.

Percent
Orgenic Iodide

Conditions

In-pile, Zr clad UO., (mel.t)
NSPP: run 19; 12 + CLy ai.. (stirred)

ADF:

3.2% (max)
2.0%

U02 (0.35. Mwd/T) and simulants heated to melting,
steam or ste.E.t-air sweep gas

0.1-2%'

U02 (150 Mud/T),. 3-47% :E release

May 1965

C02/C0
cco_/co

co,/co

+ 1000

sat

,pm Hj

10.0%

,

4. 0

I.'

hey to Experimental Facilities
CtTF

(Containment Mockup Facility):

180 1

SS vessel,

up to 45 psia steam-air atmosphere
.NSPP
*

(Nuclear Safety Pilot Plant):

1350 ft

3

SS vessel

designed to model fission product transport

I

CRI
*

(Contaz nment Research Installation):
30 gal primary
sim-ulator taxk, 1000 gaL contai.ment vessel

ADF

(Aerosol Development Facility):
vessel and 0.9 m3
ss vessel

1.54 m 3 coated steel

*The data reported out of this facility have been adjusted (here)
'by a factor of two (2) to conform with the TID-14844 assumption
:regarding plateout.

1
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UNITED STATES

6'

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

/December

20545

13, 1971

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esq.
Berlin, Roisman & Kessler
1910 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
In the Matter of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2
Docket No. 50-247
Dear Mr. Roisman:
In response to your inquiry I am transmitting herewith a document
entitled "Methyl Iodide Conversion" prepared by the AEC regulatory
staff.
Sincerely,

Myron arman
Coun el for AEC Regulatory Staff
Enclosure
As stated
cc w/encl:

Samuel W. Jensch, Esq.
Mr. R. B. Briggs
Dr. John C. Geyer
J. Bruce MacDonald, Esq.
Angus Macbeth, Esq.
Honorable William J. Burke
Paul S. Shemin, Esq.
Leonard M. Trosten, Esq.
Algie A. Wells, Esq.
Mr. Stanley T. Robinson, Jr.

11T n,L-IODIDE CO'NVERS ION
fraction of organic iodides must be viewed in the context of the
total available amount of iodine released.

The total mass of iodine

which can theoretically be converted to organic iodides is limited
by the fractional conversion in the fuel (limited to about 0.2% by
the available-carbon inventory) and by the additional conversion in
ziie containment atmosphere and on surfaces.

The latter two are

limited by considerations of thermodynamic equilibrium and by the
availability of total organic contaminants.

Because of this, the

maximum concentration (mass per unit volume) of organic iodides should
be relatively constant regardless of the total iodine concentration.

"he above reasoning has been shown to be in accord with experimental
results.
*-to

Large iodine releases lead to small fractional conversion

organic --iodides- and-,--converse-ly,-sma-l-l--rel&a-s-es-le-a-d--to--re-la-t-v-eiE-ly
l.arge fractional conversion.
into the latter category.

The results reported in ORNL-4635 fall

An excellent summary of many of the experimental

results is to be found in a publication by the Battelle Northwest.
Laboratory, BNWL-319 entitled "Review of Methyl Iodide Behavior in
Systems Containing Airborne Radioiodine".

As noted previously, the staff analysis is concerned primarily with the
environmental impact of hypothetical accidents which could lead to
large releases of fission products from the core.
•

./2

"/

The staff evaluation
"

-..

:--...

- .

.....

-2
for the Design Basis Accident includes both improbably large values
for the total release and for the conversion to the more-difficult
to remove organic iodide fraction.

The assumed organic fraction, for

the purpose of site evaluation, is 2.5% of the entire iodine inventory.
As noted previously, this hypothetical number exceeds the entire

fractional release of all forms of iodine reported in ORNL-4635 and
is almost 200 times larger than the observed organic iodide fraction.

:,d.

i.
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Leonard M. Trosten,. Esq.
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Nuclear

LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae
1821 Jeff erson Place, N. W.
W~ashington, D. C. 20036
In the Matter of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Indian Point Nuclear GeneratingUnit No. 2
Docket No. 50-247
Dear rir. Trosten:
Pursuant to an agreement between counsel for the applicant, Citizen's
Committee for the Protection of the Environment, and the AEC,
regulatory staff (transcript pages 4591-4592 of subject proceeding)
there is forwarded herewith a statement by the regulatory staff on
organic iodides. This statement has been prepared as a result of
previous answers by the staff to specific inquiries from Mr. Richard
Cruger, which we feel were not intended to summarize the staff's
position on the entire subject of organic iodides. The attached
statement outlines the reasoning which has led the staff to conclude
that the numerical value for the fraction of organic iodides stated
in Safety Guide 4 represents an extreme upper limift value, and is
adequately conservative for site evaluation purposes.
Sincerely,

Myron \arman
Counsel for AEC Regulatory Staff
Enclosure:
As stated
cc:

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esq.
Angus Macbeth: Esq.
Samuel W..Jensch, Esq.
Mr. R. B. Briggs
Dr. John. C. Geyer
J. Bruce MacDonald, Esq.

Honorable Will iam J. Burke
Paul S. Shemin, Esq.
Algie A. Wells, Esq.
Mr. Stanley T. Robinson, Jr.
Nath aniel H. Goodrich, Esq.

,,:.

All

Organic Iodides
The release of iodine from the core, and the fractional conversion to
organic iodides, can both be discussed in terms of the entire equilibrium
core iodine inventory for specific lengths of operation at known power
levels, or alternatively related to specified fractions of this inventory.
In analyses by the AEC regulatory staff the model given in TID-14844,
which specifies that "the maximum credible accident will release into
the reactor . . .50 percent of the halogens" and "fifty percent of the
iodines in the containment vessel is assumed to remain available for release
to the atmosphere" has been applied for siting evaluations. The fraction
of the iodine assumed available for release is therefore 25% of the
entire core inventory. All data for iodine release used by the regulatory
staff, are normalized to the above release fraction.
'
Experimental data on organic iodide formation analyzed by the regulatory
staff have all beennormalized in terms of the entire gas phase inventory
of elemental iodine (e.g. Table II of the attachment to the Oct. 4, 1971
letter to Mr. Cruger). Since TID-14844 refers to a total amount of air
borne iodine, with no subsequent plateout, the two are directly comparable.
On the basis of an extensive literature review and theoretical analysis,
the regulatory staff has concluded that, following a hypothetical loss
of-coolant accident, a maximum of 10% of the gas phase iodine should be
considered to be in the form of organic iodides and other difficult to
remove species for the putpose of siting evaluations. This numerical
value is equivalent to 2.5% of the entire core'iodine in terms of mass of
iodine converted. In terms of the initial release to the containment
specified in TID-14844 of half (50%) of the iodine inventory, this would
be equivalent to 5% of that fraction.
In previous testimony during the ASLB hearings on the operating license
for Indian Point 2 the staff has also made reference to a time dependent
model, where 50% of the core inventory iodine reaches the containment and
is subject to rapid plateout. Since this mechanism leads to rapid depletion
of the entire airborne iodine, which constitutes the principal source
term for organic iodide formation, such an assumption would be expected
to result in a greatly decreased organic iodide production. In effect, a
model which is based on a time-dependent plateout mechanism leads to a
significantly smaller organic iodide fraction than a model which allows
25% of the entire iodine inventory to remain airborne indefinitely. The
operation of an iodine removal system , such as sprays or filters, would
further diminish the available quantity of airborne iodine and reduce the
quantity converted to organic iodides.

As noted in the attachment to the letter of October 4, 1971, as well as
in BNIL-319 and elsewhere in the literature, the fractional conversion
of elemental iodine to organic iodides is dependent on a number of
iodifie concentration, presence of organic
variables, including the tta]!
temperature, radiation, and type of
oxides,
or
carbon
contaminants
references must therefore be
Literature
surfaces.
containment
situation and its approximation to
total
the
evaluated in the context of
the very severe conditions imposed by the criteria of TID-14844 and the
predicted post-LOCA environment. Low gas phase concentrations of elemental
iodine can be predicted to lead to relatively large fractional conversion
to organic iodides, but the total resultant concentration of organic
iodides would be far below that obtained for the case of a smaller fractional
conversion of a much larger initial elemental iodine inventory. This
general relationship has been observed in all experimental results,
where larger percentages of organic iodides are invariably associated with
Therefore, numerical values for
very small total iodine concentrations.
are
meaningless by themselves
iodide
organic
to
conversion
percentage
without reference to the total concentration of iodine as well as to the
associated environmental conditions.
The conclusions of the regulatory staff with respect to the subject of organic
iodine formation may therefore be summarized as follows:
1.

The fraction of airborne organic iodides is conservatively
taken as 10% of 25% of the entire core iodine inventory
(2.5 of the entire core iodine inventory).

2.

The above fraction is only applicable to a situation where
25% of the entire core iodine inventory remains airborne
indefinitely.

3.

Taking the hypothetical case of a 50% release of the entire
core iodine inventory, followed by rapid plateout, the
organic iodide fraction would be much lower than for the
current regulatory staff model because of source term
depletion. Nonetheless, normalization of 2.5% of the entire
core iodine inventory to this 50% release would yield
5% equivalent organic iodides.

4.

Sprays and other iodine removal mechanisms would reduce the
conversion to organic iodides by virtue of rapid source
term depletion and removal of available iodine.

5.

Literature values for organic iodide conversion must be
analyzed in the concept of total iodine concentration and
similarity of environmental conditions. High fractional
conversion of very low elemental iodine concentrations are
expected, with decreasing fractional conversion as the elemental
For iodine concentrations in
iodine concentration increases.
the range of those stated in TID-14844, both the predicted
and observed fractional conversion to organic iodides becomes
very small and would seldom be expected to exceed 1% of the
total gas phase iodine. The regulatory staff is convinced that
its proposed value for organic iodide conversion is conservative
and has not been exceeded in any experimental determination carried
out under simulated loss-of-coolant conditions.
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IMR.

TROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, I just have one

2

comment with respect to the ruling of the Board concerning

S

the order of the Department of'Environmental Conservation.

4

Applicant's position is that the statements contained in the

5

order >.re not correct.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

We understand your view and

7

the Board's consideration of the matter has been directed

8

primarily to the ultimate result of the order and the

9

premises aren't a factor in the consideration by the Board.

10

Let us return to the Pennsylvania Engineering,

11

We are planning, incidentally, a session

12

because the Board has several questions that we would like

is

to take up with the parties.

14

MR.

15

CHAIRMAN JLNSCH:

TROSTEN:

Yes,

for this afternoon

sir.

But in the meantime could we

16

give some consideration now to the feasibility of the two

17

session which the Board is proposing with Pennsylvania

is

Engineering for April or 'ay?

19

M.. TROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, if the Board wishes

20

we can do this before lunch, although I think it would be a

21

little bit better if we could have the luncheon recess in

22

which we can discuss this.

29

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

24

Another matter, however, that we

25

Very well.

might take up

before our recess, which the Board would like to consider in

F2-am8
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the noon interim as well, and that is as to the status of the

2

plant at the present time and what --

3

letter from Applicant's counsel as to the status of completion

4

of the repairs since the fire.

5

delayed expected criticality until the end of June 1972?

6

Will Mr. Cahill or someone give us a statement before that?

7

VR, TROSTE-

Yes.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
MR
10

p

TROSTEN:

14R. CARILL:

I believe we do have a

But what other factors have

le will be prepared to do that.
Can you do that now?

Yes, certainly.
The fire repairs have proceeded

11

essentially as we expected to the point where essentially all

12

the repair work and retesting work is done.

is

During this period several items of plant

14

modification or completion have become more paramount to the

is

schedule. One of them has been the change to the safety

16

injection system which'the Board is aware, and that is also

17

proceeding as we expected,

is

this month.

and that would be completed early

We have had other matters as, for example, a
20

short work stoppage of pipe fitters that have delayed some of

21

that work, and the general miscellaneous items of plant

22

completion that we've had,

23

The principle delay which makes us anticipate

94

that we would not be ready until late June, say the third

25

week in June, is the safety valve modification or actually
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correction, which we have informed you of in our bi-weekly
g

status letter, and which has been discussed this morning.
The safety valves that we are talking about are
the safety valves on the main steam lines in the conventional

5

plant outside of containment.

They are a conventional type

arrangement which is found in fossil plants and nuclear plants.
We have found arising out of the Florida Power and Lights
8

incident, but not directly related to it, but initiated by
the information we got about the Florida Power and Light.

10
11

incident to review the design of our safety valves.
Now, the design is not the same as the Florida
It is a different configuration.

But on

12

Power and Light.

i3

our initiative and also at the suggestion of the AEC, but

14

we had already started it on our initiative, our design.

Is

although different, was reviewed and we found that the stresses

16

in the nozzles which attach the safety valves -- A safety

17

valve in this sense, if I can deviate, is a term of art, which

is

has been in the boiler business from the beginning.

19

spring loaded valves which function to relieve pressure when

0

the pressure is exceeded, when normal pressures are exceeded,

21
22

They are

such as on a plant trip-out.
And the safety that we are concerned about is
This is an area which is not normally

23

personnel safety.

?A

occupied by people, but it is accessible, and we are concerned

25

that no condition exists where our personnel or any people
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j

could be injured by an accident in these valves.

2

To come back to the condition,, we analyzed the
3 stress and found that in our checks that it was indicated
4 that the stresses were higher than that allowed by the code,

5

and, therefore, not in accordance with the criteria that ve

6

had presented in our application.

This we had checked by

7

the designers and this took time.

And it was verified that

the stresses were high and that a reinforcement at the place
9

where the valve nozzles join the main steam lines should be

10 made.

This is being made.

11
12

Our estimate is that it will take something like
a month to complete.
is ourselves.

14

We have initiated this delay on

Nobody has instructed us to accept the delay.

In

the face of the great need that we have we will not compromise
Is the safety of ouir personnel.

16

Those valves will be fixed and brought in to

17

code allowable stresses as our application indicates.

is

is not a design change.

So this

It is a correction to a deviation

is from the criteria.
20

This vill lead to A delay in the plant completion

21

to the point where we can go critical, we estimate, in the

22

latter part of June,

23

MR BRIGGS:

Mr. Cahill, are there any conditions

P1under which the steam that flows through that line could be
25

radioactive, could contain radioactivity?

£2-amll
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MR. CAHILL.:

When there are boiler leaks or

2

steam generator leaks in the tubes in the steam generator

3

which separate the primary coolant system which does contain

4

radioactivity from the secondary or boiling water system,

5

if there are leaks in those tubes some radioactivity could

6

be present in the secondary side, although the amounts of

7

radioactivity in there are such that even the whole, the

B

main steam line wete to break off, the doses which are

9

described in our ESAR are of relatively low magnitude, the

to

order of those allowed under part 20 rather than the design
11 basis criteria part 100.

12

MR. BRIGGS:

The condition that would exist then

13

if the safety valves were to be broken off as they were at

14

Turkey Point would be like a break in the main steam line.

45

Is that essentially it?

16

MR. CAHILL:

Well, the main steam line is twenty

17

eight or twenty-seven inches in diameter.

is

at the high stress point, the safety valve nozzle is twelve

19

inches.

20

MR.

21

MR. CAHILL:

22

BRIGGS:

The safety valves

How many valves are there?
There are twenty valves.

all have the same'setting.

They don't all

They don't

go off at once.

23

1 might say that these would be blown under test

24

conditions and a severe condition that might lead to failure

25

w~ould probably be detected then.

F2-aml2
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2
3

DR. GEYER:

Is that what happened in the Turkey

MR. CAHILL:

I am not completely familiar with

Point case?

4

the Turkey Point incident.

5

arranged in different geometry,

6

occurred in their start-up test program.

7

testing the safety valves at that particular time I do'not know.
DR. GEYER:
M.R

BRIMGS:

The Turkey Point valves were
I know that the accident
Whether they were

Thank you,
The change that is being made or

10

the reinforcement that is being made, that is being done in

11

place and it is being done on all twenty valves, isn't it?

12

MR. CAHILL:

Yes, sir., it is being done in place,

13

weld deposit will be laid down on the main steam piping at

14

the point where the twelve-inch nozzle joins the main steam

i1

in a standard code-approved method of reinforcement of a

16

nozzle joint.

17
18

19
20
21
22
23

25

MR. BRIGGS:

Heat treatment was tried after that

weld deposit?
MR.

CiAILL:

I would have to check that.
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2

method.

You say it is being done by code
manner of deposits

The code specifies the size, the

and whether heat treatment is required.
MR. CAHILL:

4

Do yo'U know that?

I'm not sure whether the code
The code gives

5

indicates the detail of the weld deposited.

6

accepted procedures for reinforcing.

7

on whether it goes into the detail of weld deposit and whether
stress relieving is required.
MR. BRIGGS:

9

I would have to check

We can have that today°

Can you tell me, are the procedures

10

you are going to use described in any communication to the

11

Commission in the same way that you described changes in the

12

piping, for instance, to the emergency water injection system?
MR. CMHILL:

13

No. not in communication.

We look

14

at his as bringing the plant to the design criteria that have

15

already been set forth.

16

MR. BRIGGS:

If it would be convenient, I would

17

be interested in hearing a little more about what the code

18

requires in

19

would be applied, and also what kind of heat treatment would

20

be applied.
MR.

21

22

the way of reinforcement and manner in which it

if

possible.

If

CAHILL:
not,

We vill

definitely get that today,

perhaps we can write it.
Yes,

that will be fine.

23

W, BRIGGS:

24

I don't think I have any other questions right now,

2.1

Thank you.

G-wm2
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3

Did I understand mention to be made of insulation
having to be repaired, or things like this previously?
MR

CAHILL:

Insulantion on the main steam Or

4

in connection with the fire repair?

5

DR. BRIGGS:

In connection with the fire repairs.

6

NR. CAHILL:

Yes, some pipe insulation which

7

either was removed for the repair or which was wet during the

a

fire and removed, still has to be done.

9

MR. BRIGGS:

All this in the auxiliary building?

0

DIR. CAHILL:

Yes.

IIMR.
12
13
14
15
16
17

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

BRIGGS:

I don't have anything else.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

At this time let us recess to

reconvene in this room this afternoon at two o'clock.
(The luncheon recess is taken.)

.M

tl
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S E S SI ONN

2

CHAIMMN JENSCH:

3

Right after the recess, the Board was In some

4

general consultation with all of the attorneys in the pro

5

ceeding, during the course of which a lady made a request for

6

an opportunity to make a statement by way of a limited

7

appearance.

a

attorneys respecting the matter.

9

have any statement they would like to give in that regardo

Please come to order.

The Board suggested that the lady confer with the
I wonder if the attorneys

TO

MR. TROSTEN:

I

reviewed the statement, ir.Chairman.

12

late in the proceeding for limited appearances to be made.

13

The time to do so has gone by.

14

to, she could simply mail her ietter to the Secretary of the

15

Commission to supplement what she already has, if that is what

16

she wants to do.

17
18

I have spoken to Mrs. Leighner"and
It seems to me It is

I think if Mrs. LeIghner wished

Then that will be fine.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
r~M.KARMAN:

Does the Staff have a statement?

Based on the experience of the way

19

these requests for limited appearances have been handled all

20

during the course of this somewhat protracted hearing, the

21
2

Regulatory Staff has no particular objection to another limited
statement at this time, but I really don't feel that the time

23

of the Board and the parties should be taken to the extent of

24

having it read into the record.

25

to the Board and placed in the limited appearance file.

I suggest that it be submitted

4852
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

I
2

Does any other attorney desire

to speak to the matter?

3

R. ROISMAN:

Mr. Chairman, I donut see that there

As I understand it, Mrs. Leighner

4

is any delay problem here.

5

has agreed to have it submitted as if read rather than to read

6

it herself.

7

liberal on the submittal of these limited appearances, and I

I concur with the Staff.

The Board has been very

donut see that It would be harmful to have this one In.
9

Certainly not in light of the fact that we are still going to

io have more hearings here In any case.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

What gave me concern, from the

12

discussion that we had before we took the noon recess, and

13

recessed the proceeding, there was some reference to Dr.

14

Davies " statement in one regard, and some possibility that a

i5 contention would be made that Dr. Davies or his representative
While.

16

asserted on the record concerning certain procedures.

17

the limited appearance statement does not constitute evidnce,

18

it might be reflectIve of a position that would require an

19

answer.

2o

at the outset of the proceeding so that the parties may con

21

sider the advisability of adducing evidence in reference tb the

22

concerns expressed by way of any problems that may seem-to be

23

one that requires further elaboration, that sort of thing.

24
25

Limited appeardnce statements are generally intended

Comi*

at this time, the parties are unable to

assemble the evidence in the light of the expressions of

M t3
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concern.

I think the Commission is anxious that the public

2

be heard and that its concerns be considered by the parties as

3

to the advisability of adducing evidence with reference to

4

certain matters.

5

the parties that opportunity as long as the subject matter has

6

been covered in some respect in

1.

7

A late reception of such evidence would deny

ROSPAN:

the proceeding.

Mr. Chairman, as I understand the

8

Applicant's position, It is not tbm Applicantvs position that

9

what-.is stated In the statement by Mrs. Leighner involves

10

anything on which the Applicant would wish to adduce further

11

information.

12

were followed, having it slngply sent to the Secretary and

If the procedure that the Applicant suggests

Is asked to be included in the public docket, the information
4

that Is contained in here--it isn't directly to Mr. Davies.

15

Rather, it is the result of some recent conversations that

1

Mrs. Leighner had with several Civil Defense directors, which

17

reflects on the question of New York State's emergency

18

preparedness.

19

1f that were raised in the mind of the Board, a

20

question as to whether or not further information should be

21

adduced, It seems to me that the Board might request further

22

data; that it is not an answer that it is late.

23

thought were to arise in the minds of the Board, then of

24

course the Board would want to know about the Information,
and not knowing about it wouldn't prevent it
problem.

If that

from being a
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CHAIRILIN JENSCH:

Xt"s eleven pages, seven of which are

MR. ROISter:

2

How long a statement is it?

3

a summary of the conversations between Ws. Laighner and Civil

4

Defense directors and three of which is her own statement

5

explaining what those other seven pages are.
N JENSCH:

My I see the statement, please.

6

CHAM&I

7

Wellp -the Board has been giving some cursory

Sreview to the statements or rather these several pages which
%

constitute the statement, some parts of which seem to be
And

10

relative to some other matters than just emergency plans.

11

there is quite a bit of reference to the state direction of

12

certain aspects of maybe Civil Defense and other activities.

13

%he Board believes this statement should be sub

14

mitted to Dr. Davies to give him an opportunity to respond to

is

It, and then when we have his response we will Incorporate

16

both of them into the transcript.

17

laighuar?
:

is

?MS.

19

CHAIRW/ JRNSCH:

20

21

Is that agreeable, Ws.

LEIGO

Yes.

Very well.

I would return the

documentso

ZR

MARTIN:

I would suggest Instead of that +oing

22

in to Dr. Davies since it deals with the office of Nationl

23

Disaster and Civil Defense that it be submitted to 1. Smith.
CHAIRMN JENSCE:

Either one or both.

fherep you have heard the testimony of Dr.

They talked

Davies on the State's

4855
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1

plan.

I don9t know.RMARTIN:

2

Well, Dr. Dav.es'7 testimony would not

deal with the matters that are discussed in this statement that
was offered by way of a limited appearance.

Dr. Davies Is

in

tbe Health Department.
It was &s. Smith, Edward Smith, of the Department

6
7

of Transportation,, who was concerned with the National Disaster

8

coordination, and in response to accidents in terms of Civil
Defense.

10
11

CHAUMAN JENSCH:

and Mr. Smith have this, because Dr. Davies' name is mentioned?
MR. MARTIN:

12
13

Right, if

some copies I'll be happy to.

14
15

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
Roisman.

He handed me this.

16

Mo

17

CHAIRMAN JENSCB:

18

Will you see that both Dr. Davies

ROISMAN:

I could be provided with

I don t have a copy.
I will hand It back to Mr.
I hope he will release It.

Thank you, sir.
We'll take the matter up at a

later time.
One other matter that we did consider right after

19
20

we recessed before we went t

291

Arcaro.

22

M. Arecaro was something that, perhaps, isn't specifically

23

permitted under the rules but It's generally follovwed and

24

when done quickly enough why, we have the benefit of all

25

views.

lunch was the petition of Mr.

I think one of the items that we had expected from

We had expected that he would perhaps supplement some

.,Lt3
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presentation by way of comments on what both the Applicant and

2

the Staff had said about your petition, and I understood from

3

the conversation that you did not receive copies of the Staff

4

or the Applicant position.

5

Therefore, will you give us some response to the

6

Staff comments and to the Applicant's comments within five days

7

hereof?

8

M

*

CRAM M JENSCG:

ARCARO:

Yes.

I would call your specia

atten

10

tion to the fact that the Commission first by rule and later

11

by regulation as required that contentions and petitions for

12

intervention be with reasonable specificity so that the parties

13

may know what Is Intended specifically about one aspect or a

14

component or a process.

15

16

It isn't merely a concern but what is your con
tentiono

17

Now, there may be some phases of what you have

1s

alleged to permit some assertion of contention rather than just

19

a concern.

20

regulation by the Commission there has developed a practlce,

21

1 might say, of the Regulatory Staff of any of these cases

22

to say that they'd be glad to talk to persons who are seeking

23

intervention to see if some specificity can be developed for

P

the concerns that are probably not expressed by way of

25

contentions.

In connection with this first ruling and later.

Maybe if we could suggest to the Regulatory

lAt4
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Staff that they might discuss some of these things with

2

Arcaro it

o

would be helpful to presenting your response.

3

There are many phases of things that are within the.

4

range of generality that the Bdard does not believe come within

5

the requirements oi the regulation.
the matter is In your hands.

aNow,
7
a

9o

With that the Board han some matters to consider
with the parties.

BRXGGS:

I'd like first to talk a little bit

10

about the design changes that the Applicant has made In the

it

plant and with regard to those the chznges in the injection

12

lines for the hbard pressure Injection system, I don't seem to

13

have the paper here that I wa's loolking for, but as I recall

14

It said that in consideringie. Injection of water into the

15

primary system in the event of a loss of coolant accident, the

16

Applicant had some difficulty in making calculations concerning

17

the effect of this Water if It were Injected into the hot leg's.

19

And as I read the information, that as a result of

19

20

thIs it was decided to make the piping change.
Did one of the Applicant's witnesses give us dome

21

more information about what the effect of 'this Injection was

22

into the hot leg,. what the diffidculties were in making the

23

calculations, what situations they thought might aftse as
result of this injection that caused them to make some rather

25

extensive changes In piping?
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CARILL:

Yes, sIr.

I will try In the absence

2

of our expert In this field to provide the information that

s

you are asking.

4

The original design had the two of the four safety
Sinjection lines going to two of the four cold legs and to
two

6

of the four hot legs.

7

lines into two cold legs and two Injection lines Into two hot

a

legs.

9The

So there were two safety Injection

analyses calculations prepared following the

10

Issuance of the interim criteria were made and It v as developed

11

that the water injected Into the cold leg because og limitations

12

in

is

water injection Into the hot leg would enter Into the cooling,

14

core cooling process, that it m1ght spill out, It might bypass

15

the core.

18

the calculational procedure was not provable that this

The results of the consideration as to whether some

t7

of that water would flare into steam and thereby not be

Is

effective In cooling.

19

20
21
22

23
24
25

Now,
into the hot leg

that quantityOR water that would be injected
as not needed'lto satisfy the criteria.

IM7Ro BRIGGS:
said "cold leg" twice.

MR. CARILL:

Excuse me just a minute.

You have

Did you mean cold leg?

Did I?

the water going Into the hot leg.

F.cuse me. WVe're talking of

2

Okay.

MR. CAHILL:

That water, it was not needed, the

water coming into the cold leg and the accumulator water

3

p

MR. BRIGGS:

was sufficient to satisfy the criteria.

4

In the interest of

simplifying the calculation, the water ejected into the hot

5

6

leg was not included in the calculation, and the intention

7

was to preclude its injection during the accident by virtue

8

of the valving that is in the plant,

9

Following this, the design is continued to be

10

reviewed in terms of the more practical considerations of the

lii

system.

12

tions, but with those valves shut, on the occasions when

13

they may have to be open.

in other words, not so much the analytical considera-~

In that case, can the operator

14 close them when it is proper to have them closed, and open

17

is

15

them wahen it is called for, for them to be open, and in time,

18

considering that there may be'many complex~ and perhaps

changing situations.
As a result of this, it was concluded, although

19

certainly again late from the point of view of our schedule,

20

but that the proper thing to do to have a reliable design

21

that would also be operable under all circumstances and

22

without depending on the operator to act properly in a

23

difficult situation; that the right thing to do would be to

24

physically modify the piping go that the injection water would
25 go to the cold legs and at the same time still be able to go
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into the two hot legs, but with a locking system on the valves
2

so that hot leg injection would not be initiated except under

3

special circumstances.

4

at the terminaticn several days or

5

where te would prefer to initiate cooling by introducing

6

water into the hot leg and thereby avoid boiling.

7

is a good way of cooling, but for a long term., weeks after

8

an accident, it is an invading to the containment,

9

want to retain.a hot leg injection capability. but at the same

0

time not have to use t

11

12

Those.special circumstances would be
even weeks an accident.

Boiling

So we

in a loss of coolant accident in the

early stages.

We need to inject the high pressure ejection of

is

water through two additional cold legs to provide make-up

i

water for a small break where the accumulators don't come

is

into the picture and we need a larger volume of water that

16

would require two additional paths.

17

The change which is really a relatively simple

is

change, had occurred earlier in time and is one that has

19

involved us in some delay but which we felt was the only

20

thing to do in spite of the potential delay that it in-olved.

21

MR. BRIGGS:

Was there any way that injection of

22

water into the hot leg might aggravate the situation?

23

that one of the problems?

24
25

MRO CAHILL:

Was

My understanding is that it was

difficult with the calculational models available, to show

J-wm3
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1

what would happen to that water; that it can be postulated

2

it wouldn't do any good or might help or that it might hinder.'

3

MR. BRIGGS:

The way in which the plant vill be

4

operated now is that the valves in the lines to the hot legs

5

will be locked closed?

SMR.

CAHILL:

They will be shut and kept

--

Their

7

operators would be kept in a locked position so that they

a

cannot be inadvertently opened.

9.

I

BRIGGS:

Change number one in your letter

10

of Octoberv I guess it was, also had to do with the high-head

ii

injection system use of four check valves in the lines.

12

says here that,

is

Staff, certain new valve positions were required in the high

14

head injection system."

Is
16

It

"As a result of discussion with Regulatory

What was involved there in the way of nexw valve
positions?

What is meant by that?

17

MR. CAHILL:

The injection lines have check Valves,

is

which is actuated by the flow of water, and a stop valve,

19

which is operated by a mechanical remote drive device,

20

discussions with the Staff evolved around the possibility of

21

the stop valve being closed for some defect and arbitrarily

22

imposed.

23

be able to inject through that line.

lte

It may not be able to open and then you would not

The preferred arrangement would be to have those
25

valves open.

Then, in order to provide a barrier. a double
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I

barrier against the pressure difference between the primary

2

system and the accumulator system, an extra check valve was

3

included.

4

permit keeping the stop valves open normally, and at the same

5

time having the addittional Protection of two barriers against

So this (was the addition of a check valve to

a pressure difference.

6

7

MR,, BR~IGGS:

Are there circumstances during normal

8

operation of the plant when the motor operated valves can

9

be closed and kept closed?
to

MR. CAHILL:

Probably during maintenance of a

11 part of the line or accumulator syst em,
12

MR. BRIGGS:

13

of valve position on these valves?
14

IIR.

W1hat kind of indication do you have

CAHILL., just let me check.

Those are

is

electric motor gear driven operated valves.

16

is indicated by limit switches which run the valve drive

17

shaft that operate lights in the control room to show position.

is

MR., BRIGGS:

Their position

Are there indications other than the

19

lights?

20

that require indication other than lights of the position of

21

the valves?

22

Are there any requirements for operation of the plant

M~R. CAHILL,* No.

The vailves should be either

open or shut,,

23

?4
25

MR. BRIGGS:

There is an administrative

requirement that the valves are open and not a safety

J -wM5
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I

mechanism that assures that they are open; is that right?

2

In other words

3

-

MR. CAHILL:

There is an administrative requirement
(

4

and the position indication.

5

mechanical or electric device that keeps them open?

6

Nk° BRIGGS:

Do you mean is there a

Is there an interlock that prevents

7

you from withdrawing the control rods, for instance, if the

8

mlves are closed?

9

MR. CAHILL:

I don't believe so, no.

10

MR. BRIGGS:

On number 4B. it says here that,

11

"A low level alarm which actuates the closing of the valve

12

has a set point which has been determined on the basis of

13

certain time intervals. '

14

What protection is provided against the failure

15

of these level indicators to operate, or the level indicator

16

to operate the level alarm?

17
is

MR. CAHILL:

I would have to check that.

MR. BRICGS:

Woula you do that and indicate what

I don't

know.

19
20

protection is provided there, and also protection against

21

failure of the valve to close or to indicate whether such

22

protection is actually required, what the effect would be if

23

either the level indicator or the valve failed?

24
25

MR. CAHILL:
you.

Yes, we will get that information for

4364
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p

MR. BRIGGS:

Change No. 10, as I read the

2

final safety analysis report, page 6.7-13, the reference

3

states that, 'Monitors will be located in the ventilation

4

ducts, and that supplemental monitoring will be provided by

S

the plant vent gas monitoring system."
As I read the change here, you have not added a

6

p

In

7

radiation monitoring device or you have not replaced a

8

radiation monitoring device, but you have eliminated one.

o9

Is that right or is that not right?

10

MR. CAHILL:

We eliminated the monitoring device

11

in these RHR pump rooms, but ve amplified the plant vent

12

monitor to provide both halogen and particulate, and radio

13

gas monitoring0
MR. BRIGGS:

14

I don't think the safety analysis

Is

report was clear on the kind of monitoring that would be

16

provided in the vent system.

17

system.

is
1
20

You say you amplified the

What was initially provided?
MRo CAHILL:

I believe just the radio gas monitor

MR. BRIGGS:

Also it

there.
seems to me that in the final

21

safety analysis report., the purpose for having these monitors

22

or radiation detectors ,in -the ventilation exhaust ducts was

23

to detect leaking residual heat removal pump or loop.

24
25

What has been done in place of those monitors
to detect such leakage?
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MR. CAHILL:

Of

course, there is the possibility

2

of some visual checks, but all of the ventilating systems

3

ventilation from these compartments and other compartments is

4

combined to the stack vents.

S

more widely encompassing point to monitor than just these

6

individual compartments.

7
8

10

12
13

14

is
16

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25

So that that is a bettering and

486

KAt
M. BIGGS,

Well, I sort of come'back to the point

2

that originally you intended to monitor both places.

3

to have changed the monitoring system in the plant now,

.4

do get a signal from the plant vent that there Is
tion in the containment.

6

He seemed
You

some radia

How do you go about then determining

where it is?

7

MRo CAHILL:

Well, having such a signal you would

a

have to go around with portable monitors to find the source,

9

and these auxiliary buildings are accessible for personnel to

V0

go and conduct such an operation.

DA.M. B 2IGGS:

t

Does the elimination of the monitors

12

in the ducts reduce the sensitivIty for detecting leakage inu

13

the plant?

S12.
is

CAHILL:

No, .1don't see how it would reduce

the sensitivity for-

s

M. BRXGGS:

Well, there could be several ways It

17

might reduce the sensitivity.

i8

monitored by a unit In a duct would certainly be less than the

19

volume that is monitored by the detector In the vent system

10

Itself.

23

in the ductwork could possibly be less than the amount that's

22

drawn through the plant-vents.

23

The volume of the plant that is

Also the volume of gas that is drawn through the Unit

DR. CAHILL:

Well, I would have to check that.

24

I don't know--you run into a threshhold of sensitivity with

25

instrumentation.

4GG7
this case it

IIn
2

may or may not have any significant

effect.

3

&R. BRIGGS:

On change Number 129 let?s seev this

4

was change in the FSARo

It says, this is FASH reference Page

5

11.2-19.

@

tritium activity will be maintained to no more than 2.5

7

microcuries per cc.

o

expectation of maximum activity of tritium, not to put a limit

~

on its

10

"This reference states that the primary coolant

The statement was Intended to reflect an

activity."

Now, it says, "This vas reflected in the Technical

11

Specifications 3ol.IDo,

12

the primary system activity and 3O9oBoNC which sets llmits 'on

13

radioactivity releases from the plant." 3oloD

says nothing

14

at all about tritium activity.

In fact It says

is

specifically that tritium activity is not Included.

16

Ro CAIXL:

which sets forth an overall limit on

Is that right?

Page 3.9-2 of the Technical

17

Sepcifications in Section B discusses the liquid effluents and

is

sets the release of radioactIve liquid effluents In accordance

is

with the Appendix B of Part 20, for unrestricted area, and,

20

requires that prior to release a sample should betaken and

21

analyzed to provide the data necessary to assure compliance,

22

and that would include the tritium.

23

LRo BRIGGS:

So as far as the releases are con

14

corned now, the releases need only be limited to those--well,

25

to the concentrations indicated by 10-CF, Part 20?

43G3

DR. CAHILLk
2

IRIGGS:
Bo

Yes.
Which would likely be substantilly

3

greater than the 2°5 microcuries per

-4

WQ CAI:

COo

when diluted.

We11v KlXm not sure.

The purpose of

5

the change, Dr. Briggs, is to get the limits for plant

a

operation in the right place, which is the technical specifi

7

cations and not have to--for %administrativeand regulatory

a

complainace reasons ba referring back to several different

9

places for limits.

io

M. BRUGS:

Yeso X kaow In -some Instances there

It

well,

12

are to some extent regulated by limits on the amount of

13

radioactivity that Is permitted In the primary system.

14

believe that Is wvzt happens In Technical Specification

5

1

the technical specifications in

3AolDol,

the limits on

releases

And I

but in the tritium then there Is no such limit.

The

only lim t is that given by 10 C- Part 20o

17 1

R

13

CAHILL:

Excuse me.

1 believe from the infgo-mation that I received

is

that this change will not allodw us to discharge more tritium

20

than we would have discharged under the limit.

21

have to explain that in writing to you, Dr. Briggs, because

22

itts more complicated, it involves some arithwtic so that

23

probably you and I would understand It better if It were in

94

writing.

25

M.o BRIGGS:

But we will

Well, let's see, as I understand it

I

I think the numbers went sort of like this, that about 1/Sth

2

of the primary system could be blown down, I suppose.. it seems

3

to me there were some numbers like that and some rough numbers

4

that I made on the basis og that with the initial limit one

s

could get something like 110 curies of tritium discharge at
this 2.5 microcuries per cc. limit.

The number I had here was

7

I/8th of the system would be about 44 and a half cubic meters

a

and this would give you 110 curies of tritium.

9

goes to the 10 CFR 20 limits I think you can probably discharga

But if one

-10

in your condensor water what, a thousand, two thousand curies

Ii

a day, some number like that.

12

I was Wondering about.

That was one of the points that'

1s

IS. CAHILL:

We'll clarify that for you, Doctor.

14

MRo B IGGS:

Thank you.

15

Let's see, now, there were some questions about the

16

iodine releases from the plant.

17

agreement between the Intervenors and the Applicant and the

18

Staff concerning the Iodine releases.

19

questions that I would like to ask Is whether the Appllcant

20

or the Staff contends that the Information In ORnL 4635 and

PI

BIWL 139 are judged to be Incorrect?

22

IM. TROSTEN:

There seems to be some dis

And one of the firs't

W. Brigges, I think It would be some

23

what helpful If we could identIfy a particular portion of the

94

document, whether we're referring to the whole document or a

25

particular page of a document that ve are referring to or what.

K ts
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Because we have a witness hero, Mr. McAdoo is here, Mr.
2

Wiesemann is here.

3

regard to some particular statement we'd be prepared to

4

address it for the reasons that bave been given in all of

5

the legal briefs that we filed, we have stated that we feel

6

it is Incorrect to take ofiacial notice of these documents.

7

But if you are asking a factual question about a particul

a

statement we will have a witness here who can respond to your

9

question.

10

If there is a question that you have with

DM. BRIGGS:

r

Well, I'm sorry I donvt have quite

11

the information you'd 1±ke, but maybe the following would be

12

helpful:

i3

mation concerning--one of them concerning the fraction of

14

iodine that was organic that was released during an experiment

15

and another one concerning the fraction of iodine released in

16

comparison with the amount of noble gases that are released.

17

And if one uses this informatlon then he would get somewhat

i

higher does rates than are ca2lculated by the Applicant and the

1n

Staff.

20

As I understand it these two documents give infor

As I further understand it, the Applicant and the

21

Staff--or let's say the Regulatory group has indicated one,

22

that the total iodine release during such an experiment was

23

less than--was less than was assumed by the Regulatory Staff

94

in their calculations and also that in the other experiment

25

that the total amount of noble gas that was released was

4$71

substantially less than the Staff assumes In Its calculations.
2

And, thereforeg that these relationships were quite applicable

3

1 guess the question 10d really like to ask is Is it evident

4

that the fraction GE iodine that is organic decreases as the

5

amount of iodine release increases, and also is there good

6

evidence that the ratio of the amount of iodine released to

7

the amount of noble gas released decreases as the noble gan

8

rolease increases?

9

to

12

14
15
16
17

19

20
21
22
23

25
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MR., TROSTEN:
S

Well, Ur. Briggs, Ur. McAdoo will

attempt to respond to your question.

I should make it clear,

s

just for the record, in light of some of the previous

4

discussion that has gone on, that in proceeding to answer the

s

Board's questions relating to thqse two doctiments, BNWL 319

6

and ORNL 4635, we are in a way, of course, waiving any

7

objection that ve have to official notice being taken,*

8
9

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
has been sworn.

10

As I recall it, Mr. MAdoo

Will you proceed, Mr. McAdooo

MR. MC ADOO:

Mr, Briggs, the particular

T

experiments to which reference was made in the Intervenor's

12

proposed finding, and of course reported in the two documents

13

cited, are only two of a large number of experiments relating

1

to the general problem of organic iodides reactor fuel

15

releases.

16

I would say that taking into consideration the

17

general literature on the subject, there is not a clear

18

indication,

19

the general conclusions that you suggested would apply.

20

In fact, there is an absence of indication that

Of course, taking isolated results individually,

21

one can find occasions where, with a larger iodine release,

22

there is a smaller fraction of methyl iodide.

23

this is generally supported by all investigations.

24

25

MR. BRIGGS:

I don't think

Why is it that once says that we

shouldn't apply the information from these two reports
in

Ll-Wm2
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calculating the doses that might be received outside the plant?

2

p

MR. MC ADOO:

I think the information added to

¢

3

the picture by these particular experiments has to be

4

considered very carefully,

5

report, for example, the statement that methyl iodide could

6

not exist in the reactor fuel or in the immediate environment

7

of the fuel'release in a reactor accident because of the high

8

temperature and high radiation field,

.9

conclude.that if the experiment were realistic, the methyl

10

You will find in the same BNWL

Therefore, one would

iodide must have been formed outside of that environment.

11

I see nothing in the information from that test

12

that suggests that that environment outside the area of

i3

interest was in fact representative of the reactor accident.,

14

Therefore, that doesn't follow from that individual experiment

15

one can draw conclusions regarding the yield of organic

16

iodides.

17

MR. BRIGGS:

What about the situation with

Is

respect to the fraction of iodine that should be released

19

versus the fraction of noble g-ases to be released?

20

MR. MC ADOO:

Here again, I think we have a

21

somewhat problematical situation.

22

noble gases released, the fraction of noble gases released

23

did not exceed the fraction of halogens released, the quantity

24

of neither species released reached a level assumed in the

.5

postulated incident.

Although the amount of

Therefore, the question of the relative

Ll-wm3
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abundance of each is somewhat moot., I don't know whether one
could extrapolate from those conditions to the model being
presented in the accident analysis.
was pointed out, for example, that the

4It

temperature of the fuel in this particular experiment,

that

fuel sample did not exceed the cladding melting temperature.
In fact, the fraction of release of fission products was
0

quite low.

9

determined the accessibility of fission products in the fuel

That being the case, the conditions which

10

matrix to the outside environment could be quite different from

11

that which you would postulate in a more severe transient,
MR. BRIGGS:

12

The

assumption that fifty percent

13

of the iodine would be released in an incident in which 100

14

percent of the noble gases are released is many, many years

is

old, I believe. Are there data now available that would

16

cause one to say that less than fifty percent of the iodine

17

would be released if all the noble gases were released, or

18

100 percent of the iodine might be released from the fuel if

19

all the noble gases were released?
R. MC ADOO:

20

That is hard to give a direct answer

21

to.

22

which the objective was to release all of the noble gases and

23

then consider the fraction of halogen released.

24

been experiments, of course, in Which fuel pins deliberately

25

failed under various conditionSg

I am not aware of specific tests that have been done in

There have

simulating postulated accident*

Ll-wm4

7
I

The Treat experiment is an example of one of these,

2

Generally speaking, those tests which simulate

3

design basis accidents in water'reactors result in much less

4

than the fractional releases postulated in the calculation

5

models.

6

correspondingly a large percentage of the halogens.

7

aware personally of tests of the kind which you are asking

a

about.

They don't involve 100 percent of the gases or

MR. BRIGGS:
to

I'm not

Have you made a thorough study of

information that has been developed on fuel meltdcm, and

1

looked at the fraction of noble gases that are released and

T2

the fraction iodine that is released, and if so, how do you

13

use this in your calculations that you do?

14
15

6

MR. MC ADOO:

I think here we have to draw a

distinction between the calculations that we do as part of the
regulatory requirement for site evaluation.

Here quite

17

simply we are required to analyze the consequences of releases

Is

which are carefully well delineated by AEC guides, safety

1s

guides, and calculation models.

20

In addition to that$ of course, we are aware of.

21

tests, experiments in which conditions are investigated in

-22

various stages of thermal degradation of fuel, and fission

23

product releases are measured.

24

experimentally, to of course melt radium dioxide and extract

25

greater than fifty percent of the ahlogens thereby.

It is quite possible,

Ll-m5
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The question that arises as to how conservative

2

should one be in applying information of that sort to the

3

evaluation of postulated accidents or credible accidents in

4

the actual reactor.

5

We believe that the fifty percent release figure

6

quite conservatively bounds all of the potential accident

7

releases, or those which could be expected to follow from a

8

loss of coolant in the pressurized water reactor, in wohich,

9

I might add, that no melting or cladding of fuel is permitted

10

12
13
14
165

17
i8
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

to occur,
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MV BRIGGS:

Your conclusions that in order for the

2

releases to be as large as 2ifty per cent,

3

sary for the fuel to melt; is that correct?

4

MR. KC ADOO:

5

MR. BRIGGS:

6

CHAflIM

Interrogate Mr. flAdoo?

9

subject

Does any party desire to

I take it he has come here on this

The Environmental Defense Fund.
11
1o ROXSL.X:

is

I don't believe I had any other

JENSCH:

a

12

Yes.

questions on the iodine business.

7

10

t would be neces

Just to clear up something that Mr.

McAdoo said before.
Mr. McAdoo, did I understand your statement to be

14

that it is your understanding of the experimental data that Is

15

currently available, that It cannot be said conclusively one
way or the other that the amount of methyl iodide which Is

Is
17

released wli be a smaller percentage of the total amount of

to

Iodine released as the total afmount of iodine Increases?

19

Mo LUC ADOO:

I said I would be reluctant to draw

20

that conclusion based on comparing a small number of experi

21

mentally obtained values.

22

og experimentally obtained values, one must consider a variety

23

of experimental situations probably Involving differences In

4
25

In order to deal with a large ni~mber

the environment of the fuel which could affect the organic
yield, the fraction of organic iodine found to exist.

It isn't

-1

'Xwt2

's

a simple matter of. looklng at a number of experiments in which

j

2

the same type of fuel was used as a source.

3

MR. ROI3sM:

This type of carefully controlled

4

experiment that you were referring to, to your knowledge,

5

such carefully controlled experizent in a number of instances

S

has

been run in order to make it possible to make a judgment about

7

the correlation between amount of Iodine, metal iodine that

a

you would expect to have released given a total amount of

jiodine

that was assumed to be released?

TO
11

R

OSThEN:

Excuse me.

Mr. OTairman, there is a

point of confusion here, I belioeveo
W. McAdoo Is here to respond to questions raised

12
is

by the Board.

14

responding to questions by the i3oardo we then become subject

is

to direct examination, if you will, or cross-examination by a

I's

party. That seems to be an Inappropr.ate way to proceed.

17

It soems to me rather Inappropriate that by

CELAUMAN JENSCH:

The Board had some concern.about

18

this lodine and methyl iodide release.

Is

ara not as clear.

2

made this inquiry about the subject matter, the subject in a

21

sense reflects a manner of concern to the Board to which It

22

seeks information0

23

Some of the calculaftions

Perhaps we w6uld like to see them.o

ave you

These administrative hearings are Intended to

?A

permit the production of all evidence related to the several

25

matters.

X think even under rigid court proceedings, If the

L2Wt3
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court asks for production of certain evidence,

2

participating party can dispute that or clarify it. That being

3

so, the administrative hearings are Intended to provide a

4

flexibility in the production of evidence that enables parties

5

to clarify or seek further elucidation-

a

rigid rules as to precise limits.

7

this interrogation, he Is seeking to clarify what seems to be

a

some answers that had a bearing upon the calculations of which

a

11k. BrigGe inquired.

10
11

X doA't thing we have

X think,, as I understand

We believe It Is an appropriate method.

11 you

proceed.

12
13

then any

MR. ROXSBUIN:

Can the reporter re-read the ques-

tion9 please.

14

(The-last question was read by-the reporter.)

15

Ro MC ADOO:

The answer is no.

1f you imcan

16

experiments carefully controlled to simulate the reactor,

17

environment.

R. ROQSMAN:

1M

Yes, and for the kind of situation

19

that you would want to do if

20

metal iodine you would expect following a loss of coolant

21

accident, the environment you would anticipate that metal

22

iodine would have to be coming in to,

you wanted to know hov much

it is that environment

23 that I was referring to.
M.

25

experiments.

C AD0O:

I am not aware of any such set of

a2lVt4
I

R

2

ROISMM:

CHAMMAN

3

No questlons.

CHALRMN JENSCH:

5

,B. M GCDET:
6

7

M.

LV,,TZN:

C K
8

9

CHEAIHI

10

MAR.

No questlons,
Any redirect?

No redirect.

JENSCH:

ROKSM:

Hdson River Fishermen's.

No questions.

AN JENSCR:

IM. TROSISN:

I have no more questions°

The Staff.

ENSCH:

Ro KAZAN:

4

Thank you.

You are again excused.

I&. Chairmaan, Is the time at which

it

you would want us to comment on that portion of your letter on

12

march 23rd regarding the necessity, if any, o? evidentiary

13

character of ORNL 4635 and BDWL 319?

14

CAMMU

15

JENSCH:

MR. RO2ZSLMN:

Yes.

It is

our positior., and I think the

16

testimony that Ur. McAdoo just gave confirms that what CRNL

17

and BIML documents demonstzate is that in the range of

s

experiments that have been conducted there are data points

ie

which show methyl iodine concoedtatlons higher than the ones

20

the Staff has assumed for pwrposes of loss of coolant accident.

21

That is the percentage.

22

Te Staff has assumed, for purposes of the amount

23

of metal iodine, the total amount of iodine ve are talking

24

about, a 2.5 per cent figure.

25

CRNL report on the specific pages which we have referred to

These ENL reports and the

40l

.,.nWt5

in Finding Number 4, suggest fi9g1es that might be as high as
3 and 3.35 per .cento We then ran calculations to demonstrate
that If those higher fractions Were used, then the amount of

total does to the public as the result of loss of coolant
accident, would exceed the linits In 10 CYfA

Part 100.

We agreei
3 and we sitated specifically in our
finding with what h. RTcAddo said.

Mat Is that neither. of

those two documents prove conc'lusively that the 3 per cent or
the 3.35 pwr cent figures are the accurate ones.

What they

do prove Is that the 2.5 per cent figure assumed by the Staff'.
is not necessarily the conServative one, and that therefore we
are left In a limbo conditlon in which we do not have a figure
which any party is putti g forard at this time -hich

could

be alleged to be sufficiently conservative, and that the
BNVL and the ORHL documents show that It could be euqally
conservative if not more conservative to use the 3 per cent
or the 3.35 per cent f9igres.
We think that they zhould be included In the
record of this proceeding to substantiate that point,

That is

that at present there 13 insufghient data to conclude that
the appliant's reactor will complete number 10 CM, Part 100
standards.
CEAMMIN JESCH:
BIR. TeOSTEN:

Applicant0

H., Chirman, I Just sumrized the

arguments we have made in our varlous brlefra.

rde do 1,ot
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consider these data points that are contained in these two
2

reports are appropriate for official notice.

S

as a matter of fact, that there may well be some confusion in

4

the particular data point that Mr. Roisman quoted, the 3.5

5

per cent.

I would think,

I believe my Information Is that that is actualiy

a not--that that percentage is not being used in the same context
7

as the 2.5 per cent that the Staff uses.
Be that as It may, V feel that this type of

0 detailed very, very specialized Information Is not Information
10

that is common knowledge of which It would baproper for the

ii Board to take official notIce.
12

The only swprn evidence in

this proceeding which has been put forth by the Regulatory

is Staff and by the Applicant is

0tothe effct that the 2.5 per

14

cent of the total Iodine core Inventory figure is a highly

15

conservative number, based upon not only the data contained

6

in these two documents, but on iany other documents, and that

17

evidence supports the notion tlat the 2.5 per cent Is highly

1a

conservative,

This figure is the fig=r

19

used in safety guide

20

for, and is the figure by the Regulatory Staff for application

21

to the industry.

22

official notice o2 these documints, and I think the evidence

23

in the record conclusively shows that the 2.5 per cent is

?

very conservative number.

25

X do not think it Is appropriate to take

An. ROISIAAN:

a

Mr. chalrman, let me just say, so

1.21t7
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there isn'tany confuion, that our position has been all

along

2

that official notice isn't the perfect way to do this.

3

think that a preferable way. and we still have no objection

4

to It,

5

are the authors of the 'two documents here. in

a

called to testify at this hearing, that we could clear this

7

hearing,

is

If

Rittenhouse and Hobson, who
question, were

that we could clear this matter up.

8As
S

Dr. Mishima and Dr.

We

we have pointed out bef2ore, we think It is the
Staff responsibility from the very beginning 1o indcate .the:

10

existence of these documents,

11

are in there, and to offer to bioing to the hearing these

12

people who are, as ruled by a recent hearing

13

personnel,

14

the conflicting data points 'hat

board commission

to bring them here and have them clarified0
Now we are at t'his later date, perhaps not as

15

crucial a later date as we thought we were going to have, in

18

light of changes in the Applicant's plants, and we are trying

17

to get the information before the Board In tho best possible

is

way.

19

to any other suggestion that the Applicant would have, in

20

eluding a stipulation as to the existence of the data points

21

and the material on the pages that we have cited in those

22

documents,

23

that they really happened, that they were really tests, were

?4

really run and really showed those particular results. But
we do think that the Board should have the banefit of that

25

We have suggested the official notice and were amenable

and to the fact that. those things really exist,

L2Wt8
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information.

2

If

you will, we leave it

s

discretion as to how it finds it

4

Information before it.

5

up to thc Boardts

most convenient to get that

1 don't think there could be very 2ittle doubt

a

nor do I hear the Applicant seriously contending, that what is

7

in ORNL and what is in BMTL are not pertinent to this specific

a

inquiry, namely how much unreactive iodine should you assume

9

for purposos of calculating &ses

to

loss of coolant accident.

12

17

13
17

22
19

20/

followi2ng the postulated

4A85
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MR. TROSTEN:

I

Mr. Chairman, just to clear up a

2

possible misimpression here, there are undoubtedly hundreds

3

of things that might be pertinent to the question of what is

4

an appropriately conservative number to use for the methyl

5

iodide fraction.

6

picked out that portion of information that in their view

7

constitutes the information tbat is relevant and should be

8

brought before the Board. And we have presented this in

9

sworn testimony.

The Applicant and the Regulatory Staff have

bb.Roisman feels that this information is very

10

The Applicant feels that the information that

1i

significant.

12

we have brought before the Board represents, in our view,

1s

the information that bears on the matter that the Board

14

should be considering by way of evidence in this proceeding.

15

And we do not feel it's necessary that these particular

16

pieces of information that Mr. Roisman cites be introduced

17

into evidence,
MR. BRIGGS:

is

Mr, Roisman suggests that maybe

19

that the Applicant and the Staff would be willing to stipulate

20

that the reports say certain things and that the Applicant

21

and the Staff do not contend what the report says.

22

not a reasonable thing to do?
MR. TROSTEN:

23

Is that

I don't really think it is, Mr.

Mr. Roisman and I have discussed this in the past.

24

Briggs.

25

I find that the concept of stipulating that a document says

Ml-am2
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something and that there is such a thing as a document known

2

as ORNL 4635 is a very, very confusing thing to do in the,

3

context of an evidentiary presentation,
I think that there would be many interpretations

4

5

that could be placed upon such a stipulation.

6

reason, Mr. Briggs, I understand the nature of your inquiry,

7

but I think that it tiould be a very confusing and inappropriate

8

thing to do to simply stipulate to that effect.

9

really think that that would accomplish the purpose that you

10

And I don't

are after.

2

p

And for that

CHAIRNA

JENSCH:

Well, excuse me.

I've been

Ti2

trying to find it In the Staff safety evaluation where they

13

use the 2.5 percent figure.

14

Staff counsel?
MR. TROSTEN:

is

is

19
z0

21

Yes.

Would you like to have a

reference to one of these letters?

17
is

is that readily at hand to

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

No, to the Staff safety

evaluation,
HR. TROSTEN:

All ri'ght.

We will endeavor to get

it in. the Staff safety evaluationo

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

My inquiry really is'what.

22

interrogation was there on this subject as to foundation Of

23

the Staff witnesses.

24

a witness in that regard, wbuld he not?

25

Dr. Burley, I take it, would have been

MR. KAPMN:

That is correct, Mr. Chairman,

Of

Ml-am3
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course, Dr. Burley is no longer with the Atomic Energy

2

Commission.

3

Agency.

4

s

CHAIRMIN JENSCH:

MR. KARMAN:

I hardly think that was the

suggestion I made, Mr. Chairman,

a
9

Are yoii suggesting he'd be more

willing to return to tke stand?

6
7

Re is now with the Environmental Protection

However, as I have indicated in the past, should
there be any specific questions which any member of the Board

10

would like to direct to Dr. Burley, I have spoken with him

11

and arrangements could be made where these questions would

12

be furnished by Dr. Burley.

13

get up here at the hearing no, but he would certainly be

14

glad to respond to any particular or specific questions of

15

the Board or any of these matters relating to iodine removal°

16

-

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

It's very difficult for him to

All right.

He is available in

17

some respects, heas not unavailable, he's still in the

is

Washington area?

9
20

MR.

ILAMAN:

MR. TROSTEN:

Yes,

he is,

Mr.

Chairmano

Mr° Chairman, in response to your

21

question, on pages 60 and 61 there is a description of the

22

percentage fission product releases from which you can

23

derive the 2.5 percent of the total iodine inventory number,

24

The method of derivation is d6stribed at several places in

25

the letters from the Regulatory Staff which have been

4881,1
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2

S

introduced in evidence now.
CHAIRMLE JENSCH:

this morning?
Yes, that's correct.

4

MR. TROSTEN:

5

CHAIMAN JENSCH:

6
7
8
9

Weil,.those that were identified

I'm not familiar with those.

I'll have to look at those.
Well, thank you for the information.

We'll give

consideration to these several matters,
I think that the Board is still struggling with
I don't know whether the

10

this official notice situation.

11

parties feel there is a possible basic inconsistency in the

12

Commissiods rule dealing with officialnotice but I think

i3

we have, perhaps, discussed this before and needn't have to

14

go over it again, that if the official notice is only to be

15

taken, though we generally recognize, and it is a universally

16j

accepted truth of the world, that what is the purpose of

17

sayin& that someone may controvert it?

is

accepted we might as well stop.

19

a limitation or an extension of the official notice?

20

think if the Commission could help us on that, do they want

21

it to be broader than the universal truth recognition thing

22

or are they saying only take official notice of universally

23

accepted truths and take out the other sentence?

24

25

MRO TROSTEN:

If it's universally

So is that latter sentence
And I

Mr, Chairman, just by way of

cl.arification, as you kmnw, neither the Commission's rule nor

Ml-am5
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the position that the Applicant is taking involves official

2

notice, only of indisputable facts, or, perhaps, as you might

3

say universally accepted truths.

•4

common knowledgeo"

5

regulations and there is a specific example of this given in

6

the Commission's regulation, which helps to explain this,

7

So I just offer that as a general comment on what you said.

That phrase appears in the Commission's

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

a

The phrase is "matters of

Well, I suppose as the subject

9

becomes more frequently under discussion it becomes more ,"

10

common knowledge and certainly OIRL 4635 has been in about

11

every case that I think has oicurred since the bulletin came

12

out,

V3

knowledge.

14

accepted truth, and only those things that are common

i5

knowledge, I think every participant in a regulatory case

16

for the last ten years would know that 4635 is something

17

related to this iodine problem.

is

So sooner or later it must reach the realm of common
And if that is something less than universally

Now, Mr. McAdoo has just said that, as I understood

19

his statement, to be a small number of experiments with

20

differing values, and he felt that in his judgment that a

21

reliance should be had upon a Targer number of experimentb.

22

I think that's the judgment that he's entitled to take.

23

I think one of the problems that we have in these

24

cases is a problem that perhaps many of the intervenors

25

encounter until they put on evidence of their own,

It's

4890
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difficult to vary the judgment of witnesses who are working

2

in the field, and certainly Mr. McAdoo in about every case

3

that has involved fresh water reactors has concerned this

4

iodine release, iodine and iodide release problem.

5

judgment is pretty well formulated as he has enpressed it-.

6

So question after question to him I don't think
it's going to vary his judgment much, as, perhaps, intervenors

So his

would like to have some experiments suggest that he do. :.So
w
if Mr. McAdoo won't change his mind , we'll just have to say
10

we kno) what his judgment is.

let's

hear what

somebody

else's judgment is,
MR. ROISMAN:

12

Well, as I understand Mr, DkAdools

13

testimony this morning, he supported the statement that we

14

have been making, which is that there isn't enough data

15

available yet to make a--

To be able to set the bounds so

you know what a conservative value would be in terms of the
17

percentage of unreactive iodine.

18

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

•19

MR. TROSTEN:

20

Is

that your view, Mr. McAdoo?

By the way, I don't think that

was his view at all
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

1

Well, let's ask him.

One of the great advantages of these administrative

22

ask him.

23

hearings is a fello

24

room long enough, he's liable to get called again.

25

Let's

MR

gets excused once, but if he stays in the

MC ADOO:

Do I have a question?

M2-aml
JEISCH:

SCHAIRM

p

WelR, do you agree with the

2

statement that Mr. Roisman says or are you in general

3

agreement with his theme?

4

MR. MC ADOO:

I don't think I answered the

5

particular question that Mr. Roisman has just put before the

6

Board.

7

said that. the evidence available to us strongly suggests that

8

the number 2k percent is conservative in representing the

9

potential consequences of a loss'of coolant accident at the

I think had I answered that question I would have

Now, as to the evidence available to

10

Indian Point reactor.

11

us as to what fractions of methyl iodide can occur under a

12

variety of conditions not necessarily representing those in

p3

the reactor accident and draw conclusions from them regarding
14

what makes that fraction larger or smaller.

15

that kind of set of experiments is available.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH-

16

I don't think

Now, is your position wholly

17

dependent upon the fact that you assume no fuel cladding

18

will melt?
It's certainly influenced by thkt

19

MR. MC ADO0:

20

fact, not wholly dependent upon it.

21

CHAIR AN JENSCH:

Well, if a reaction, and I'm

22

going to use layman language, and if you could somehow relate

23

it to what your technology should utilize, but if there were

24

a failure of fuel cladding as a part of a postulated

25

accident, that would necessarily increase the release fraction

Ma-am2
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of your iodides and iodines.

2
3

MR. MC ADOO:

.6

Well, yes, the larger number of

rods which fail the larger amount of iodine available.

4
5

Is that correct?

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

And likewise if any one rod

has a rupture or a failing of the fuel cladding, even that
one rod would release a greater amount of iodide than would

7

a rod that did not have a rupture or a failing of the fuel

8

cladding.

9

MR. MC ADOO:

to
i

Is that correct?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

So that, in other words, your

use of the 2.5 percent fraction is very strongly influenced

12

by the fact that you assume that in a postulated event

is

there would not be any failing or rupture of the fuel cladding.

14

Is that correct?

is

MR. MC ADGO:

No, I

..think

you have --

I would

is

have to say that in the postulated loss of coolant accident

17

the so-called design basis accident, there certainly would be

18

some failure of fuel cladding.

1s

safety analysis report, and the conditions reached by the

20

fuel or at least a significant number of the fuel rods 'would

21

clearly exceed those where perforation of the cladding would

22.

occur0

23

temperatures reached by the fuel and the. cladding would not

24

go into the range where some of the experiments which are

25

reported in these two documents and other documents have been

This is set forth in the

nthere would beno melting in the cladding and the

M2-am3
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conducted.

2

If boiling it all down one concludes that the

3

postulated releases are the numbers which we take as a basis

4

for calculating potential off-site doses are clearly a

6

conservative upperbound for releases of total iodine, total

6

methyl iodide or any other group of fission products which

7

might ensue from the postulated lose of coolant accident.

8
9
t0

t
12

CRAIRMAN JENSCH:

Your fraction that you have

assumed for the fraction of the fatal fuel, for a design basis
accident is something like one percent, is that correct?

that the sum?

You said there would be some fuel cladding

Nm,

some is defined to be one percent of fuel.

failure.

13

MR. MC ADOO:

No, sir, that is the postulation of

14

the number of rods which might have defects during normal

15

operation.

16

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

What is the percentage for

17

some as you used it in your answer of failure of cladding

18

for your design basis accident?

19

MR. HC ADOO:

Is

Well, if one applied the calculation

20

model that is defined by the interim policy statement on

a

core cooling the number of fuel rods which would undergo

22

cladding failure during the double-ended cold-leg break would

23

be probably in the order of seventy-five to eighty percent

24

of the fuel rods in the core.

25

But it should be -- My answer further indicated

4 89<
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that the rod which reached the highest temperature of all

2

would not exceed 2,300 degrees, which is still a thousand

3

degrees below the melting point of zirconium.

4

you consider more and more of these rods the peak temperature

8

reached in them is successively lower than 2,300 degrees.

a

And that as

I think ninety percent of them would not exceed

7

1,800 degrees, something like that.

S

of the margin of conservatism in applying fission product

9

These being indicative

jreleases which occur at or near the melting temperature of

10

the fuel materials involved to the accident whose consequences

1i

would be limited by the core cooling system.

12

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

13

D.

ROISH4AN:

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. McAdoo correctly

14

stated the fact that I did not ask him that particular question

1

I didn't, because frankly, I didn't care about his application

of these facts to this particular case., I knew what his
17
18

judgment was about that.
What I wanted was the underlying information that

19

he did testify too which was that there have not been, to

20

his knowledge, any experiments, a large number of experiMnts

21

that exactly simulate the loss of

22

atmosphere and there wasn't a basis to predict reliably

&.3

just ho.; much of the iodine that is released in the event

24

of a loss of cooling accident vould be methyl iodine or

J

underactive iodine.

coolant accident
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didn't ask him to go on and tell me whether he

II

2

thought 2,5 percent was conservative or not.

3

any misapprehensions about what his conclusions were on that

4

subject.

5

are operating under a set of assumptions that the Staff has

6

sent forth under TID 14844, those assumptions include the

7

assumption that fifty percent of the iodine that is available

8

for release in the core will, in fact, be released,

9

I didn't have

But I do think that iwhat is pertinent here is we

And we also know that over that fifty percent

10

half is assumed to plate out and therefore twenty-five percent

11

of it is still available for leakage.

12

assumes that of that twenty-five percent, ten percent will

13

be unreactive iodine, which is where you get the 2.5 percent

14

figure.

15

three letters deal with or Mr. Burley's answers to questions

16

by Mr, Cruger and then myself and then Mr. Trosten in

17

attempting to enplain how the Staff was able to arrive at

i8

the 2.5 percent figure, and our contention just very simply

19

is that these two documents, the portions that we have

20

indicated in them, demonstrate that you could have figures

21

above 2.5 percent.

The Staff then

And what the dispute has been about and what these

They were experiments that were run in the case
23

of ORNL 4635, the experimenters claimed that it was the most

g4

realistic loss of coolant accident atmosphere and conditions

25

that have ever been developed.

M2-am6
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BNWL document indicates that for a whole

2

variety of changing circumstances some of which are like the

3

loss of coolant accident situation, some of which are not,

4

you got a whole variety of different data points.

5

the relatively same atmosphere, same kind of rod, same heat

Even with

and so forth, you were getting different figures for organic
7

iodine, the unreactive iodine,
Our only point was if you know all of these

9

varying figures have come out, can you rely and say what is
And our point is not to have Mr.

10

the conservative figure?

11

McAdoo tell us whether he thinks it is, but rather to present

12

that underlying data to the Board.

13

that the Board, on the basis of this, should conclude that

14

there is no reliable basis to determine what is or is not

is

conservative, and we have quoted from portions of the

16

BNWL documents in which conclusions are reached with regard

17

to the reliability of existing experimental data. And that's

is

our point.

19

And our contention is

We are not trying to prove nor would we have the

20

burden on that question, that three percent or 3035 percent

21

is the proper figure.

22.

there is not sufficient evidence to establish the 2,.5 percent

23

figure.

24
25

What we are trying to prove is that

CHAIZLAN JENSCH:

But I think when you come to

that point you are asking for a technical judgment that in a
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sense should be subjected to examination by the parties.

Now, if a witness took the stand, as Mr. McAdoo

3

has, and the witness said,

"I think it should be 3,35"

4

then he could be interrogated fully as to the basis and why.

5

he arrived at that result,

6

to form a technical judgment, and I say a judgment based upon

7

experiments and solo study in the field, it might not be fair

a

to the parties who would want.to interrogate in reference to

9

such a judgment.

I think if the Board were to try

And I think that brings us around to the witness
1i

problem, which unforttmately seeras to be present in many of

12

these cases, that the statement of a technical judgment,_

13

especially if contrary to a basic analysis presented by

14

any one of the parties should be such as should be subjected

is

to examination.

16

MR. ROISM.N:

It's "ot my understanding that

17

the judgments that are expressed in BNWCL 319 are contrary

is

to what Mr. McAdoo has said.

19

make a statement about whether

20

enough or not.

21

the document as direct evidence with respect to. It is rather

22

the underlying judgment that I thought Mr. McAdoo agreed with,

23

and if I may, I would quote from BDML 319 in pages twelve

P4

and thirteen of our proposed findings of fact and conciusions

25

of law, which is on page ii ok the document, the amount of

The document also does not
2.5 percent is conservative

That is not the judgment we are introducing
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methyl iodine airborne under any set of circumstances is the

2

result of several competing mechanisms of formation and

3

decomposition.

4

extrapolation of data taken under one set of conditions to

5

other situations can seldom be justified,, although much

6

research has been devoted in recent years to clarifying the

7

mechanisms of formation, and the behavior of methyl iodine,

8

there remain many unanswered questions and a good many

9

apparent conflicts in reported observations.

10

The mechanisms are not well defined and

On page 17 of that document again for which Ve

11

have asked official notice be taken, that's of BNML 319v

12

contains a chart that shows the various percentages of methyl

13

iodide that were measured throughout a whole series of

14

experiments conducted by different people.

15

experiments that we've particularly mentioned was done by

16

Drs. Collins and Hillary, and in that experiment they

17

disclosed the figures that we've been talking about here,

is

that three percent of the inventory of fuel irradiated up

19

to a certain level below the clad melting point, I might

20

point out, came out as being methyl iodine.

21
22

2S

One of those
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2

CHAfL!N JSCH:

3

TROSTEt:

or.Chairman,

I object.

Let him finish.

Then you may

speak.

4

M. ROISUAN:

Xt is not our contention that the

5

experiment by Drs. Collins and Hillary therefore would

6

authorize this Board to conclude :that. the ftigue should be

7

3 per cent in contradiction to the Staff judgment that it9s

8

2,5.

9

agreed with our position is turn back to the Staff and the.

10

Applicant and say at this point we feel that there is Mot..

i1

sufficient basis in the record to support the judgment that

12

2.5 per cent is the correct figuke, and because that figure

13

if varied only a little bit would result in the ?ailue to

14

comply With 10 CyR part 100 WoUld request that morc data be

95

brought in.

16

and Massrs. Rittenhouse and Robson to talk about this,

17

it would mean bringing some witness up who would -dress

18

himself or herself directly to this point, or maybe it would

19

be conducting an experiment an

20

results available to the Board.

Rather we see that what the Board would do if

they

Maybe that would mean bringing in Mr. Mishima
Aybe

then making these experimental

21

But at this point we are not trying to tell the

22

Board that the record would permit it to make a judgpent as

23

to which the fignre would be, only that there is now enough

4

25

evidence in the record it thase two doaumeats or portions

thereof are included from rihich the Board should be able to
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2

on some evidence to show that It should be something else.
that's a different approach.
MAR. TROSTM(:

4

But

D

Chairman, may I speak to this

now, please?
5

CHAMMAN JENSCH:
TRO-TEN:

6..

Yes.

First of all. I object and vigor-ously

7

object to this practice ol! reading these documents into the

S

record.

&CHAXRMJENSCH:

Well, they won"t be in evidence

to

unless they are received from an offer or official notice and

11

the Board has made no decision about that.

12

cussing It.

is

AM. TROEN:

We are just dis

We hnave had discussion In the past

14

on the matter of alowing persons to %ead documents into the

15

record.

16

that that whole passage be stricken bacate I regard it as

17

totally Inappropriate.

6

And I do objecto

And I ask that it be stricken, and

And we protest it vigorously,

W.

Chairman, In our response to thbe ftndlngs of fact with

19

regard to the whole technique that was used in regard to thb

20

Citizens' Committee for bringin

.1

Board's attention.

22

CHAMMW JENSCH:

thls material before the

Well, you could be sure that the

23

Board will rely only upon evidentlaty matters In making a

?A

decision, and matters of argument and discussion are perhaps

25

Informative but they are not controlling.

4900
conclude that the matter IS not sufficiently clarified for it
2

to say that the Vplicant Is carrying its

3

the mmtter.

4

CHI.RY
A

JENSCH:

burden of proof on

It would ba a technical judgment

5

to the extent that you would be rejecting the 205 that has

6

been advanced.

7

Now, it

Is kind of a di2?erent type of tachnical

a

judgment, but If we were to say that .we don't like 2.5 It would

S

be, In egfect, saying that in our judgment, In our technieal

o

Judgwnt 2.5 is not adequate.
Now, as I understood th?. L3bAdoo he conceded that

12

there are lots of data about iodine and iodide releases.

13

has mzde a selection from those data of those which he thinks

1
15

are valid for these circumstances inder concern, a loss of
coolant accident and he has made a judgment based on those

16

data.

17

He

Now, if I may use an example that 7 had some

28

experience In before, It Is like a geologist with a gas reserve.

19

He may find all kinds of factors for porosity and permeability

20

and everything else, and you miy disagree with him. But hb has

21

made his selection.

22

examination or presentation of data that he has selected the

23

wrong data he is going to adherie to his judgmento

24
25

And until he Is convinced upon some

7 take It that Ur

ZcAdoo adheres to his Judgment

of 25. Now, that doesn't prevent anybody else from puttr!g

4902
What is controlling is

the evidence that comes from

2

a witness. With all due respect to lawyers generally, a

s

lawyer's statement does not constitute evidence.

4
5

MR.

MOSTN:

Well, Mr. Chairman,

there are two

points that 11d like to make about what Tsv, Roisman has said,

SIn the first plae as we had pointed out In our responses to
7

findings, whatever may be the merits of what he is saying,
we think that It is totally inappropriate for consideration in

S

connection with a motion for a 50 per cent testing license

10

because we are dealing with an iodlne Inventory which Is half

IV

the total iodine inventory for full power operation which.

12

adds even a greater measure of conservatism to the calculation.

is

The second point that I'd like to make Is that we.

Iv

have had a great deal now? o2 sworn testimony In this proceeding

s

f~rom the experts from the Staff who have evaluated all of the

16

data, including 'the data that Mr. Rolsman is Interested in and

17

have concluded that taking into account the particular con
ditions under which all of these experiments were run,

19

including the experiments treat ed in those two documents, that 2

20

and a half per cent is an exceedingly conservative number.

21

This judgment is reflected not Just In the evalua

22

tion for this particular proceeding, but in the evallmtion

,?

for all pressurized water reactors.

F4

approach that has been adopted here of asking this Board to

25

consider these isolated data points is totally inappropriate,

And I think that the

d3At5
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and I ask the Board to disregard it

2

CHAIRMAN JENSC:

Well, we haven't formed a;. decisiol

3

on the matter.

We certainly are going to let people argue what.

4

should be done.

And that's what I understand the Intezvenors9

5

counsel has done.

6

to assert it.

He has argued his position.

7

BM

8

CHAIRMAN JWNSC:

9

]KAXIAN:

VRo
;W*:

L

Ke is entitled

Mr. Ohairman?
Yes.

All I am going to state at this.

10

particular time, and we have said It in three or four briefs

11

on this subject of official notice, however, the Board may

12

decide, If It decides that it needs or requIres

13

tional evidence on this official notice Is not the proper

14

vehicle, we are taking these reports from Oak Ridge and

m5

Battelle because It would seem to me that the rules, and I

16

stated this before, dealing with oficial notice, certainly

17

would not encompass this type of a document as one which a

I8

licensing board should take official notice o.

19

sub paragraph F of Appendix A, i

20

it again, and It would seem to me perfectly clear that this is

21

not a, document or documents whlbh any board should take oficial

22

notice of

23

ome addi

I've read

the Board would care to read

,

MR

TROSTEN:

Mo Chairmana,

I would also like to

24

refer the Board to transcript PAges 2130 and 2131 in which 't

25

was pointed out that the numbrS that were used by gro RoIsman ,

4904
this 3 and a half per cent, I believe it is,

is an inappropriate

a

comparison to the 2 and a half per cent in which it was pointed

3

out that the analysis that was done was the proper method and

4

the ideal fraction for Indian Point and to take into account

5

OREL 4635 was extremely conservative.

~

Board~s specific attention.

7
8
9

to

22
13
14

16
17

19
20
21
22

23

24
25

I brIng that to the

4905
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1

ROYSUAN:

Mr

o

Chairman,

one thing that you had

2

suggested In your remarks was that the Board would not, if you

3

will

4

trary evidentlary data, disagree with the judgment of the

9

Staff witness or the

6

assumption that the 2.5 per cent figt~re is appropriately

7

conservative.

8

Point No. 3, at the construction permit stage, did precisely

q

that on a closely related question Involving the validity of

without some contrary epert opinion as opposed to con

Applicant's witness with regard to; the

But, of coturse, the hearing board for Indian

i0

the assu.ptlon that 50 per cent plateout would occur, and

11

there, simply on the basis of the Board's concern that there

12

±nufficient
nas
data, the Board concluded that It felt that

i3

you could not say that 50 per cotn plateout was adequately

14

conservative.

15

iow, because of the uniqueness of It being a con

ij

atruction perm t. the Board went ahead and authorized the

17

construction of the plant subject to resolution of the matter

I8

at the time of the operating libense.

19

precedent for the fact that boakdo have, and I think properly

20

did, and should continue to do so, take into view that the

21

mere opinion of a witness, if underlying data demonstrates

22

that that opinion has not adequately taken account of the

23

underlying data, is in a position to say, we are not persuaded

But I cited as a

on the opinion, although vie respedt the person for having Made
25

it,

I have never been deluded Into believing that Ur.
2

R-ftAdoo, after reading over our prpposed finding"s of fact and

s

conclusions of lav, is going to rush tp here and say, my God,

s

my judgment is vrong and I am changing my mind and joining

5

the Citizens' Committee Ror the Protection of the Xgnvironmont.

6

CMYEAN JENSCH:

7

IM. ROISH&W:

Or just make a c~ntribuion.

Tha t's

right.

We would be: happy, t6o

a

have that, but we didatt expect It. We think that what Is

9

really

ritical is to look at the underlying data.

What .- have

McAdoo's t6estimony tofty or In the -testi

10

not found even In Ur.

11

mony which we have introduced Into evidence today, which

12

represents the Staff's detailed explanation of this in the

13

form o2 memoranda prepared by Dr. Burley, any real explana

14

tion of the facts which we hav

Is

proposed finding of fact Dumbat 4.

i6

remain unresolved, we feel the Board is obligated to say the

17

matter has not been satisfactorily concluded.

18

what is In BNWL 319 and what Is In ONL 4635 is pertinent.

19

We would be delighted to have tht witnesses come to the

20

hearing and testify.

21

we have no objection to having those people come here to the

22

hearing.

23

requested official notice.

4

attempted to refer to in our
If those matters still

Thit Is why

I just tmnt to stress that again thabt

That applies to all of the matters on which we have
Also of the Applicant and the

Staff and the Board and. ourselres to have a full opportunity
251to talk to them face to Maas.

N-V t3
you tnow, on the other documents for which

1As

2

official notice is requested, they deal with the emergency core

3

cooling system, and now, as of this t1,ie

4

every one of the authors of the documents that we have

5

requested to have in fact taken the witneso stand in a haring

6

In which the Applicantv the Staff and the Citizons, Committee

7

for the Protection o2 the Environment are part1es, and have

a

further elucidated the points which they made In the documents

9

which ve have referred to and have revealed the ft isence of

10

nem documents whIch we have not referred to which we didn't

Sk

w

Apr12 5th, virtualy

about, some of which verb these internal memoranda which

1

were released In the course of the ECCS hearing, and have now

13

provi.ded the foundation for some of what we would consider

14

much more palatable and a much more efficient way of dealing

15

with this official notice question.

16

on that.

17

have testified with respect to It.

I8

attorneys for the Applicant and for Westinghouse will, wihii

19

a short period of tinm, be conducting their cross-examination

2o

of those same Individuals to the entent that they choose to

21

cross-examine them.

22

has been submitted and marked as exhlbits for evidence.

23

don't know if i; has actually been accepted into the record

24

yet.

25

We now have had a hearing

Witnesses have gone on the witness stand and they
W understand that the

Direct testizony from all of the parties

So that there is at least in that one case

1

'4908
On these two documents,

I

available the much better alternative.

2

however, there Is no hearing now going on that we know of in

3

which Drs.

4

these matters.

5

j

lishima, RittenhoUse and Hobson are testifying to
The alter-ative may be calling them back.
gather that we will be having a session either

6

on the l7th of April or the 19th of My on radiological safety

7

mtters, and perhaps we can get them there then and get the

8

matter cleared up,

CHRMA

9

I think, first of a.l, it should

JENSCH:

10

be borne in mind that our discussion here tody is solely with

11

reference to this 2.5 flgwre, and the extent of the Board 9 s

12

participation ol" judgment of that matter should be guided

13

solely by that subject matter.

14

reforence to Zndian Point No. 3 in the proceeding, some of the

15

matters to which you referred ckme In a special concurring

16

opinion.

17

on different subjects, on different factual presentations,

18

and involving different part ipaticn by the Board.

I thinkwhen you made

I think that those matters were judgments expressed

19

1 think here, in this proceeding,, where the 2.5

20

figure has been so severely atacked and the judgement of a

21

witness or two witnesses--one from the Sta9f and one from

22

the

23

the reference to different factual bases, nevertheless,

24

adhered to their opinions.

pplicant--hve, despite the thorough examination and

I think that defines a scope of

25 1 the kind of evidence that would be advisable to have to see

Nlt5
there is anythirg that should warrant a different technical

I

if

2

judgment.
if anything we say here. shouldn't be construed as

3
4

refusing to receive any witness can come and speaft on this

5

matter.

6

availablo to come in on int

7

1: some procedure can be provAd.,d here to get witnesses

a

fitteahouse, Mishiva,

9

hearing so t-hat the witnesses presented can be exmmined.

ogation on sveral subjects.

the Bozrd Is

available to met up a

Somebody will have to

10

We don't pzclude their presentation.,

11

make the proeentation. for their presence.

12

14
15

16
17

20
21

22
23
*

In the ECCS untional hearings, witneeses have been

24
25
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MR. TROSTEN:

If Mr.. Roisman had wanted to call

2

witnesses to support the testimony contained in these two

3

reports, he could have done this months ago,

4
5

6

CRAIR1,

JENSCH:

We talked about that at

depositions down in Oak Ridge. at one time.
I was referring to the moment., I

MR. TROSTEN:

7

assume we will shortly go to the discussion of the other

8

official notice questions having to do with ECCS.

9

pointing out that Mr. Roisman could have called witnesies

I am merely

t0

in support of his position on this matter of the methyl

it

iodide fraction.

12

He chose not to do that.

I think under the circumstances where we have

13

sworn evidence, a great deal of sworn evidence, I might add,

14

by two witnesses who have been available for extensive

is

cross-examination and also

18

that is the proper record before this Board and this Board

17

should not be misled by references that are simply sent in

18

the mail to the Board with the request that the Board

19

include this in the evidentiaty presentation.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

nterrogation by the Board, that

You can be sure that the Board

21

will be guided by the evidentiary record in this proceeding,

22

and that is sworn evidence.

23

MR. BRIGGS:

On

sixty-seven of the Applicant's

24

reply to the findings of the Citizens' Committee, the

25

Applicant is concerned with Citizens, Committee finding 9oiJ.l

4911
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Here it states that,

2

Committee indicates that there have been through-wall piping

3

cracks and steam piping and boiling water reactors.

4

indicates that there have been no failures in primary system

5

piping in any pressurized water reactors."

"The testimony cited by the Citizens'

Also

I would like to get a bit of clarification on this.

6
7

Is the sense of this that that testimony indicates that there

a

have been no through-wall cracks, piping cracks in

9

pressurized water reactor systems?

to

MR. TROSTEN:

May we take a moment to refresh our

recollection about this particular finding in our response,
12

Mr. Briggs?

s

MRs. BRIGGS:

CAIPNAN JENSCh:

14
is
16

Yes.

to recess?

Would this be a convenient time

Let us recess to reconvene in this room at 4:10.
(A short recess is taken.)

17
is

19

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

R1. TROSTEN:

please come to order,

Proceed,

Mr. Chairman, before we resume

20

with our answer to Mr. Briggs' question, I.Just want to be

21

entirely clear, Mr. Chairman, that Applicant does not consent

.22

to the granting of any additional time to

23

petition to intervene.

24

I want to make my position entirely clear that CLEAN has

25

filed a petition to

CLEAN to file a

I have chaftd briefly with Mr. Karman.

intervene Vhich, in our view, was untimely

4912
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and did not satisfy the Commission's regulatory requirements.
1 understand that the Chairman has afforded the

2

b

attorney for CLEAN an opportunity outside the regulations-,

4

if you will, to comment on the answers that the Applicant,

9

the Regulatory Staff have filed. We are in no way consenting

6

to an extension of time to CLEAN to file its position to

7

intervene or to correct its petition in any way,

CHAIMMN JIMSCH:
a
110

petition was filed ithin the time prescribed

by the notice

for hearing on environmental matters.
MR. TROSTEN:

11
.2

I understood that the CLEAN

It is correct, 1Vor

Chairman, that

the CLEAN petition was, as I recall, filed within the time

13

set by the supplemental notice of hearing. However, as set

14

forth in our responses, the CLEAN petition in no way fell

15

within the scope of the supplemental notice of hearing.

16

this and other reasons, we are opposed to it.

17

CHAIRMAN JNSCH:

18

Give the answer, please,

19

MR. WIESEMANN:

I understand.

For

Let us proceed.

The comment which we made was

20

related to the Intervenor's contention I on page forty-eight.

21

of the page that I have, wi :ch suggested that the ASME

22

requirements do not guarantee the component in question would

23

not fail.

24

relied, in our testimony on reactor vessel, on quite a number

25

of things beyond simply the AS1E code.

I wanted to point out, first of all, that we

We concluded in that

O1wm2
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the assurance provided by the design in accordance with the

2

ASbM code and the equipment specification, which in some

3

instances amplified the requirements of the code.

4

We provided information and the assurance was

5

in compliance with the code with respect to -- And

6

equipment specification with respect to materials, fabrications

7

and inspection requirements.

a

•by operation in accordance with the technical specifications

s

which the Staff imposes on the operation of any reactor and

10

Also the assurances provided

includes as a part of the operating license, and a special

section to cover the special problem of assurance that
12

brittle failure would not occur which deals-with an item

is

which is covered'in the technical specifications but which

14

we felt was of particular importance, and also discussed

0S

the matter of some of the failures in high-pressure steam

16

piping which were, we felt, not related to the situation in

17

the reactor coolant system.

is

In direct answer to your question, Dr. Briggs.

19

I am not aware of any through-wall crack in any piping in

20

a pressurized water reactor.

The testimony that was referred

21

to was the tabulation that

;I believe it was Dr. Burley.

22

I'm sorry.

--

Ray McCarey produced in the hearing which

23

bears that out in which he listed all of the significant

?.4

reactors.

25

as power reactors.

Some of them are not actually what we would class

4914
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But going back to the earliest reactor, SM-1, in
2

Dresden, and including all of the reactors that have had

3

operating experience as of the date which he made the table

4

out, which was in November of 1971, and the only through-wall

5

piping cracks were associated with boiling water reactors,

6

which have different conditions associated with operation.
I don't care to comment on the significance of

7

those in that situation except that it is significant, we
9
10

feel, that there have been none in the pressurized water

reactors.
MR. BRIG-S:

1

12

I

There was just something I wanted

to get clear in my own mind.

What was the nature of the

repirs made to the piping in Indian Point I a year or two ago?
IM. CAHILL:

14

At Indian Point I and in, I guess,

15

many other reactors, there are thermal sleeves, liners

16

inside pipes where an auxiliary pipe would join into another

17

piping system where there is a clange, a difference in

is

temperature of the fluids in the one system as compared to

19

the fluids in the other syst4m' where there could be a sudden

20

temperature change implosed"locally on the pipe wall.
At Indian Point 1, there are several thedmal

21

2
23

Iwe

sleeves.

During an inspection, actually an entry into the

primary system into the boiler plenums to repair a tube leak,
found parts of a thermal sleeve which led to an investigatic

25

of all the connections which had thermal sleeves and in which

02-w~m I
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we discovered the one that had failed0

That led to an

2

inspection of the pipe including the main coolant pipe into

3

which the make-up uater line which had the thermal sleeve

4

in it injected.

5

An inspection of that pipe at the joint shored

6

hairline cracks, not through cracks.

7

significant depths, but nevertheless thermally induced cracks

a

at the point where you would expect, without the thermal

S

sleeve, which had broken up, that there would be a thermal

In faa, of no real

10

shock stress condition generated.

1i

they were evaluated and very conservatively was decided that

12

the whole area where the smaller make-up line joined the large

i3

main coolant pipe should be replaced with a new sweepolet

14

special fitting designed for the entry of a small pipe into

is

a large pipe should be replaced.

16

These are cracks where

This was a long, tedious job which was a highly

17

conservative measure taken in the face of what might otherwise,

is

in a different context, be simply ground out and allowed to

19

pass.

20

places in conventional plants.

21

practice there.

22

This kind of crack does occur in steam turbines, other
That is the conservative

But in the case of a nuclear plant, no stone is

23

left unturned to bring things back to the original condition,

24

-which is what we did,

25

several months.

That resulted in a very long outagd,

4916
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a
4

MR. BRIGGS:

There were through-wall cracks?

HR. CAHILL:

Definitely no through-wall cracks..

There were hairline superficial cracks, really.
R. BRIGGS:

Theie were some questions that I

s ~'suppose I wouldn't like to dwell on vary long because we have
They have to do with

6

talked about them before, I think.

7

Citizens' Commiee findings 9A and 9B.

S

rome months ago.

-

The question was asked

There seems to be some difference of opinion as

t0

to what constitutes or what is included in the category of

11

los, of coolant accidents.

12

that no new information has been turned up.

13

previous discussions, it was pretty much conceded that

14

nowhere in t:he Commission's regulations or in other documents

is

that have been made public by the Commission, that the

16

rupture of th% reactor vessel had been declared an incredible

17

event that neei not be considered.

is

I would just like to be sure

Is there any more recent information that says

19

that somewhere the Commission has so stated?

20

any comment on thats Mr, Karman?
Y'ARM

:

M.

22

MR. BRIGGS:

213

that was provided here, I suppose.

25

iR

IU.UAN:

Commission policy?

Would you have

No, I don't.

2!

24

As I recall in

Except possibly in the testimony

You are talking of official

4917
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MR. BRIGGS:

Yes.

2

MR. KARMUN:

I don't know.

a

MR. ROISNAN:

Mr. Briggs, I do not know of anything

1

of official

5

result of a discussion with Mr. McCarey, that there is a

6.

document not official Commission policy presented to the

7

ACRS some years ago prepared by a gentleman who at that

8

time was working for Oak Ridge by the name of Monroe Wexler,

9

which is an attempt to analyze the question of whether

10

Commission Policy, but I have determined as a

reactor pressure vessel rupture is credible.
It is my understanding, although I have not seen

11
12

the document, that it was his conclusion that it was credible,

13

that the SCPS held a meeting at which Mr. Wexler attended,

14

and was questioned on this.

15

as Mr. MCarey remembered it, he was going to come back to

16

the ACRS with respect to some questions they had with respect

17

to some conclusions and computations and so forth, and that

18

this meeting with the AGRS took place perhaps within the

19

last year, but that to Mr. McCarey's knowledge, Mr. Wexler

20

had not yet returned to the ACRS to discuss it.

At the time that he was questioned

Obviously, even if the ACRS had taken the

21

22

position, that -ould not have been an official Commission

P.3

position.

24

subject other than anything that has been discussed at this

25

hearing before.

But it is the only ,thing that I know of on the
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IR. TROSTEN:

Mr. Briggs, I would just like to
I'm not familiar at all with the

2

make the observation --

3

points that Ir. Roisman has related. Mr. McCarey has, of

4

course, testified in the hearing concerning the matters

5

within his expertise,

6

your question, Mr. Briggs, that all of the ACRS letters that

7

have determined that you need not

a

consequences of such a failure, plus the language as we say

9

of the Commission's regulations themselves constitute official

Of course, I would say, in answer to

design against the

To

Commission position. that you need not design against the

11

consequences of such a failure on the grounds that, if you

12

will, it

13

is incredible, if you want to use that terminology.
The point is that there is, we submit, a great

14

deal of official Commission literature and official

15

Comission positions that enunciate the policy that 'with

is

respect to the specific reactors under consideration, you

17

need not design against such a failure.

Is
19
20

We have pointed this out in our response on page
sixty-two and sixty-three to Mr. Roisman's findings of fact.
MR. BRIGGS:

21

to the question.

22

the definition,

23
24
25

Yes. I know,

That is what gave rise

You. have pointed out a way of interpreting

I wonder about the footnote, at least in the
version that I have of the rules and regulations,

Footnote

O2-wm5
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one of the definition, I believe, states that.,

2

details relating to the type, size and orientation of breaks

3

in specific components of the reactor coolant pressure

4

boundary are under development."

5

6
7

"Further

Wouldn't one say that reactor vessel is a specific
component of the reactor pressure boundary?
MR. WIESM1ANN:

I'd have to answer your last

a

question yes.

9

the content that for quite a number of years there had been

o

some discussion of the fact that perhaps we should not be

11
2

These regulations, I believe, uere written in

designing for a double-ended rupture of a reactor coolant
system or longitudinal split, which is also one of the types

13

of breaks considered, occurring just any place

14

reactor coolant system; that for example, there is a lot of

1s

evidence today that shows that the kind of defect that might

16

lead to a longitudinal split has to become so large that it is

17

virtually impossible to operate the reactor or to conceive of

18

being able to operate a reactor with that kind of defect in it.

19

You just wouldn't be able to keep the water in the system;.

2o

that it would be very unlikely that you would ever have a

21

longitudinal split occur of the magnitude that we talk about

22

in these large loss of coolant accidents.

23

in the

1 might add that this is borne out by tests that

24

have been performed at Batelle Labs in Columbus.

25

is a strong feeling that the circumferential double-ended

Also, there.

j2-wm6
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unimpeded circumferential break of the reactor coolant system

2

occurring at any place in the reactor coolant system is not

3

possible.

4

be restricted to places where there are large changes in

5

section, where there might be a possibility of a stress

6

concentration factor

7

At the present, for example, it should at least

or something of this sort.

At the time these criteria were being discussed,

8

there were a number of covaments suggesting that the definition

9

of loss of coolant accident should be confined to those

10

so that people could take credit for the fact o- For example,

11

the reactor vessel, between the reactor vessel and the shield

12

&all is a relatively short distance.
At the present tine., for the purposes of

14

calculating the loss of coolant accident, we assume that

i5

there could be a double-ended complete severance of reactor

16

coolant pipe where it joins the reactou vessel.

17

that type passes through a very thick concrete wall just

o

However,

I

abefore it reaches the reactor vessel within a short distance
of that. It is not conceivable, by engineers, at least, that

20

the pipe would be able to move sufficiently from its location

21

to develop into a double-endedunimpeded pipe break even if

22

somehow the pipe were to come apart all the way around at one

23

time.

24
25

h

We feel we willSet this through leakage through a

crack which we have not observed ini the pressirized water

02-wm7
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reactors, but in boiling water reactors where they have had

2

these leaks, in all

3

the time they were detected, and is possible to shut down

4

and investigate the situation and make repairs.

.9

cases these leaks were very small at

On this basis, I believe it

is my understanding

6

that that footnote in the regulations recognizes the fact

7

that people are studying the evidence.

a

at the time these criteria were put out to adopt anything

9

different, and also, I thinks some tiiie before there had been

They were not prepared

Id

a study.

11

this, that made a recommendation for the time being, at least,

12

that the double-ended pipe break should remain the design

13

basis accident, at least for the time being, until more

14

data has been developed on the technical aspects of hcw these

is

leaks develop into breaks, and also other business of the

10

development of means of detecting the leakage from the. cracks

7

if they should develop, so they should have the know,;ledge that

i8

is necessary in order to get a shut-down before the situation

is

gets beyond where it is under control.

20

I can't remember which panel it was that studied

The reason I feel I have to make this comment is

21

that I was working together with ANS 20 Committee on

22

supplementary criteria to these general design criteria at

23

the time they were being formulated, and I also served on the

?4

AY safety committee whnich had quite a number of discussions

25

with the AEC during the time they were foritalating these
1 general design criteria prior to their formal adoption.

4922
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MR. ROISMUT:

Mr. Chairman, I didn't want to

2

Interrupt Mo.Wiesemann.

3

piece.

A

was attempting to givo a legal interpretation of the criteria

S

given, he is not an attorney.

I would like to state that to the extent Hr. Wiesemann

SIn this proceedIng.
7

I think he Is entitled to say his

It certainly is not evidenbe

It Is his opinion, mch the same as If

1r. Trosten had made the statement.
To the extent that he had attempted to give sort of

9

an ad hoc hearsay sumary of meetings og ANS committees that

so

he may have sat on and what was In the commission's mind vt

11

the time that he adopted the criteria, I would sfnply say that

12

we have no objection to the evidence on that matter brought

is

Into the proceeding, but we balieve the most coapnetent ev dence,

14

namely the minutes of the meeting which 1W. Wiesemann lo

15

referring to. and some statement of thle commission itself

16

with regard to an Interpretation of the definition to which

17

W. Briggs has referred would be appropriate,

I

Wlesemann's sort of offhand recollections of what happened at

19

that time also should not be treated as evidence If for no

2o

other reason under the Best Evidence Rule.

21

and I think Mr.

With regard to the particular question that Mr.

22

Briggs asked, It seems to me Mr. Wiesemann was not really

23

responsIve.

2P

It was that the loss of coolant accIdent was only supposed to

25

mean a double-ended pipe break.

If I understood what he was attemptIng to say,

If that were true. it could
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1

have been said.

2

"Including a break equivalent in size to the double-ended

3

rupture."

4

5

It was not said.

The langiage says,

The footnote is not In any way qualified by any

of the language that l r. Ifesbmaun has referred to nor Is
there anything In the statement of reasons given by the

7

Commission at the tiMe of the adoption of these criteria to

S8

indicate that footnote one meAns.-anything other than what. It

%

says, which is,

0

boundaries of the reactor coolant pressure boundary which is

"There is no limit on the portion of the

11

to be considered for purposes of a loss of coolant accident

12

until such time as the commission comes out withthe results

is

of its Investigation."
X gather that was the source of m. Briggso first

14

1.

question.

16

Indicated in footnote one was under development to better

17

define where It would consider the loss of coolant accidant

18

break to occur0

19
20

Tihat is, as the commission now reported on what it

As I understAnd it, it has not.

. Wiesemann has given an Interesting and self
.,serving statement as to how hd would like to have that read, b

21

1 think the language says what It says.

22

official word from the commission, it seems to me that we must

23

rely upon the language.

24

the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which Includes the

25

vessel," and footnote one sayS that, "The commission will

In absence some

The language is a "break anywhere in
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narrow that at suCh time as gurther development takes place
that warrants it.,

2

jX
4

gather the development has not occurred because

there has been no further announcewent from the commissionQ

'A'USTEN.- .1must say that X am amajzed that,

5 ~IMt.

question the statements made

number one, would

6

Mr. Roisman,

7

by Mr. Wiesemann after having given the complete utter hearsay

a

statement not imore than five minutes ago of the conversation

9

he had with someone else reporting on sons third-hand hearsay

CHRAMAN JNSCH:

Mie way to stop is for someone

to start Stopping, and Mlybe this is the time.

U2

' GSTEN:

3MR.

!Faving engaged in a long discussion

M4

some ton ninutes ago about his interpretation. of what the

s5

proper percentage of methyl iodide should be as a resul2t of

16

a loss of coolant accident.
CHAIRMA

17

16

JMTSCE:

I think V'. BrggW

question has

been answered.

MR. HOISMAN:

19

20

that 1W.

21

'an t

Akyfty, Mr. Chairman, my point Is

WIesemann was a witnegs that was sworn.
td be treated as evdefdce.

22

sit here and ta1k about hearsay.

23

lawyers.

I didn't

Mr. Trosten and I often

That Is the p 1vege of

That Is why we don't get sworn and have to testify

Sunder oath0
25

Mr

Wiesemann, hovever, is a witness under oath.
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iOwt4
I just don't want any misinterpretation as to what he said

2

being treated as evidence.

a

CAIRMAN'

regarded au a statement o£ policy from the Atomic Energy

5

Commission.

7

8
ad1

12

15

14

18
19

20
21
22

.

You can be sure-he will not be

t

6

n

EXWSCiJ:

23

?24
25

TSRL.
HOSW.

MTank you.
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M.

BRIGGS:

There was one other question too.

In the Staffs comments on the Citizenst

mr. Karman.

Committee gs findings I believe the Staff has commented on
B,

Ca Do E, F9 G, but have no coment on H.

A

And then went on

and commented on I and others.

.t

Was this intended to indicate agrees with finding

9H?

MR.

KARTAIN:

gay I have Z MoMenmt?

CHWMM JflDTCH:
M. Ira~lMN:

No0

BRIGGS:

Well, you commented so faithfully.

MR. NARMA:

It may very well have been an over

M.

sight, Ur

Yes.

Briggs.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

It wasn't an oversighat

Well, i

it would have been Intentional, is that it?
Mt. ROISMAN:

&.

Briggs, X don't think they

commented on I either.
MOR

TROSTEN;

M. BRIGGS:
MR.

OUSM:

Yes,

they did.

Yes, they did.
Oh, I see.

The old rule Is

omissi on

is admission.
. tIr.ST.N:

te have commented on H, Mr. ]3rig•s.

CHAMRMN JZNSCH:

lell0 the Board has concluded

its inquiries at this time of the partis. We do have some
other matters to take up, however.

4927
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One Is in reference to applicant's statement about

2

the petition filed by CLEAR, the organization represented by

3

1ro

4

does not intend to permit any addition of contentions in

5

whatevor Is done by way of commient by the attorney for the

6

petitioner.

Arcaro, and X do not see U

*Arcaro here now.

Te.Board

There were, however,, two Items that nay have seemed

7
8

to be, if X may use the term, somewhat specifically oriented,

9

and as to those two items there might have been some more

1o

11
12

specificity0

For Instance, let me ftae one of them.

This

statement that came In by way 02 supplement is not verified
13 In accordance with the rulos.

I don't Unow vhbther RT1r.
But he said, 117e raise the

14

Arcaro has a copy of the rales.

is

issue of thermal and other adverse affects of this plant on

16

the ecosystem of the Hudson River.

17

signi21cant damage may be eopected to occur to the aquatic

i8

biota of the Hudson River.

19

We contend tbat

Now, his contentlon of the significznt darage Is
may be th .t there Is

some specific

20

very general, and it

21

situation he has in mind.

22

cated a Willingness to see it.0at ha-s been in a sense

23

sPecific in any petition that was Mled to see if there was

24

any basis to develop some specilics0

25

7he Staff has in many caies Andi

It's not any Intention that this CLEAN is going

4928
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to file a new petition and elaborate or expand or add to It.

2

We just hope that if there is anything that really

3

would be a petitioner does, in fact, have that opportunity and

4

that it be given within the scope of what he has asserted as

5

to likely to be his contentio.n.

6

speciflcs and remalns in generality Ifbelieve although the

7

Beard has not decided that the petition would not comply with

a

the requIrements of the ComwMISSIon.

M.
10

MAM:

£f he doesn't have any.

Mr. Chairman,

W~. ,Arcaro spoke with

me during the past recess and Indicated that ho was willing,
based upon the comment by the Chairman of the Board to call

12

me at my Washington office and try to discuss with me the

3

possibility oR =aking mre reasonably specific some of the

14

contention he has already nrzd

15

of the CoMnission.

6

In accordance with the rules

And he also indicated to me that he might request

17

of the Board some extension cfthat five-day period you gave him

is

It he was going to take that particular-- I thought I would

19

report thia to you.

20

M. R SEN:

Agfai,

a,

Mr

ia-,
Lh to this

ission~s supplemental

21

that the Applicant objects.

22,

notice of hearing set f2mth a specific period of time for

23

persons to file petitions to Intervene.

24

in close to the end of that petild of time.

25

The Comr

CLENAs petition came
Xt was deficient.

The Board elected to afford an additional period
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of time for CLEAN to file a valid petition.

I

The supplemental poetition which came In,

whldh was

a

based upon or had the benefit o,

4

provided by the Board in Its order and had the benefit of the

5

answers In oppoosl

6

simply opposed to CLEAN taking any opportunity to conversa

7

tion with Stagg counasel or otherise to now file a valid or

a

sufficient petition to lntervene.

Z should say, the guidance

on also was deficient.

Applicant Is very

And Applicant is

uch opposed to allowing an

DO additional party to Intervene Irn this proceeding at this time
1
12

and also feels that this would not be conducive to the
effectile conduct of this hearing and will continue to oppose
13CLEAR's

14

MMMUNA2

JENS M:

Yes, I think that your stateme~ts

is

would certainly be given great consIderation if the proceedihg

is

were to be delayed.

17
to

jaspects

But v-

haventt reached envfronmntal

of It as yet, and apparently what this gentleman Is

.seeking to assert Is contentltow

that are mtters related to

19

the envifronmental concerns and, perhaps., as a matter of

20

practice the Staff has shown a willingness to help memberi of

21

the public who have some general real contentIons,

22

asserted sufficiently to be reasonably specifc.

29
10

efforts to intervene.

And It
is i

but not

Is more an aid of developing what the r

rather than developing new or additional contentions.

If the proceedlng were to be delayedv of cotwse, that would

.Att5
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Put an entirely different aspect upon the whole procedure.
o

2

3

ROSTE:

Yr. Chairman, I just want to make

this observation-

CHAMMAN JENSCH:
5

R.

TROSTEX:

Yes.

We understand you oppose that.
X merely want to make this

6

observation. that we have been working with the Environmental

7

Defense Fund and the Hudson River Fishermen's Association for

8

well over a year and have developed exiensive discovery

9

procedures and have been following a practice which involVes

10

bringing this case as expeditiously as we can on to hearing,

11

and the cooperation I think has been fruliful.
But

1

to have another party at this time Intervene

13

and take part in that process we think would be extremely

1

destructive of the efficient handling of the case.

i5

CHAIRMN

MEWSCH:

Well, I think that

z certainly

is

a matter to be considered and It may be that some, if anything

17

was developed, as to that X do not Inow but If anything wore

Is

to be developed any person coming in would have to, in a seAnse,

19

take the record as he finds it rather than expand upon it.
BE~. MAIMAK:

20'

An I to understand,

Mir. Chairman,

21

that you do encourage the Staff undev these circumstances to

22

conti~ne discussions with 14r. Arcaro on this petition to

23

intervene?

24

position.

25 1

I don't want to find myself In a very peculiar

CAMAN JEWSCH:

I donut know Wbat Is a pecul:asr

PIA:06
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position for you, but I think we did give some thought to the

2

fact that the gentleman is talking about damage to the acuatic

3

biota of the Hudson River and we understand the Hudson River

A

Fishermen's Assoclation will make similar contentions.

s

may be that the representatiom of the contention can be

r

adequately handled by the Hudson River- Fishermen's Association.

And it

7

f there Is something additional that ATcaro has

a

that he can show In some specifteity based upon some study,

9

and so forth, It would not som tu be an additional burden to

i0. have him make that contention.
I think his rights o

discovery are different than

2

a person who has been In a proceeding, although the Commission

i

under this notle for environmental hearing has Indicated that

14

new parties may come, additions to parties may be rade In the

15

proceeding, otherwise they wouldn't have put the notice In

6

there, issue the notice for hearing on the environmental
And we understand that the Staff has in many cases

17

matters.

is

provided substantial assistance to the parties or would-be

19

petitioners to try to see if there iS some specifi ity that

20

can be added to their contentions.

21

it is not a provision that they are go-ing to e pand

22

Into a vide new area.

23

make a ruling, and we'll be glad to have your comments, If

24

you desire to submit some.

25

We'll see what, in developed before we

We have this remaining question about what Is a
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reasonable date to take up the Pennsylvania Engineering matter.

2

Do you have a response In that regard?
MR. 'ROSTEN:

3

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

We wi2. be pre

4

pared to o~fer testimony on Aprl 19th, 20th and 2ls10.

5

p1recise eztent of the testimony tohat we will 'be prepared to

6

give at that time It am not able to state definitely at this

7

tim., Mr.

Chaimian.

SE

The

But "o will be ready to go 2orward.

MUld like to make It clear that in the event the

9

Board considers that L*. Brill or someone else from the

10

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation should appear as a witnes

11

on April 19th, 20th and 21stv that It would have. to be at the

12

behest og the

TS

no present intention of cal~llg Mr. Brill as, a witness.

14

vie reserve the right, of coire,

15

ard or at some other party because applicanti

to do so. But We

have no present Intention of calling him as a witness.

is6

CMAitRAN JENSCH:

Well,

I have understood that It

17

was developed In some of these early cases that in determining

18

congeremoes, the quai-1ifcations of an applicant to construct'a

19

plant wherever the particular Ultility aspect or utility portion

20

of? the Applicant was concerned'anhy deficiencies In that .portion

21

as to qualifications was always' supplemented and accepted by

22

stating contractorsawho are quialled in every respect, and the
application shall be considered as having been filed jointly by
the utility commission plus a donsIderation of the contractors

25

involved.

So the Applicant was kind of considered as embracinng

4S33
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as one and the same are not only the utility aspect
I

component of the presentation brt also the contractors.
So possibly within that scope a subcontractor would

3
16

or

be one in the same with the utility portion.

5

And the Applicant is being asked to submit some
evidence or rather it may be construd to involve a request

7

that the Applicant bring in some evidence from one In the same

8

parties of Its whole one person prementationo
Now, if WestInghouse should have said that, "We

0

thinh that the whippex gadget that the Applicant has insisted

1

that we put in Is wholly unsafel and wrote a letter to the

12

Commission, maybe

i

Applicants qualifications and Applicant would he expected t6

1

ask Westinghouse to come.

is

stinghous would have been part of the

This hAms been one step removed from that.

16

Board hasn't

17

of procedure.

But the

-cided just what should be done at all by way

But It is Somew~hat difficult to consider an aspect
1

of an.allegation of unsafety or lack of safety of the matter.

20

if the person who-is mahing th ,charge is not here so we may

2

have the benefit of his views.

22

Now, somebody will have to bring him if the Staff

2S

doesn't ask him to come or the Applicant doesn't consider that

PA

this subcontractor is part of Its whole presentation of

25

quallficationso

2hybe the Board will have to give some

,.lAt9
considerations to a means to ask
2

trill to come.

k

And if

he

comes we May have an opportunaty to visit wIth him aboUt--is

thers any repesentative of the Pennsylvanla Enagineering,
Corporation here today?

~
8

(Nqo response.)

CAXPXAN JENS:
7

I don't see any standing up.

So

8

it uay have been, they my not havq been informed that we
planned to ask for suggestions from the Parties as to the pr'o

9

posod consideration and dispodItion of the matter.

10

1 take It

11

the proposed consideration that the

Applicant would present would ibe their aimalysis?

12

o

is

CSTEN:

Yes, Ur. Chairman,

to do is to bond every effort to expedite the
14

What we intend

mnalysis that

regerred too %ehichr maid we -hoped to have by the end of the

15month, and We will simply have.it available earlier and be
prepared
m
to go Into this mattei to the maxim extent that we
17

can on tbe lfth, and If necessary the 20th and 21st.
I thInk w'11 just have to wait and see who the

19

wese-Xam

20

because re have been in Possession of this letter really since

21

the 27th of ftrcho

And at ths:

22

wtOSes will W,

But we will have appropriate witnesses

23

heeV to testify.

?I

not able to say At this point, Mr

CHAIW JENSCH:

I6
rieceive -som word about

point I cant

Wells

rm

Chairmai,,

say who our

sorry that you didn't

this until March 27th.

I somehow. had

1

lAtlO
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1the impression that when matters of safety came up in reference

p

2

to any construction or proposed operation that seemed of some

3

serious concern that as a matter of practice the Regulatory

4

group always called that to the attentionac

s

so they could respond Immediately to whatever seemed to be of

the applicant

Sconcern,
7

And I take 1t :Jou have had no word of any kindv

a

telephonic, 1itteng oral or personal contact in reference to

9

this matter until you received a copy of the letter which was

10
11

12

13

transmitted and received about Mrch 27th, 1972?
M . TRCSTE:I donut know, Hr. CGluIran, how long

the Commission had this letter In Its possession.

Ml.

KORIAN:

This letter was received by the

Atomic Energy Comission on March 20th.

d

15

Parch 14th, but the stamp in the office indicates It was

16

received on the Roth.

17
18
19

20
21

22

23
*

It may have been dated

24

25
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2

'ICHAIRMANJENSCH:
a call made to the
M.

Very well.

And there wasn't

Applicant right away that there was a -

KARMAH:

Not as far as I know, Mr. Chairman.

I advised Mr. Trosten of the fact that I was on that today,
which was March 27th, serving a copy of this letter on the
Board, and all the parties in this proceeding.
7

M.

And in response to your question,

TROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, to the best of my knowledge, Mr. Karman's
call to me was the first lnouledge that Applicant had that
t

such a letter existed.

11

CHAIM AN JENSCH:

12

MR. CAHILL:

M11r

Cahill had no word or

I first heard of it from my counsel

t3

and that same day heard from Compliance that such a letter

14

was going through.
HANIPMAN JENSCH:

15

Mhe only reason I ask it is that

is

it indicates you have not had a great opportunity to carry

17

on much investigation, and if you find that April 19th ha6
not permitted you to complete your anlaysis, why I guess

1

we'd have to schedule it

20

has written a letter.

21

is going to delay the proceeding getting Mr. Brill, well,

22

so be it.

23

you want to move the case along, and if there is some close

M

relationship of contractors hdre, if there isn't a communicatiol

25

gap between contractors or a generation gap maybe now, why

--

My only point is that Mr. Brill

You ought to have Mr. Brill.

It will have to take some delay to do it.

If it

But if

o2-am2
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I

we could get some,

you kno,

2

ask him to come.

3

conveniently fit ue into his schedule.

He may happen to be in town and might

4

MR.

5

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

6

Brill to come,

easy access to the gentleman,

TROSTEN: We'll be as prepared as we can,
You are refusing to ask Mr.

are you?

7

MR. TROSTEN:

a

this point to ask Mr. Brill to come.

9

we have made no decision whether we will or will not call

Mr. Chairman,

I'm not refusing at

I'm saying at this point

We have no present intention of calling Mx'. Brill

10

Mr. Brill.

11.

on the 19th, and we cannot make that decision as to who Our

12

witnesses .will be, whether Mr. Brill or anyone else, until

M*

we've had an opportunity to analyze the subject further,
CHAIMMAN JENSCH:
MR. KARMAN:

to

How about the Staff?

Well, Mr. Chairman,

during the

luncheon recess I called our office in Bethesda and spoke with

7

the representative of the Division of Compliance.

M0

to him the alternative dates that you had stated, the

to

April date and the May

20

possibility that we will. be finished with our inquiry," I

21

believe is the words he used,

22

is the 5th, which would leave only a little over 10,

23

days to do this.

P4
25

dates,

He said,

"ell,

I indicated

there is a

"by the 17th," although today
l 12

It is difficult for me to commit the Division of

Compliance on a matter as relatively important as this appears

P-am 3
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to be.
CHAIRMN JENSCH:

2

Well, my only thought is this,

3

that we havp missed some schedules in the course of this

4

proceedings, and if we can avoid some more misses, and I know

5

that from letters at least that have been submitted in various

6

cases, the Staff is loaded, if there is not a likelihood of

7

your meeting the 19th should we even 'do it

S

.1 think the

Board has felt that ve would be in a better position togive

s

consideration to this matter when both analyses have been

o

completed, that is, that by the Applicant and that by the
Staff, at which time we would not only like to have the

12

analyses from both the Applicant and the Staff, but we would

is

like to have the representatives or others from Pennsylvania

.14

Engineering and possibly Westinghouse about this matter.

5
is

9

20

MR. ROISNAN:

Mr. Chairman, let me add to thia,

that the date that has been suggested, the 17th of April MR. TROSTEN:

It's the 19tho

MR. ROISMAN:

Weli, whichever, we don't have any

problem with that provided that the informal discovery that
Mr. Trosten and I have discusied proceeds at a substantially

more rapid pace than he implied that it might, and provided
22

that the testimony of the Staff and the Applicant on the

23

matter are available to us sufficiently in advance so that

24

we'll be able to be prepared on this oubject.

25

I

CHAIRMN JENSCH:
/

Well, it appears to the Board

4939
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from the several statements that there may be some problems
2

meeting the April 19th date.
We would like to be informed, however, as to
whether anybody is going to ask Mr. Brill or his associates
to come and bring his drawings and analyses and so forthD at
least ten days before the 17th because the Board

7

M

Mo
ARAN:

May 17th?

CHAIRM4AN JENSCH:
the

Yes, May 17th.

It

may be that

Board may decide on some course of action in that respect

10

if nobody is going to ask this gentleman who has made this-

11

Written this letter and who is associated in some respects

12

with the Applicant, part of its contractual organization,

is

and presumably was represented as a part of the organizational

14

structure to supply any deficiencies and capability for ,the

i5

Applicant 'to proceed in the constmrction of his plant.

6

7
10

MRo TROSTEN:

Mr, Chairman, let me see if I

understand this correctly:

you ari saying that we will

proceed on the 19th?
CHAIM-4AN JENSCH:

0

No. no, we were suggesting that

there seems to be a lot of indecision as to ability to
complete your.analyses by that' date.

22

And rather than'. m e;tg

and not having it or mdeting and getting just the Applicants. '
we would like to have both analyses before we proceed.

24

Me. TROSTEM:

Well, I'd like to emphasize,

Rr. Chairman, that:, of course, ve will be ready on those dates.

P2-amS
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I IWe will expedite our schedule, if necessary, and we are
2
perfectly willing to be here the 19th, 20th and 21st.
3

We will continue to talk with the Staff and also

4

with Mr. Roisman about this.

5

Mr. Brill as a witness or perhaps some other party will*

Perhaps the Staff will call
We

certainly will advise the Board as what our intentions are
7

in this respect.
SCHAIRMAN JFISCH:
M.i

1j

1

ROISN:

Well, we'd appreciate that.

Mro Chairman, can I raise one other

question on this, because it seems to me that we can't duck
around it, the letter indicates that in the opinion of Mr.

12

Brill there is some information tihich he has not received which

is

he needs to receive in order to speak fully on this subject,

14

and that refers to the present as-built engineering drawings

15

of the design, manufacturing, assembly &ad installation of

N

several Class I components of the subject nuclear power plant,

17

Nov as best as I can gather from the letter it

i8

appears that he has requested, but has not received that

19

information from Westinghouse.

20

the hands of the Applicant it is subject

a
22

23

24

If that information is in
to m1tion to

'produce documents which we will file, if that information is
in their hands,

If it is not, we are subject to the problem that
Westinghouse, while very much ih this proceeding, is technically

25 1not a party; that that information, therefore, may turn out t ,
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I

Consolidated Edison is that this organization, Pennsylvania

2

Engineering Corporation, is not part of the organizational
structure which has always been represented as part of the

4

complete presentation of qualifica.tions by Applicant seeking

5

a license from the Commission, then we had better have-a

6

determination made now, and perhaps a subpoena is the

7

mechanism to consider, and we should give consideration to

8

that matter now so timt theso documents can be made available

9

immediately for what review either the Pennsylvania Engineering

10

Corporation desires or the Staff or the other parties to the

II

proceeding may desire to review.
Now, if no one seems to be the moving party:

12

and

13

maybe the implication was not given by the transmittal of

14

this Pennsylvania Engineering letter to the various parties'

is

but the inference may be dravib by some that somebody better

is

be doing something about this Pennsylvania Engineering

17

Corporation, and maybe that was intended that the Board

i8

better proceed.
Mr. Chairman, there is a misunder

19

MR. TROSTEN:

20

standing, apparently, Mr. Chairman.

21

deal about what the allegation of the Pennsylvania Engineering

22

Corporation are.

23

all of the points that are raised. We are discussing this

214

with the Division of ComplianCe.

25

documents.

We are doing a great

We are, as I say, conducting analyses of

We are looking at all the

And there is no question but that we intend to

P2-am8
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1

have this matter fully explored and to bring to this Board

2

those

-

3

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

We understand that.

But the

4

particular point at issue is that Brill has made the charge

5

that he needs some documents and I don't know what the

6

Consolidated Edison plans to review and analyze and talk to

7

and see what can be done aboilt this or not.

8

documents are necessary for an analysis of this safety .matter

3

it may be well that we determine now that they are going to

10

be made available

11

about safety.

12

But if the

to those who are making these contentions

It won't be enough for somebody to come in and

13

sayr, 'qell

14

it.

after our analysis we find there is

here is

nothing tao

no document that seems to be overlooked,

and

e're satisfied that what has been done is perfectly proper."

is

Now,

that's maybe an analysis.

But that would

17

not be considered by the Board accurate.

18

there is something that is basic to an analysis of these

19

charges those documents should be made available.

20

not willingly provided, and no one else seems to be moving,

21

it

may be well for the Board 'o

We believe that if

If they are

proceed as maybe on a request

of the Staff under the policy statement under the rules of
23

practice that where the Commision says if the Board believes

?A

that further evidence should be adduced, the Board should go

25

to the parties and have them bring in the evidence, and if

4944
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they don't bring in the evidence, why we'll have to adopt
2

some mechanism to see what can be done in that regard.
MR. KARI4AN:

3

Mr. Chairman, with respect to

4

bringing in the evidence, the Regulatory Staff, as I indicated,

5

has commenced its inquiry, has spoken with Mr. Brill, I

8

understand, and with Westinghouse, and I'm sure with

7

Consolidated Edison and has continued its investigation, and
oe are going to bring In evidence, the evidence of our inquiry

9

into this matter.,

10

CHAIRMN JENSCH:
KARMAN:

11MR.

We understand that.

Well, U just wanted

to make the

12

record clear that this is being done,,

TS

particular point I did not want the Board or the parties to

14

get any opinion that xowe choose not to or we choose to call

Is

Mr. Brill.

16

us to call Mr. Brill.

17

with my inquirers, as you would, to find out what is going on

18

in this particular matter before I would commit the Regulatory

19

Staff

20

By my silence at this

It may very well be that it will be urgent for
But I gould like to find and speak

at this time to calling Mr. Brill.
CHAIRDMN JENSCH:

We understand and neither the

2l

Applicant nor the Staff has completed their analyses and '0

22

donIt expecgt theM' to give us now what their final commitments

23

are going to be.

24

today that Mr. Brill should bd here and he should have the

25

documents available to him that he is seeking for the analysis

But I believe it is a view of the Board

P2-amlO
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I

he makes, and that it won't be enough to pay,

2

talked to him and he decided now that he'c' rather not say

3.

anything about it," or maybe he's changed his mind or

4

something,

5

'Well, we

There is a public record that's of substantial

6

concern to many people.

7

seems to be well within the order c:, the day-, and the

a

Commission has indicated in 'the statement of policy that at

0

any time the Board believes that Jfurther evidence should be

$0

presented that rather than denying the application that the

it

opportunity should be given to the parties to present the

12

further evidence.

13

at the present time,

14

and 19th.

And full ard complete

I think the Board is about in that position
At least we have settled upon May i7th

Is there any obje,-cion to that date?

is

MIR6 TROSTEN:

1

CHAIRMAN JENSCMt:

17

MR. KARNMN:

Ia

CLAIRMAN JENSCH:

19

MR. ROISMAN:

20

CHADMAN JENSCH"

21
22
23

disclosure

Ncj, the:e is no objection.
Applicant and Staff?

Wo objection,
citizen ' Committee?

No objection.
Hudson River Fishermen's

Association?
I.MACBET.ii:

No objection.

CHAIRF.AN:JENSCH:

And I don't see the Atomic

Energy counsel of the State of New York, nor do I see the
5

State of New York.

P2-amll
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SMR.
2

KARMAN:

Mr. Martin did indicate to me before

that any schedule that the Board could set would be satisfactorl

SCHAIRMAN

JENSCH:

I might say that Mr. Proudf it

a

before we recessed indicated that his duties required his

5

absence, and he was excused by the Board.

6

reflection on his absence.

7

kR. TROSTEN:

There is no

Mr. Chairman, I would like to

6

discuss for a moment the matter of moving forward with the

9

environmental portion of the hearing as well as the

110

presentation of evidence concerning the Pennsylvania

it

Engineering Corporation.

02

115
16

213
119.
24

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

p

Wells we felt, first of all,

2

we are not in a position to ma e any decisions until we.dispose

3

of this Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation.

4

take itthe Commmssion will give some consideration to the

5

scheduling of the environmental situation.
1'o

TOSTEN:

U.

At that time I

chaIrman, I understand what you"

have said, but could vie not assume that we rill be able to

7

dispose of the Pennsylvania E-ninsering Corporation matter

and proceed on the basis that we will then rove Into the

9

~ohearing, cros-examlatlon afid presentatioa of rebuttal-.
~ eideceig necessary, Vilth respact to the environment.l
12

testimony?

Ur

M~
acbeth and I will certainly be working towards

14

this schedule.

is

to analyze the testimony that has been filed to date.

1627

This will give us well over.a month in order

1voul

suggest that we ought to plan to move

forward with the environmental portion of the hearIng.
18CRAM~MAN

JE1USCH:

I thin% that could be a goodA

endeavor f.r -you folks to confer about this and have a
20

schedule available so that the Board can consider your sugges

21

tions in this regard.

2

the proceeding in every way and to accommodate the arrangements

23

that the parties have developed between or among themselves as

Sto
25

We on the Board are -anxious to expedite

a convenient time to consider Several matters.

I don't

know that the Board Is able to quite set a schedule now.
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1

We are look~ing at our various schedules and are

trying to take. first things first, If vo can.

2
a

MR
4

IMCBETIH:

I think, Mr. Chafrmant what Mr~.

rosten Is suggesting, is that should Pennsylvania Engineering

-be completed an thy 27tho, to continue with the environmental

5

mtters on the l~th and 19th.

6

T OSTEN:

7.

Ytes.
tbhat case I would like to riake

M. UAET:In

Sclear that we have now filed an answer to the motion with.
supoporting memorandum of law suggesting that the Board deny

tno

itthe ninety per cent motion, and that I would hope gor some
J2

ruling oni that reply before ve 'went Into the hearings.

Is
14

Xf the Board would like to have argument on thote
pointsq I wou~ld be prepared io do It now.

TS

In fairness to Me. Tfrosten and 1W.

Karman,

I thiwx

Is

they should have some time to produce replies.

17

principal problems, of course, Is that we have not seen a

so8

statement -from the Staff on the eavlronmental impact that

19

covers a license of this magnitude.

20
21

CHAIRM&DT JENSCH:

D.KARJMAN:*

I have been caught on misdays In this

particular proceeding many times, Mr~. Chairman.
24

25

What is the status of the final

environmental impact statement, If I way ask?

22

23

One of the

CHAMPRAN JENSCH.RM

KUN

Tryr again.

I keep trying.

7 don't quit..
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The latest advice I hadp as I left Washington
2 1yesterday, was that the draft of the environmnental. statement

s

'of the Atomic Energy Commission will he issued apprOXIMately

4

within the nexrt 'week.

5

au7an'

J~nz7Sal:
~~ ~&Bi~: D

J'pril 1l2-th.
. Irmans. I would lk

oko

7

GoMaWhat In WdtvanCe it Ve are, taking up the environmental

a

mattersq it

9

that requires some decision on my ieply to W'.

10.

Is a matter of getting winsses here.

I think~

rgrosten~s

motion.
As I said, I made clear In the motion one ofO the

11
12

real problemns about discussing the ThO20 situation is that we

Is

don~t Imo~v what the Staff is going to da, or where they stand

14

on the

i5

with other agencies.

i

ist really Is rather imprabticall to go Torward with these

17

hearings If there is goiig to be coasultAtiox with other'

Is

agezwies 0

1j9

plant it It dos'

20

State of New Yor

21

f ive weeks, and the plant isnt able to operate.

22

ueSt$ion of discussing alternatives and consultation
11 ink' we have seen this morning that

It 6eeis little point in setting a license for the
have environmutal consultation and the
slaps an ord6,r on It as It haig for the past

1 rely undor' a technical reading of Append!i- D,

23

that may be permissible.

24

wotildult mak~e much sense.

25 11

I think as a practical matter, it

also, of course, feel that the motion, as

QlTt4
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1

lbr. frosten submitted it, last September, Is now moot.

2

plant Isn't going to operate this summer so it provides power

3

to the City of Mw York at ninety per cent of full power.

This

4. Their own realistic estimates of how long that plant will
5

take to go through the testing starting on June 21st, Is

6

October 25th.

7

1 just think We are reaching kind of foolishness

e

if we are talking about the critical period of the summer of

9

1972.

1 we are now talking about the critical fall period,

10

1 think we orght to have some new papers from Mr. Trosten.

11

We have had some argument about the rest of the critical year,

12

the other seasons.

13

the cake and we have always been looking to the summer of 1972

14

begore,

15

Frankly, that has aiwasy been icing on.

We arc now moving on beyond that.
The Applicant, we2l obviously, wants to operate

16

this plant as high a power level as It can as soon as it can.

17

But I think it really has to get the papers together and get

1s

the thing focused.

If we are now talking about operations

19

starting on the 25th of October at a steady state og ninety

2o

per cent, then X think there is some different kind of

21

evidence that has to be presented to start with.

22

motions we have had so far really are moot.

23

I think the.

1 raise the last point that is in my papers.

I

24

really think a ninety per cent motion Is just straining the

25

common sense interpretation of Section D-2 of Appendix D.

4951
I don't think that when the Commission talted of limited
2

operation and said that anything over twenty per cent went
from the Board to the Comnmisson,

4

a ninety per cent level.

5

that it was talking about

That is a fantastic situarton.

As far as the environmental Impact is concerned,

6

at least the

7

ipact would be Interested in, and there Isn t going to be a

8

do

mps of this plant and the major environmental

acinbtweenl ninety per cent and one hundred per' cent.

The prqps are golng to operate at the same rate if It Is
T
10

ninety per cent or one hundred per cent.

1

little less heat coning out.

12

conceded that the heat Is a mild element in the kIlling of the

1:3

fish.

1

1here will be 6.

But I think it is generally

am just floored that the applicant Insists on

15

going forwar.

16

retreat somtewhat In this position.

17

ninety per cnt on full power.

8

x really had hoped at some point that It would
It just presses forard at

1 rea ly don't think that is what the Commission

19

contemplated by Ap

20

Circuit Court In tbz Calvert Clifts decision contemplated by

21

App

22

go into greater length now.

3

4

25

ndin D. I don't think that 1s what the

!di_
D. I would press all thOse points and be happy to

But I do think that there should be some ruling on
that beforo we go Into the environmental hearing.

1 have uorked on getting tbe evidence ready.

I

QWt6
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s perfectly clear.

X have submitted evidence

I

think that

2

today.

3

1 have the feeling that this is really a frolic in detour.

S

We are going to go through hearings at ninety per cent and

5

another round of hearings at one hundred per cent.

8

going to produce paper time and time again, proposed findings

7

of
of fact and conclusions of law, twice over, on a difference

g

ten per cent when the pumps and so on are operating at the

%

sane rate at both those levels.

I can be prepared to go forward with hearins in May.

The motion does technically say that ninety per

0
1

cent of such lover power level as the Board should find
appropriate, something to that effect.

id

We are

Welthat zates it a

it gets awfully hard to areue about it.

1

kind of sliding motion.

14

We can stand a fe

i5

per
doesn't seem to be working, we can go down to eighty-five

to

cent and work our way on down,

17

per cent.

1
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

days arguing at ninety per cent.

too,

f that*

I dont know, maybe twenty
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CHAIRNAN JEjiSCH:

Is there anything we haven't

We haven't disposed of this motion for testing

2

disposed of?

3

yet,

6

testing operation before consideration can be given to any

5

power level?

is there any evidence that would be important from a

Ml.

S

MACBETH:

If ,you are suggesting opening the

12

the:,
question of the fifty percent testing license, that
the
Hudson River Fishermen's Association and EDF stand by
it
stipulation that ve signed last November. Fortunately
plant does go on in
seems that this period, assuming the
finally
some time in July or maybe even August, whenever it
go?. together, that will not be a bad time for the fish.

13

So we are coming out a little more happily than we might

14

have been in that.

15

that we uill not oppose a fifty percent testing license.

We will certainly stand by the stipulation

CHiIRMAN JENSCH:
17

9

We understand that,, My point

is, is there evidence likely from the testing operation that
power
would be co-ttollig at all in reference to whatever
level? The motion as you stated, of- dinety percent power
The Board doesn't

20

or whatever p6wer the Board decides

21

have anything to do with power levels over twenty perient.

22

So that phase of it, it wouldn't be by a determination of

23

the Board.

-

I am wondering whether the testing license, to

that
which the parties have stipulated, may produce evidence
percent
will be important in determining even the twenty

Q2-'f'wm2
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limitation within the jurisdiction of the Board.
MR. MACBETH:

It would, but only in the long run,

There will be, I understand, tests of larvae

3

Mr. Chairman.

A

and non-screenable sizes of

3

is starting on the 21st of June, there will be very few.

a

spawning season runs from the end of Nay toward the middle

7

of July.

fish,

Actually, since the plant

The

There will be a little period.
It takes almost six months for those results' to

a

be put together.

As I understand it, Dr. Lauer did some

W@

tests on some organisms other than fish last summer, and.' those

.11

were ready, roughly, about the first of this year,
I think any results we got would only be

12
is

available for analysis and hearing some time year from now.

14

I dont think the Applicant wants to wait that long and I.don't

is

see anything in waiting that long.
CHAIRNO JENSCH:

1

I'm not thinking so much from

17

an environmental point of view as -from a radiological point

to

of view.

is

radiological point of view that would be important for a

20

consideration of any power level.

I don't know wbether there is any evidence on the

4aybe to go back io the original premise, everybody

21
22

says May 17th will take care of the Pennsylvania Engineering

2

Corporation.

?are
25

If Mr. Brill doesn't show up, I don't think we

going to do too much on May 17th.
MR. MACBETH:

We may have to

-

I don't make any assumption about
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May 17th.
2

CHAIRNM4A

JENSCH:

Pennsylvania Engineering.

I think we need three days for'

We may not need all that.

I don't

know that the Board has given considerations to what we shouild

I5

do about environmental matters after the Pennsylvania
Engineering testifies.
7

Assuming April 12th or thereabouts is the date
for the release of the draft statement, it will be sent to

9
10

all the other agencies; is that correct?
MR. Vt.WAN:
CIIAIRMI

Yes.

JENSCH:

How are the ezpectations in

reply to that regard?
MR.

KARMAN:

We will anticipate thirty days for

replies and approximately another thirty days before the
Staff's final statement would come out,

Again, appro:imately,

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIM AN JENSCH:

That takes us to the middle of

June for the final environmental impact statement.
Is it your contemplation to proceed without that?
10. TROSTEN:

Unqestionably, Mr. Chairman.

think we should proceed now.

I

I'd like to address the points

that Mr. Macbeth has raised, if I may, right now.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
MR. TROSTEN:

Proceed.

In the first place, and reserving the

right to file a written answer to this memorandum which ue
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45
received today, I would say that the Hudson River Fishermen's

2

Assocation and the Environmental Defense Fund, in preparing

3

this memorandum, have simply not read Section D-2 of

4

Appendix D.

5

They utterly ignored not only the language of

a

the regulations but also the Commission's opinion in the

7

Palisades case, which makes it quite clear that Section D-2

8

applies here

9

consultation by the AEC with other agencies before operation

The points they are raising concernirg

10

on a limited po)er basis can be authorized, simply doesn't

11

apply here.

12

AEC regulations require full consideration of the alternatives

is

to the actions proposed is simply not the case.

14

regulations in no way require that there be a consideration of

15

alternatives.

16

Similarly, the point that they make that the

Section D-2 specifies quite clearly what the

17

factors are that the Board should consider.

Is

absolutely nothing about alternatives0

19

The

It says

As far as the matter of the precise scope of the

20

license that we are requesting here, we are asking that the

21

Board authorize operation at ninety percent of power, or
such lesser power level as the record justifies.

We are

23

offering evidence on the environmental effects of operation

24

at up to ninety percent of fuil power.

25

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that there is evidence
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at the present time on behalf of the State, an environmental

2

impact statement dealing with operation of fifty percent. of

S

full power.

4

evidence not only from the Applicant which we put in todpys

a

but also from the Staff dealing with operations.

Mhere is in the record at the present tii

As far as the period of the delay caused by the

6

7

additional work that has to bd done on the plant, it is simply

s

not true that there is no need for the power from the plant.

.

We have testified that the testing period for this plant Is

10

expected to run from forty-nine to ninety-eight days.

11

could, if

12

producing power during the course of the summer.

13

So we

we were fortunate, to have the plant available

There is also evidence in the record, very clear

1

evidence that the plant is vitally needed for this fall.

M5

the fact that there has been A delay in the construction

is

schedule, I submit, has absolutdey nothing to do with the

17

fact that we should go forward As quickly as we can and

i8

hear this matter.

19

So

We have asked for authority to operate this plant

20

during the period of impending review, which is clearly the

.

intent of Appendix D of the Commission's regulations.

22

have seen that the Staff's detailed statement has been

23

seriously delayed.

We

2.4

We have been promised, and I am not saying this

25

in a critical way because I kbwo the Staff is overburdened.

4958.
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We have seen that the Staff has promised time and again that

2

the draft detail statement will be available and it just

3

simply hasn't been produced.

It is important that we not find ourselves in the

4
5

trap of waiting for the full revieu before we consider

6

operation of this plant.

7

forward with consideration of an operating license for this

8

plant after the first priority matter, which is the consideratic

9

of the testing license disposed of by the Board.

It is absolutely vital that we go

e we should do is proceed as
So we submit that w,

10

on an

11

quickly as possible with con sideration of the evidence

12

operating license for this plant at up to ninety percent of

13

power, and that the Board should certify the record to the

14

Commission when it is satisfied that a proper record has been

i5

developed for the Commission's consideration.
On that basis, Mr. Chairman, I would say that

16
17

what we should do is set a time as quickly as practical to

Is

proceed with the hearing on environmental matters that the

19

Board has disposed of this answer that Mr. Macbeth and

20

Mr. Roisman have filed today.
MACBETH:
M.H

21

Mr. Chairman, there are a fw
On

22

points which I'd like to disagree with Mr. Trosten on.

23

the question of consultation with the State agencies, it is

24

perfectly true that Appendix D), section D-2 does not require

25

that.

I think the decision under the Act does require that
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I

and I have so stated in my memorandum.

2

a practical situation,

a

I do think there is

We have seen it today.

If there is a consultation with the State agencies

4

and the other agencies have

s

plant, we may end up in the same situation,

6

to me too fruitful to follow D-2 to the letter when the Act

7

and the decisions point in different directions.

a

of a more fruitful result for everybody concerned, that is.

a

On the question of alternatives, I think it !a a

10

had any kind of pow0er over this.

matter of interpretation of D-2.

The end.

There is certainly language

in D-2 that goes to alternatives.
a

It doesn't seem

I don't think there

is

any question about that.
On the question of a statement from the Staff on.

14

fifty percent power, there is, of course, a statement of that

is

sort.

Ns

was aimed at a power siituation this

17

me could stretch and pull the Staff statement so that it

18

became a statement for next fall or next winter or some other

19

season0

20

well aware what the Staff -wasl0oking at essentially vas

21

power demands for this summer.

The summertime is the time when

22

Con Edison has its peak loads.

We have all gone forward for

23

a year and half now with the assumption is the worst time

24

Now the fall becomes critical.

25

critical after that.

I think-it is perfectly cIear, too, that that statrtent
summer.

It may be that

I think everyone who gat here in January was perfectly

I assume winter will be:
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am not so impressed when the Public Service

2

Commission of the State of New York has figures that Con

3

Edison will have a reserve over peak winter load of thirty-five

4

percent, and without it operating it will have a reserve of

5

thirty-one percent.

6

to look at that question again and decide what it wants to do

7

-ith it.

I think that is really in reply to the major points,
I really think a lot of this is a practical.

a
9

I think that the Staff might well want:

consideration.

If we go through a full ninety percent hearing

10

and we file all the papers involved, everybody in this room

i1

will have to-take time.

12

deal

is

turning around somewhere in the middle .of that to start 100

14

percent hearings.

Is

again, more time and testimony and more paper and more

is

considerations,

The Board will have to take a great

of time to consider the whole matter , and we will be

We will be going through the same process

17

I think in the end everyone will come out getting

ts

the hearing completed and the final decision on environmental

19

matters will be done a great deal more quickly if we go to

20

100 percent,,
We will be prepared to cross-examine and take

21
22

direct examination on ninety percent or such other power level

23

as the Board finds is appropriate.

24

anyone

25

I really wonder whether

will profit from that in the end.

1
CHAMMAN JENSCH:

I
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I think, first of all, that it

should be emphasized that Appendix D=2 represents the question

of regulations which are controlling on the Board.
f you have a different view of those regulations,

4

you will have to consider that from your own point of view.

5

Board, of course, will comply fully with the

8This

7

Comvzissiones regulations at all times..

S

I think we have some

problems that the Board wants to consider about this whole

S matter.
10

I don't ?now that we are In a position to fix a

schedule at this time.
MACBETH:

11M

Would the Board Inform us two weeks

12

In advance if they do want to take any environmental evidence

13

on this hearing, In May?

14

CRA1UMAN J1SCH:

R. M BETH:

Yes.

Obviously I have to start getting

16

the witnesses here and so on.

17

about this date becmse I understood the Board earlier to in

To

only looklag at Pannsylvania Engineering.

19

to have some time and warning.

20

CHAMUA

21

O22
23

04

JENSC!H:

Z haven't consulted with them

I really do have

Can you indicate how long you

think your cross-examination on the environmental matters

will take?
R. MACBETH:

I have received this very lengthy

document of Dr. Lawler today oh fish entrainments.
25

will take some time.

I think It

I thi-nk that if we are finished
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Pennsylvania Engineering In one day,

2

other two for a start.

3

1

S

quickly as posslble, It will be a start In ?ay which w1ll have

5

to be contl.ved to some other t.me.

S

I can easily occupy the

I think we will have to come back.

really think, even with Mro Trosten wanting to get on as

JEXNSCH:

6CEUIRAM/,

In any event, you wouldn't need

7

any notice in preparation for the May date for getting your

a

witnesses here?

9
10

L%, NACWTH: As long as Itts our cross-e=mination.,
that will be fine.
WHAIRAN JENSCH: If you thought you would take two

1

days, I am not qu te so sanguine about one day for Pennsylvania

ts

Engineering.
IM. MACBETH:

is

Trosten the benefit of every doubt.
CWInLAN JENSCH:

1

17

And neither am 1, but I give Mr.

for cross-examInation.

So he won~t have a problem.

Thnen we won"t give a notice in advance of May for

s

That Is

1i9

'this.

20

all right?

agreeable with you; Is that correct?

21

Ia.

22

CHAXRWAN JENSCH:

23

5

He can utilizethe may session

MACBETH:

Is that

Yes.

We w11 try to set any further

schedule for such arrangements that w1ll permit you to get
your witnesses together.

25

That is about as far as we can go today.

Is there
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anything fu2rthor?
PiiR. ROXIMW:

2

3

that we were coming back tomorrow morning?
4

5

Mr. CJhairklan, is It your thought

CHAM-Wal JENSCH:

IVo, not unless the Part ies had

Something that they Vanted to-develop.
St~~~

You dich raise In your letter theb

112.RCZAw,

7

question on Point Numnber 5,, discussion In nreference to

.e

necessity of.any o22icial notice In view of the moving of the
9Appeal Bozrd In reference to the emergency Coro cooling

TO

system.

11

you like to postpone It Until-.

Did you want to have a discussion on that now or would'

12.

i3

=1l1MEN
T

SCH:

have it-nor.
M. R
1OISMAN:
15when it

16

If you are pzpared nowp let us

As, the Board indicatod this morning

handed out copieS2 that Pertinent to this dcussion..

Is the recent rulling of the R6ard, 4tomic Szfety and Licensing

W1 Board In the matter of Veimont yanke tvi0-Rulear, Power Cr

Oraino

ts

certifying to the Atomic 1Energy Comisoion two questions which

9

relate to the mianner In which ilia hearing boards are to handle

20

the question of challenges to ithb validity of the interim

21

acceptance criteria during the perlod of the Ntional Bfearings

22

on ECCS.

23

First lookIng back at tha order of the Appeals
Board In this matter, which order Is still subject to a motion

25

to rcanoder, which has not been decided ~tby

the Appeals
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Board,

that order on Page 6 indicates the limits of ruling

2

number 1, namely the ruling as to the validity of the

S

interim criteria as to procedural matters.

4

first

5

relate to the substance of the rule, or to its adoption by

6

the Commission without public rulemaking proceedIngs and

7

without at least thirty days'

0

Included in

9

accordingly are limiting our answer thereto."

place, it

Is

X quote,

"In the

not clear to us whether these contentions

zioticeo.

Only the latter are

the genral question certified to us, and we

That means that there Is still open the question

0
11

of the validity of the Interim criteria on the more general

i2

standard.

M

in law or fact for the deterqIinatlons which the Commission

14

made on the Interim criteria.

is

has been throughout that the data for which ve are seeking

16

official noticep or some alternative notice, Is all relevant

17

to the Benthos determination as to whether or not there Is a

1

substantial qaestion as to the validity of the Interim

19

acceptance criteria which would warrant the Board cartifying

20

that question gor the Commission or to the Appeal Board for

21

Its dea4emination; that nothin in Rule Number I by the

22

Appeal Board lndicates that that issue has been foreclosed.

23

They merely ruled and this Board, until that is

That Is whether or not there is a rational basis

It

would be our contention and

P

overturned, is bound by that ruling.

25

adopted the Interim acceptance criteria without thirty days2

The fact the Commission

4965
Ino"Iice,

and under an emergoncy was not Invalid for that reason

2

that they had given sufficient reasons 2or taking that action.

a

Tbat, of course

46

reasons for the substantatIve conclutaions to which they caie,

,

does not mean that they gave sufficient

S or that there are not 2acts which have been developed or could
Sbe developed on directed In this proceeding which would riaise
7

doifats as to the validity of thie interim criteria.

8
9

Rule Mumber 2 In ttBoard decisions It
me, brings directly Into gocra

ermi

timesustance-of the attach,

io

which we are iwahing wilth re~rd to the latorim criteria 0

11

Number 2 Interprets the third criteria as not perr-It'tings,under

12

Interim

14

rod burstIng

15

hearing.

U18

o-4terla, an Inepandent Invetigatlon Into the ques
is tion of Whethor or not ftll cooling flow or rod Swo!1ang aid

16Under

are to be discusos In an Individual
tht

li1ensing

nterpretatiding We are thb, btuak with

17

the COMrMISSiODIS deteMination on the Interim criteria; that the

18

Westlnghouw, 7odel,, whI~co

19

W"Olling or burtlag or thbe 02:266t oZI flow bachaze,

20

decided, and that there sshall be no additloal data.

7ia t

Vi

eclsion, namely that cr~teria 3Is adequately mat

--,hle

not Include

an analysi.s

of rod

as beon

2?- ftstinghouse modavl and the core will reiniiamenable for
23

24

:oollng,

Is the declsion that we feel Is Incorrect.

The data that vie attemplet to introdtce In the record
eDs to that Issues Mamealy to the questton of whether or not

Q3Wgt6
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I

or not there is a reasonable assurance that criteria 3 can be

2

met if the Westinghouse model is used.
So that what the Appeal Board second ruling does

3

4

is

s

compels us to give an argunent onthe interpretatlon of the

6

regulation, not into an argumnt on the validity of the

7

regulation. Thiere was still, we thought", and we still believe

8

that we were correct, of course, that the criteria 3 con

9

templated the taking of evidence In this hearing on flovw

1o

11

give an interpretation to the interim criteria, which

bloclage and rod swelling and bursting,

It now appears that the Appeal Board has ruled that

12

Is not so. Therefore, the criteria is Invalid because We

is

believe the Westinghouse model does not adequately account

14

for rod swelling and bursting, and that criteria 3 cannot be

is

met If the 'gestImghouse model is used and that this plant will

16

not be able to meet that criteria.

17.,

The question then comes as to where the data with

18

reference to this matter should come.

19

determination In

20

certification of qu6stions.

21

That brings us to the

the Vermont Yankee hearing with regard to

The Board In that hearing has certified to ques-.

22

tions which seem to us to be equally pertinent and relevant

23

to this procceding.

24

quote on Page 4 of the Ruling in Vermont Yankee:

25

1he first question has to do with, and I

"Since the present emergency core cooling criteria

Q~wt7
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I are oDly PresumPtively valid (not based UPOU reliable,
2
3

Probative and substantial evIdernce)-then, in Ovder to avoid
duPlication with the ECCq rule Ma~ng ProceedIngg. In the

4

presentation 02 evid~ence rosPect±MS the validity and sug

5

fici~neY 02? such c-tterla, wbat procedure ife to b6
6

dvtl

or tbe separate cases wjhGerein Challenges are Made to OV0r2coPn

7

the Pr"SMPtion og vialid-Ity thats In orTder to accord due

a

process to the contestants, will raquire that dtri~i

9

be mnade up~on the bzsis og rneliabje, probatiLve ane, 5uztail

Then 00e iqustioa:
"soud
T3
'14

15

heAtoMic; 3220tY and Licensixog Board

Considor the Mttpak ma&'4 ail t ho

'*CSC oaiterai

hiop

Ceedangy Including the- CoU+"'te2iOz tbhat the citeria are~
arbitrary and capricious and c~nrcy to 2act?"
That Is the idatdtil Conte~ntion whicih -the Cit izens'

17

CC=InttGO IS Making in this xropeeding,
n que%).tjcn number 2:

18

19

"What is thes limit '69 61COVOVY deied to w-,

21

reasonable by tho Comnil'ond 20r, a? party contestings the
Tmlldity an 'd Sufficiency of the' pieseut ewe rg
y
rec'o~

22

critclr.Ia, and

23

utilizze

2o

seeking to agctAln V16 2oundatlon eVi&encef

b7 the Ragulatory stagg COT its deter~jinjtSiOBS

24 7*8garding 1the criteria?"v
25

14e qgestion:,

Q3 t8
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"Does the Intervenor's motion for discovery con

1

p

2

stitute a reasonable request for Identified basic documents,

3

in the light of rulings made by the Commission in the ECCS

4

rule matirg proceedings?"

hat second question In the Vermont Yankee case

5

S

6

is not directly involved in this proceedingo What we are

7

suggesting Is that the aata Which relates to the question of

8

the validity of the emergency coare cooling system which

9

initially was contained In documents of which we have sought

10

official notice Is now contalnd. In a far more reliable, far

i

more usefl and much moxe easily obtained form, to wit: .in

12

the form of testimony taken In the emergency core cooling

i

system hearing to which' the applicant, the Regulatory Staff

14

and the Citizens' Committee arbe a12 parties; that In that

1s

procee9diu

16

ments is now available, and that It will be our position,

17

rather than continuing to pursue the question of official

18

notice which we have all conceded all along, raised sub

19

stantial problems with trying to understand what Dr.

20

Rittenhouse in his documnt,wlthout having Dr. Rittenhouse

21

here, to explain it, can be avoided because Dr. littenhouse

22

has now ezpltained It,

2s

more lucidly on the basis of substantial more recent and

24

available data; that what ve

25

would be prepared to do on a tir4ly schedule that the Board

the datz from the people who prepared those docu

and he has explained it substantially

should be doing and What we

(Q3' t9
I

sets down,

2

selected portions o2 the hearing record of the emergency core

3

cooling system.

4

is

simply to bring Into this hearing by reference

We will provide the references as ve see them.

5

Applicant or the Staff can provide additional references.

6

Board will then hve before it

7

decide the question which has been ralsed and is In this

a

hearing'W for over a year.

9

core cooling system criteria apPlied to this plant Is valid

The

Mhe

the record upon which it can

7bat Is whether or not the O*mergency

io

or whether or not there 1s a substantlal question as to their

11

validity.

12
13

14

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
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I would point out that one additional factor -

I
2

And I think the Board earlier today discussed this point in
the context of another discussion involving New York State.
submittal of evidence an opposition to the fifty percent
testing license.

That is that later events obviously have

to affect this Board's decision.
The national hearing on the emergency core cooling
system has involved data which was not previously available
to any part of this proceeding because of the Commissiens
usual interpretation of the availability of internal memoranda.
It is now determined in the coursO of that hearing to make
available internal memoranda which have been not previously
available.
One of these and a portion I have with me will
illustrate the -- The document is entitled,

"Interim Draft,

review of the assessment methods currently used to analyze
loss of coolant accidents, and to determine the requirements
for and performance of emergency core cooling systems in.
light water nuclear reactors, Part III, pressurized

water

reactor systems, prepared for Division of Regulation, U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission, by idaho Nuclear Corporation, April 2
1971," and more popularly known as the Brockert Report.
In this report, and the other people at Idaho Nuclear who
worked on it had a number of significant things to say about
the precise issues we have been talking about in the course of

Q4-wm2
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this hearing.

I would like, with the Board's permission, to

2.

quote a couple of portions to indicate the significance .of

3

the document and not put the document in evidence at this time.

4

MR. TROSTEN:

5

CLAIRNM

I object to that,, Mro Chairman.

JENSCH:

MR. ROIS14AN:

It

is argument, not evidence.

On page III, 4.4-i, "Summary of

PWR primary coolant blowdown analysis.
"The complete and correct analysis is beyond the
scope of currently used techniques and in some areas beybnd
to

present scientific knowledge.

Because of the complexity of

the problem, simplifications are often made in the analyses and
12

defended on the grotnds that the simplifications make the
predicted esults 'conservative.'

I-However, it is-difficult

to ascertain what is 'conservative' if the correct and compiete
answer is not available,"
I might say thiat the Citizens' Committee could
17

not have written it better.

He goes on:

"None of the codes

currently used solve a complete and consistent set of two
phase conservation equations.. The codes use single-phase
20

equations and average fluid przoerties for calculating the

2

transient response of two-pha6e systems.

22

the codes solve only the one-dimensional equations.

23

areas of the reactor system, such as the core and plenumsi the

V.4

three-dimensional effects may be significant and require

25

analysis by the solution of the three-dimensional conservation

In addition, all of
In certain

Q4-wm4.
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I

gather that the Applicant heeded our advice or had made up

2

its mind independently of that and did intervene,

3

Now the record is available.

It seems to us. that

4

it is a aimple matter for the parties here to reference the

5

portions of that record that are pertinent and ask the

6

Board to take them into evidence .in this proceeding by

7

reference

a

accepted in here under stipulation.

S

lengthy hearings we vill have to hold on the emergency core

not as official notice, but simply as evidence and
That will get rid of.

10

cooling system and would also relieve the Board of what at

11

least I am aware has been a soul searching and difficult

12

problem, and that is$ how'do you deal with the problem of

13

getting in to the record evidence which the Board feels to

M

some eutent is pertinent but which feels that the Applicant

15

has some rights with dregard to cross-examination.

10

Therefore, in that context, we think that the

17

matter -- We hope the Board Will shortly resolve the matter.

is

If it does not do that: and wdA hope it will not follow the

19.

Vermont Yankee format, and that is certify up to the Appeal

20

Board because we do not want to see delay in the proceeding,

21

that we could more quickly move -this way in the proceeding

22

by doing the referencing.

23

We will be prepared to meet any sort of rigid

P

time schedules that the Board sets down within reason for the

25

submittal of our portions of that testimony in the ECCS hearing

Q4-wm5
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which we believe should be noted by the Board.
CHAIRMAN JENSCH:

2

Do you desire to speak to that

matter?
4

IMR"TROSTEN:

Mr. Chairman, in December of last

year this Board, after hearing all of the evidence that.

Mr. Roisman chose to introduce in this proceeding and has
offered official notice, certified two questions to the

7

Appeal Board for its determination.
*It

was quite cledr to me at the time, and it

10

certainly remains clear to m6, that at the time the Board

11

certified those questions, it certified those questions vhich

12

on the basis of the record of this proceeding and all factors

314

associated with this proceeding, represented those issued
which it wanted to have resolved by the Appeal Board.

There

were questions which it wanted t have resolved.
The Appeal Board ruled that the interim

6

17

acceptance criteria were effective and the Appeal Board
ruled on the technical questic

19

20

that was of concern to the

Board.

In connection with the submission of this material

2

to the Appeal Board, the Citizens' Committee for the Protection

22

of the Environment, arguing strongly that the Board had

2.3

determined that there was a substantial question with regard

4

to the meaning of the regulations, put in all of its
evidence to the Appeal Board concerning all of its technical

25

Q4-wm3
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I

2

equations.'

"lthough

multinode analyses are now being

3

performed, sensitivity studies to insure that the distribution

4

and number of nodes is sufficient to insure that the correct

5

results are being calculated have not been reported."

6

The report goes on:

'With similar conclusions

7

regarding the delivery of the emergency core cooling water,

S

matters related to the pressurized tater reactor, also '"and

9

comparison of analytical results in areas of uncertainty."
All of this data has developed since the lait

11

hearing session in this proceeding.

12

directly on the validity of the interim criteria as

13

evidenced by the fact that it is in evidence at the hearing

14

dealing with that very question. We think that this Board,

is

must receive into evidence data that bears on the question

is

that is as critical to the safety of this plant as that,

17

All of this data appears

We recommend this mechanism wants to take care

1s

of the Applicant's -- And we.have not been unsympathetic

19

to that concern, The data will come into evidence through

20

official notice. that the Applicant didn't have an opportunity

21

to cross-examine.

22

At the hearings in December in this proceeding,

23

we stated to the Applicant that we thought the Applicant

P4

should intervene in the emergency core cooling system hearing

25

so that it would have an opportunity to cross-examine,

We

Q5-Wml
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concerns, put in all of its findings of fact and all of its

2

references.

All of this was before the Appeal Board.
The Citizens' Committee argued before the

3
4

Appeal Board, that it was challenging the validity of the:

5

regulation as well as challenging matters of interpretation.
The Appeal Board considered all of this.

The

7

Appeal Board consisting, I might add, of two other men who

.

were also participating in the ECCS rule making proceeding,

9

and answered the Board's question and determined that the
Board was not to consider the matter of flow blockage on
a case by case basis, and also said that the criteria are
immediately affected,

12

The Appeal Board also said. and I quote:

"The interim criteria were effective on June 29, 1971,
15

and are applicable both to facilities previously licensed

$6

and those licensed or scheduled for licensing subsequent to

17

that day.

is

rules are the ones

19

follow until they are superseded by a later issuance.

20

rule making hearing in progreis,-may result in modification

21

or affirmation of the interim cAiteria,
*

23

?4
25

Althouth designated as interia criteria, these
which licensjngboards are required to

The

Until a change i

made, however, the interim criteria are to be applied in
licensing proceedings including this one."
here are several footnotes which reference the
fact that there may be

additional developments which take
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place in these rule making hearings,

2

It is my position --

And I think the Board

3

has certainly asked a very pertinent question.

4

effect of the Appeal Board's ruling is to make it absolutely

5

unnecessary for the Board to concern itself with the arguments
over official notice.

I think the

With the exception of a relatively

7

few documento -- And I am referring now to the documents on

.8

the Vermon

9

do with methyl iodide, the Appeal Board made it absolutely

AO

Yankee transcript and the documents having to

unnecessary for the Board to consider this argument because

11

it has told the Board that there is no need for the Board

12

to consider these documents; that the Board is not to

is

consider the matter of flow

1.4

acceptance criteria are binding and effective documents.

15

blockage; that the interim

As far as the matter of taking into accoua the

Is

developments in the ECCS rule making proceeding, this is

17

obviously a completely utterly inappropriate suggestion.

is

believe the Citizens' Committee has

I

come full circle from

its original position where they were arguing that they did
20

not want to hold up this particular proceeding pending the

21

development in the rule making proceeding, and they are nOVw

2
23

P
25

arguing that we should take into account those developments
in that proceeding.
Mr. Chairman, as you know, that proceeding is
going to go on for a long, long time.

We are beginning to
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develop evidence in that proceeding that will be cross

a

examination, that will be additional redirect.

3

absolutely wrong and completely inappropriate and utterly an

4

unworkable suggestion to suggest that we start to take into

.6

account matters that go on in that rule making proceeding,

G

and take them into evidence in this proceeding.

7

I submit that the Appeal Board has told the!
Board to proceed with this hearing.

8

It will be

The Board has certified

those questions which are of concern to it.

The question

10

before the Board now is simply whether, on the basis of the

ti

evidence in this proceeding. the Applicant has satisfied

22

the interim acceptance criteria which have been determined

13

to be binding and in effect.
Mr. Roismanas motion for reconsideration, although
still pending before the Appel BDbard, it is true, has no
bearing on the effect that the Appeal Board's ruling is a

18

valid and effective rule.

7

is
19

The time for Commission review

has expired.

Our position is, ler. Chairman, as a result of

20

the Appeal Board's ruling in the Indian Point 2 proceeding,

2.

there is simply no necessity Zor considering the matter of

22

official notice and the Board should proceed immediately 'o

23

the question of whether we have satisfied the interim criteria

S
25

without regard to that question.
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CRAM1RAN JNCH:
2

3

MR

r.

MMAN:

Staff counsel.

I have very little

Chairman.

4

It would appear to me,

5

to add to that,

from reading the decision

of the Appeal Ward, that they have Made rOe2Atvely
clear

6

what thIs Board or any licensisg board must do.
Especially
7 this decision relates to this case. Thls is
not just a generic
Smatter cut doa the line In all our cases.
The Board certified
S4-ws

10

,ons to the Appeal Board.

The Appeal Board was rather

specific,1especially with respect to number

, wkhich would

Sencompass the qustion which we now have before It.
12

As far as the question of offIcial notice Is

13

concerned,

M

too sanguine as to the outcome o- the officiaml notice
because

15

he, too, would prefer other methods.

16

certainly not, as far as I can see, within the confines
of the

17

decision handed down by the Appeal Board.

is

has stated rather categorically that the criteria are
v~lid

19

criteria and that the WestingoUse model Is the
one that was tO
be used, and the licensing board, as far as they
are concerned,

2o
21

hould delve no frther Into th

22
23
24

25

I think Mx. RoIsman has Indicated that he Is noi

M,. ROISIMAN:

Those other methods are

The Appeal Board

-mpatter.

Mar. Chairman,, just a couple of points

n reply.
One, either Mr. ffhrman and M.

Trosten have a

Ifferent version of the Appeal Board dedsion or
theIrs Is not
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9 In the same language as mine Is In.. The Board.. on Page 6*
2

sald:
3

-.

"In the 91rot place, It Is not clear to us whether

.4

these contentions relate to the substance og the rule,'and

5

then later on said:

a

without Public rule maiaeu

7

thirty days, notice.

a

gaeral question certiNled to us, and we accordingly are

a

proccedimgs and wIthout at least

Cnly the latter are included In the.

"limiting our answer ter'eto.'.
10

19

11OW to its adoption by the Comission

They Uavo not said that the iaterim crltoria are.

valid 0 .Tlat questlon they clim was sicerttft2ed to them.
Secondly, it we read the laguage tht *-fr Trosten
is quoted, namely the language thawt 1.he Board is bound by Interim
14 oxIteria, to mean what it appears thatbas is 'saying, he Is then

z

reading the Appoal Board dvcizlion to o~drraile the Calvert

to

CUM*f

17

doctrine.
It Is not my undevatanding that the Appeal Board

so

has the li4cense to overrule what Is a decision of the Atoic

1O

Energy COMMISS~on.

20

the Commission hsbeen circulating a 118 page document dealing

P1

with the conduct of contested proceedlngs In which It con

22

tinues to use the Ca2vert Cliffs doctrine adopting the

23

approach that the way a party should raise their challenges

In fact, i

its most recent pr'onouncement,

?4 is to submit their*data in the gorm og a~fidavits,
~5procisely what we are suggestinkg here.

"Mat Is

We are not sggesting

I9.

Q~twt3
I

that there be discovery.

2

cross-examinationo

a

affidavitS to

We are not suggesting that there be

We are suggesting that we will submit

hAich we will attach the referenced portions of

the transcript of the ECCS hearing.
Vie do not read anything in

his Board's decision,

S in the Appeal Board order that says that the Interim criteria
for this hearing are valid and beyond Clvert Cliffs challenge

7

The mecond part of that, In fact, makes It rather
Sclear that all the Board was doing in Part 2 was Interpreting
w
what the regulation meant, not datermining whether It meant.

that, i't was valid.
it
13

Calvert CUMff

left open for this Board to decide, under the

doctrine, whether a substantial question has

been raised to the validity, and what we have been discussing

1

5

In the cobtent oftofficial notice, and are discussing now Is,
how =ny the Citizens" Committee for the Protection of -the

16

S

Environment make its presentation most effectively, most

M

critically, most expeditiousiy for the purpose of permitting

19

the Board to decide whether o

20

valid.

21

not the interm criteria are

found It somewhat extraordinary, Ur.Trostenls

22

suggestion, thaut while he vigorously opposes even my reading

23

these documents into evidence for pwposes of discussing them

?.4

on the ground that they are not properly before the Bord,.

25

that nonetheless the Bwrd has in effect decided that all of

4981

Q6Wt4

the matters which we requested official notice represent
amatters vwhich the Buard has now decided don't raise a sub
Sstantial qtwstion as to the validity of the Interim Or .iteria,
jj

The Board can~t decide 'that until It goes ifto evidence.

3

Board has been very clear that It wasnatt pping to rikIec
.~dacisiow;

*1'e

testion
about these documents until It resolved the-a -

of whether they cam Into evidence or not.

7

So this Board certainly kas not made any resolutIon
og the question og the validity of the Interim criter1A except

9

10 a substantial question was raised In the Board's mind asc to the
validity of the method of adoption.

7hat It crjrtifled0 ; A

12

substantial question was It t he Dcard's mind as to an

13

interpretation of the regulation, and that It certified.
hose two miatters are now out of the vay and make It easier

00
is

for us to proceed because we donet have the doubts therewith,,

Ta

and we are norw ready to proceed to a presentation of evidence

17

with regard to the validity ol the criteria as now Interpreted
usby the Appeal Board.
19

20

.21mally Mr

Trosten emphasizes In groat degree

In pointIng out Inaccuwatelyo that I am suggesting that this
S hearing should a-'a it the, ouicome o the ECCS hearing and that

22

somehow _or. othe*r tat Is inconal'stent with an earlier Position6.

23

LUy position has been and remnains consistent.

24

namo any date It wants to cut off: the introduction of data

295

from the ECCS hearing Into this hiearing0

7h e Boar'd can

Wie do not say that

Q6wt5
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this Board should wait gor the conclusion og that hearing.

2

Te are prepared to submit Its the data. as any cutoff date the

3

Board aggests.

4

We balieve thnt wbAt Is

already in the record

theo establishes beyond a rez~onable doubt that the irerlm
criteria are InvalidO Irrati
7

tIon *th

a

now testified on this matter.

a

todawy.

i

al

and not: based upon consulta

PeoPle who are euperts In the field and who have
Ve would be content to cut it

19 the Applicanit Is ready to do that.. and the Stagg ISO

we can stidate

that no evidence that Is takan in the ECCS

ithearing~ after five o'clock tisL afternoon will be bought
IP

begore this Board :.or the purpose af determInng the iialdity

13

of the Interim criteria.

14

on that and fizd out tho Is delayin

15

the outcome of the hea"r"g.

17
198

20

23
24
25

I wl11 a

're

ait Mr. Wostens answz
and who vants to Walt for

are ready to go.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH:
2

I suppose the ftrst thing he

will say is that the Vendor presentation --

Will that be

Sanissue?
MR. TROSTEN:

I will say, 11r

Chairman., I don't

know why Mr. Roisman discussed the repeal of the Calvert
SCliffs

Act.

This Board certified those cuestions which were

7

of concern to it.

8

about the invalidity of the presentations, why they were
invalid.

10

It heard all of Mr. Roisman's presentation

All of this was presented to this Board and the

Appeal Board.

11

The Appeal Board certified the questions and
answered the questions, and I say resolved the issue for the
Board,
CHAIRMAN JENSCI:

Is there any other matter we

should take up that was mentioned in our letter that the
parties feel we have not covered?
17
is

9

MR. KARM-2

I think you have covered just about

all of it.

MR. ROSI4AN:

Mr,,, Chairman, just for information

20

piposes, in your statement on paragraph number four, you

21

say discussion of comments, and you refer to several of the

22

proposed findings by CCEP including

2-3

ones that we were discussing were actually the ones that were

?

listed in numbers four and nine-and 9A,

among others, now, the

Thoough I understand

that there were not others that the Board
--

R-am2
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1
2

CHAIRM

JENSCH:

Does that complete the extent

of the work that Yee can do here today?

We still have a few

hours before t-welve that we could use.

I don't hear any

further suggestions.

5
6

At this time let us recess to reconvene in this

proceeding at 9:30 a~mo on May 17th, 1972.

7
8

A formal order will also be issued setting this
same day.

9
10
11
12

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

23
24
25

(Whereupon the hearI$g was adjourned for the day
at 6:07 pomo)
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